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I. INTRODUCTION
The efforts of the semiconductor industry to scale down the size of devices to achieve
higher integration levels and higher speeds have been confronted by the major problem of
the "troublesome" quantum-mechanical waye interference effects. These "troublesome" effects start to dominate device characteristics at dimensions of less than about one-quarter
of a micron, thus, making further size reduction impossible. This limits the level of integration and the ultimate speed of integrated circuits. Further advances require fundamentally new device concepts and designs. The constructive use of the "troublesome"
quantum effects was the basic premise of the proposed "Semiconductor Quantum Wave
Optics" research. Using the quantitative analogies between electromagnetics and quantum mechanics [1], new electron wave superlattice structures can be designed that mimic
corresponding devices in electromagnetic optics. Possible devices include narrow-band superlattice interference filters [2,3], filter/emitters [4,5], and negative-differential-resistivity
devices [6]. These structures can potentially be utilized to produce terahertz bandwidth
oscillators and switches. Impedance transformers between dissimilar materials can also
be constructed [7]. Beyond improving the speed of existing devices, however, the totally
new concept of "guided electron wave integrated circuits" has been proposed [8,9] to be
investigated. In addition to the advantage of ultra-small size, these devices would have
the advantages of optical-like processing- parallelism, interconnectivity, and bandwidth.
Impressive experimental evidence of this optical-like electron behavior has recently been
reported for gallium arsenide semiconductors.

II. WORK COMPLETED DURING THE 08-15-89/ 08-15-90 PERIOD
The work completed during the 08-15-89/ 08-15-90 period can be summarized into
four categories: (a) theory and design of narrow-band semiconductor superlattice filter I emitters, (b) negative-differential-resistivity quantum interference devices, (c) theory
and design of electron-wave impedance transformers, and (d) time-dependent characteristics of the electron-wave interference filters and filter I emitters.
1

A voltage-biased semiconductor superlattice structure has been designed to operate as
a continuously voltage-tunable, electron-wave interference filter and as an electron emitter. Using the analogies between electromagnetic waves and electron-waves (de Broglie
waves), a. systematic procedure for designing the quantum wells and barriers comprising
the electron-wave filter f emitter superlattice has been developed. A generalized procedure
for analyzing the electron-current transmittance and reflectance spectral responses of these
superlattice structures has also been developed. As an example, a practical continuously
tunable filter/emitter consisting of multiple layers of Ga1 -zAlzAs (compositional superlattice) is designed to emit nearly monoenergetic 0.20eV electrons by appropriate selection of
the layer compositions and thicknesses. The constraints required to have thicknesses that
are integer multiples of the monolayer thickness and to minimize intervalley scattering
(from r to L band) have also been included in the design. The filter / emitter has been
shown to have a wide tunable energy range. The full width at half maximum (FWHM)
of the filter f emitter has been shown to decrease as the number of the filter layers is increased. A sensitivity analysis of the device characteristics in the presence of fabrication
errors has revealed a very stable device response. The narrow-band filter / emitters can
be incorporated monolithically into transistor structures in order to increase their speed.
Other possible applications include electroluminescent devices, photodetectors, and in future guided electron-wave integrated circuits. This part of the work has already been
published in the Journal of Applied Physics [5] and part of it was presented in October
1989 at the Annual Meeting of the Optical Society of America in Orlando, Florida. In
addition, a U.S. patent has already been allowed and will be issued within 1991.
In the case of the electron-wave quantum-interference filter / emitter semiconductor superlattice negative differential resistivity devices, the transmission and current-voltage
characteristics have been analyzed with and without the self-consistency requirement.
For the non-self-consistent calculation the single-band effective-mass time-independent
Schroedinger equation has been solved. For the self-consistent calculation, Schroedinger
and Poisson equations have been solved iteratively until a self-consistent electron poten2

tial energy and electron density were obtained. It has been shown that suitably designed
electron-wave quantum-interference filter I emitters can exhibit strong negative differential resistance in the current-voltage characteristics, similar to those of resonant tunneling diodes. For low to moderate (2-30 meV) Fermi energies in the conduction band of
Ga1 -.Al.As (doping concentration less or equal to 2 x 1018cm- 3 ), and temperatures near
30 K (in the ballistic transport regime) , it has been shown that the space-charge effect
was relatively small and resulted in a shift of the current-voltage and transmission characteristics toward higher bias voltages. In a fashion similar to that occurring in resonant
tunneling diodes, the self-consistent field in electron-wave filter I emitter negative differential resistance devices effectively acts to screen the positive applied bias. Designs of
Ga1 _.Al.As devices have been analyzed. Resonant devices with current peak-to-valley
ratios of - 50 as well as nonresonant (not exhibiting negative differential resistance) devices have also been designed and analyzed. Importantly, in contrast to resonant tunneling
diodes the valley current was lower and remained low over a larger voltage range ("fiat
valley") . The corresponding electron charge density distributions have also been calculated. Superlattice electron-wave filter I emitter negative differential resistance devices can
be used as high-speed switches and oscillators and as monoenergetic emitters in electroluminescent devices and photodetectors. This part of the work has already been submitted
for publication to the Journal of Applied Physics. Parts also of the above described work
are going to be presented in the Annual Meeting of the Optical Society of America which
will take place in November 1990 in Boston, Massachusetts.
In the construction of semiconductor quantum devices and guided electron-wave in-

tegrated circuits it will be necessary to connect semiconductor materials with differing
electron energy-band structure. In such a configuration, detrimental reflections will occur
at the energy-band discontinuity between materials. These reflections can be eliminated
or minimized using impedance transformers. These type of impedance transformers for
ballistic (collisionless) electron-waves traveling between dissimilar energy-gap semiconductors have been designed as a series of quarter (electron) wavelength layers in the form of a
3

compositional superlattice, using the quantitative analogies between electromagnetic and
electron waves [1]. For the design energy, the electron-wave could be totally transmitted
and the structure can be analogous to an antireflection coating in electromagnetic optics.
Practical constraints on the impedance transformer that have been considered in the design
were (a) that the compositions must be within the usable compositional range and (b) their
thicknesses must be integer multiples of a monolayer thickness (similar to the design of filter/emitters). Procedures for designing narrow-band, maximally fiat (Butterworth), and
equal-ripple (Chebyshev) impedance transformers of arbitrary spectral bandwidth have
been developed. Example practical single-layer and three-layer transformers for connecting GaAs and Gao. 8 Al0 .2 As have also been designed. This work has already been published
in the Journal of Applied Physics [7].
The time-dependent characteristics of electron propagat ion in semiconductor superlattice interference filters and filter I emitters have also been studied. The transit time and the
transmissivity across such structures have been determined by solving the time-dependent
Schroedinger equation for Gaussian wavepackets. Ballistic transport has been assumed
throughout the filter or filter I emitter region. It was shown that the transmissivity of the
superlattice increases as the ratio of the energy width of the wavepacket divided by the
full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the transmission coefficient increases. Transit
times of the order of a few picoseconds are obtained for superlattices with total widths of
200Awhen the average energy of the incident wavepacket is equal to the pass energy of
the superlattice filter or filter I emitter. Part of this work was presented at the March 1990
meeting of the Bulletin of the American Physical Society [12].

III. CURRENT WORK
Additional work on Semiconductor Quantum Wave Optics is in progress. The areas
that are being currently investigated can be summarized as follows: (a) investigation of the
general similarities and differences between electromagnetic waves in lossless media and
quantum-mechanical electron-waves semiconductors, (b) research on electron-wave slab
4

and channel waveguides with emphasis in practical configurations and current limitations,
(c) analysis of the effects of the electron-electron and exchange interactions on semiconductor superlattice filters and filter/emitters, and (d) continuation of the analysis of the
time-dependent effects of these devices.
Furthermore, the Microelectronics Research Center (MiRC} of Georgia Institute of
Technology has the capabilities of fabricating these complicated ultra-small devices and
collaboration with colleagues at this center has already been established for the simultaneous growth, fabrication, and testing of the designed quantum-wave devices.

5
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Theory and design of semiconductor electron-wave Interference
filterI emitters
E. N. Gtytsis, T. K. Gaytord, and K. F. Brennan
~/tool ofEIKtrical E111if1Hfifll tlftd Micrwl«troflia ~nNrd Ctllttr, ~ill /IUtitutt of T«llnoiOJY.
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(Received IS June 1989; accepted for publication 30 Auaust 1989)
A voltaae·biased semiconductor superlattice structure is desiJned to operate simultaneously as
continuously voltaae·tunable, electron interference ftlter and as an electron emitter. Usina
the analoaies between electromaJndic: waves and electron de Broslie waves, a systematic
procedure for desianina the quantum wells and barriers c:omprisina the electron-wave filterI
emitter supcrlattice is developed. A aencra1iz.ed procedure for analyzina the electron-current
transmittance and reflectance spectral responses of that superlattic:c structures is then
presented. A practical, continuously tunable Alter/emitter consistina of multiple layers of
Ga,
As (compositionaJ superlattice) is desiJned to emit nearly monoeneraetic 0.2~V
dectrons by appropriate selection oftbe layer compositions and thicknesses. The constraints
required to have thicknesses that are inteaer multiples of the monolayer thickness and to avoid
phonon scauerina of electrons into the L band are included. n.e filter/emitter is shown to
·have a wide tunable ener&Y ranae. A sensitivity analysis of the device characteristics in the
presence offabrication errors reveals a very stable device response. Such quantum electron·
wave devices could serve as continuously tunable hot-electron emitters in ballistic transistors
and in future auided electron-wave intearated circuits.
1

_.AI.

L INTRODUCTION
Quantum-mechanical interference etrecu have recently
been observed in devices such as GaAs/AIGaAs and In·
GaAs!lnAIAs sinale-well double-barrier structures. •~ This
indicates that present-day semiconductor devices are rapidly
approac:hina a fundamentaJ siz.e limitation.' At dimensions
of Jess than about 0.3 pm, potentiaJly ..troublesome.. quan·
tum-wave eft'ects start to dominate device characteristics,
mak.ina further reduction in their sizes undesirable in some
applications. thereby limitin& the ultimate speed of the de·
vices. This holds true reaardless of the materiaJ (silicon, p.Jlium arsenide, etc.). However, these quantum-wave eft'ects
may also potentially be used in the desian of novel devices.
Startina from fundamental principles, quantitative
analolies between quantum-mechanical electron waves in
semiconductor materials and electromaanetic optical waves
in dielectrics have recently been developed." With these
analo&ies. existina electromaanetic optical analysis and desi&n techniques can be used for the analysis and desian of
nn.· semiconductor quantum-wave devices. Tbe possibility
of reatwna these device structures in practice bas become
more likely due to the rapid proaress and relative maturity in
sem;co,duc:tor arowth technologies such as molecular·
beam epitaxy (MBE) and metaloraanic chemicaJ vapor de·
position (MOCVD) that enable the fabrication ofstructures
with precise monolayer compositional control. Possible de·
vices include narrow-band superlattice interference filters'·'
and filter/emitters' (present work). These structures could
be incorporated into present-day ballistic transistors 10 to
produce subpic:osecond switchin& times. Beyond improvin&
the speed of existing devices, however, the totally new concept o(pid~d tlectron·waut int~rat~d circuits has recently
been proposed.II Tbis next generation Of integrated Circuits
would be comprised of many semiconductor quantum-wave
devices interconnected by electron waveguides.,,_,..
1158
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In these ultrasmall superlattic:e interference filters or filter/ emitters, electron waves can travel through the device
maintaining their quantum-mechanical phase coherence.
Thus these waves can interfere, reflect, refract, and diffract
in a manner anaJoaous to the electromagnetic plane waves in
dielectric media. Even thou&h quantum interference effects
have been observed experimentaJJy in sinale-well doublebarrier structures, these dfects can aJso occur in multiplelayer superlattices and at eneraies above the potential barriers. Furthermore, exploitin& the electron-wave
interference, novel electron-wave interference filter/ emitters can be desianed that are analo&ous to thin-film optical
interference filten. These superlattice interference filter/
emitters can exhibit very narrow electron kinetic eneray
passbands and can be intearated into solid-state devices for
potential use as monoeneraetic emitters for electroluminescent devices, "·' 6 photodetectors,•s.n and fast ballistic transistors."
Althouah semiconductor superlattice interference filter
designs can be visualized directly from the optical interference filters, their desians cannot simply be copies of thin-film
optical desians. Tbe reason for this is that due to the ultrasmall dimensions ofeach superlattice layer (on the order ofa
nanometer), the thickness quantization has to be taken into
account (layer thicknesses must be an integer multiple oft he
monolayer thickness). Another constraint is the limited usable composition ranae that is available. Furthermore, in the
case ofan applied bias voltaae. the potential enerJY alona the
undoped superlattice chanaes linearly with the device
Jenatb. This is analogous to a varyin& opticaJ refractive index
in a thin·fllm Alter. Presently, there are no available designs
for this linearly varyin& index case. Another practical constraint is that the desired electron-energy states should be
sufficiently below the L·band minimum in order to avoid
phonon scattering which can reduce the electron coherence

0021-8878/88/2461 58·1 0$02.40
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lenJth. The pui"JK* of this paper is to present a systematic
procedure for the desip of c:oatinuously tunable semicon·
duetor electron interference lltcr/aninen subject to the
aboYC constraints. An aampk deiian usina the
Ga 1 • • AJ.As alloy system is presented, and the filter/emitlet is shown to have a broad tunable ranae. MoreoYCr, a
..Wtivity analysis of' the ckvic:e per(onnanc:c in the presence
of fabrication variations indicates stable ckvice characteristics.

II. SEMICONDUCTOR QUANTUM ELECTRON-WAVE
OPTICS

Quantum·mec:hanic:al electron waves in semiconduc·
tors and dectromapetic optical waves in dielectrics exhibit
transmiaion, rcftectjon, intmcreoc:c. and diffraction c:haracteristic:s that arc anaJoaous to acb other since they satisfy
anaJoaous wave equations aod boundary conditions. Quan·
tum interference effects have been analyzed for ainaJe poten·
tiaJ enefJY boundaries, 11 for DOnn&l incidence," and for the
aeneral case of any number of boundaries and any anale of
incidence.• From these results a quantitative mappina
between electromaanetic optical waves and quantum electron waves has been established.•nus. usina these quantita·
live analoaies. uistina optital device desips an now have
electron-wave device counterparts.
The plane-wave solutions oftbc SchrOdinaer'sequation
c:ontain a wave-vector quantity k of maanitude
k- [2m•(£- V)) 112/ft. where m• is the electron effective
mass. E is the total electron eoero. Yis the electron poten·
tiaJ cntrl)', and tl is Planck's CODSt&Dt divided by 2tr. AU
plane-wave phase el'ects (for plane-wave interfermce) arc
descn"bcd by the wave vector k. AJ. a consequence, an electron-wave phase rd'ractivc inde111. (phase). can be introduced that is proportional to the square root of the product
of the el'ective mass and the kinetic: cnerJY.• That is,
•.(plwe)a:[m•(E- V)J 1'2.
(1)
FW'thermore. amplitude effects sucb as electron transmissivity and reflectivity may be described in terms of the wavefunction amplitude for an electron wave or in terms of the
electric field amplitude for TE-polariz.ed optital wave inci·
dent upon a boundary. Continuity of the wave function
across a potential enerc boundary and conservation of'electron probability current normal to a potential enerJY boundary arc analoaous to the continuity of the tangential compoDent of the electric field acroa a boundaly between dielectrics and to the conservation of power flow normal to a
boundary between dielecttic:s, respectiYCly. Usina these
anaJocjes, an electron-wave amplitude rd'ractive indu
•. (amplitude) c:an be introduced' that makes the optical
and electron-wave transmissivities and rcftectivities equivalcDL That is.
•.(amplitude) a: ( (£- V}/m•J 1'2.

(2)

Since the phase and amplitude dects are mathematically
decoupled in the equations describin& electromagnetic: optical designs. the same desips have quantum eJectroo-wave
counterparts that arc described by the two electron-wave
refractive indices [Eqs. (I) and (2) ). Both types of' these
f15t
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ref'ractivc indices uhibit normal dispenion; i.e., they in·
crease with decreasina wavelenath.

Ill. THIN·FILM OPTICAL INTERFERENCE F1LTERS
Due to the anaJoaies between the electromagnetic opti·
cal waves and the quantum-mechaniw electron waves, the
thin-ftlm optical interference liters and the electron-wave
interferentc supcrlauic:e filters have many common c:harac·
leristics. For completeness some or the more relevant properties of thin·llm optical ftltenJ0-22 are summarized below.
A simple type of urrow-t.ndpass optiw interference
liter is the aU-dielectric Fabry-Perot &Iter. It consists of a
haJf-wavclenJth layer sandwiched between quarter-wave·
Jenatb layers ofhi&h refractive indel (desipted H) and or
low refractive inde1 (desipated L). The combination of
quartcr-waYCienJtb layen constitutes a reflector. The elec·
tron-wave anatoa of' this elementary type of interference optic:al filter is treated in this work. The full width at hal( maximum (FWHM) of' the bandpass of this &Iter c:an be reduced
by inc:reasina the reflectivity or the reflectors, i.e., by inc:reas·
ina the ntio of hip to low refnctive indices. In the optiw
litentw-e there arc two basic: types or all-dielectn"c FabryPerot interference filten which are symbolically represented
as [HL)N HH[LH)N andH (LH JNLL [HL )NH, where H
and L represent quarter-wavelenJth layers of hiah and low
mnctive index. respectively, and N represents the number
of repetitions or the layer-pair type indicated in brackets.
Some other important cbancteristics or the all-dielectric
Fabry-Perot interference llten. that arc related with the
electron-wave ifttmermce liter desips, arc the foUowina:
(I ) The maximum transmittance of' the 6Jter is 100%. (2)
Tbe maximum transmittance oc:cun at the wavelenJtb for
which the central layer is a half-wavelcnJlh thick (as measured in that matmat) and the surroundina Iayen arc
quarter-wavdcnJtb layen (as measured in those materials).
(3) The FWHM decreases as theDwnberofthesurroundina
layen iDcreues (u N iDc:reues) . (4) The tnnsmittance
chancteristics arc relatively inseDsitive to variations in the
reflectivities and thicknesses of the Iayen. ( 5) The ftlter is
cl'ective only over a limited ranae Iince sidebands necessarily occur on ather sick or the passband.
IV. DESIGN OF SEMICONDUCTOR SUPERLATTICE
INTERFERENCE FILTER/EMITTERS
A. Computation of the layer thicknesses and
compotlUona for a given blu voltage and electron
energy

When a voltaae bias is applied to a superlattice structure. the resultina device can serve as an electron-wave inter·
fcrence filter and cJeetron emitter. Usina the previously presented anaJosies between the quantum electron waves and
the eledromapetic opticaJ waves, the quantum well and
betrier widths and bciahts in the direction ofemission can be
systematicaJly desiJfted to comprise an interference 6Jt.er
which is embedded in the emitter. The optical analoa of' this
device does not Wst aiJK:c the equivalent phase and ampli·
tude rd'ractive indices of the electron waves vary along the
emission direction of the structure due to the applied bias
potential ena'JY. Tbus the optiw counterpart would be
comprised ofi.nhomoaene:ous reJions where the correspond-

ina optical refractiw indica would Vat)' as functions o( the
propaaation distance within the optical filter. However, the
same concepts that are used for tJ.e desian homoaeneous
optical interference fUters can be adopted in the case of the
electron-wave interference filter/emitter. Moreover, the
successive quantum wells and barriers can act as the hiah
(H) and low CL) electron refractive index nuterials that
comprist the reftcctors of the interference filter/emitter.
The electron potential enerp a quantum-well super·
lattice interference filter/emitter with an applied bias vol·
tqe is shown in FiJ. t. The structure consists of M laym
surrounded by bulk scmic:ooductor material. The 6lter/
emitter is desiped to be a simple urrow-bandpas interl'er·
cncc filter ( tbc optical counterpart would be an all dieJ~tric
inhomOJeneous Fabry-Perot interference filter).The filter/
emitter consists o(M laym, where M is an odd intqer, and
the central layer is a half-wawlenJlh layer sandwbed
between quarter-wawlcn&th layers ofhip (H) and low (L)
equivalent electron·waw rd'ractiw index. When the desip
voltaae is applied, cJ~trons in a narrow spectral band
around the pres~ified pass enerJY E, (FiJ. t) traverse the
6Jter/emitter and arc emitted with an output enerp KE_,.
At the desip vohage, with corresponding bias potential en·
CrJY Jl._, each reftector layer (ofhiah (H) or low (L) aver·
age el~tron -wave refractive index) is exactly a quaner ofan
electron wavelength (as measured in that layer) in the thick·
ness, and the resonant central layer is exactly one-half of an
~ron wavelenath (as measured in that layer). In the case
of the biased filter/ emitter, the kinetic cl~tron enerJY varies
linearly within each individual layer due to the applied vol·
taae. Thus the el~tron wavelength chan&es continuously
inside eacb layer. However, a quarter or a half of an electron
wavdenJlh is defined as the required layer thickness to produce a total phase shift of the travelina electron-wave func·
tion inside the layer of 11/2 or 11, res~tively (or odd multi·
pies of these phase shifts) . Althouah only an averaae
dectron wavelength can be defined within each layer, tbe
terminoloJY of "quaner" or ''half electron wavelength" are
used in order to be analoaous to tbe correspondina quantities
appearing in the desian of optical thin-film interference
filters. Thejlh quantum well or barrier (Fia. 1) has a thick·
nessd1 and at zero bias a potential eneray of Jj . The layers
surroundina the emitter/ filter regions are taken to have the

or

or

same zero-bias potential enerl)' o( Jl.. 1"be material system
in which the &her/emitter can be implemented is taken to
form a continuous set or alloys of' the type G, •• H . K where
G, H, and K are chemical elements. and ;;r is the atomic
pcrccnta&e the H chemical element. For c.umple, a practi·
c:aJ nuterial system is Oa 1 _. AJ.As. Even it the ranae
values for the composition z can Vat)' from zero to one, the
nnae
usable compositions may be restricted to
Oc;;;rc;z_., where ;;r-· < 1. For example, this can occur due
to a possible transition at z_. (rom a direct to an indirect
cneTIY·PP material as in the case olGa 1 _.AI.As.
The dectron potential enetJY is JiveD by

or

or

or

JJ•AE~ •..f.%1 ,

(3 )

wbere AE~ is the chanae in the cnerl)' or the conduction·
band edae. aDd A is a constant. Due to ratriaions on usable
composition ranae. the COI'T'CSpoodina ranae of potential enerJies is 0< Jj < Jl_ - ..u_. Tbe laym surround in& the
llter/emittcr rqions have a compositioa o( Zo- An addi·
tiona) desip constraint for the electron-wave filter/ emitter
is that the layer tbicknei$CS should be an mteaer multiple of
the monolayer thickness. Thus the thicbess ofthejlh layer
~ should be an inteaer multiple p1 ol the monolayer thick·
oess ,, . For the}lh layer to be a quarter of an electron wave·
length in thickness at the design pass energy E,, the phase
ditf'erence between the input boundary :1 _ 1 and the output
boundary :1 (Fig. 1) must be an odd intecer multiple or v/2.
That is,

f'z,_

c

k1 (z)dz •

J.'z,_' •{.!.){2m,•[£, - Jj
~

(z))}

•(lq,-l)fl/2,

112

dz
(4)

where tbe potential enetJY in thejth layer with bias applied is
Jiven by

Jl.,_(1-

Jj(z) •

~) + Jj .

(5 )

L is the total lenJlb or tbe superlattice (Fig. 1 ) , and
f, • 1,2..... The electron pass enerc may be expressed as
E, • Jl._ + Jl0 + KE,. where KE... is the pass kinetic: enUJY in tbe input rqion (leftmost rqioa in Fig. 1 ) . The
electron ~ective mass is Jiven by
<B + C;;c1 )m0
where m 0 as the free-electron mass, and Band Care material·
system-dependent constants. Usina Eqs. ( 3 ), ( 5), and the
intqral identity J(a + bz) 112dz• (2/3b)(a + bz ) 312, Eq.
( .. ) can be rewritten

m: =

2L [ 2m0 (B + C%1 ) ] 112

..

3~w

x[(Yo+ KE. -A% +Y... i))/2
1

- (Jio + KE..- Az + Jlllioa ZJ~ 1)W2]
1

- (lqJ FlO. J. Scllanatic Rpi"CCCCItatioa ~a biased ltllliconductor wpcrlattice
electroa-waYC interf'crcnct llhcr/anincr. At &he dlsip pocential enctJY
u Y_ and input killetic tllefJY KE..,. the Iayen haYC a thick- ol a
quarter (or a halffor the I"'IIaaalt cenllal layer) ~an deetroft wavdal~th
• masured iD that layer.
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1)2

(6)

The above equation has to be solved for the composition x of
the jlh layer with Jl.,._, J10o and KE... as design paramet~rs.
Equation (6) is valid for all the layers except the center resoG lytSis, Gayton~. and Brennan

rn

untlayer. ln this cue the
termorEq. (6) isreplaocd by
r . 1bc monolayen o( the devict will be numbered with the
indel L Tbe riptmost mooolayer ofdaejlh rqion is~ . The
total number of'monolaycn in the emitter/6her is desipat·
ed I11 • Tberef'ore. the number of monolayen o( thejlh layer
iap1 - ~ - ~-,,and the comspondiftl thicbess ofthis lay·
er is ~ • PJ'J • z1 - z1 _ 1 • The total thickness of the stnac·
hart is L • I;'. tPJ'J (if the monolayer thicbesses are the
tune in each layer, '• •
then L • 111 ,). Tbe
boundaries between the various layen which are desipated
• z1 <Yaa. J) are Jiven by z.J • I{_,,,,, (for equal monolayer thicknesses, z.J • (11 /111 >L ). It is worth mentioniD&
that the IOlutioo ofEq. ( 6) is not trivial liDcc Eq. ( 6) for the
}dtlayer depends on the tbicbresaes of the other layeR. Fur·
tbcrmore. Eq. ( 6) is valid only if Y.._ ~O. ID the cue ofzero
applied bias. J'.._ • 0, Eq. ( 4) lads to Eq. (I J) o(Jld'. I,
which is much simpler to solve.
A systematic procedure for desipiuaa biased continu·
ous!y tunable lllperlattice interference lltcr/emittet for a
aiYCn output kinetic enerJY (.a_ • KE,. + Y.._) and
JiYCn compositions (~) of the sunoundina 6Iter/emitter
rqions, usina Eq. ( 6}, is now described. Tbe design param·
cten J'0 (or ~), KE,., and J'.._ have to be specified at the
bqinnina. Next the cbaracteristiQ of the unbiased superlat·
tice electron-wave interference filter"' are used as a stanina
point in estimatina the number of re,;ons M and the number
otmonolaymp1 (j • l,l,...,M) to be ased in the filter/emit·
tcr. The initial values of the number ol monolayers in each
layer aredesianed as,J, the total initial thickness isdesipt·
ed IS L 0, and the total number o( monolayen is desipted as
1~ . It is important to keep the leDJih of the structure as
small as possible in order to be less than the electron coher·
ence lenJth. Consequently, it is more practical to set the
parameters q, • J in order to find tJae minimum thickness
device. Startina from the tnt layer (j • J) , Eq. (6) is
IOived for z1 • Since an iterative scheme is used, the solution
or Eq. (6) for z1 is desipated as z;', wbCR 111 is a countina
indu for the iterations ofthejlh layer. In the nut step it is
determined if the solution z;' lies within the ranae of usable
composition values (O<z;' <z- ).lf.x;'isoutsidethe usable
ranae. then the number of monolayen is cbanaed as
p;' • ,;,-• + ~;', where~;'isthec:banaein the number of
monola)'C1S of reJion j . The procedure is repeated until a
value for z;' is found within the usable ranae. For the liter to
have a narrower response, it is important to increase the
reftectivity between the low (L) and biah (H) electron re·
frac:tive index layers. For the low index layers the composi·
tion should be as close to .x_ as poaa"ble. Similarly, for the
b.i&h index layers the composition sbouJd be IS close to zero
as poss1"ble. As a result, 10me addit:ioDaJ rdDina ol the calcu·
lated solution r~ thejth layer caD be found by cb.anJina the
vaJueolp;' by ± J <~;~- ± J).Tbisisconiinueduntilthe
solutionz;1 is the maximum possible (wit~ the usable com·
position ranae) for a low (L) index layer or the minimum
pow"ble (within the usable compolitioo raDJC) for a b.i&h
(H) index layer. This procedure is repeated for all the Iayen
(j • l.l,...,M) . However, the solution for the last layer may
result iDa Dew value or;, (or equivalently L) which di1fers

from the initially estimated i ~ (or equivalently L 0 ) . In this
case the resultant value o( Lis set equal to L 0 and the desip
process is repeated until the lnal thickness Lis consistent
:with the initially assumed thickness L 0 , i.e., L - L • . The
desian procedure is summarized in the alaorithm presented
in Fia. l .

'z • ··.,, • '•

.,.,

J. ~ . Ptlys.• vo1. ee. No. 12, 1s ~ 1tet

1. Computation of the dellgned liter/emitter rHponM
In order to evaluate the response of the interference 81·
ter/cm.itter desiped with the above-described procedure,
the dectron·wave function bas to be cakulated in the output
rqjon o( the structure. Usin& the one-clectron·wave func·
tion approximation, and DCJ)ectina the eJec:troo-electron
and the ac:banae iDterac:tion wmcb paniaDy compensate
one another, the elec:tron-wave fuDctioD in each layer satis·
aes the SchrOdinaer's equation. That is,

where ~J (z) is the elec:tron-wave function in repon j
(j• l.l,.. .,M) , and Jj(z) isJivenbyEq. (5) . Tbeelectronwave function in any layer of the biased superlattice can be
apressed as a linear combination o( Airy functions Ai(p)
and complimentary Airy functions Bi(p) .u.2S By definin&
within each layer a new variable Pi •p1 (z) =(2m;
J'.._/~L) 1 1 l (z+ (£- J'-- ~)L / Y-], Eq. (7) can
be transformed iDtotheformd 2 ~1 (p1 )/dp: + p1 ~1 (p1 ) • 0,
which bas solution of the form

~1 (p1 )- ~,(z) •

CjAi[- p1 (z))

+ D1 Bi[- p1 (z)) ,
(8 )

where Cj and D1 are unknown amplitude constants. The
solution of SchrOdinaer's equatioo in the two atemal re·
Jions (lefbnost and ri&htmost rep,ns iD Fia. 1) is straiaht·
forward since the potential eneriY does not vary in these
rqjons. SpccificaDy, the wave function in the input rqion is
liven by •o(Z)- ap(jko,r) + 'UJ>(- jkof), while the
wave function for the output rqjon is Jiven by
~~~., (z) • I apUkM+, (z- z11 )). Tbe ko and k 11 • 1 are
the electron-wave vectors in the input and output regions,
respectively. Usina the boundary condition for the wave
function. ~1 (z1 ) • ~J+ I (z1 ), aDd {J / m:)dj11 (z1 )/ dz
• (1/mf.,) d;J+ 1 (z1 )/dz, the reftect.ed and transmitted
amplitude of the wave function ('aDd I) may be expressed as

C)- 'J~. e~:
X

~ 1)lS,(Zo) )(S, (z,)) _, (S2(Z~) )(S2(Z2)) -•(s)(Z2)) ... (S.,_ I (z., - .>] _,

1 1!)(~),

(S.,(z., _ 1 )) (S.,(z.,)) -•( -~K

(9)

where
(10)

and wbeft M •- m:lm01 K,- [ (2mo/~) '"<£- f'0
1
-f'._)/M:J':
CL/f'~) 113
and
13
K2• ( (lmo/*>' (£- f'0 )/M%, .. 1 ] 112 (L/f'._ ) 1n,
and Ai • and Bi ' are tbe first derivatives of the Airy and
complimentary Airy functions. respectively. Equations (9)
can be solved directly for the amplitude tnnsmittance 1 and
the amplitude reflectance ' · The electron current tnnsmit·
tance T. is Jiven by

T.

=

{<£- V0 )/M%, .. , ) 112 w:
Ill '"~ .
(<£- V0 - V->IM:)

(11)

Using Eq. ( 11), the response of the designed electron interference filter/ emitter can be evaluated.

c. Design of a filter/ emitter with L·valley electron
potential energy constraint
If tbe electron energy is near the ( 111) £-valley minimum, tben the resulting phonon scatterin& in the device may
decrease the electron coherence lenJtb. As a result the
phonon scattering can detmonte the performance of an
electron-wave interference &her/emitter. However, tome
additional constraints can be imposed in the design process
of the device that can minimize the phonon scattering. The
£-valley potential energy in thejtb layer, J'41 , is Jiven by

Jl41 • D + F~1
(12)
where D and Fare material~ependent constants, and ~J is
the material composition (alloys of the type G,_ aH.K are
being assumed) . In the previously described design process,
the composition of the input and the output rqjons of the
device were taken to be tbe same (.x0 ) . This assumption does
not imply any restriction in the device design, but only reflects the symmetry of the electron Fabry-Perot. For positive energjes. the electron pass energy must be taraer than
the dectron potential energy J'0 in tbe input rqion (i.e.,
electron eneTJY should be above the r-valley minimum).
Furthermore, for practical devices, the input kinetic cnetiY
K£,. should be at least b.£1, where 6£1 is a desip param·
eter that ensures suf6cient input velocity. In addition, at tbe
output layer the electron energy should be tess than the L·
vaJ1ey minimum by at least b.£2, where b.£2 is a desip pa·
rameter that ensures that there will be neither intervalley
phonon emission nor absorption. The above-desc:n'bed constraints c:an be written as follows:
8182
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f'0 + b.£1 <£< Vu- b.Elt

(13 )

where Vu is the L·valley electron potential energy in the
output rqion ( Vu- D + F.zo>. It is implied that the bias
potential enerJY is DOD-neptive as shown in Fig.
l( JI.,..>O). Inequalities (13) impose the following condition for the allowable bias potential eneiJY:

V.,._<D-

(A- F).zo- A£,- b.£2

(14)

Inequality ( 14) limits the muimum value of the applied
bias potential energy to ( V._ >.... c D- (A- F)
.x0 - b.E, - 6£1• The maximum applied bias potential enerIY depends on the compositions of the input and output re·
Jions. Constraints similar to inequality ( 13) can be applied
for each layer inside the device. That is,
for z1 _ 1 <z<z1,
(IS)
which imposes oa the compositioo ~J the following constraint:
Jj(z)<E<f'41,

(16)

Inequality (IS) can be even tiahter if eneriY marlins U 'i
and b.E11 are nearly equal to b.£1 and 6£2 • However, for
practic:al purposes the inequalities ( 13) and ( JS) can be considered sufficient. ·
The desian procedure descn'bed in Sec. IV A remains
basic:ally the same with the exception that V..,. has to satisfy
inequality ( 14) and the layer compositions should lie in the
nnae expressed by inequality ( 16).

V. Ga,_.AI.At EXAMPLE CASES
A practical material system to be used in fabricating the
above~escn'bed electron-wave interference &Iter/ emitters i5

Ga 1 _aAI.As. For this material system the maximum composition in AJ is .x_. - 0.4S in order to avoid the direct/
indirect band-pp transition. Other parameters or this material system include A • 0.773 eV, B- 0.067, C = 0.083,
D- 0.284 eV, and F- 0.168. The (100) monolayer thickness for any usable composition remains the same
r1 .,. 0.282 66S nm (lattice-matched material system ).
At fi.nt, some designs that are not restricted by the L·
valley energy are presented. For these filter/ emitters the
Glytsis, GaylOrd, end Brennan
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rithm ofFia. 2),1he layer thkknesses (expressed in number

UnbiaMd F"ll* O.aign (Rita. 1, I)
&tim&....
0
0 0
WUI v.luet: iv. , Pj , L

of monolayen) and the layer compositions can be calculat·
ed. These results are summarized in Table I for various num·
ber of layen M- 9, 13, and 17. The total thickness of the desip structures is 20.1 Dm (71 monolayen), 28 nm (99
monolayen), and 36.2 nm (128 monolayen) forM-= 9, 13,
and 17, respectively, which is within the desired electron

•••.o

No

No

..

Compute. Aoaulting

L•

~ p{'l r1
I• '

coherence lenath. Elperimental measurements in ballistic
hot-electron deviced 10·,.,21 (on GaAs/OaAIAs and
lnOaAs!InAlAs) indicate that the electron coherence
lenatb lies rouahly between 10 and 100 nm. However, the
electron coherence lenath is a statistical quantity. Therefore,
the uperimental data sugest that at least some measurable
f'rxtioa ol electrons exhibit a coherence lenlfh within the
desip for the liter/emitter requirements. The spectral re·
sponse (transmittance versus output kinetic enerJY) or the
desiped struc:ture can be computed usina the analysis de·
tcribcd in Sec. IV B. Tbc electron<urrent transmittance T,
(Eq. (II)] is showa in Fip. 3(a), 3(b), and 3(c) as a rune·
tion of' the output kinetic enerc KE_ forM- 9, 13, and
17, respcc:tively, with the applied bias potential enerJY J'._
as a parameter. From tbest ftaures it is shown that for
J'._ - 0.10 eV tbe &Iter/emitter bas a peak in the electron·
current transmittance (of about 100%) for the desiJn out·
put kinetic enCTJY o(0.20 eV. The spectral response of the
llter/emitter bas a IWTOW passband around the designed
output kinetic CDCfJY, and tbe FWHM decreases as the num·
ber of layen increases. For the cases lhown in Figs. 3(a),
3(b), and 3(c), the FWHM values are 30.7, 13.4, and S.9
meV forM- 9, 13, and 17, respectively. However, by in·
c:reasina the number o( the Iayen M, ( 1) the total thickness
of the device iDcre:ua (thickness should be less than the .
electron coherence lenatb), and (2) some secondary peaks
iD the electroD-cunent transmittance appear as is shown in
Fap. 3(b) and 3(c) (or M • 13 and 17, respectively. Thus
t.bere is a trade-of' between the FWHM and the device thick·

TABLE J. o.ip ,.,-ten~ an dctron-wavc iDICrfcn:DCCilter/ cmil·
w with the <HL>" BH(UI)" (N • (It/- I )/l) oodJUntion. The aut·

,.-coaaill

raundiAcinpul aDd output
~O...u~uAa.Uid the IJICI'/
.utter il deliped 10 Bt O.lO-cV tlecuou whal biued al 0.10 eV.

Layer

J

FlO.l. f\ow dwt oldie caJc:ulatiorlal pnadure uted for die compuwioe
Cl(dle lhcr/anincr la)'CI" CICIIftpo&itions ud tlhck-.

I

7

2
3
4
5
6
7

'
•

•
'

10
11
12

u

compositions of the surroundina reJioas (riJhtmost and
Jef\most reJions in Fia. I ) are cbosal to be .xo-= 0.45. 1be
desian parameters J'.._ and KE.. are chosen both to be 0.10
eV each. Usins the procedure described in Sec. IV A (ala~
11&3
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14
IS
16
17

7

9
12

6
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6
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o.ml
0.4151
CU663
0.4493
G.0639
0.4364
0.1442
0.3741
0.1951

7

'

'7
9
'7

•
•

12

6
'7
6

7

6

lt/•17

Jll

O.l194
0.4011
0.2513
0.432'7
0.2123
0.3971
0.0639
0.4301
0.1237
0.3512
0.1626
0.311S
0.1912

,J
7

9
'7
9
'7
9
7

•

. ll

•

6
7
6
'7
6
7
6
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Jll

0.2171
0.4041
0.2426
0.4231
0.2661
0.4421
0.290S
0.4020
0.0654
0.4271
O.lllJ
0.3493
0.1439
0.3674
0.1729
0.3153
0.1999
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eV and KE.. • O.IOeV) , and applyina other bias potential
enerJies, the narrow-band characteristic: o( the filterI emitter
remains almost unchanaed. but lhif\ed in output kinetic en·
erJY. For cumple, the spectral response o( the desiped fil·
ter/ emitter is shown in Fip. 3(a), 3(b), and 3(c) for .,_
- 0.05, 0.10, and 0.15 eV. It is observed that there is no
sipiftcant chanae in the electron-current transmittance
peak and the FWHM, but there is a shift in the output kinetic
cnetJY for which tM peak electron-current transmittance
occurs. The cbanae in the output kinetic enerCY AKE_ is
approximately baJt ol the cbaqe in the applied bw poten·
tiaJ CDCrJY A J'_ . This can be explained by the fact that the
resonant central layer (HH) is almost at the middle of the
device and consequently eaperienc:es half of the chanae of
the bias potential enerJy. Furthermore, due to this property
o( the Alter/ emitter, the device can be continuously tuned
over a ranae of output kinetic enerJies, around the dcs.iped
value, by varyin& the applied voltaae. The tunability of the
device is further illustrated in Fi&· 4 (forM- 13) for a ranae
of' bias potential enerJies from 0.0 to 0.2 eV. It is observed
that the output kinetic enerJY at the peak electron-current
transmittance varies linearly with the applied bias potential
ener&Y in the ranae between -0.15 and -0.25 eV (the slope
of the straight line in Fig. 4 is 0.496 ). Moreover, the peak of
the electron-current transmittance, T,~ , varies smoothly
around the desip value or .,_ (0.10 eV) in the ranae
between 92.1% and - 100%.
The electron-current transmittance ofthe filter/ emitter
as a function of the applied bias potential ener&Y with the
electron output kinetic enerJY KE_ as a parameter is
lhown in Fia. 5 for J'_ varyin& between 0.0 and 0.3 eV with
KE.., - 0.10, 0.15, 0.20 (desip value), 0.25, and 0.30 eV.
The desisn parameten of this liter/ emitter are Jiven in Table I forM • 9. Fiaure 5 is equivalent to Fia. 3(a), but with
the roles ofKE_ and J'.,_ intercbanaed. lt is observed that
(or KE.., • 0.15, 0.20, 0.25, and 0.30 eV there is a peak in
the electron-current transmittance. For KE.,, • 0.10 eV
the transmittance is low u it can also be seen from Fia. 3(a).
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The peak value of the transmittance decreases as tbe output
kinetic: cnerJY deviates from the desian value (of0.20 eV at
Y.._ -0.10 eV).
Another important practical factor is the sensitivity of
the desiped electron-wave interference filterl emitten to
fabrication process variations. Since these devices are ultra·
small, tbe layer thicknesses should ideally be the desip
number of monolayeis. Furthermore. the Al composition
usually can be controlled to within 1%-2%. In order to
evaluate tbe sensitivity of tbe electron-wave 61terl aniner,
.the layer thicknesses aod compositions were varied &om tbe
desip values. and tbe spectral response of the resultina devices were c:alculated usina Eq. (II) . Three cases were COD·
sidered alonJ with tbe desip case (case I , J'.._ - 0.10 eV,
KE. - O.IOeV, and M • 9) . 1bese are summarized in Ta·
ble 11. Case 2 corresponds to fabrication variations of the Al
compositions <~1 's), while c:ases 3a/3b and 4 correspond to
fabrication variations of the central (resonant) layer thic:k·
DCSS and of the surroundin& layer thicknesses, respectively.
The spectral responses that correspond to the 6Jterl emitten
or cases I and 2 are shown in Fia. 6(a) . It is observed that
TABLE II. Dcaip paramelm ~an eleetrOCI·WaYe nllcdcraiCC Iller/ anit·
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even it the layer compositions vary between O.S%-2.2%
(possible fabrication variation ) from the design values the
61terI emitter responst is not substantial.ly altered. When the
thicknesses of the laym deviate from tbe optimal design
values (c:asa 3a/3b and 4), tbe liter emitter response is
sbown in Faa. 6(b). From rap. 6(a) and 6(b) it is observed
that deviation from the desip thickDesses is much more importaDt than tbe deviation from the desipl compositions.
Espec:ially, the variatioo of the thic:kness ol the resonant lay·
crismoatimportant. H~. from thesamefiJUres {6(a )
and 6(b)] it is shown that even tbou&h tbe desip that cor·
nspood to c:asa l. 3al3b. IDd 4 are DODOptimal. the 61terI
eminer c:barac:teristic: remain basicaiiy una6ected. Shif\s of
tbe peak electton<Urrent transmittance are observed., while
tbe peak tnnsmittance value and the correspondin' FWHM
remain approximately tbe same. Even it tbe 6Jterl emitter
response is shifted due to fabrication process variations, it is
possible to shift tbe response back to its designed position by
1115

cban,U.a the applied vohaae.
finally, an additional consideration in the desian of'
electron-wave interference &Iter/emitters is the restriCtion
that the design electron enerJY be sufficiently below the Lvalley potential enerJY to minimize phonon sc:atterinJ. Se·
lectina.1£1 = KE.,. • .1El = O.OS eV and the input/output
reaion5 compositions 0.10 and 0.20 (~ - 0.10 or 0.20). two
additional filter/emitters were desiped. Misdescribed by
inequalities (14) and (16), there is a restriction in the mui·
mum applied bias potential enerJY and the layer c:omposi·
tioM. for~ • 0.10 and 0.20 the correspondina maximum
values of' tbt applied bias potential eneJ1Y .re 0.124 and
0.063eV, respectively.lfthe layercompositionsare less than
1to (;ci<.xo for} • l ,l....,M), then iDequality (16) is also sat·
ilfied. Usina Jl.._ - 0.12 and 0.06 eV as the desian paramcten for ;c0 - 0.10 and 0.20, respectively, and M • 9layen.
two additional desilflS were developed that take into ac·
count this elec:tron-cnerJY constraint. The characteristics or
lhcse two desilfl$ are summarized in Table JII.The spectral
(enerJY) response of the correspondina two &Iter/emitters
isshowninFip. 7(a) (for~·O.JO, Jl.._ •0.12and0.07
cV) and 7(b) (for ;c0 -= 0.20, .,_ • 0.06 and 0.03 eV) .
from these fisures it is aaain observed that the electroncurrent transmittance has a peak at the desian KE., and
Jl.._ values and, in addition, has the same tunability proper·
ties that were described previously. However, the desian that
corresponds to ;co .. 0.10 does not have a particularly aood
rejection band (since the transmittance value is not very
small). This is due to the reduced reflectivity at layer boundaries. The reduced reflectivity is a result or the small differ·
ences in the layer compositions, which in tum correspond to
small differences in the electron-wave refractive indices.
Especially at laraer electron enerJies, the corresponding
etcctron-w~ refractive indices become nearly equal and
this degrades the performance of the &Iter/emitter at ener·
Jiesabovethe pass energy. However, when .xu= 0.20there is
a significant variation of the electron-wave refractive index,
which results in an increased reflectivity between the filterI
emitter layers. For this reason the response that corresponds
to~ - 0.20 bas much narrower enerJY passband and lower
rejection band transmittance.
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VI. DISCUSS)ON AND SUMMARY

1o aD the electron-wave interference filter/emitters preTABLE Ill. Des.iJn perameten ol an dcctron·wt"f intmercncr liter/
emitter with tbc <HL>"HH<LH>" (N• (M-Un) c:odJuration
(N • 2. M • 9), takinc into ec:count tilt !.-valley coestrainL 1M Alf·
routldin& input and output rqion• COII5isl olGa,. ,..AJ,..A.a.. For both de·
tips. KE,. • O.OS cV.
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sented, the semiconductor materials had parabolic band
structure. However, for sufliciently hiah electron energies,
the band structure is more appropriately treated as nonpara-

bolic. futhermore, the band structure may vary with the
direction of the electron-wave propagation. Both or these
el'ects can be incorporated by usin& an enerjy-dependent

anisotropic drective mass. In this case the solutions or
ScbrOdinaer's equation described in Sec. Ill B needs to be
modified; however, the desip procedure ofthe filter/emit·
tcr remaiM unchanaed.
The response of the electron-wave Fabry-Perot filter/
emitter has been shown to have a narrow passband around
the design value of the output kinetic energy. However, addi·
tional passbands in kinetic energy exist beyond the rejection
band. At larae electron enerJies the corresponding electronwave refractive indices of the filter/emitter layers become
GlytSis, Gaylord, and Brennan
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detectors, and in future auided electron-wave intearated
circuits.
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acarly equal. 11Us dect reduces the electron rdtectivity at
the layer boundaries and consequently devades the filter/
emitter performance. For example, the response c:harac:teristic:s of the filter / emitters, described in Table I, are shown in
Fia. 8 for Jl.,_ - 0.10 eV (design value) forM • 9, 13, and
17layers, for output electron kinetic: energies between 0.0
and 0.5 eV. Jt is observed that as the electron enerJY in·
crases above 0.3 eV, the filter/emitter bas an electron-current transmittance laraer than 0.15, whic:b reduces the width
or the rejection band on the hiah<nerJY side of the peak
value.
The desian procedure described in Sec:. Ill A may result
in multiple desiJnS differina by a few monolayers from the
initial unbiased solution. In this case the best filter/ emitter
response is obtained by selectina the most symmetric: solution for the electron-wave refractive indices.
In summary, a systematic: procedure bas been described
for the design of biased semic:onduc:tor superlattic:es that c:an
serve as narrow-band electron-cnerJY filter/emitters. Various desian constraints were identified and quantified. These
filter/emitters are c:ontinously voltaae tunable in electron
eneray. The FWHM of the filter/ emitter decreases as the
number of the filter layers increases. The c:barac:teristic:s of
the 61ter/ emitter are stable in the presence of variations in
the layer compositions and thicknesses. These narrow-band
titer/emitters c:an be incorporated monolithic:ally into tran·
sistor structures in order to increase their speed. Other possible applications include electroluminescent devic:es, photo-
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Electron-wave quarter-wavelength quantum well Impedance transformers
between differing energy-gap semiconductors
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~ltool of El«tricol £11fi,«ri"' 111td Micrwl«tf'OIIk:s ~t:JHf'Cit
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AtlilttI G. Gfortill JOJJ1

(Received 21 July 1919; accepted for publication 13 November 1989)
Impedance transformers for ballistic (collisionlcss) electron waves travclina between
dissimilar CDUJY·PP semiconductors are desiped as a series o( quaner (electron) wavclenath
layers iD the form of a composjtional supcrlattice. lbc quantitative analoaies that have been
prniously established (J. Appl. Pbys. 65, 114 (1919)) between cJec:troo-wavc propaaation in
ICmiconductors and dec\romapetic·wave propaption iD dielectrics arc used. For the desip
enef'IY· the electron wave would be totally transmitted and the structure is anaJoaous to an
antirelcction coatina iD electromapetic optics. Practical c::outraiots oa tbc impedance
transformer layers arc ( 1) their compolitioas must be within the usable composjtiooal ranac
and (2) their thicknesses must be iDtqer multiples of a monolayer thickness. Tbese constraints
are included iD the daicn process. Procedures for dcsipinaiWTOW-band. mamnany ftat
(Butterworth), and equal-ripple (Chebyshev) impedance transformers of arbitrary spectral
bandwidth arc prescDted. Example pnc:tic:al sinaJe-layer and three-layer transformers for
coonectina GaAs and Gao.a~As are presented.

L BACKGROUND

Molecular-beam epituy (MBE) and metalorpnic
chemical vapor deposition ( MOCVD) have been developed
and refined to the point where sinale monolayers can be
1
JrOWD with precise compositional control. These technoloaies have aJJowcd important multiple quantum weJJ devices
compoiCd of wide and DUTOW band-aap semiconducton
such as GaAs and Ga,_.Al.As to be produced. With
further improvements in the quality of the materials JrOW1l.
ballistic transpon bas been observcd.u That is, electrons
travel throuah the device without beina scattered by deviations from crystalline perfection. Even with the addition of
elastic sc:attcrina. the electroos exhibit clear quantum mechanical plane-wave behavior.4 "' Since these coherent waves
maintain their phase throuahout the device, they can be refracted, reftected. interfered, pided, and cfi6racted in a
manner quantitatively analoaous to electromapetic: waves.'
Quantum interference dl'ecu have been experimentally observed for electron enerJies below the potential enerJY bar·
rim in resonant tunnetina struc:tures1 " 10 and for electron
energies above the barriers in neaative differential rcsistance11·11 and potential barrier', devices.
In the construction o( semiconductor quantum devices
and cuided electron-wave intqratcd circuits14 it will be Dec•
cssary to connect lemic:onductor materials with differina
electron enerJY·band structures. lbis oc:cun, for eumple,
iD the electron flow from the GaAs base ofa bipolar junction
transistor to the Ga1 _. Al.As coUector where Ga1 _.AI. As
is used to incr~ the breakdown voltaac in the hip electric
6eld co11ec:tor. In such a codauration, detrimental reftec·
nons will occur at the enerJY-band discontinuity between
materials. However, for a Jiven electron eneriY or a Jiven
band ofelectron cnerJies, these reftections can be completely
eliminated and total transmission achieved by fabric:atina an
impedance transformer between the two materials. Tbe type
ofimpedance transformer dircc:tly amenable to sem.ic:onduc:2623
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cor technoloc consists of a series of layers that are each a
quarter of an electron wavelenath thick. Transformers of
arbitrary bandwidth c:an be desisned usina the quantitative
analoJies between electron-wave propagation in IC'Dliconductors and elec:tromapetic waves in dielectrics' and the
theory of impedance transformers as developed for microwave transmission lines and wavepides. 15 In addition, prac·
tical CODStraints require that the impedance transformer layers have ( J) composjtions that are within the usable
compositiooal ranae and (2) thicknesses that arc an intqcr
multiple ofI monolayer thickness. Tbe purpose of this paper
is to present systematic desip procedures for narrow-band,
ma1ima1Jy ftat (Bunerwonh ), and equal-ripple (Chebyshev) impedance transformers subject to the above constraints and then apply these procedures to example impedance tta.nsformen between GaAs and G&o..aAlo.l As.
U. SEMICONDUCTOR ELECTRON-WAVE OPTICS

Tbc transmission and reftection characteristics of quantum mechanical electron waves in semiconductors have been

analyzed for sinale potential eneray boundaries," for normal incidence,, and for the aeneraJ case or any number or
boundaries and any anJ)eofinc:idence.'From these results, a
mappina bas becD established between electromasnetic and
quantum mechanic:al quantities.• As a consequence, existing
cJectromacnetic: optical device desisns now have electronwave device c:ounterparts.
EJectron-wavc phase drecu such as the phase thkkDCSSCS o( the impedance transformer layen are described by
the electron wave-vector mapitude which is

k- [1m•(£- Y)J'f2/~
(1)
where m• is the eJect ron d'ecrive mass, E is the total electron
cnerJY, J'is the electron potential energy, and~ is Planck's
constant divided by 2v. lbus, the electron-wave phase refractive index ,., is proponional to the 5l:luarc root of the
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product oftbcefectivemassand the kinetic eneri)'.6 That is,
, , 0: (m•(£J112.
(2)

n

Amplitude dfecu such as transmissivity and reftectivity
may be described in terms of the wave-function amplitude
for an electron wavt or in terms ol the elcc:tric 6eld ampli·
tude (or a transvtne electric (TE) electromalf'etic optical
wave incident upon a boundary between dielectrics. Conti·
auity of the wavt function across a potential enefl)' bound·
ary is anaJoaous to the continuity of the tanaential component of the electric field ac:roa a boundary between
dielectrics. Similarly, coaservation o( electron probability
current aonnaJ to a potential eaerJY boundary is aaaJoaous
tocoaservatioo ofpower flow aormaJ to a bouDdary between
dielcc:tric:s. Usina these, the elec:troa-wavt and dec:tromq·
eetic-wavt rdlcc:tivities and transmissivities are made eqwv·
alent by introducina. in quantum mec:banic:s, an analoaous
index of refraction or characteristic: impedanc:e.'-11 Tbus, the
electron-wave amplitude refractive index 11. is proportional
to the square root of the ratio of the kinetic: cnerl)' to the
drcc:tivc mass,• and so
•.o:((£-J')/m•J' 12•
(3)
The amplitude transmissivity t of an electron wave normally
incident upon a boundary between semiconductors 1and 2 is
Jiven by6
1•21'1.,1(11., +11~) .
(<4)
6
The amplitude reftectivity r is similarly Jiven by
r • (n.1 - 11~ )/(n.,

+ "~ ).

(5)

The electron CUrTent density in quantum mechanics is analoJOUS to Poyntin& vector power iD clectromaanetic:s. Thus,
the electron current transmitted Tis Jiven by6

T• (n~/11. 1 ) 2t 2

(6)

and the electron current reftected R is Jiven by6

R- r .

<'>

Ia the above expressions, only dimensionless ratios of the
electron-wave amplitude refractive indices oc:c:ur. Both
types of electron-wave refractive indices exhibit normal dis·
pcrsion. That is, they increase with decrea.sin& wavelenJth.
Ill. IMPEDANCE TRANSFORMERS

A. General

In microwave enJineerina. impedance transformation
between transmission lines and waveauidin& systems of dif.
ferina characteristic: impedance can be achieved with a vat·
iety or devic:es 15 inc:Judin& quarter-wave transformers, dou·
ble·stub tuners, triple..rub tuners, slot lines, and £-planeB·plane tuners. Quarter-wave transformers may also be
used for unpided electromalf'etic: plane waves and unJUid·
ed electron plane waves. In electromaanetic optics they are
simply thin·film antireftection c:oatinp. Each layer is a di·
decttic with a thickness of quarter ofa wavelcnJtb (as mea·
aured in that material) at the pus frcqueuc:y. In clcc:troo·
wave optics iD semiconductors, quarter-wave transformers
are merely layers of semiconductor material with thick·
ncsses that arc a quarter ofan electron wavelength (as mea·
aured iD that material) at the pass enerl)'. Such a semicon·
H24
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tnDIIIIilled (J/ + 1) ,...;a. arc limilarty labded.

ror . .

ductor superlattice impedance tra.nsformer is depicted in
Fia. 1in terms ofits conduction-band edae (labeled r for the
cue of the conduction-band minimum oc:eurrina at the un·
tc:roftbe Brillouin zone). Ifimpedance matc:bin& is required
only over a narrow band of cncrJies, then a single section
(layer) impcdanc:e transformer may be used. In this situa·
tion the transformer acts as a narrow-band filter. If imped·
ance matc:hin& is required over a broad ranae of energies,
then multiple layen will be needed. The energy ranae cov·
ered increases with incra.sioa number of layers.
The impedance transformer of fia. t is a aeneral
quarter-wave device c:oasistin& ofM layers. The wave-func·
tion reflectivity ofan dectroo wave in rqioo 0 incident upon
a boundary with a semi·inAnite rqion 1 is desipated r00
Similarly the ldec:tivity of an eJectron wave iD region i inci·
dent upon a boundary with a semi-infinite region i + 1 is
desianatcd r 1• Tbe physical thickness of the ith layer is deDOted d, . Ia practical impedance traDstormers, the reftectivi·
tics r, are relatively small. In this situation, the total electron
amplitude teecction coemcient , for the c:otire impedance
tn.asformer is Jiven by the sum ol the first-order reflected
waves.15 Tbus

+ r 1 up( - 'Jjlc,d,) + r 2 up( - <4jlcrJ2 )
+ .. · + r 1 cxp( - j2ilc1d1 ) + · ·· .

r • r0

(8)

Since all sections (layers) have the same electron optical
thicknesses, thc:o lc 1d 1 -lcrJ2 • • · · - k.,d}ll ... e. For
quaner-wavdenJth transformers, this means e:: 11/2 at the
pus enerJY. furthermore. for a symmetric:al transformer
r 0 • r.,,r, • "M- ,.~. forthisc:ommonc:ase, Eq. (8) may
be rewritten as

+ r 1 cos[ (M -2)9)
+ ·.. + r 1 cos(M -21)9 + .. ·}.
(9)
By appropriate ldection of the reflectivities r01 r,, ...,r.,, a
r- 2 cxp( - jM9){r0 cos(M9)

wide variety of passband characteristics can be obtained.
B. Maxlmally flat transforme,..
A m.uima]Jy flat passband is characterized by the lint
M- t derivatives of the total electron amplitude transmis·
lion coefficient t with respect to the electron cnerc bein&
Gaylord. Glytlia, lnd Stemen

zero at the pass encray. Muimally flat transformcn arc also
ea11ed Butterworth or binomial transformcn. The maximal·
Jy ftat characteristic is obtained when
r-l- 111

"Ill -If
Ifill

•"'•

1

+ lfe/11 +I

I

Ill

I•

(10)

C:' exp(- jU9),

conduction-band minimum occurrina at the center or the
Brillouin zone
point). The electron potential enerc· of
the conduction band J', is aiven by

cr

J'1 • A.x,, 1- O,I ,...,M + I,

(16)

0

and the electron mass is Jiven by

whc~ C :'arc the binomial cocf&cicnts Jivcn by
C~ • M!I(11(M- i)l).

( 11)

m~

• (8 + C.x,)m01 i• 0,1,...,M + 1,

{17)

Comparina Eq. <10) with Eq. (I) yields
r 1 • 2- /II ((IIIll - lfe~~ + I )/{IIIIJ

+ lle/11 + I ) ] C fl.
(12)

Since the Rftectivities r1 • (II.,- "e~• 1 )/(lie~+
art small, then Jn(II.JIIet+ 1 ) ar21'1• Thus
ln(ll_./lle~. , >- 2- 111C ~ ln(ll.ollle~~. 1 ),

"•'+ 1)
<13)

providina a relationship between the refractive indices of' the
various layen.
C. Equal-ripple transformer

In an equal-ripple impedance transformer, the electron
amplitude reflectivity varies in an oscillatory fashion
between 0 and r,., wbe~ r,. is a specified maximum reftec·
tivity iD the passband. Thi5 is obtained when tbe reflection
coefficient is Jiven by

r• '• exp(- jM8)T111 (5« 9,. cos 8),

(14)

where T111 ( x) are Chebyshev polynomials and are ai ven by
T,(.x) • x, T,(.x ) • l r - 1, T)(.x) - 4r- 3.x, T.(.x)
• tx•- &x2 + 1,..., T,(.x) •l.xT1 _ 1 (.x)- T,_ 2 (.x) . The
quantity 9,. is the oormaJ.ized balt·bandwidth parameter
aivenby8,. • (1rn)(E,.IE,>,wbereE,. is the lowest dec·
tron eneray at which the reftectivity equals r,. and £, is the
pass eneray (sec Fia. J ). For a specified value of the mui·
mum reflectivity ' .. , the quantity 9,.. may be determined by
aolvina the polynomial equation15
T,(sec 8,.)
• {1 /T"' ){Ifill - lfe~~ + I )/(IIIIJ + "•Ill • I).
(15)
The electron amplitude refractive indices may then be deter·
minedbyequatinaEqs. (9) and (14). Tbisaivesaseriesof
equations by then equating like terms in cos(l'8) . Each. or
these equations Jives one of the rdlectivities r01 r 1, ... and thus
allows the amplitude rdractive indices to be c:.alculated as
illustrated in Sec. IV.

IV. OPTIMUM SEMICONDUCTOR IMPEDANCE
TRANSFORMERS
A. Configuration of Mmlconductora
The intuconoection or Ga.As and Gao,1 A1o.,As with
teVeral types c( impedance tr&Dsf'ormers will be treated for
illustration. This miaht correspood to electron flow from the
base (CiaAs) to the coDector (G&o,1 A1o.,As) in a bipolar
junction transistor as mentioned previously. The
Ga, _ .AJ. As material system is perhaps the most advanced
ofcurrent semiconductor superlanicc material systems. For
these alloys, all compositions are lattice matched. The mate·
rial is a direct pp semiconductor for Oc;;.xc;;0.4S with the
2625
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where ..4, B. and Cart constants and m0 is the fr~-electron
mass. For Ga, _ .AJ.As, ..4 - 773.14 meV (using a 62%
conduction·band o!'set), B • 0.067, and C • 0.083. ••·•• In
Fia. 1, rqion 0 would be GaAs and rqion M + 1 would be
Oao_1 Alcu As. As also shown in Fia. 1, the conduction-band
potential enerJY edae increases monotoo.ic:ally from GaAs to
G~o.aAJo.,As throuah the transformer.
The aext hi&her conduction-band minimum in
Ga, _. AJ. As for this ranae of compo~itions oc:cun alona the
( 111) directions at the edae of the Brillouin zone <L point ).
The electron potential enerJY at the bottom of the L band,
J'u• is Jiven by
J'u - D+F.x,, i-O,I,... .M+ 1,

. ( 18}

relative to the r conduction-band edge for GaAs (.x = 0).
The quantities D and Fare constants given by D = 284 meV
andF• 168.14meVforGa 1 _, AI.As. 11• 19 Theeorrespond·
ina curve appean in Fia. I and is labeled L. To support
ballistic transport by ensurina that intervalley scattmn&
does not occur tbrouah phonon absorption, the pass electron
enerJY will be arbitrarily set to be 50 meV below the L band
of GaAs. The pus electron eneray is thus£, 234 mcV.
As the aluminum concentration inera.ses tbrouah the trans·
former, the eneray separation J'u - E, further increases un·
til it is 83.6 meV iD the G&o.aAio.lAs as depicted in Fia. 1.
Since the reference for the dectroa amplitude rdractive
inda is arbitrary, it will be taken to be unity iD the
Gao.aA.IcuAs since this is the low index side of the imped·
ancc transformer. That is lie~~ . 1 • 1. The amplitude i.Ddex
of any other reaion is then aiven by

=

,.,. - [<£,- ~>m:,. ,ICE,- J'111 • >mn "2ne~~~.• ·
1

{19 )

Therefore in the i- 0 GaAs rqion, the amplitude index is
,.., - 1.917 962.
The electron wavelenatb iD any of tbe reaions deter·
mines the electron optical phase thickness or that repon.
The electron wavelen&tb for the pass energy in the ith region
is aiven by
.t,.,-ltt(lm~CE,- ~)] 112,

(20)

where .t,., is the pass wavelmath u measured in the itb re·
&ion and lr is Planck's constant
8. Optimum single-Layer transformer

For the sinaJe-layer narrow-band impedance transform·
er, muimaUy ftat and equal-ripple design procedures both
Gaylord, Glytais. and Breman
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Jive tM same result. It is the wdl-bown sinate-layer antirektion coatina result that tM amplitude indu should be
·•I •

(ll)

(ll,oll.aM+ I )112,

TABLE I . Desip ~of optitnum tii~W-la)'Cr IDUiaWiy lat and
..,....,.., tqllll·rippk tJecuaft ilnpedMcc ti'IIII(Ot'IIICft f« oonnectilla
GaAato 0.., AI.., As. '1"'w dllip ,.. ~ ia £, - 234 -v -s &he
- . . , outpu1 kinetic-., ia ltE, • 7U7l mtV.

1bus, ror the present case "•1 • 1.314 905. The composition
dthis layer may be determined by aubstitutina Eqs. (16)
and (17) into Eq. (19) and solviaa for x 1 • Tbe result is

x, • (£,- BGmo)I(A + CGmo>.
2

(23)

to produce a quartcr-waveleqth thickness. For the pracnt
(ll), (16), (17), and (23) yield x 1 • 0. Ill l.
J'1 • 93.682 meV,mf • 0.077 06m00 andd1 •2.9482 DJD,
respectively. The resullina overall electron CUrTent transmit·
unce T for this optimum sinJ]e-layer impedance transform·
er is shown in Faa. l. The transmittance was calculated by
tbe procedure described in Ref'. 6. At the pass kinetic enerJY
JC.E, • 79.372 meV, the electron current transmittance is
unity as it should be.

The desian

or a three-layer maximally ftat impedance

transformer to connect GaAs and Gao.aAlo.l As for a
broader ranae or electron enerJies near the passband is preICDted in this section. For a three-layer device, M • 3. For
M • 3 and I • 0, Eq. (13) becomes ID(n_.,/n• .>
• iJn(ll_.,/lleM+ 1 ) and SO
"•I •

n'J: n!Z. 1 •

For the present case,.,., - 1.917 962 and ,..aM. 1 • 1 and so
"•• • 1.768 011. The required composition is obtained from

UJIO
1.7610
1.3149
l.GMI
UIDOO

0.0000
0.0345
0.1212
0.1131
0.2000

2.5-472
l-9412
3.5159

9.0113
10.4300
12.4739

0
I
2

UIIO
1.5731
U992

3

UMO

4

1.0000

0.0000
0.0'719
0.1110
0.1515
O.lOOO

a,

,,

0
I
2

3
4
Equal ripple

um

2.7110
l-9210

10.3515
ll.l449

3.1716

Eq. (ll) and is .x 1 • 0.0345. Likewise the needed physical
thickness is found from Eq. (23) and is d 1 - 2.S472 nm.
ForM- 3 and i • J, Eq. ( 13) Jives n., • rr;,
rr!Z. 1 •
Usina Eq. (24) this may be rewritten as

.va,.,

11_, •

11~n!Z • 1 •

(25)

Tbus the center section ofa muimaUy flat transformer is the
same as that for the sin&)e-layer transformer [see Eq. ( 21 ) ] .
Tberef'ore
,.., • 1.314 905,
x2 • 0.1212,
and
4 2 •2.9482 nm. For M•3 and i•l. Eq. (13 ) Jives
lle3 • n;, "'n., n!Z. 1 • Usina Eq. (25) this may be written
as

(26)

current transmittance T for this optimum three-layer maximally flat impedance transformer is shown in fia. 3. Apin
at the pass kinetic ener&Y KE, a 79.372 eV, the electron
current transmittance Tis unity. The passband, however, is
much broader than that for the one-layer transformer Cfia.
2). Tbe maximally ftat character of the passband is also evi·
dent in the transmittance shown in Fia. 3.

t
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D. Optimum threHayer equaH1pple transformer
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For the present case. lle3 • 1.084 113. The required composition and physic:al thickness are x 3 - 0.1838 and
d3 • 3.5259 nm. A IWDJIW)' of the parameten of this im·
pedance transformer is Jiven in Table I. The overall electron
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Nwnbcr o(
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case. Eqs.

C. Optimum threHyer maxlmalty ftat transformer

na-
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fective aws m1 are determined throup Eqs. ( 16) and ( 17),
rapcctively. The required physical thickness is then
~,-A11 14•AI(3lmrCE,- ~)) 112,

Aluminum
CIOIIIpalitioft

l.a)'e

(ll)

where G• [ (£, - J'., • .>lmf, • 1 ] (n.ln.aM • 1 ) • With
tbe composition known. the potential enerJY Y1 and the ef.
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Tbe desian of a three-layer equal-ripple impedance
transf'ormer to cooncct GaAs and Gao.. Alcu As is presented
iD this teetioa. For a maximum eJec:troa cum:nt reftectivity ·
within the passband or
tM amplitude reftectivity is
' • - (0.02) 112 • 0.14142. For a three-section device
M • 3. Usina the polynomial representation for T3 (x), Eq.
(15) may be writteD u

l"'·

4%'- h •

(1/Ta )(ll,o- lldt+ 1 ) /
(ll,o

+ lldt + 1) -

2.224 488,

Gaylor1j, Gly11is, and &reman

(27)
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for a transformer between OaAs and Gao.aAlo.2 As, where

x•sec 8,. . Solving this cubic equation lives x • 1.117 068

and x = - 0.558 534 ±}l431 139. Only the real solution is
meaningful in this desip procedure. Equating Eqs. (9) and
( 14) for the case or M • 3 lives

2(T0 cos
-

38

T,.

+ T1 cos 8)

(sec' 8,. (cos 38

+ 3 cos 8)- 3 sec 8,. cu 8 ] .
(28)

Equating like terms in cos 38 produces 2r0 • T,. sec' 8,. .
Solvin& this Jives To • 0.098 565. Equatina like terms in
cos 8 similarly produces 2T1 • 3T.. (sec, 8,. -sec 8,.) and
solvina this yields T1 - 0.058 730. From Eq. (5), the ampli·
tude refractive index in reJion i + I is

n_.. 1 •

[

(1-

T1 )/(t

+ T1 ) ]n.,.

(29)

For the present confipration of materials, ".c • 1.917 962
and
10
for
I• 0
Eq.
(29)
becomes
"•• • [ (I - T0 )/( 1 + T0 ) )n,c • 1.573796. The required
composition is obtained from Eq. (22) and is x, • 0.0789.
The needed physical thickness is round from Eq. (23) and is
d 1 • 2.717 966 nm. Fori • I, Eq. (29) lives
lta2 •

( (1- T 1 ) /

(1

+ T1 ) )n., •

1.399 193.

The correspondina composition is x2 - 0.1180 and the correspondin& thickness is d2 • 2.9280. Since the transformer is
symmetrical, then T2 • T1 and thus the third layer has
II_, • ( (1- T1)/(1 + T1) )11&2 • 1.2•U 961.
The comspondina composition and thickness are
0.1515andd, • 3.1786 nm.Asummaryoftheparameten of this impedance transformer is also Jiven in Table I.
The resultina electroo current transmittance for this optimum Chebyshev impedance transfonner is shown in Fig. 4.
The equal-ripple character the passband is evident. The
passband or a multiple-section equal-ripple transformer is

x,-

or
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broader than that or the corresponding multiple-section
muimally flat transformer. Furthermore. both multiplelayer transformers have much broader bandwidths than that
of the narrow-band one-layer transformer ( Fia. 2) . Upon
detailed inspection. the center layer in the Chebyshev transformer should have been 11&2 • (rr,crt..,. 1 ) 112• That is, it
should have been 1.3849 rather than 1.3992 as calculated.
'Ibis is due to minor approximations that are commonly
made in the desisn of equal-ripple transf'ormers. An exact,
but more complicated, procedure is available" but the addi·
tionaJ don required to implement it produces only a negli·
Jible chanae in the resultant desip.
V. MONOLAYER.CONSTRAINED SEMICONDUCTOR
IMPEDANCE TRANSFORMER

A. Monolayer thJekneaa eonstrllnt
The thicknesses of the layers in the optimum impedance
transformers as desiped in Sec:. IV c:an have any of a con tin·
uum of values. ID reality the thicknesses of all layers must be
intqer multiples of the monolayer thickness for that region.
For lattic:e-matcbed Ga 1
As the monolayer thickness s
is the same for any compolitioo x. For this material system
I • 0.212 665 IUD.
To construct a quarter·wavelenJtb impedance trans·
former, the tbicbeaa ~ the layers must also be an odd
multiple ~a quarter wavelenJ[h as measured in that layer
for the pus eDerJY E,. That is

_.AI.

dl -

,1,_

(lq, - 1)..t"/<4, ; - 1,2,...,

(30)

where p, is the iDtqer number ~ mooolayers for the ith
rqion and f 1 is a positive integer (f1 • 1,2,3,... ). Substitutin& Eqs. ( 16) and ( 17) into Eq. (20) and then substituting
the resultin& ..t11 into Eq. (30) Jives the foUowin& quadratic

o.•

•

I

0 .4

I
u

0 .2

i

0 .0

~

thickness are shown for a transition from OaAs to
Olo,,Aio.,AJ in Fia. 5 and for a transition from OaAs to
Oao.,Alo.,As in Fia. 6. Jn each Iaure, multiple curves are
ahowD for various values of the pus kinetic cneraY
KE,(KE, • E,for larae values oi'K.E, there
arc only a few values o( composition that correspond to
thicknesses that are intqer multiples ofthe monolayers. For
smaller values of KE, there are a areater number or thickaesses available that simultaneously satisfy the quarter·
wavdenJth and monolayer consttainu.

GaM • Gau~.a Aa

Y.,., ).

I

NUMIEA Of MOHOI..AYEAS, 0

PIG. S. Alulaia• CIOIDpCIIitioa z Ga1 • • AI.As daat ia .....ted 10 C1C1111tr11Ct
• ; • ItO' trulf'omcr for alnlllllitioa ftoaal Oalu 10 Ga.., AJ..1 1u. 'nat
,_kindic-zyKE, illthe0....AJ...11u CM +I) ftlioailli-••
,.,....... ODiy illtepr .a~- olthe __.,., iDdu COiiiipOild 10 rcaJi.
•

.we quner-wavcJaa,th IU'IM:tlUa.

equation in the composition x 1
Acr, + CAB- CE, )x, + (II 2/32m 0 )
X((2q, - 1) 2/p:r] -BE, •0.

(31)

The solution for the composition x 1 is
x1 •

[-

b ± (b 2 - 4oc, ) 112 )/2o,

(32)

where 11 • AC, b • AB- CE,, and

c, •

(h 2/32m0 )( ( 2q, -1) 2/~r] -BE, .

ID order to desilfl aD impedaDCe transf'ormer, solutions x 1
must be found in the usable composition ranae that correlpODd closely to the optimum values c:alculated by the proce-

dures Jiven mSec. IV. To minimize the total thickness of the
llter, f 1 is initially Rt equal to unity. Then Eq. (32) is repel·
mvely evaluated for p, - 1,2,3,... until all of the positive real
roots iD tbe ranae O<x1<x-.. are found. Plou of alum.illum

composition % u a function

or the number or mooolayen

8. Monolayer-con8tr81ned alngiHiyer transformer
~monolayer thickness CODStraint is aow applied to
tbe dcsian impedance translormm for a transition from
GaAs to Gao.1 AJcuAs. Usina £, •ll-4 meV, settina
f 1 • 1, and repetitively evaluatina Eq. (32 ) for inteaer val·
1MS o( p, yields within tbe ranae O<:x,<x-.. the foUowin&
aluminum conc:cntrations: x 1 • 0.033S for p, • 9,
x 1 • 0.1008 for p 1 • 10, x, • 0.1433 for p 1 • II,
x 1 • 0.1728 for p 1 -12. andx1 • 0.1944 (orp1 • 13.
for a monolayer thickness coastrained sinaJe-layer narrow.t.nd impedance transformer, the middle value of aluminum composition may be used to approximate the opti·
mum sinale-layer transformer. Therefore x 1 - 0. 1433. With
thecompositionx, andnumberofmonolayersp, known, the
potential enerJY Y1, el'ective mass m~, the amplitude refrae·
tive index,.,, the thickness of the layer d,, and wavelenath m
the layer A, c:an be determined from Eqs. (16), (17), (19),
(30), and (23), respectively. for the present moriolayerth~ (p 1 • 11) liDaJe-layer impedance
transformer, tbae quantities are Y, • lJO.78 meV,
0.078 89mo. d, - 3.1093 am, "·• - 1.2826, and
..t, - 12.437 DID. Tbe rauJtiDa overall cJec:troo current
transminanc:c T (or this IDOIIOlayer thickness constrained
impedance truWormer is sbown in Faa. 2 aJooa with the
transmittance for tbe optimum (without monolayer cooltr'aint) sinJ)e-layt:r transformer. 'Ibe pasbuld characteristics have similar functiooal forms. However, at the pus ki·
aetic enerp ICE, •79.4 meV, the electron current
transminanc:c is reduced from the optimum 100% to

mr -

99.41".

0 .1
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1

C. Monolayer<e>natralned three-layer maximally flat

tranaformer
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for an optimum t!uu-layer maximally flat impedance
transformer u dacn'bed in Sec. IV C and summarized m
Table I, the needed values of' aluminum concentration are
Dear the lower end, ocar the middle, and oear the upper end
altheranaeO<x, <x_. The optimum three-layer maximal·
ly tat impedance transf'ormcr may be approximated by selectina the aluminum compolitions of x, = 0.033S for
p 1 • 9, x 2 - 0.1433 for p, ~ lJ, and xJ-= 0.1944 for
p, • 13. As before, a knowledae of' the composition x 1 and
aumber or monolayen p1 allows tbe potential enerJY Y1 , ef.
(ective mus
amplitude refractive index,.,, thickness of
the layer d,, and wavelength in the layer A1 to be c:alculated.
for the present monolayer-thickness-constrained (p1 - 9,
P1 • 11, PJ • 13 ) t!uu-layer maximally ftat unpedance

mr,
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TABLE JJ. [)sip paruntten fll monola~<OIIIlrained th,...la1Cf JnUi·

..n1 ftat anct th,...a.~ eqYAJ.rippk decttoft impedarlcr transi'Of'!Mrl ror

connedina GaAs "' O..,AJ,.,As. 1lw delip pus tMrl)' ia
234 .,v and •
_.,. GUtput k.ilwtic -aY • .

E,-

KE, • 19.372 ~~~eV.

l.a1Cf
I

...

Muimallylat
0
I
2

1.71l3

)

4
Equal ripple
0
I

2
3
4

UIIO

1.2126
I.G299
UIOOO
UliO
1.4769
1.2126
1.1403
UIOOO

Tlsiektl,
(am)

O.CIOOO
0.0335
0.1433
0.1944

•

2.5440
3.1093
) .6746

II
13

1.1167
3.1093
3..39l0

10
II
12

Q.lOOO

O.CIOOO
0.1001
0.1433
0.1721
0.2000

nm, A, - 13.5610 nm, A summary or the primary desiJn
parameters is Jiven in Table II. The resultina overall elec·
uon current transmittance T (or this monolayer-thickneuconstrained impedance transformer is shown in FiJ. 3 alona
with the transmittance for the optimum (without monolayer
constraint) three-layer equal-ripple transformer. The passband ~baracteristk:s have very aimilar oscillatin& forms. At
tbe pass kinetic: eneray KE, •79.4 meV, the electron current transmittance is reduced from the optimum 100% to
99.72%.
VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
Tbc quantitative anaJoPa that have been previously es·
ta~ between dectron-wave propaaation in scmicond\adOR ud e1ectromqnetic-wave propaption in dielectric:a have been used to desiJD impedance transformers for
ballistic ( collisionless) electroo waves travelina between dissimilar CDerJY-pp scmic:onductors. 'l'beac devices have been
desiped u a series of' quarter (clectron) wavelenath quantum weD layers in the form compositionalsuperlatt~.
Procedures for desianina muimally ftat (Butterworth) and
equal-ripple (Chebyshev) impedance transformers or arbitrary spec:tral bandwidth have been presented. An alternate
method to desicn maximally ftat and equal-ripple transform·
en is throu&h the usc of precalculated tables»- 22 of refractive indic:es if the tables contain the ratio or beginnina and
cndina refractive indices that is needed.
Adclitiooal constraints on the impedance transformer
quantum well layers in practice are that ( 1 ) their compositions must be within the usable compositional ranae and that
(2) their thick.Desses must be intqer multiples of a moo~
layer thickness. 1beie CODStraiDts have been incorporated
iato the desip procedure producin& desipu that approximate the optimum desips. However, even with these add.i·
tiona) constraints, it has been ahOWD that the aeneral cbaractcristic:a the optimum dcsiJD caD be retained. While the
transmittances presented in Fap. 2-4 have been calculated
for electrons movina perpendicular to the boundaries, these
results aceuratdy apply to dec:t.roDs with anales of incidence
beyond 10". Thus the results presented are rather insensitive
to the c1ec:troD anJ)e of incidence.
The electron potential enerp shown in Fia. 1 is idealized and does not include the d'ec:ts or space charae in these
undoped layen. The space eharae which is a function or the
current. will alter the potential enerp (as calculated by the
Poisson equation) . This new potential cnerJY will, in turn,
alter the wave function (as calculated by the SchrOdinaer
equation). Thus, in aeneral, a self-consistent solution of
these equations is needed, particularly at hip current levels.
lbe desips of practic:al sinJ)e-layer and three-layer
transformers for connec:tina GaAs and Gao.aAlo.lA$ have
been presented. Althou&h this well-developed, latticematched material system was used as an eumple, the procedures presented would also apply to other material systems.
Dispersion d'ec:ts in electromalftetiC (e.a.• microwave) impedance transformers are relatively amaD compared to the
dispersion d'ec:ts in semiconductor electron-wave devic:es.
For the present case of impedance transformers this causes a
decrease in the electron current transmittance at enerJies

or

transformer, these quantities are J'1 •25.90 meV,
...2 - 110.78 meV, ..., E 1S0.28 meV, mr- 0.069 78moo
mf- 0.078 89moo
mr- 0.083 13moo
"·• - 1.7723,
"~ • 1.2826, "•3 - 1.0299, d, • 2.54<W nm, d 2 • 3.1093
nm, d 3 - 3.6746 nm, and A 1 - 10.176 nm, A2 • 12.437 nm,
14.698 nm. A summary ofthe primary desiJD param~en is Jiven in Table II. The resultina overall electron cur·
ftnt transmittance T (or this monolayer-thickness<onstrained impedance tn.nsf'ormer is shown m Fia. 3 alona
with the transmittance for the optimum (without monolayer
constraint) three-layer maximally ftat transformer. The
passband characteristics have very similar ftat-top forms. At
the pass kinetic enerl)' KE, • 79.4 meV, tht dect:ron curftnt transmittance is reduced from the optimum 100% to
99.93%.

Jt,-

D. Monolayer-constrained thr..-&ayer equal-ripple

tran•fonner
For an optimum three-layer equal-ripple impedance
transformer as described in Sec. IV D and summarized in
Table I, the needed values or aluminum concentration are
closer to the middle or tht ranae o~. ( % - than is the case
for the maximally flat transformer. The optimum three-layer equal-ripple impedance transformer may be approximat·
ed by selec:tina the aluminum compositions o( x 1 - 0.1008
for p 1 • 10, .x2 - 0.1-433 for p 2 • JJ, and x 3 • 0.1728 for
p, • 12. As before, a knowledae of' the composition .x, ud
number of' monolayen p 1 aDows the potential enerp J',, effective mass
amplitude refractive indexn.,, thickness of
the layer d 1 , and wavdenlf.h in the layer A1 to be calculated.
For the present monolayer-thicltness-collStrained (p 1 • 10,
p2 - II, p, • 12) three-layer muimaJly flat impedance
transformer, these quantities are f'1 • 77.93 meV,
J'2 • 110.78 meV, V, • 133.58 meV, mr • 0.075 37ntc. mf
-0.078 89m00
mf • 0.081 3-4ntc.
"•• • 1.4769,
If~ • 1.2826, ,.., - 1.1403, d 1 •2.1267 IUD d2 • 3.1093
nm, d3 - 3.3920 om, and A1 • 11.3068 nm, Jl2 • 12.-437

mr.
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or

below the pass enefl)' and an inc:rease in the transmittanec at

cnerpa above the pass enerJY.
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Current-Voltage Characteristics of Semiconductor Superlattice
Electron-Wave Quantum-Interference Filter/Emitter
Negative Differential Resistance Devices
Elias N. Glytsis, Thomas K. Gaylord, and Kevin F. Brennan
School of Electrical Engineering and Microelectronics Research Center
Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia 30332-()250

Abstract
The transmission and current-voltage characteristics of semiconductor superlattice electron-wave quantum-interference filter/ emitter negative differential resistance devices are analyzed with and without the self-consistency requirement. For the non-selfconsistent calculation the single-band effective-mass time-independent Schroedinger equation is solved. For the self-consistent calculation, Schroedinger and Poisson equations
are solved iteratively until a self-consistent electron potential energy and electron density
are obtained. It is shown that suitably designed electron-wave quantum-interference filter /emitters can exhibit strong negative differential resistance in the current-voltage characteristics, similar to those of resonant tunneling diodes. For low to moderate (2-30 meV)
Fermi energies in the conduction band of Ga1 _ a Ala As (doping concentration less or equal
to 2 x 1018 cm- 3 ) , and temperatures near 30 K (in the ballistic transport regime), it is
shown that the space-charge effect is relatively small and results in a shift of the currentvoltage and tran.smission characteristics toward higher bias voltages. In a fashion similar
to that occuring in resonant tunneling diodes, the self-consistent field in electron-wave
filter/ emitter negative differential resistance devices effectively acts to screen the positive
applied bias. Designs of Ga 1 _. Ala As devices are presented. Resonant devices with current
peak-to-valley ratios of - 50 as well as nonresonant (not exhibiting negative differential
resistance) devices are analyzed. The corresponding electron charge density distributions
are also presented. Super lattice electron-wave filter/ emitter negative differential resistance
1

devices can be used as high-speed switches and oscillators and as monoenergetic emitters
in electroluminescent devices and photodetectors.

I. INTRODUCTION
Nanostructure devices like multiple quantum wells and superlattices have been
rapidly developed due to recent advances of microfabrication technology, particularly metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) and molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE) . These
fabrication teehnologies have been refined to the point where single monolayers can be
grown with precise compositional control. 1 At these spatial dimensions, quantization

~f

fects largely dominate device characteristics, making further reduction in their sizes undesirable in some applications, thereby limiting the ultimate speed of the devices. However,
quantum interference effects may also potentially be used in an advantageous way in novel
devices. Quant um-mechanical interference effects have been experimentally observed for
electron energies below the potential energy barriers in double-barrier and multi-barrier
resonant tunneling devices 2 -e and for electron energies above the barriers in single- and
double-barrier structures. 7 -

0

With further improvements in the quality of the materials

grown, ballistic transport has also been experimentally observed. 1 0 •11 That is, electrons
travel through the device without being scattered by deviations from crystalline perfection.
Even with the addition of elastic scattering, the electrons exhibit clear quantum-mechanical
plane-wave behavior. 12 • 13 These coherent waves maintain their phase throughout the device
and thus can interfere, reflect, refract, and diffract in a manner analogous to the electromagnetic plane waves in dielectric media. Impressive experimental evidence of optical-like
electron behavior in GaAs semiconductors has recently been reported. 14 •15
Quantitative analogies between quantum-mechanical electron waves in semiconductor materials and electromagnetic optical waves in dielectrics have already been
developed. 111 With these analogies, existing electromagnetic optical analysis and design
techniques can be used for the analysis and design of novel semiconductor quantum-

2

wave devices. Possible devices include narrow-band superlattice interference filters 1 ' · 11
and filterlemitters 10 • 20 which can exhibit very narrow electron kinetic energy passbands
and can be integrated into solid-state devices for potential use as monoenergetic emit-

ters for electroluminescent devices,21 •22 photodetectors,21 •23 and subpicosecond ballistic
transistors.11 •21 Beyond improving the speed of existing devices, however, ihe totally new
concept of guided elutron-wcwe integrated circuit1 has been proposed."·26 This potentially
next generation of integrated circuits could be comprised by many semiconductor quantum
electron-wave devices interconnected by electron waveguides."- 20
Semiconductor superlattice interference filter and filter I emitter designs can be visualized from the optical interference filters counterparts but their designs cannot be simple
copies of thin-film optical designs due to the constraints that are imposed by the ultra small
dimensions, the usable composition range, and the applied bias voltage. The design of such
quantum interference filters and filter /emitters has been presented in Refs. 17-20. In the
present work the current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of these filter I emitters are calculated
self-consistently. It is shown that these devices can exhibit negative differential resistivity
similar to that occuring in resonant tunneling diodes. In addition, space-charge effects due
to electron localization that have been shown to be very important in semiconductor device
analysis and design, are quantified for these structures. Several analytical techniques have
been used and can be classified into two major categories: the classical approaches that
include the solution of the nonlinear Poisson equation using Boltzmann or Fermi-Dirac
statistics for the electron and hole concentrations,30 -

36

and the quantum-mechanical ap-

proaches in which both the Schroedinger and Poisson equations are solved self-consistently
through an iterative algorithm until a self-consistent electrostatic potential and electron
density are acheived.36 ing diodes31 • 30 -

41 44
•

4

'

Most of these analyses have been applied to the resonant tunnel-

in which the space-charge effects have been shown to be significant.

In this paper, for the first time, a complete quantum-mechanical self-consistent analysis of
the semiconductor superlattice filter I emitter is presented. These devices inherently differ

3

from the resonant tunneling diodes in that they are designed to operate at electron energies
above all barriers and wells of the semiconductor superlattice. Thus, electron localization
is purely due to the quantum-mechanical interference mechanism.

In this work, the effects of the self-consistent potential on quantum-interference
filter/emitter negative differential resistance devices are isolated and analyzed. The details
of the model used are described in Sec. ll. Several example cases are presented in Sec. m for
the GaAs / Ga1 _. AI. As alloy system. Resonant (exhibiting negative differential resistance)
and nonresonant (not exhibiting negative differential resistance) filter/emitter devices are
analyzed. The effects of the Fermi energy (doping) and temperature on the filter/ emitter
transmittance and current-voltage characteristics are included. Electron densities in the
superlattice are also presented for resonant and nonresonant filter/ emitters. It is found that
the space-charge effects on the transmission and I-V characteristics of the filter / emitter
devices can be significant for relatively high Fermi energies (above 30 meV) and generally
lead to shift ing of the device characteristics toward higher bias voltages. Finally, in Sec. IV,
a sununary and some discussion are presented.

II. MODEL DESCRIPTION
A voltage biased semiconductor superlattice can serve sim1:1ltaneously as an electron. wave interference filter and electron emitter. The theory and the design of such electronwave filt er/ emitters have been presented in Refs. 19 and 20 using a non-self-consist ent
(linear electrostatic potential) model. The present self-consistent model is similar to the
one used for the resonant tunneling devices. 36 -

46

The model formulation is based on the

following given conditions:
(a) The semiconductor superlattice consists of an intrinsic region where quantummechanical analysis applies. Thus, the length of the device is smaller than the electron coherence length. Experimental measurements in ballistic hot-electron devices 1 0 •11 • 14 •16 • 48 •4 g
(on GaAs / GaAlAs and InGaAs/ InAlAs structures) indicate that the electron coherence

4

length lies roughly between 10 and lOOnm. Of course, the electron coherence length depends strongly on the temperature (electron coherence length of the order of several microns was recently reported at very low

temperatures~'· 16 )

Therefore, the experimental data suggest

t~at

and it is a statistical quantity.

a measurable fraction of the electrons will

exhibit a coherent behavior within the filter/emitter. The transport of electrons through
the filter/ emitter negative differential resistance device is assumed to be strictly collisionless.
(b) For the filter/emitter region, the one-electron single-band effective mass timeindependent Schroedinger equation is used. This is a valid approximation for electron
energies near the r-point in accordance with the filter/emitter design requirements. 20 The
boundary conditions used at the heterojunction interfaces of the filter/ emitter region {intrinsic region) are the continuity of the envelope wavefunction, ,P, and the continuity of
the normal component of the probability current density or equivalently the continuity of
the envelope wavefunction first derivative weighted by the inverse effective mass, (ljm• )¢'
(where ,P' denotes a first derivative). These two boundary conditions work sufficiently well
for the III-V semiconductor family as long as the same band edge is considered on both
sides of the discontinuityso {the conduction band direct gap minimum for the electron-wave
filter/ emitters).
(c) The applied voltage bias appears across the filter/emitter region. The voltage drop in
the contacts is assumed negligible.
(d) The contact regions outside the filter/emitter are treated as having constant Fermi
energy levels and equilibrium Fermi-Dirac statistics apply.
The electron potential energy of the electron-wave filter/ emitter negative differential
resistance device with an applied bias voltage is shown in Fig. 1. In this figure the electrostatic potential energy is assumed to be linear which is the first estimate used in order to
start the iterative solution of the Schroedinger and Poisson equations. The filter/emitter
consists of M layers, where M is an odd integer. The center layer is the resonant layer while

5

the surrounding layers are quarter electron-wavelength layers (for the design pass energy
of the filter/ emitter). 10 •20 When the design voltage is applied, electrons in a. narrow energy
band around the prespecified pass energy, E, (Fig. 1), traverse the filter/ emitter and are
emitted with an output kinetic energy K Eo••. The applied bias potential energy is denoted
by V.-•• , while the potential energies of the different layers are denoted by V; and their

effective masses by

m;

(j = 1, 2, · · ·, M). For the solution of the self-consistent problem

the filter/emitter region is divided into N subregions of equal width liz as shown in Fig. 2.
The potential energy of each subregion i (i = 1,2, .. ·,N) is

V.'

= (V(z;_ 1 )

+ V(z:)]/2,

where V(z) is the electrostatic potential energy (which is one of the unknowns of the selfconsistent problem). An alternative to the stair-step approximation61 would be a piecewise
linear potential energy approximation.2 0 •62 In the limit of large N both approximations
converge to the same solution. The one-electron envelope wavefunction in the i-th subregion is denoted by t/J,, while the change in the conduction band edge,

v,, and the effective

m;, are the change in the conduction band edge and the effective mass of the region
= 1, 2, · · ·, M) to which the subregion i belongs. Thus, the one-electron envelope

mass,
j (j

function time-independent Schroedinger equation for the i-th subregion can be written

~
+ (E- V.' - V·)·'f't1·· = 0
2 • cPt!J,
d
m,

z2

•

(1)

•

where 1i is Planck's constant divided by 21r and E is the total electron energy. In order to
solve Eq. (1) knowledge of the electrostatic potential energy V(z) is required. Assuming
that V(z) is known, the solution for t/J, can be written in the form

(2)
for z;_ 1

<z

~

z;

and with the electron wavevector k,

= (2m;{E- V.'- v1 )/ 1i2 ) 1 12 •

The

coefficients C, and D, of each subregion i can be found from the boundary conditions
for the envelope wavefunctions and assuming that t/J0 (z)
and tPN+t(z) = teexp (jkN+dz-

z~) ],

=

exp(jk0 z)

+ re exp(-ikoz )

where rc and te are the amplitude reflection and

transmission coefficients of the wavefunction. Using a transfer matrix approach5 1 re and
6

t, can be calculated first, and then all Ci and Di can be computed recursively. Thus, once
the overall transmission and reflection coefficients are found, the steady-state wavefunction
t/J(z)

= tPt (z) for z~_ 1 < z ~ z~ (l = 1, 2, · · ·, N) can be determined at each incident energy

E over the full range of interest.
After the wavefunction t/J(z) is known throughout the entire structure, the electron
density, n(z), can be calculated by n(z) = (t/J(z)t/1* (z) ), where ( ) denotes summation (or
equivalently integration) over all energies.' 8 Furthermore, assuming Fermi-Dirac statistics
the previous equation becomes
n(z)

= (V;(z)V;* (z)f(E , E1 )),

(3)

where f(E, E 1 ) is the Fermi distribution function and E 1 is the Fermi .energy level. The
distribution function is taken as being in equilibrium, despite of the fact that a current
flows through the filter/emitter when a voltage bias is applied. However, the distribution
function /(E, E 1 )

= 1/ {1 + expi(E- E 1 )/ks T)}, where ks

is Boltzmann's constant and

T is the absolute temperature, is reasonably accurate since the

xy

system is essentially

decoupled from the quantization direction z, and can be considered in a quasi-equilibrium
state.s 7 -

43

Evaluation of Eq. (3) yields to following approximate expression for n(z),

n(z) =:::

1

k 8 T(m•) S/ 2 00
dE
J2 2° 3
lf/J(z)l 2 lnl1 + exp(E1 -E. )/ks TJ.
2 211' h
o
v E.

r:,.,

(4)

where E. is the longitudinal component of the energy E. For the above computation
parabolic band structure and independence of lf/J(z) 12 on the transverse energy component
(momentum) were assumed. None of the two previous assumptions is strictly valid, but
for low energies near the bottom of the conduction band (f-valley) these are very good
approximations and they greatly simplify the computational procedure for the evaluation
of the elect ron density.sT - u In addition, Eq. (4) accounts for only the left-to-right incident
electrons. In order to be strictly correct, the electrons impinging from right-to-left should
also be taken into account,30 -

41

and the total electron density should be the sum of

these two streams of electrons. However, the right-to-left incident stream of electrons
7

has a negligible effect on the current density of the device for the design values of the
applied voltage and temperature. The charge density corresponding to the spatial electron
distributions given by Eq. (4) can be calculated by -en(z) (where e is the electron charge)
and then substituted into the one-dimensional Poisson equation,

(5)
where Eo is the permittivity of freespa.ee,

is the relative permittivity along the device,

£r

and 4>(z) is the electrostatic potential. Defining the electrostatic potential energy as before
by V(z) = -e¢(z), Eq. (5) can be written as

(6)
where

£r

is the relative permittivity of GaAs (assumed constant throughout the fil-

ter/emitter for simplicity). Solving Eq. (6) numerically, u.sing the method of finite differences, the electrostatic potential energy V (z) can be found and used in the Schroedinger
equation (Eq. (1)].
The computation algorithm starts with the solution of Eq. (1) assuming linear
electrostatic potential energy (Fig. 1). After computation of the wavefunction, the electron
density can be calculated from Eq. (4) . Then Eq. (6} can be solved for a new estimate
of the electrostatic potential energy V(z). This procedure is iterated until convergence of
the electrostatic potential energy V(z) is obtained. Then, the current density, J, can be
calculated at each applied bias using the equation61 •63

where T (Ea) is the transmission coefficient of the device, calculated using the self-consistent
electrostatic potential, and is given by
(E-Vo)/m~+t

T (Ea) = [ (E _ V. _ V. . )/ •
0
b•cu
mo
8

]1/2 2
lt.e l .

(8)

For the derivation of Eq. (7), parabolic band structure and independence of T(E.) on
transverse energy component were assumed, similarly to the assumptions for the validity of
Eq. (4). In the following section several results of resonant (exhibiting negative differential
resistance) and nonresonant (not exhibiting negative differential resistance) devices in the
·.

Ga1 -.Al.As alloy family are presented.

m.

RESULTS OF THE CALCULATIONS FOR Ga 1 _.Al.As ALLOYS
A practical material system to be used in fabricating electron-wave interference

devices is Ga1 _. AI. As. For this material system the maximum allowable composition in
aluminum is

Xmu

= 0.45, in order to avoid the direct/ indirect band-gap transition. The

electron potential energy of the i-th layer is given by V,· =Ax; (A= 0.773eV), using the
- 60/ 40 rule conduction-to-valence band-edge discontinuity,64 •66 and its effective mass is
given by m;

= (B + Cx; )m

0

(B

= 0.067,

C

= 0.083) , where m

0

is the free electron

mass. The (100) monolayer thickness for any usable composition remains the same and
equals 0.2827 nm (lattice-matched material system). Two resonant and one nonresonant
example designs will be presented. These designs will take into account the minimization
of the intervalley scattering (f-L band transition) according to the analysis presented in
Ref. 20. The t wo resonant devices will be referred to as resonant filter / emitt ers A and B
respectively.

A. Resonant Filter/ Emit ter A Design Criteria
Resonant filter / emitter A was designed with the algorithm of Ref. 20 for a bias
potential energy V,,cu

= O.lOeV

and an output kinetic energy at resonance K Eo.. t

=

0.13eV, assuming a Fermi energy level at the input region of 30meV (measured from
the bottom of the conduction band). The phonon energy was assumed to be 35meV for
the f-L intervalley transition. In order to reduce intervalley transitions for the applied
resonance bias and kinetic energy, the maximum allowable aluminum composition had to be
reduced 2 0 to 0.2 which was also selected to be the input and output region compositions
9

(Fig. 1). The operating temperature was assumed to be 25 K. The characteristics of
the nine layer (M = 9) resonant filter/emitter A (exact design) are given in Table I. In
this table, the thickness of each layer in monolayers, the aluminum composition

%; ,

the

unbiased electron potential energy Vi, and the normalized effective mass m; /m0 , are given.
The total thickness of the filter/emitter A is 100 monolayers (28.3 nm), which is within
the electron coherence length (assumption (a) of Sec. D] at 25 K. An alternate design
which takes into account the practical constraint of having a finite number of composition
levels is also shown in Table I (constrained-composition design). This version of resonant
filter/emitter A restricts the aluminum compositions to four distinct levels (0.0, 0.07,
0.13, and 0.20 as is required by typical MBE fabrication systems) . The transmission
characteristics, (calculated using a non-self-consistent analysis) of these exact and the
constrained-composition designs, are shown in Fig. 3a as functions of the output kinetic
energy KEout (Fig. 1} for an applied bias potential energy of O.lOeV {resonance design
value). The constrained-composition design has its peak electron transmission at KEout =
0.125eV instead of the 0.13eV design value, due to the four distinct aluminum composition
levels. Interestingly, the transmission (transmission of 99.8% at 0.125eV) peak of the
constrained-composition design is larger than the peak of the exact design {transmission
of 94.4% at 0.13eV). This is due to the more symmetric configuration of the constrained
composition design. However, the exact design remains the optimal design for KEout =
0.13eV and for

Vbi o•

= O.lOeV.

B. Resonant Filter/Emitter B Design Criteria
Resonant filter/ emitter B was designed using the same procedure10 as resonant filter/ emitter A. The Fermi energy level of resonant filter/ emitter B was calculated to be

E1

= 2.26meV using a

donor concentration of

ND

= 2 x 1011 cm- 3 ,

a donor ionization

energy of 5.8meV {for silicon dopant}, and an operating temperature of 25 K . The calculational procedure was based on the numerical solution of the charge neutrality equation
at fiatband equilibrium using Fermi-Dirac statistics. 66 This is a conservative calculation
10

which does not take into account the broadening of the donor ionization energies and the
band-tailing due to the heavy doping. 6 ' To restrict intervalley scattering the maximum
allowable aluminum composition was chosen again to be 0.2 which is also equal to the
compositions of the input and output regions. In this design, due to the lower Fermi energy level, the design bias potential energy had to be chosen lower than previously and

wa.s selected to be O.OSeV. The output kinetic energy of resonant filter/ emitter B at its
resonance was selected to be 0.052eV in order to be near the Fermi level of the input region. The design characteristics of the nine layer (M = 9) resonant filter/emitter B (exact
design) are shown in Table n. For this design the total thickness of the filter I emitter is 136
monolayers (38.4 nm) which is again within the electron coherence length at 25 K. The
thickness of resonant filter/ emitter B is larger than that of resonant filter/ emitter A due
to the lower resonance energy and applied voltage bias. A constrained-composition design
is also included in Table II with three only aluminum composition levels (the 0.13 compo-

sition level is not necessary in this case). In this constrained-composition design the center
layer thickness was increased by one monolayer (21 instead of 20) to shift the transmission
peak closer to the design transmission peak and at lower output kinetic energies (which is
desirable due to the low Fermi energy level) . The transmission characterist ics of the exact
and the constrained composition designs are shown in Fig. 3b as function of the output
kinetic energy for a bias potential energy of O.OSeV (non-self-consistent calculation) . For
both of the resonant filter/ emitter B designs the peak transmissions are smaller than those
of resonant filt er/ emitter A (37.9% for the exact design and 34.4% for the constrainedcomposition design) for the corresponding design energy and bias potential. The smaller
peak transmission is due to the lower input kinetic energies and applied resonant bias
voltages. In the remainder of this paper, the constrained-composition designs for both
resonant filter/ emitters A and B will be analyzed, since these designs are practical from a
fabrication point of view.
C. Self-Consistent and Non-Self-Consistent Analyses

11

Using the algorithm presented in Sec.

n,

constrained-composition resonant fil-

ter/emitters A and B were analyzed with both the non-self-consistent (linear electrostatic
potential) and the self-consistent approach. The stair-step representation used for the selfconsistent computation consisted of steps of monolayer thickness, i.e. Az = 0.2827 nm and

N

= 100 for resonant filter/emitter A and N = 137 for resonant filter/emitter B. Compar-

ing the stair-step results with these of the exact analysis (using Airy and complimentary
Airy functions20 •62 for non-self-consistent potential) excellent agreement was found (error

was smaller than ±10- 6 for the wavefunction amplitude). Thus, the above selection of Liz
was also considered more than adequate for the self-consistent analysis.
The electron potential energy across the filter/emitter is shown as a function of the
longitudinal distance (z) for the non-self-consistent (linear) and the self-consistent electrostatic potential in Figs. 4a (resonant filter/ emitter A for Vbi.u = O.lOeV) and 4b (resonant
filter/emitter B for

Vbicu

= O.OSeV). It is observed that the difference between the self-

consistent and the linear potential is larger for resonant filter / emitter A (with a Fermi
energy E1

= 30 meV)

than for filter/emitter B (with a Fermi energy E 1

= 2.26 meV).

This difference is at least an order of magnitude smaller for resonant filter/emitter B.
The difference between the self-consistent and the linear electrostatic potential energy,
L1 V = V50 (z)- VL (z) !where V50 (z) and VL (z) are the self-consistent and linear electro-

static potential energies], is shown in Figs. Sa (resonant filter/emitter A for
and Sb (resonant filter/emitter B for

Vbio•

Vb,cu

= O.lOeV)

= 0.05eV). Since resonant filter / emitter A has

more carriers available and larger transmission peak at the resonant energy, stronger electron localization is expected, which raises the potential energy profile for the transmitted
electrons higher than that of filter/ emitter B.
The wavefunction square amplitude,

ltb (z) 12 ,

as function of the longitudinal (z)

direction, is shown for both the non-self-consistent and the self-consistent approaches in
Figs. 6a (resonant filter/emitter A) and 6b (resonant filter / emitter B). In both cases the
square amplitude of the wavefunction was calculated at the resonant energy of the non12

self-consistent design. Consequently for resonant fi.lter /emitter A the wavefunction was

= V0 +KEovt = 0.28eV) and
= O.lOeV, while for filter/emitter Bit is computed for KEovt = 0.0536eV (orE=

computed for KEnt= 0.0125eV {or total electron energy E

V.-••

0.2leV) and V.-••

= O.OSeV. From Fig. 6a it is observed that the square of the wavefunction

amplitude peaks at the boundaries between layers of differing compositions. In addition,
the highest peaks appear at the boundaries of the central (resonant} layer. The square of
the wavefunction amplitude is not exactly symmetric around the central (resonant) layer
due to the asymmetry of the filter/emitter in layer thicknesses. For the self-consistent
calculation it can be seen from Figs. 6a and 6b that the wavefunctions corresponding
to the self-consistent potentials have lower and slightly shifted peaks (Fig. 6a) since the
self-consistent electrostatic potential is expected to shift the filter / emitter characteristics
to higher applied voltages. The self-consistent effect is more pronounced in the case of
resonant filter / emitter A since for this design a higher Fermi energy level (E1 = 30 meV)
was assumed, and consequently, the screening effect was stronger. Comparing the square
of the wavefunction amplitudes of these filt er/ emitters with those of resonant tunneling
diodes,'" a fundamental difference is observed. The peaks of the square of the wavefunction
amplitude in the resonant tunneling diodes occur inside the well region (resonant layer),
while in the resonant filter/emitter cases the peaks occur at the boundaries of the central
(resonant) layer with the surrounding layers. Thus, electron localization is expected near
and at the interfaces between differing aluminum composition layers and especially near
the interfaces of the central layer. This may be due to higher electron velocities inside the
well regions than inside the barrier regions resulting in an electron localization near the
interfaces between the differing electron velocity regions.
The electron-wave transmission characteristics of the resonant filter / emitters can
be calculated using Eqs. (1} , (2), and (8} for both the non-self-consistent ana the selfconsistent electrostatic potential. The results of the calculation are shown in Figs. 7a
(resonant filter / emitter A for Vbao•

= O.lOeV) and 7b (resonant filter/ emitter B for Vbio• =
13

0.05eV). In both self-consistent electrostatic potential cases there is a slight shift of the
transmittance curve toward higher output kinetic energies (or equivalently input kinetic
energies) from its corresponding linear electrostatic potential case. This was expected
due to the increased electron potential energy. The effect is again more pronounced for
resonant filter/emitter A due to its higher Fermi energy.
The electron density, n(z), can be calculated from Eq. (4) using the self-consistent
electrostatic potential. The electron densities of the two resonant filter/ emitters are shown
in Figs. Sa (resonant filter/emitter A for
for

"6111 ,

= O.lOeV) and 8b (resonant filter/emitter B

v.,G. = 0.05eV), as functions of the longitudinal distance (z).

Comparisons of Figs. 6

and 8 reveal some similarity between the lt/l(z) 12 and n(z). This is expected since n(z)
is an energy average over a.ll electrons using Fermi-Dirac statistics [Eq. (3)], and to this
average, electrons with energies near the resonant energy {Figs. 6) mainly contribute.
Finally the current-voltage characteristics of the resonant filter/ emitters can be
calculated using Eq. {7), with either a linear or a self-consistent electrostatic potential.
The I-V characteristics of resonant filter /emitters A and B are shown in Figs. 9a and 9b,
respectively. The effect of the self-consistent electrostatic potential is again stronger for
resonant filter/ emitter A. In both cases the self-consistent characteristics are shifted (in
the case of resonant filter /emitter B this shift is small) to higher applied bias voltages.
This is in agreement with the I-V characteristics of the resonant tunneling diodes.37 -

43

From the I-V characteristics a negative differential resistivity {NDR) is clearly observed.
For resonant filter/emitter A the peak-to-valley ratio is 5.74 (with peak current density
J = 3.22 x 10e A/cm2 at 0.155 volts) for the self-consistent calculation, and 5.78for the

non-self-consistent calculation (with peak current density J = 3.20 x 106 A/cm2 at 0.135
volts). For resonant filter/emitter B the peak-to-valley ratio is 46.1 (with peak current
density J

= 1.09 x

103 A/cm2 at -0.0525 volts) for the self-consistent calculation, and

47.2 (with peak current density J = 1.11 x 103 A/cm2 at 0.0525 volts) for the non-selfconsistent calculation. It is observed that filter / emitter B has about 3 orders of magnitude
14

smaller current density even if its Fermi energy is only one order of magnitude smaller
than that of resonant filter/ emitter A. However, resonant filter/ emitter B exhibits an
order of magnitude larger
for T

peak-~valley

ratio. All the above calculations were performed

= 25 K and for a relative dielectric permittivity of Ga.As of 13.18.

D. Effects of Temperature Variation

The temperature dependence of resonant filter/ emitter B current-voltage characteristics is shown in Fig. 10 forT= 25, 35, a.nd 50 K. The Fermi energy levels were computed66
as described previously for resonant filter/emitter B a.nd are E1 = 2.26, 3.63, a.nd 5.26 meV
respectively. The self-consistent as well as the non-self-consistent I-V

char~teristics

ar-e

shown for the three selected temperatures. For higher temperatures the electron coherence
length is expected to be smaller than the dimensions of the filter / emitter, thus, significantly
degrading the quantum interference behavior of the device due to scattering mechanisms.

E. Analysis of Nonresonant Filter/Emitters
The two resonant filter / emitters A and B described previously have been designed
to exhibit electron transmission peaks for a specified input {or output) kinetic energy and
applied bias potential. A question that now arises is how a nonresonant filter /emitter would
perform. In order to answer this question, resonant filter/ emitter B is redesigned so that
the central layer is a quarter electron wavelength layer instead of a half electron wavelength
layer. The resulting nonresonant filter / emitter C (Table III) has a 10 monolayer thick
central layer {instead of 21 monolayer thick central layer for the resonant filter / emitter
B). Consequently, the nonresonant filter / emitter Cis not expected to exhibit any negative
differential resistance behavior. The rest of the layers of nonresonant filter/ emitter C
have the characteristics shown in Table II for the resonant filter/emitter B. The electron
potential energy profile of the nonresonant filter/ emitter C is shown in Fig. lla for both
the non-self-consistent and self-consistent computation. The difference

~V

between the

self-consistent and the linear electrostatic potential energy is shown in Fig. llb. It is
15

observed that this difference is approximately two orders of magnitude smaller than that
of the resonant filter /emitter B. Thus, the space-charge effects are much less significant in
the nonresonant design. The square of the wavefunction amplitude, ltJ~(z)l 2 , for an output
kinetic energy of 0.0536eV (resonant energy of the resonant filter/emitter B) and for an
applied bias potential energy of 0.05eV (resonant bias potential energy of the resonant
filter/emitter B) is shown in Fig. llc. Comparing Fig. llc with Fig. 6b a significant
difference can be observed. In the nonresonant filter f emitter C the wavefunction square
amplitude drops fast along the longitudinal direction of the device revealing very small
electron localization inside the nonresonant filter/ emitter. The difference between the selfconsistent and the non-self-consistent calculation is insignificant for the nonresonant device.
The electron transmission characteristics of the nonresonant filter f emitter C are presented
in Fig. lld for

Vl>io•

= 0.05eV. No peak in the transmission is observed between 0.05-0.0SeV

as was expected (compare with Fig. 7b for the resonant filter/emitter B). The electron
density distribution, n(z), is shown in Fig. lle. This distribution resembles the ltJ~(z) l 2
distribution since for all the electron energies near the Fermi level the filter f emitter exhibits
the same nonresonant electron transmission response. Finally, the I-V characteristics of
the nonresonant filter / emitter Care shown in Fig. llf. No negative differential resistance
is observed in this case as was expected (compare with Fig. 9b of the resonant filter f emitter

B). In addition, the current density is much smaller (2-3 orders of magnitude) for voltages
up to 0.10 volts since most of the incident electrons are reflected due to the nonresonant
behavior of the filter/emitter. All the computations for the nonresonant filter/ emitter C
were performed again for a temperature of 25 K.

IV. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
In all the example cases presented for both the resonant and the nonresonant filter/emitters, the step size l::r.z of the stair-step approximation was selected to be one
monolayer. Smaller step sizes (fraction of a monolayer) have also been tested but the final
results were almost unaffected (observed changes were smaller than ±10- 6 ). Therefore
16

the one monolayer thickness was retained for savings and efficiency of computer time. The
number of energy points (in momentum space), for the integral computation (Eqs. (4) and
(7)], was varied between 400 to 1000 points depending on the electron transmission characteristics of the filter/emitter. For example resonant filter/emitter B needed more energy
points than resonant filter/emitter A due to its sharper energy (momentum) space characteristics. Convergence of the algorithm was obtained within 3-25 iterations for resonant
filter/ emitter A, and 2-6 iterations for resonant filter/ emitter B. The convergence criterion
selected was that the maximum absolute difference of the electrostatic potential energy
between two successive iterations should be less than a pre-selected value. This value for
the examples presented was set equal to 10- •. All computations were performed in a
CDC-Cyber 855 or 990 mainframe computer with CPU times varying between 400-45,000
seconds, with the most time consuming cases being the 1-V characteristics computat ions
(using 80 voltage values).
In all the examples analyzed, it was assumed that the semiconductor materials
had parabolic band structure. This was a good approximation since both filter / emitters
have been designed to resonate at low electron energies. However, for sufficiently high
applied bias voltages, the electron energies exceed the parabolic band structure regime,
and the band structure is more appropriately treated as nonparabolic. Furthermore, the
band structure may vary with the direction of the electron-wave propagation (anisotropy).
Both of these effects can be incorporated by using an energy dependent anisotropic effective
mass. In the latter case the solutions of the Schroedinger equation have to be modified
but the remainder of the analysis is still valid. The anisotropic case could be used when
the lowest energy band consisted of ellipsoidal X minima energy surfaces (Si, AlAs, etc.)
or ellipsoidal L minima energy surfaces (Ge) rather than the spherical

r minimum energy

surface associated with the direct gap Ga1 _. AI. As.
Finally, in the analysis and the examples presented, the effect of the space-charge
field due to the contact-filter/ emitter junctions was not taken into account. The present
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analysis has focussed on the filter/ emitter region design and function. The impinging electrons (from the left side of Fig. 1) were assumed to originate from the quasi-equilibrium contact regions and are incident on the filter/emitter. The self-consistent potential will not be
significantly altered by the contacts in shape or relative magnitude. However, the contacts
will cause an elevation of the electron potential energy profile of the whole filter/emitter

structure due to the inevitable alignment of the Fermi energy levels at equilibrium. For
this reason a specialized transit region between the contacts and the filter/ emitter will
be required for the designed operation of the device. The design and fabrication of this
specialized region and its effect in the function of the filter/emitter is under investigation.

In summary, for the first time to our knowledge, the transmission and the currentvoltage characteristics of electron-wave quantum interference resonant filter / emitters were
studied using a non-self-consistent and a self-consistent analysis. It was shown that the resonant filter/ emitters can exhibit negative differential resistivity similar to that in resonant
tunneling diodes. Several example designs on Ga1 _ s Ala As alloys were presented including both resonant and nonresonant filter/ emitters. For low temperatures (in the ballistic
transport regime) it was shown that the effect of the space-charge fields is insignificant
for nonresonant filter/ emitters while it can be quite significant for resonant filter / emitters
at high Fermi energy levels. The I-V characteristics of the resonant filter / emitters are
shifted to higher applied voltage.s due to the screening effect of the electron localization.
However, the peak-to-valley ratios remained almost the same as those from the non-selfconsistent computation. hnportantly, in contrast to resonant tunneling diodes the valley
current is lower and remains low over a larger voltage range ("fiat valley"). The square of
the wavefunction amplitude distributions, electron potential energy profiles, and electron
density profiles were also presented. Semiconductor superlattice electron-wave quantuminterference resonant filter/emitters have potential use as high-speed switches and oscillators and as monoenergetic emitters in electroluminescent devices and photodetectors.
This research was supported in part by a grant from the Joint Services Electronics
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Table 1: Design parameters of u electron wave interference resonant filter/ emitter consisting of nine layers ·
surrounded by Gao.sAlo.2 As ud designed to emit 0.1SeV electrons for the exact design, ud 0.125eV electrons
for the constrained-composition design when biased at 0.10eV.

RESONANT FILTER/EMITTER A DESIGN

ixAd

Jl~liG

Qgza1tz:•lned-QQm~21ltl2D l2~1tm

Unbiased
Unbiased
Number
Electron Normalized
Electron Normalised
Number
Layer Monolayera Aluminum Potential
Effective
Monolayers Aluminum Potential Effective
Composition Energy
Number
Thick
Composition Energy
Mus
Thick
Mass

;

%j

Vi (eV)

m;/mo

0.0193
0.0947
0.0487
0.1204
0.0311
0.1324
0.0661
0.1254

0.0691
0.0772
0.0722
0.0799

0.0109

1
2
3
4
5

10
12
10
12

6

11

7
8

9
10

0.0249
0.1225
0.0630
0.1557
0.0402
0.1712
0.0855
0.1622

9

8

0.0142

18

0.0703
0.0812
0.0741
0.0805
0.0682

1

10
12
10
12
18
11

9
10
8

%j

V,· (eV)

mj/mo

0.00
0.13
0.07
0.13
0.00
0.20
0.07
0.20
0.00

0.0000
0.1005
0.0541
0.1005
0.0000
0.1546
0.0541
0.1546

0.0670
0.0778
0.0728
0.0778

0.0000

0.0670
0.0836
0.0728
0.0836
0.0670

Table D: Deaign par&meten of an electron wave interference resonant filter/ emitter conaiating of nine layers
aurrounded by GA<>.aAlo.2A1 and deaigned to emit 0.0520e V electrons for the exact design, and 0.0536eV electrons
for the conatrained-compoaition design when biued at 0.05eV.

RESONANT FILTER/EMITTER B DESIGN

Exas:t Dalm

~111tz:atn~d

Unbiued
Number
Electron Normalised
Layer Monolayen Aluminum Potential Effective
Number
Thick
Composition Eneru
Mass
j
V,· (eV)
Sj
mj /mo
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

11
21
11
20
20
17
10
16
10

0.0226
0.1702
0.0419
0.1814
0.0140

0.0175
0.1316
0.0324
0.1402
0.0109

0.1819
0.0348
0.1866

0.1407
0.0269
0.1443
0.0397

0.0513

0.0689
0.0811
0.0705
0.0821
0.0682
0.0821
0.0699
0.0825
0.0712

2

Qsm;a'D08Iti211 Jlalm

Unbiued
Number
Electron Normalized
Monolayen Aluminum Potential Effective
Composition Energy
Mass
Thick
V; (eV)
Sj
mj/mo
11

21
11

20
21
17
10
16
10

0.00
0.20
0.07
0.20
0.00
0.20
0.07
0.20
0.00

0.0000
0.1546
0.0541
0.1546
0.0000
0.1546
0.0541
0.1546
0.0000

0.0670
0.0836
0.0728
0.0836
0.0670
0.0836
0.0728
0.0836
0.0670

Table ID: Design parameters of a.n electron wave interference nonresona.nt filter/emitter consisting of nine layers
aurrounded by Gao.aAlo.2 As a.nd designed to emit 0.0536eV electrons for the constrained-composition design when
biased at 0.05eV.

NONRESONANT PILTER/EMITTER C DESIGN
Conatrained-Compoaltion Deaign

Layer
Number

Number
Monolayers
Thick

i
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

11
21
11

20
10
17
10
16
10

Aluminum
Composition

Unbiased
Electron
Potential
Energy

Normalized
Effective
Mass

z;

V; (eV)

m; jl'n()

0.00
0.20
0.07
0.20
0.00
0.20
0.07

0.0000
0.1546
0.0541
0.1546
0.0000
0.1546
0.0541

0.0670
0.0836
0.0728
0.0836
0.0670
0.0836
0.0728

0.20

0.1546
0.0000

0.0836
0.0670

0.00

3

FIGURE CAPTIONS
1. Schematic representation of a biased semiconductor superlattice electron wave interference resonance filter/emitter. At the design potential energy bias,

Vbio.,

and

input kinetic energy, KE,n, the layers have a thickness of a quarter (or a half for
the resonant central layer) of an electron wavelength as measured in that layer. In
this figure a linear (non-self-consistent) electrostatic potential is assumed.
2. Part of the resonant filter/emitter region between points z;_ 1 and

z;

where the

stair-step representation is used for the self-consistent potential V(z).
3. Electron transmission characteristics of the nine layer resonant filter/ emitters as
a function of the output kinetic energy for an applied bias potential energy of
Vbio..

The characteristics of the exact design (dashed line) and of the constrained

composition design (solid line) are shown. (a) Resonant filter/emitter A for Vb•o•
O.lOeV, and (b) Resonant filter/emitter B for Vb>o•

=

= 0.05eV.

4. Electron potential energy profile along the filter /emitter region. Both the selfconsistent (solid line) and the non-self-consistent (dotted line) potential energy profiles .are shown. (a) Resonant filter/emitter A for Vb>o• = O.lOeV, and (b) resonant
filter /emitter B for Vb>o• = 0.05eV.
5. The difference A V between the self-consistent and the linear electrostatic potential
energy along the filter/emitter region. (a) resonant filter/emitter A for

Vb>u

-

O.lOeV, and (b) resonant filter/emitter B for Vb>o• = 0.05eV.
6. The square of the wavefunction amplitude,

l~(z)l 2 ,

along the filter/emitter region.

Both the self-consistent (solid line) and the non-self-consistent wavefunction (dotted
line) are shown. The dashed lines represent boundaries between different aluminum
composition layers of the filter/emitter. (a) Resonant filter/emitter A for Vbicu

1

=

O.lOeV, and (b) resonant filter/emitter B for V"•u

= O.OSeV.

7. Electron tra.nsmission characteristics of the nine layer filter/emitters as a function of the output kinetic energy for an applied bias potential energy of V11 ,,u.
The characteristics of the non-self<onsistent (dotted line) a.nd of the self-consistent
electron potential energy (solid line) are shown. (a) Resonant filter/emitter A for

v.,.u = O.lOeV, and {b) resonant filter/emitter B for v.,.u = O.OSeV.
8. Electron density distribution along the filter/emitter region using the self-consistent
electron potential energy profile. The dashed lines represent boundaries between different aluminum composition layers of the filter/ emitter. (a) Resonant filter / emitter

v.,o. = O.lOeV and KEout = 0.125eV (resonant values), and (b) resonant filter/ emitter B for V11,o• = 0.05eV and Kout = 0.0536eV.
A for

9. Current-voltage characteristics of the filter / emitters using the self-consistent (solid
line) and the non-self-consistent electron potential energy profile (dotted line). (a)
Resonant filter / emitter A, and (b) resonant filter/ emitter B.
10. Temperature dependence of the I-V characteristics of resonant filter f emitter B for

T = 25, 35, and 50 K. Both self-consistent (solid lines) and non-self-consistent
(dotted lines) characteristics are included.
11. Characteristics of the nonresonant filter/ emitter C. (a) The electron potential energy profile; self-consistent potential (solid line) and non-self-consistent (dotted line)
potential energy profile along the filter/ emitter region for V11,o• = 0.05eV. (b) The
difference !l V between the self-consistent and non-self-consistent {linear) electron
potential energy profiles along the filter/ emitter region for V"o• = 0.05eV. (c)
The square of the wavefunction amplitude distribution for ¥11, 0 • = 0.05eV and

K Eout = 0.0536eV. The dashed lines represent boundaries between the layers of
differing aluminum composition of the filter / emitter. (d) The electron transmission
2

characteristics for both the self-consistent (solid line) a.nd the non-self-consistent
(dotted line} electron potential energy profile for

v.,•.

= O.OSeV. (e) The self-

consistent electron density distribution along the nonresonant filter / emitter for

v.,•. = O.OSeV. The dashed lines represent boundaries between different aluminum
composition layers of the filter/emitter. (e) Current-voltage characteristics of the
nonresonant filter /emitter using the self-consistent (solid line) a.nd the non-selfconsistent (dotted line) electron potential energy profile.
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SEMICONDUCTOR BIASED SUPERLATTICES
AS ELECTRON WAVE
INTERFERENCE FILTER/EMITTERS

E. N. Glytsis, T. K. Gaylord, and K. F. Brennan
School of Electrical Engineering
and Microelectronics Research Center
Georgia Institute of Technology

OUTLINE

1. Introduction
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3. Quantum Wave Optics
4. Theory and Design
5. Example Cases
6. Summary

INTRODUCTION

1. Ultra-Small Devices
2. Quantum Interference
3. Electron Wave Optics

UNBIASED SUPERLATTICE ELECTRON WAVE
INTERFERENCE FILTER
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T. K. Gaylord, E. N. Glytsis, and K. F. Brennan, J. Appl. · Phys.,

65, 2535 (1989).

QUANTUM WAVE OPTICS

1. Electron Wave Phase Refractive Index

n8 (phase)

...

0(

[m (E- V)]
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2. Electron Wave Amplitude Refractive Index

n8 (amplitude)

0(
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3. Optical Designs Mapped Into Electron Wave Designs

T. K. Gaylord and K. F. Brennan, Appl. Phys. Lett., 53, 2047 (1988) .
T. K. Gaylord and K. F. Brennan, J. Appl. Phys., 65, 814 (1989).

THEORY AND DESIGN OF SEMICONDUCTOR
ELECTRON WAVE FILTER/EMITTERS

1. Thin Film Optical Interference Filters
2. Objectives
Fabry-Perot type filter
Calculation of layer thicknesses
Calculation of layer compositions
3. Given Parameters
Bias voltage
Electron Energy
4. Constraints
Layer thicknesses integer number of monolayers
Restricted usable composition range
Device length of the order of electron coherence length
Phonon Scattering

SEMICONDUCTOR ELECTRON WAVE
FILTER/EMITIER
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DESIGN PROCEDURE

1. Estimate layer thicknesses and compositions using
unbiased filter design8
2. Use an Iterative techniqueb to determine final layer
thicknesses and compositions

a. T. K. Gaylord, E. N. Glytsis, and K. F. Brennan, J. Appl.
Phys., 65, 2535 {1989).
b. E. N. Glytsis, T. K. Gaylord, and K. F. Brennan, J. Appl.
Phys., (1989) (accepted).

BIAS FILTER/EMITTER DESIGNS
(Gal-cAlcAs)

Surrounding Material Gao.uAlo .• 6As
Design Filter /Emitter Electron Energy = 0.20eV
Design Bias Potential Energy = O.lOeV
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Wavepacket propagation in
semiconductor superlattice
interference filters.
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Outline
1.

Structure geometry

2.

Time-Independent characteristics

3.

Time- Dependent characteristics

~.

Conclusion

Superlattice interference filter structure
• Structure originally proposed by Gaylord and Brennan [1]
• Analogous to optical transn1ission line \Yith quarter-\\·ayelength anc
half-\Ya\·el~ngth layers
• Transport ABOVE the harriers.

~o

tunneling

[1] T.I\. Gaylord and I\.F. Brennan, .-\ppl. Phys. Lett.. 53. 2041
( 1988)
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Time-independent study
1.

2.

Solve the Tin1e-ind~pendent Sehrodinger equation

rse effectiYC ll1aSS approxitnation

3.

Consider specular case for sin1plicit~· : Zero energ_~· in direction parallel to intetfaces. Can he
generalized to arbitrary angles of incidence.

·L

Con1pute transinissiYity of the stntrture

5.

Con1pute 1-\' rurYe
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Results for time-independent study
1.

Sharp and narro\v peak at Er=0.06 e\· v;ith \\·idth r = 0.004eV

2.

Peak current density J=0.23 10~.\jcm2 at \ :=0.11 V

3. Peak-to-\~alleY

.. ratio =ii at T=25l\

Time-dependent study
1.

Solve the Time-dependent Schrodinger equation

2.

Cse Gaussian \\·ayepackets

:3.

Cse Crank-1\icholson algorithn1

-1.

Cse large 111esh to aYoid problen1S \\·ith reflections

5.

Compute the probability of finding electron in
each region as a function of time

6.

Compute the position of the center of gravity of the incident, reflected and transmitted
wavepackets as a function of tin1e

i.

Con1pute the tilne-delay across the structure
using the asymptotic positions of the incident
and transn1itted packets
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Results for time-dependent
study
1.

2.

:3.

TransmissiYity depends on ratio of packet \\idth
to the level \\·idth
!\Ia~1nun1

\\·ayes

transn1issivity (T = 1) only for plane

Tin1e-delay of the order of 100 fn1s

Conclusions
1.

Behavior similar to resonant tunneling diode,
\vithout tunneling

2.

Direct analog~· "it h optics

3.

Characteristic-s offer 111any potential applications

·L

Future work \Yill include self-consistent anal~·sis in ti1ne-dependent forn1alisn1

5.

Fabrication currently underway
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QUANTUM WELL TECHNOLOGY
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QUANTUM WELLS
Electronic Applications
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ELIAS N. GLYTSIS
SEMICONDUCTOR QUANTUM WAVE DEVICES- ECS 89099'11
SUMMARY
The efforts of the semiconductor industry to scale down the size of devices to achieve
higher integration levels and higher speeds have been confronted by the major problem of
the "troublesome" quantum-mechanical wave interference effects. These "troublesome" effects start to dominate device characteristics at dimensions of less than about one-quarter
of a micron, thus, making further size reduction impossible. This limits the level of integration and the ultimate speed of integrated circuits. Further advances require fundamentally
new device concepts and designs. The constructive use of the "troublesome" quantum
effects was the basic premise of the proposed "Semiconductor Quantum Wave Optics" research. The long-term scientific objective of the completed research was to generate the
necessary knowledge of nanometer-scale semiconductor quantum wave devices that would
allow the practical development and use of these structures. Utilization of these quantum
devices would be both for ultra-small high-speed versions of present-day devices (such as
higher speed switches, oscillators, et.) and for future guided electron wave integrated circuits. This objective of this activity was to bring together understanding of the underlying
physics, device modeling, development of software tools, device design methodology, evaluation of existing quantum interference experiments, crystal growth, device fabrication,
and device testing. The work completed during the period of the award can be summarized into eight categories: (a) generalization of the analogies between electromagnetic
waves in general dielectrics and electron waves in semiconductors, (including analogies
with a generalized Hamiltonian) (b) theory and design of narrow-band semiconductor superlattice filter/ emitters, (c) negative-differential-resistivity quantum interference devices,
(d) theory and design of electron-wave impedance transformers, (e) space-charge effects in
quantum wave devices, (f) time-dependent characteristics of the electron-wave interference
filters and filter/ emitters, (g) electron wave slab waveguides, (h) electron wave quantum
interference grating devices, (i) a quantum interference effects in semiconductors bibliography, (j) a proposed innovative testing technique of quantum interference structures
using ballistic electron emission microscopy, and (k) three related patents and four patent
applications. The aforementioned research results are summarized in the final technical
report.
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Reflection and Refraction to Quantum-Mechanical Transport in Semiconductor Superlattices," {Abstract) Optical Society of America Annual Meeting Technical Digest
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8. D. B. Walker, E. N. Glytsis, and T. K. Gaylord, "Time-Dependent Characteristics, of
Semiconductor Resonant Structures," (Abstract) Optical Society of America Annual
Meeting Technical Digest Series, vol. 17, pp. 32-33, Nov. 1991.
9. D. W. Wilson, E. N. Glytsis, and T. K. Gaylord, "Electron Waveguiding in Quantum
Wells, Voltage-Induced Wells, and Quantum Barriers," (Abstract) Optical Society of
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10. G. N. Henderson, E. N. Glytsis, and T. K. Gaylord, "Ballistic Electron Diffraction by
Semiconductor Gratings: Analysis, Design, and Analogies to Electromagnetic Diffraction," (Abstract) Optical Society of America Annual Meeting Technical Digest Series,
vol. 16, pg. 143, Nov. 1991.
11. G. N. Henderson, P. N. First, T. K. Gaylord, E. N. Glytsis, and W. J. Kaiser, "LowTemperature Beem Testing of Quantum Semiconductor Heterostructures," Ballistic

Electron Emission Microscopy Workshop 1992 Abstracts, January 27, 1992, Furnace
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12. T. K. Gaylord, G. N. Henderson, E . N. Glytsis, D. W. Wilson, P. N. First, and D.
B. Walker, "Semiconductor Ballistic Electron Reflection, Refraction, and Diffraction
Effects: Modeling and Quantum Device Applications," (invited), Integrated Photonics
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SUMMARY
The efforts of the semiconductor industry to scale down the size of devices to achieve
higher integration levels and higher speeds have been confronted by the major problem of
the "troublesome" quantum-mechanical wave interference effects. These "troublesome" effects start to dominate device characteristics at dimensions of less than about one-quarter
of a micron, thus, making further size reduction impossible. This limits the level of integration and the ultimate speed of integrated circuits. Further advances require fundamentally
new device concepts and designs. The constructive use of the "troublesome" quantum
effects was the basic premise of the proposed "Semiconductor Quantum Wave Optics" research. The long-term scientific objective of the completed research was to generate the
necessary knowledge of nanometer-scale semiconductor quantum wave devices that would
allow the practical development and use of these structures. Utilization of these quantum
devices would be both for ultra-small high-speed versions of present-day devices (such as
higher speed switches, oscillators, et.) and for future guided electron wave integrated circuits. This objective of this activity was to bring together understanding of the underlying
physics, device modeling, development of software tools, device design methodology, evaluation of existing quantum interference experiments, crystal growth, device fabrication,
and device testing. The work completed during the period of the award can be summarized into eight categories: (a) generalization of the analogies between electromagnetic
waves in general dielectrics and electron waves in semiconductors, (including analogies
with a generalized Hamiltonian) (b) theory and design of narrow-band semiconductor superlattice filter/emitters, (c) negative-differential-resistivity quantum interference devices,
(d) theory and design of electron-wave impedance transformers, (e) space-charge effects in
quantum wave devices, (f) time-dependent characteristics of the electron-wave interference
filters and filter/emitters, (g) electron wave slab waveguides, (h) electron wave quantum
interference grating devices, (i) a quantum interference effects in semiconductors bibliography, (j) a proposed innovative testing technique of quantum interference structures
using ballistic electron emission microscopy, and (k) three related patents and four patent
applications. The aforementioned research results are summarized in the following report.
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MAIN RESULTS DURING THE AWARD PERIOD
1.

Ballistic Electron Transport in Semiconductor Heterostructures and its

Analogies in Electromagnetic Propagation in General Dielectrics
A comprehensive set of analogies was established between electromagnetic propagation
in general isotropic dielectrics (differing permeability and permittivity) and electron wa.ve
propagation in semiconductors. First, the electromagnetic results for propagation in nonmagnetic dielectrics were generalized to descrihe propagation, reflection, and refraction
in general dielectrics through the definition of sepa.ra.te phase and amplitude refractive
indices. Through the analogous definition of electron wa.ve phase and amplitude refractive
indices, the expressions for electron wa.ve propagation, reflection, and refraction were shown
to ha.ve the sa.me functional form as the electromagnetic results. Using these results,
the reflectivity characteristics such as tota.l internal reflection (critical angle) and zero
reflectivity (Brewster a.ngle) were a.na.lyzed as a. function of ma.teria.l parameters for both
general dielectrics a.nd semiconductor ma.teria.ls. The critical a.ngle and Brewster angle
results were then applied to electron wa.ve propagation in the Ga.1 _ s Als As ma.teria.l system,
where it is shown tha.t a.ll interfaces in this ma.teria.l will ha.ve both a. critical angle a.nd
a. Brewster a.ngle. This was the first prediction of an electron wa.ve Brewster a.ngle in
semiconductors.

2.

Electromagnetic Analogies to General-Hamiltonian Single-Band Effective-

Mass Electron Wave Propagation in Semiconductors with Spatially Varying
Effective Mass and Potential Energy
It was shown tha.t exact, quantitative electromagnetic a.na.logies exist for a.ll forms

of the general Hamiltonian of Morrow and Brownstein [Phys. Rev. B 30, 678 (1984) ]
which applies to single-band effective-mass electron wa.ve propagation in semiconductors.
It was further shown tha.t these analogies a.re va.lid for propagation in the bulk, propagation past abrupt interfaces between ma.teria.ls, and propagation within two-dimensionally
inhomogeneous ma.teria.ls.

These results indicate tha.t the correct form of the single-

band effective-mass Hamiltonian can be determined through appropriate wa.vefunctiona.mplitude-sensitive experiments. Wa.vefunction- phase-sensitive experiments (such as the
measurement of electron wa.ve refraction directions) a.re not a.dequa.te to specify completely
the Hamiltonian.
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3.

Theory and design of narrow-band semiconductor superlattice fil-

ter/ emitters
A voltage-biased semiconductor superlattice structure was designed to operate as a
continuously voltage-tunable, electron-wave interference filter and as an electron emitter.
Using the analogies between electromagnetic waves and electron-waves, a systematic procedure was developed for designing the quantum wells and barriers comprising the electronwave filter/emitter superlattice. A generalized procedure was also developed for analyzing
the electron-current transmittance and reflectance spectral responses of these superlattice
structures. The constraints required to have thicknesses that are integer multiples of the
monolayer thickness and to minimize intervalley scattering were also included in the design.
The filter/ emitter was shown to operate over a wide tunable energy range. The full width
at half maximum (FWHM) of the filter/ emitter was shown to decrease as the number of
the filter layers was increased. A sensitivity analysis of the device characteristics in the
presence of fabrication errors revealed a very stable device response.

4.

Ballistic Current-Voltage Characteristics of Semiconductor Superlattice

Electron Wave Quantum Interference Filter/ Emitter Negative Differential Re-sistance Devices
The transmission and current-voltage characteristics of semiconductor superlattice
electron-wave quantum-interference filter/emitter negative differential resistance devices
were analyzed with and without the self-consistency requirement.

For the non-self-

consistent calculation the single-band effective-mass time-independent Schroedinger equation was solved. For the self-consistent calculation, Schroedinger and Poisson equations
were solved iteratively until a self-consistent electron potential energy and electron density
were obtained. It was shown that suitably designed electron- wave quantum-interference
filter/emitters can exhibit strong negative differential resistance in the current-voltage
characteristics, similar to those of resonant tunneling diodes. For low to moderate (2-30
meV) Fermi energies in the conduction band o( Ga1 -zAlzAs (doping concentration less
or equal to 2 x 1018 cm3 ), and temperatures near 30 K (in the ballistic transport regime),
it was shown that the space-charge effect is relatively small and results in a shift of the
current-voltage and transmission characteristics toward higher bias voltages. In a fashion
similar to that occurring in resonant tunneling diodes, the self-consistent field in electronwave filter f emitter negative differential resistance devices effectively acts to screen the
3

positive applied bias. Designs of Ga1 _ 21 Al 21 As devices were presented. Resonant devices
with current peak-to-valley ratios of 50 as well as nonresonant (not exhibiting negative
differential resistance) devices were analyzed. The corresponding electron charge density distributions were also presented. Superlattice electron-wave filter/ emitter negative
differential resistance devices can be used as high-speed switches and oscillators and as
monoenergetic emitters in electroluminescent devices and photodetectors.
5.

Theory and design of electron wave impedance transformers
'

In the construction of semiconductor quantum devices and guided electron-wave in-

tegrated circuits it will be necessary to connect semiconductor materials with differing
electron energy-band structure. In such a configuration, detrimental reflections will occur
at the energy-band discontinuity betreen materials. These reflections can be eliminated or
minimized using impedance transformers. These type of impedance transformers for ballistic (collisionless) electron-waves traveling between dissimilar energy-gap semiconductors
were designed as a series of quarter felectron) wavelength layers in the form of a compositional superlattice, using the quantitative analogies between electromagnetic and electron
I

waves. For the design energy, the electron-wave could be totally transmitted and the structure can be analogous to an antireflection coating in electromagnetic optics. Procedures
for designing narrow-band, maximally fiat (Butterworth), and equal-ripple (Chebyshev)
impedance transformers of arbitrary spectral bandwidth were developed.
I

6.

Space Charge Effects in Q4antum Wave Devices
Theoretical techniques for studfing the properties of electron wave superlattice struc-

tures have been developed.

Speci~cally,

we have included self-consistent effects in the

design of superlattice electron-wave filters through the simultaneous solution of the Poisson and Schroedinger Equations. It was found that at doping concentrations less than or
equal to 2 x 1018 cm3 and temperatures near 30 K (ballistic regime) that space-charge effects are relatively small in superlattice electron-wave filters. Nevertheless, self-consistent
effects act in a similar manner as in resonant tunneling diodes; the current-voltage shifts
towards higher voltages. In addition, we have solved the time-dependent Schroedinger
Equation in order to determine the temporal response of electron-wave superlattice filters.
It was found that the frequency response is much greater in these devices than in existing
resonant tunneling devices offering the possibility of a new ultra-high frequency (THz)
oscillator.
4

'T.

Time-Dependent Characteristics of Semiconductor Resonant Structures
Double-barrier tunneling structures operate based on quantum mechanical tunneling

through two barriers. Quantum electron wave structures operate based on traveling-wave
propagation above all conduction band edges. These are the fundamental structures proposed to realize ballistic electron transport devices in semiconductors. The time-dependent
behavior of resonant tunneling structures has been discussed extensively in the literature,
but no such analysis has been performed on quantum wave structures. A numerical solution of the time-dependent effective mass equation was used to calculate the traversal time
of a Gaussian packet

an~

the percentage of the packet transmitted for resonant tunneling

and quantum wave structures.

8.

Electron Waveguiding in Quantum Wells, Voltage-Induced Quantum Wells,

and Quantum Barriers
Recent experiments have produced ballistic electron transport over micron lengths in
semiconductor two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) systems. This has made possible the
demonstration of electron devices that exhibit impressive optical-like behavior. In these
devices, the quantum well at the 2DEG interface acts as a slab waveguide for ballistic
electron waves. In this work, we showed how finite-potential heterostructure wells, homostructure voltage-induced wells, and heterostructure barriers can act as electron slab
waveguides. We found that the waveguiding in all of these structures is described by a
single dispersion relation and can occur at energies above all band edges. The guided
mode cutoffs, electron velocity, effective mass, density of states, and ballistic current density were determined. A multiple layer theory was developed to analyze wells and barriers
with arbitrary potential energy profiles. The maximum ballistic guided current flowing in
a given direction for a 10 monolayer G~. 76 Alo. 26 AsjGaAsj-G~.oAlo.1As waveguide was
found to be 2.3 mA per micron of waveguide width. This relatively large value suggests
that interconnecting multiple ballistic electron devices through a single slab waveguide
may be feasible.

9.

Ballistic Electron Diffraction by Semiconductor Gratings: Analysis, De-

sign, and Analogies to Electromagnetic Diffraction
Due to recent advances in the growth and fabrication of nanostructure electronic devices, it has been demonstrated that ballistic electron waves can be reflected, refracted,
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interfered, waveguided, and diffracted in a manner analogous to electromagnetic optics.
This has provided a surge of interest in the new field of semiconductor electron wave optics.
In this paper, ballistic electron grating diffraction by a grating with an arbitrary effective

mass and/or potential energy profile was analyzed using a rigorous coupled-wave analysis
(RCWA). These results are related to electromagnetic diffraction by a permittivity grating.
It was shown that electron diffraction by a kinetic energy grating was exactly analogous

to TE electromagnetic diffraction and that electron diffraction by an effective mass grating was exactly analogous to TM electromagnetic diffraction. Approximate solutions to
the RCWA equations were derived that are equivalent to Bragg regime and Raman-Nath
diffraction. Using these results, sample electron wave diffractive switches and multiplexers
were designed using achievable device configurations. The angular and energy selectivity
of these devices were examined.

10.

Quantum Interference Effects in Semiconductors: A Bibliography
Refinements in growth techniques such as molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) have pro-

duced materials with ballistic (collisionless) electron transport lengths of over a micron.
Coupled with nanolithography it is now possible to fabricate structures with both lateral
and vertical dimensions on the order of the deBroglie wavelength of a ballistic electron.
In these structures quantum interference effects can dominate the electronic behavior. In

view of the rapidly expanding interest and activity in this area, the following bibliography
has been compiled as an introduction and study guide to this field. The papers listed
describe the extensive theoretical and experimental results that have been obtained on
quantum interference effects as well as discuss possible application areas. Works of a fundamental nature concerning phenomena that are basic to all semiconductor behavior have
not been included. Articles on the properties and band structure of semiconductors, which
are essential to a complete understanding of quantum interference effects, have not been
included. Conference papers, though frequently very important, have not been included
to conserve space. The papers are listed alphabetically according to the first author's surname. As in the compilation of any bibliography, numerous valuable and pertinent articles
have probably been inadvertently omitted.

11.

Testing Multilayer Semiconductor Electron Wave Devices Using Ballistic

Electron Emission Microscopy
Ballistic electron emission microscopy (BEEM) has recently been developed to study
6

the electrical properties of buried interfaces where ballistic electrons are injected into a
sample using a scanning tunneling microscope (STM). In this paper, a method was pre>posed that uses the BEEM technique to observe electron wave optical properties of ballistic transport in semiconductors. This method provides a three-terminal configuration for
characterizing electron wave devices that overcomes many of the problems encountered in
traditional twe>- and three-terminal techniques. Specifically, the method provides a highly
collimated beam of ballistic carriers with a precisely controlled energy distribution. These
carriers probe the quantum transmittance of a voltage-tunable electron wave interference
device with minimal impurity scattering. A general procedure was presented for analyzing
this experimental configuration based on a combination of the models used to describe
BEEM and ballistic electron transport in semiconductors.
Using this procedure, a BEEM analysis of an electron wave energy filter was modeled,
showing clear electron wave interference effects. This BEEM configuration allows for the
precise characterization of a wide range of ballistic electron transport effects, such as quantum reflections from interfaces and electron wave interference effects, that are currently of
wide interest.

12. Solid State Quantum Mechanical Electron and Hole Wave Devices Patents
and Patent Applications
Solid state quantum mechanical electron or hole wave devices which are analogous to
optical thin-film devices provide among other things, energy selectivity for substantially
ballistic electron or hole wave propagation in superlattice structures at energies above the
superlattice potential energy barriers. Further, in accordance with this patent, the inventive devices may be designed by transforming existing optical thin-film design methods
and existing optical interference filter designs into inventive semiconductor devices. This
transformation from existing optical design methods and existing optical interference filter
designs into semiconductor devices is performed for electron devices by mapping the optical phase index of refraction into a first solid state index of refraction for phase quantities
which is proportional to the square root of the product of the electron kinetic energy and
the electron effective mass and by mapping the optical amplitude index of refraction into
a second solid state index of refraction for amplitude quantities which is proportional to
the square root of the electron kinetic energy divided by the electron effective mass.
This patent pertains to solid state quantum mechanical electron and hole wave devices
7

and method for fabricating them and, in particular, to solid state quantum mechanical
electron and hole wave devices such as, without limitation, low pass filters, high pass
filters, narrow band and wide band notch filters, narrow band and wide band bandpass
filters, impedance transformers, resonant electron and hole emitters, and so forth and
method for fabricating them.
Recent progress in semiconductor growth technologies, particularly in molecular beam
epitaxy {MBE) and metal organic chemical vapor deposition {MOCVD), enable the growth
of multilayered superlattice structures with precise monolayer compositional control. For
example, successively grown layers of narrow and wide band gap semiconductor materials
such as GaAs and Ga1 _ ~AI~ As have been produced and widely used to provide multiple
quantum well structures. In fact, there are many references in the prior art which are
concerned with the use of these superlattice structures in resonant tunneling superlattice/multiple quantum well devices. Specifically, in such devices, a superlattice is formed
by growing successive layers of narrow and wide band gap semiconductor material epitaxially and the materials and the widths of the layers in these devices are chosen so that
quantum states which arise from spatial quantization effects in adjacent wells become coupled. Further, in such devices, the interaction of these coupled states leads to the formation
of minibands of allowed energies through which carriers can tunnel.
The first embodiments of the inventive solid state electron wave devices comprise solid
state analogs of Fabry-Perot optical interference filters which may be fabricated from alloys
of GaAlAs and GaAs.

13.

Semiconductor Quantum Well Electron and Hole Waveguides Patent and

Patent Applications
Semiconductor, quantum well, electron and hole slab waveguides include a substrate,
semiconductor layer, a film semiconductor layer, and a cover semiconductor layer, wherein
the semiconductor layers provide substantially ballistic transport for electrons and wherein
the thicknesses and compositions of the semiconductor layers are determined in accordance
with this patent to provide a waveguide.
Embodiments of the patent solve the above-identified need in the art by providing
semiconductor, quantum well, electron and hole slab waveguides. Specifically, an electron
slab waveguide is comprised of a substrate semiconductor layer, a film semiconductor layer,
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and a cover semiconductor layer, wherein the semiconductor layers provide substantially
ballistic transport for electrons and wherein the thicknesses and compositions of the semiconductor layers are determined in accordance with the inventive method which is set forth
in detail below to provide a potential well.
In particular, in accordance with this patent, electron waveguide modes exist for

electron energies in the well and for electron energies above one or both of the potential
energy barriers of the substrate layer and the cover layer, respectively. Further, in contrast
to the behavior of electromagnetic guided waves which only have a lower-energy cutoff due
to dispersion, each electron waveguide mode also has an upper-energy cutoff wherein an
electron wave is refracted into the substrate layer and/ or the cover layer.
Doping of semiconductors is not required for embodiments of the present invention,
however, it is preferred that doping not be done within the active region of the device in
order to avoid scattering within the materials. This provides a further advantage for the
inventive waveguide devices because the absence of doping makes them easier to fabricate.
Note that semiconductor electron slab waveguides can perform as described provided
that ballistic transport can be achieved over sufficient distances and that the density of
electrons is small enough to make electron-electron interactions negligible.
The inventive electron waveguides should be useful in high-speed electronic circuitry
and as a central component in electron guided wave integrated circuits.

14. Solid State Quantum Mechanical Electron and Bole Wave Devices Patents
and Patent Applications
Continuously tunable, biased, semiconductor superlattice electron interference filter/ emitter which can serve, for example, as a hot electron emitter in a ballistic transistor,
provides energy selectivity for substantially ballistic electron wave propagation at electron
energies above the superlattice potential barriers. The layers of the biased superlattice
have alternatively high and low electron refractive indices wherein each layer is a quarter
or half of an electron wavelength in thickness and wherein the quantum well barrier widths
are adjusted in the direction of emission to provide the desired energy selectivity.
Embodiments of this patent solve the above-identified need in the art by providing
biased, semiconductor superlattice tunable electron interference filters/ emitters which can
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serve,for example, as a hot electron emitter in a ballistic transistor. In particular, embodiments of the present invention comprise biased

~uperlattice

filter/emitters which provide

energy selectivity for substantially ballistic electron wave propagation at electron energies
above the superlattice potential barriers. Further, the layers of the biased superlattice
comprise alternately high and low electron refractive indices wherein each layer is a multiple of a quarter or half of an electron wavelength in thickness and wherein the quantum
well barrier widths are adjusted in the direction of emission to provide the desired energy
selectivity.
Specifically, embodiments of the present invention comprise biased, semiconductor
superlattice filter/ emitters which are designed, in accordance with the inventive method,
by transforming optical, thin-film interference filter designs which are designed in accordance with existing optical interference filter design methods into inventive semiconductor
devices. In particular, the transformation from an optical interference filter design is
performed by mapping the optical phase index of refraction into a solid state index of
refraction for phase quantities which is proportional to the square root of the product of
electron kinetic energy and electron effective mass and by mapping the optical amplitude
index of refraction into a solid state index of refraction for amplitude quantities which
is proportional to the square root of the electron kinetic energy divided by the electron
effective mass. That is, the mapping makes an exact analogy between an electromagnetic
optical wave and a quantum mechanical electron wave by using the electron wavevector
above in place of the electromagnetic optical wavevector and by using the electron wave
amplitude refractive index in expressions for reflectivity and transmissivity at a boundary,
which expressions are well known from electromagnetic design.
The efficacy of the above-defined mapping between electromagnetic optical waves and
quantum mechanical electron waves depends on the existence of ballistic electron transport
in the solid state materials, i.e., where electrons travel through the solid state materials
without being scattered by deviations from crystalline perfection. In the inventive filter/emitter devices, the ballistic electrons have energies above the potential barriers in
the solid state materials and exhibit quantum mechanical plane wave behavior. Further,
since these plane waves maintain their phase through the device, these coherent waves will
refract, reflect, interfere, and diffract in a manner which is analogous to the behavior of
electromagnetic waves traveling through dielectrics.
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15.

Quantum Mechanical Semiconductor Device with Electron/Hole Diffrac-

tion Grating Patent Application
A solid state, quantum mechanical electron/hole wave device in the form of a switch or
a multiplexor includes a layer of semiconductor material supporting substantially ballistic
electron/hole transport and a periodic grating structure formed in the layer of semiconductor material, with the grating structure comprising a modulation in electron/hole potential
energy and/or effective mass. Preferably, means are provided for applying and varying the
grating modulation. By constructing the device to divide the input substantially completely into two output beams (0 and +1) (to Operate in the Bragg regime), a useful
switch is provided. Likewise, by constructing the device to divide the input into a selected number of three or more output beams (± 1, 0, ±2) (to operate in the Raman-Nath
regime), a useful multiplexor (broadcasting device) is provided.

HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT
Three graduate students have been involved in the research work described previously.
These are: (a) Mr. Gregory N. Henderson (Ph.D. expected December 1992) who has been
working on analogies between electron wave and electromagnetic wave propagation, electron wave grating interference devices, and ballistic electron emission testing of quantum
heterostructures; (b) Mr. Daniel W. Wilson (Ph.D. candidate) who has been working on
electron wave slab waveguides as part of his thesis work; (c) Mr. David B. Walker (Ph.D.
candidate) who has been working on time-dependent simulations of vertical transport devices. In addition, a post doctoral fellow, Dr. Karim Diff, was partially supported for a six
month period working also on time-dependent solutions of the Schrodinger equation. Two
undergraduate students have recently been involved in this research work. Mr. Daniel
Guthrie (EE senior) has been working on simulations of quantum interference vertical
transport biased and unbiased structures and. calculations of density of states, and Ms.
Patricia Dantzscher (EE senior) who has been working on software and hardware development for the scanning tunneling microscope.

JOURNAL PUBLICATIONS RESULTING FROM THE NSF AWARD
1. T. K. Gaylord, E. N. Glytsis, and K. F. Brennan, "Semiconductor Superlattice Inter-

ference Filter Design," J . of Appl. Phys., vol.65, pp. 2535-2540, Mar. 15, 1989.
2. E. N. Glytsis, T. K. Gaylord, and K. F . Brennan, "Semiconductor Biased Superlattice
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Tunable Electron Interference Filter/Emitter," J. Appl. Phys., vol. 66, pp. 1494-1497,
Aug. 1, 1989.
3. T. K. Gaylord, E. N. Glytsis, and K. F. Brennan, "Semiconductor Electron Wave Slab
Waveguides," J. Appl. Phys., vol. 66, pp. 1483-1485, Aug. 1, 1989.
4. T. K. Gaylord, E. N. Glytsis, and K. F. Brennan, "Semiconductor Quantum Well
Electron Waveguides," J. Appl. Phys., vol. 66, pp. 1842-1848, Aug. 15, 1989.
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'

The quantitative analogies that have been previously established [J. Appl. Phys. e~ 814
( 1989)] between electron wave propagation in semiconductors and optical wave propagation
in dielectrics may be used to translate thin-film optical device designs into semiconductor
superlattice device designs. The procedure for this direct mapping is also described in the
above reference. The resultins designs, however, have compositions that are not constrained to
be within a usable compositional ranse and they have layer thicknesses that are not
constrained to be inteser multiples of a monolayer thickness. In the present work, a systematic
design procedure is presented that includes these required practical constraints. This procedure
is then applied to the design of Ga 1 _.,Al ... As superlattice narrow interference filters. For pass
kinetic energies in the range of 0.14-0.20 eV, compositions (values of x) and numbers of
monolayer thicknesses needed to produce quarter-wavelensth layers are calculated. The
detailed desisn of an example narrow bandpass ( 15.4 meV) filter with a pass electron energy
of0.20 eV is presented.

I. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
The development and refinement of molecular-beam
epitaxy (MBE) and metalorpnic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) has enabled semiconductor multilayered
auperlattices to be grown with precise monolayer compositional control. 1 Successively grown layers of narrow and
wide band-pp semiconductor materials such as GaAs and
Ga1 _ ... Al... As have produced the well-known and widely
used multiple quantum-weD structures. Furthermore, improvements in the quality of materials grown have simultaneously produced ballistic electron transport. 2_. lbat is,
electrons travel throup the device without being scattered
(by deviations from crystalline perfection). The resulting
ballistic electrons exhibit clear quantum mechanical planewave behavior. Since they maintain their phase throughout
the device, these coherent waves will refract, reflect, interfere, and di1fract in a manner analogous to electromagnetic waves.' Quantum interference eff'cc:ts have been 00.
served experimentaUy in lingle-well double-barrier
OaAs/Ga1 _.,Al.,As and ln,_ ... Ga... Aslln1 _ 7 Al7 As potential barrier structures.'""These measurements were made for
lingle-well, double-barrier structures. orcourse, electron interference eft'ects are not limited to these lingle-weD atruc- .
tures. In fact, the use of multilayer superlattices and electron
energies above the potential barriers allows aeneralized
semiconductor superlattice interference filters to be designed that are directly analogous to thin-film optical interference filters. These superlattice interference filters may exhibit very narrow passbands with full widths at half
maximum (FWHM) on the order of only several meV. 10
Monolithically intesrated into solid-state devices, these
structures have potential use as monoenersetic emitters for
electroluminescent devices, 11•12 photodetectors, ll, ll and fast
ballistic transistors. 11•14 In addition, these devices could assist in the control of free-space electron beams in fields such
as electron spectroscopy, electron beam lithosraphy, and
electron diffraction analysis of crystals. 15•16
2535
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Electron wave propap~on at energies above the potential barriers am be described by the analogies that exist
between electron waves in semiconductors and electromagnetic waves in dielectrics.' However, semiconductor superlattice interferenCe filter designs cannot simply be copies of
thin-film optical filter designs. In the design of semiconductor superlattice interference filters, the thicknesses of the
layers are restricted to~ integer multiples of the monolayer
thickness. In addition, there is typically only a limited usable
composition range available. The purpose of this paper is to
present a systematic design procedure for semiconductor superlattice interference energy filters subject to these constraints and then to apply this procedure to the example case
of designing Ga1 _.,Al.,As superlattice filters.

II. SEMICONDUCTOR ELECTRON WAVE OPTICS
Quantum mechanical electron waves in semiconductors
and electromagnetic optical waves in dielectrics exhibit
transmission, reflection, interference, and di.fraction characteristics that are analosous to each other. At an infinitely
thick potential eneray barrier, for example, an electron wave
with eneray above the barrier will be total internally reflected if the angle of incidence is greater than the electron wave
critical angle.' Likewise, in semiconductor superlattices, an
electron wave may be totally transmitted or totally reflected
depending on its energy and angle of incidence. These characteristics are analosous to the corresponding optical thinfilm devices (an antireftection coatina and a dielectric coated mirror). Quantum interference eff'cc:ts have been
analyzed for single potential enerJY boundaries, 17 for normal incidence, 11 and for the general case of any number of
boundaries and any angle ofincidence.' From these results, a
mapping has been established between electromagnetic and
quantum mechanical quantities.' As a consequence, existing
optical device designs now have electron wave device counterparts.
To describe phase effects such as in wave interference

0021-8979/89/062535.()6$02.40
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for either electron or optical waves, the corresponding wave
vector is used. For an electron wave, the wave-vector mqnitudeis
(1)

where m• is the electron eff'cctive mass, Eis the total electron
energy, Yis the electron potential energy, and t1 is Planck's
constant divided by 217'. Tbus, the electron wave phase refractive index, n_ (phase), is proportional to the square root
of the product of the eff'cctive mass and the kinetic energy.'
Tbat is,
n_(phase) a: [m•(E- Y)] 112•

(2)

Amplitude eff'ects such as transmissivity and reflectivity
may be descn'bed in terms of the wave-function amplitude
for an electron wave or in terms of the electric field ampli·
tude for an optical wave incident upon a boundary. Continuity ofthe wave function across a potential energy boundary is
analogous to the continuity of the tangential component of
the electric field across a boundary between dielectrics. Similarly, conservation ofelectron probability current normal to
a potential energy boundary is analogous to conservation of
power ftow normal to a boundary between dielectrics. Using
these, the electron wave and optical wave reflectivities and
transm.issivities are made equivalent by introducing, in
quantum mechanics, an analogous index of refraction or
characteristic impedance.'· 11 Tbus, the electron wave ampli·
tude refractive index n_ (amplitude) is proportional to the
square root of the ratio of the kinetic energy to the effective
mass,' and so
,..(amplitude) a: [ (E --Y)tm•]'12•

(3)

In the expressions for transmissivity and reflectivity, only
dimensionless ratios of the electron wave amplitude refractive indices occur. Both types of electron wave refractive
indices exhibit normal dispenion. Tbat is, they increase with
decreasina wavelength.
Ill. THIN-FILM OPTICAL INTERFERENCE FILTEAS
Superlattice electron wave interference filt.en abare
common cbaracteristica with thin-film optical interference
filters. Therefore it is useful initially to review some of the
primary properties ol these optical filters. a..u Tbia is puticularly appropriate Iince the proc::edure for desipina auperlattice electron wave filten is an extension oftbat used for
thin-film optical filten.
Tbe simplest type of narrow bandpass optical interference filter is the Fabry-Perot filter.It consists ofa half-wavelength layer (frequently called a "spacer.. in optical literature) sandwiched between reftecton. In the cue of an
aD-dielectric Fabry-Perot filter, the reflecton are stacks of
high index (designated H) and low index (designated L)
quarter-wavelenJlh layen. Only this elementary type of interference filter will be treated in this paper. Tbe FWHM of
the bandpass in this type of filter can be reduced by increasing the reftectivity at the boundaries between the layen. This
may be accomplished by increasing the ratio of t~e high in·
J . Appl. Phys., Vol. 85, No. 6, 15 March 1888
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dex (nH) to the low index (nL ) . Furthermore, for a given

number of layen, the higher reflectance oc:cun with high
index (H) layen on the outside boundaries of the filter. The
half-wavelength (resonant) layer at the center of the filter
may be of high index ( nH) or low index ( nL) material. Tbus
there are two basic types of aU-dielectric Fabry-Perot interference filters. In the optical literature, these are symbolically represented as
(HL]N HH[Lif)N
and
H[LH]N LL[HL]N H where Hand L represent quarterwavelength layen of high and low index materials, respectively, and N represents the number of repetitions of the layer-pair type indicated in square brackets.
Other important cbaracteristics of the aU-dielectric
Fabry-Perot interference filters are as follows: ( 1) Tbe maximum transm.ittanceofthefilteris 100%. (2) The maximum
transmittance occun at the wavelength for which the spacer
layer is a half-wavelenJlb thick (as measured in that material) and the reflector layers are a quarter-wavelength thick
(as measured in those materials). This wavelength will be
called the pass wavelenJth in this paper. (3) The FWHM
decreases as the number of quarter-wavelength layers is increased. ( 4) The transmittance cbaracteri.stic is symmetric
about the pass wavelenJlb when the characteristic is plotted
as a function of the reciprocal. of the wavelenJlb (as measured in the material surrounding the filter). (S) A proportional change in the thicknesses of aU the layen produces a
simple displacement of the transmittance cbaracteri.stic
plotted~ a {unction of the reciprocal wavelength. ( 6) If the
thicknesses of aU layers are increased by an odd inteaer factor (the parameter q1 in Sec. V), a passband will occur at the
original pass wavelength and it will have a decreased
FWHM. (7) As the angle of incidence upon the filter is
increased, the pass wavelength is tuned to aborter wavelengths. ( 8) The transmittance characteristics are relatively
· insensitive to variations in the rcftectivities and thicknesses
of the layers. (9) Normal dispenioD causes a narrowing of
the FWHM. ( 10) Tbe liter is el'cctive over only a limited
range since sidebands neceaarily occur oo either aide of the
passband. The wavelength range around the pus wavelength over which the transmission is low il called the rejection range. The range from the nearest passband peak below
the pass wavelength to the Dearest passband peak above the
pass wavelength is called the free apectral ranae (FSR) . Other terminology commonly aaployed in descn'biaa these
liters iaclude the fiaesse ( - FSR/FWHM) and the resolviag power (pass wavelenatb/lf'WHM).

IV. SEMICONDUCTOR SUPERLAmCE
INTERFERENCE FILTEAS .
Using the above electron wave refractive indices establilbed from CODJiderina a linaJe potential enerJY boundary,
the cbaracteristica ol a many-boundary lemicooductor auperlattice aystem ~be found.' This may be done by applying the chain matrix approach commonly employed in electromagneticsu.u but substituting the electron wave vector as
Jiven by J:4. (I) for the optical wavevector and using the
electron wave amplitude refractive index as Jiven 'by Eq. ( 3)
in the expressions for the reftectivity and transmissivity at a
boundary.'
GaylOrd, Glytsis, and Brennan
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In layer m - 1 the amplitude of the electron wave incident (traveling in the positive direction) upon layer m is
designated "'"'". In layer m - 1 the amplitude of the electron
wave reftected (traveling in the negative direction) from lay-

,~,,. ]
1 [
[ t/J,,.
= t-.m

er m is designated t/1,,,.. These complex amplitudes may be
expressed in terms of the corresponding amplitudes ( t/14,. + 1
and"''·'" + 1 ) incident upon and reflected from the boundary
between layer m and layer m + J as

1

(4)

f'._,..

where t._,. is the amplitude transmissivity of the interface
between layer m - 1 and layer m, r._,. is the amplitude reflectivity at the same interface, k ..... is the magnitude of the
electron wavevector in layer mas given by Eq. ( 1), d,. is the
thickness of layer m, and 8,. is the angle of the wavevector
direction in layer m. For a stack of M layers, the total nor-

["·/)1] -= .JJ. t._,.1[1,.._,.

m•liud transmitted electron wave amplitude tPt.~t~ + 1 (in
rqion M + 1) and the total normaliud reftected electron
wave amplitude r/1••o (in region 0) are obtained by chain multiplyingatotalofM + lvenionsofEq. (4)together, onefor
each oftheM layers and one for the output region. The result
is

0

It/

and this can be solved directly for the amplitude transmissivity tf!t.~t~ + 1 and the amplitude reftectivity t/1,,0 •
The procedure for directly translating a thin-film optical filter design into a superlattice electron filter design has
been described in Ref. S. Jn that reference, the procedure was
applied to translate an 11-layer thin-film optical filter into a
corresponding superlattice filter. The resulting design, however, has compositions that are not constrained to fit a usable
compositional range and it has layer thicknesses that are not
integer multiples of a monolayer thickness. In the next section, a systematic design procedure that includes these prac.
tical constraints is presented.

V. SEMICONDUCTOR SUPERLAn"ICE INTERFERENCE
FILTER DESIGN

A temiconduetor compositional superlattice is depicted
in F'11. 1. The given material system is taken to form a continuous let of alloys of the type F 1 _.G.B. The range of usable
compositions is O<x<x..,. (for example, due to a possible
transition at x..,. from a direct to an indirect energy pp u in
the cue ofGa1 _.Al.AI). The materials surrounding the
ftlter (I-= 0 regions) have compositionsXc, . Theauperlattice
itlelfconsists oftwo compositions ofmaterial. The compoaitioo in the high (electron wave amplitude) refractive index
rqions is x 1 (i = 1 regions). The composition in the low
(electron wave amplitude) refractive index regions is~
(I - 2 regions). The monolayer thicknesses are r 1 (I- 1
region) and r 2 (i = 2 regions). The electron potential enerIY in the three types of regions is given by'

V,ell.Ec =Ax" i=O, 1, 2,
(6)
where M e is the change in the energy of the conductionband edge and A is a constant. The electron efi'ective mass in
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]

1

[

1

exp( - jk._,.d,. cos 8.,) ta.ltl+ 1 r-.ltl + 1
(S)

the three types of regions is given bf'

m1 = (B + Cx1 )m00 1-=0,l, 2,

(7)

where B and C are CODitants and mo is the free-electron
mass. The electron kinetic merJY in the lth region is
E- V1 -11 212mr,t ~. The total electron energy to be passed
by the filter is desipated E,. The pus kinetic enerJY as
measured in the various regjoDa is thus

E,- V1 -= 11 212m1CJ.,>:. i- 0, 1, 2,

(8)
where (J.,) 1 is the pus wavelenJth as measured in the lth
region. The overall pass kinetic enerJY of the filter (as measured in the material IUJTOundin& the filter) is limply
E, - V0 • This is the pass kinetic enerJY that will be specified
by the user and is thus the startin& point in the design procedure. SubstitutinJEqs. (6) and (7) intoEq. (8) and solving
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for the pass wavelength gives

(A,) 1 -= h/{2m0 [ -Aex: + (CE, -.4B)x1 +BE, )} 112,
I-= 0, 1, 2.
(9)
The thicknesses of the superlattice layers are designated d,
(i = 1, 2). 1besethicknesses mustbeintegermultiplesofthe
monolayer thicknesses r 1 • Furthermore, these thicknesses
must also be odd multiples of a quarter wavelength as measured in these regions. These constraints may be expressed as

d 1 '!= Pt'' = (lq,- 1) (A, )1/4, I-= 1, 2,

( 10)

where p 1 is the integer number of monolayen for the lth
region and q1 in positive integer (qi = 1, 2, 3, ... ) . Eliminatina (A,) 1 between Eqs. (9) and (10) gives the following
quadratic equation in the composition x 1 :

A ex:+ (.411- CE, )x, + Ch 2/32m0 )
X ( (lqt - 1) 2/~rn -BE,= 0.

(11)

The solution for the composition x 1 is

x,-= [- b ±

(b 2

-

4oc,) 1' 2 ]12a,

(12)

where

a =AC, b =AB- CE,,
and

c1 = (h 2/ 32m0 ) ( (2q1 - 1) 2;;;r]] -BE,.

In order to design a superlattice interference filter, at least
two solutions for x, must be found in the range Oc:;x1 <x-. .
The smallest value ofx 1 within this range will become x 1 , the
composition of the high index material. The value ofp1 that
producesx 1 becomesp1 , thenumberofmonolayersoftype 1
material used to make a quarter-wavelength layer. Similarly,
the largest value of x 1 within this range will become x 2 , the
composition of the low index material. The value ofp 1 that
producesx2 becomesp1 , thenumberofmonolayenoftype2
material used to make a quarter-wavelength layer.
To allow the broadest range of solutions, V0 is set equal
to V~. For a specified pass kinetic energy (E, - V0 ) , the
value of E, is then determined. Furthennore, to minimize
the total thickness of the filter, q 1 is initially set equal to
unity. lben Eq. ( 12) is repetitively evaluated for p1 -= 1,2, 3,
... until all of the positive real roots in the range Oc:;x, c:;x_
are found. If only one root or no roots are found, then the
procedure must be started over with changed parameters.
The quantities that can be varied are the integer q1, the surrounding material composition x 0 (changes E,), and the
crystallographic direction of growth (changes r 1 ) .
After x 1 , p 10 x 1 , and p1 have been determined as described above, the other parameters of the filter can be caJcu.
lated. The potential energies and the effective masses
are calculated using Eqs. ( 6) and ( 7 ), respectively. Then the
electron wave amplitude refractive index for each type of
region can be calculated from

v,

n.(amplitude), a: [ (E- V1 )/ mr] 112,

mr

(13)

for the pass energy E, or for any other energy. Similarly, the
electron wave-vector magnitude in the ith region is
12

lc, = (2mr<E- ~>)' /~
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(14)

VI. EXAMPLE Ga,_.AI.As SUPERLAmCE
INTERFERENCE FILTER DESIGNS
To illustrate the design procedure of the previous sec-

non, superlattice interference filters fabricated from the
Ga 1 _ ,.Al,.As material system will be treated here. This system is perhaps the most technologically advanced of current
temiconductor superlattice material systems. For these alloys, all compositions are lattice matched. For growth along
the [ 100] direction, the monolayer thickness is
r-= r 1 r 2 2.826 65 A. The material is a direct pp semiconductor for O<:x<;0.45 and this represents the usable composition
range.
Furthermore,
for
Ga,_.Al,.As,
.4 = 0.773 14 eV, B = 0.067, and
0.083.
M an example, to desip a Ga1_.Al,.As superlattice
interference filter with a pus kinetic energy of0.20 eV (such
as for an emitter in a hip-speed ballistic transistor), the
following calculations are performed. Let.xc, .. x-. - 0.45.
Thus V0 -= 0.347 913 eV from Eq. (6). Since E, - V0
-= 0.20 eV, then E, O.S.47 913 eV. Letting q, 1, the
compositionx1 is evaluated for p 1 -= 1, 2, 3, ... using Eq. (12)
until all of the positive real roots are found in the range
Oc:;xc:;0.45. For the present case there are two roots. They are
x 1 -= 0.2063 (corresponding to p 1 - 6) and x 2 = 0.3984
(corresponding to p 1 == 7). The smaller value of x 1 is designated x 1 and the larger value x 1 • A plot of the positive real
root from Eq. ( 12) is shown as a function of p '( taken a5 a
continuous variable) in FiJ. 2. The thickness of the
Gao.79 Alo.21 As
quarter-wavelength
layer
is
d 1 -= p 1r = 16.9599 A (6 monolayen). The thickness of the
0ao.60 Alo.40 As
quarter-wavelength
· layer
is
d2 -=p2r- 19.7866 A (7 mooolayen). The electron effecuve masses in the three regions are calculated from Eq. (7)
and are
0 .104 35mo, mf .. 0.084 123mo- mr
- 0.100 07mo- The pass kineDc energies in the three regions
are calculated from Eq. (8) and are E,- V0 0.2000 eV,
E,- V1 - 0.3884 eV, E,- V2 -= 0.2399 eV. The electron
wave amplitude refractive indices normaliud to the surrounding [(1=0) rqions] are calculated from Eq. (13)
and
are
n. (amplitude) 0 = 1.000 000,
n. (amplitude)1 - 1.552 027, n.(amplitudeh = 1.118 372. For an
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eentially corresponds to the 0.14-eV pass energy case given
in Table I .

VII. SUMMARY
FWHM •
.,.__15.4 meV

0 .20

'

0 .25

ELECTRON KINETIC ENERGY ,
E-V (eV)

flO. 3. Trusmn.ion dww:teriatic: ol13-la~ Ga1 _ . AJ.AI 1Upe11attice
Flbry-Perot illtafe.m~oe !Iter of the form (HL)'HH(LH) ' daiped to
bave a pus kinetic merJY of0.20 eV. Parameters or tbe liter are detailed ill
Sec:. VI.

elementary 13-layer Fabry-Perot interference llter of the
form [HL]'HH[LH) 3 , these calculated material characteristics produce the transmission characteristic shown in Fig.
3. The pass energy is indeed 0.20 eV and the FWHM of the
filter is 15.-4 meV.
Repeating the above procedure, Ga1 _ Jr AlJr As superlattice interference filters were designed for pass kinetic energies from 0.14 eV up through 0.20eV, the range of energies
potentially most useful in ballistic transistors. The positive
real roots as given by Eq. ( 12) are shown in Table I for 6-10
monolayer thicknesses. Roots, of course, must be in the
range O<;x(0.45. At the 0.14 eV low end of this energy
range, there are esselltially four roots. At the 0.20 eV high
end of the energy range, there are two roots. The
Ga1 _ JrAlJrAs superlattice interference filter described in
Ref. 10 (quarter-wavelength layers produced by 6 monolayers ofGaAs and by 9 monolayers ofG&o.,AJo.45 As) es-

•

TABLE I. Calc:ulated compositions (values of' x ill Ga1 _ . AJ. AI) that produce one (f1 - 1)quarter-wavelenJtb layers for tbe kinetic: CDerJies and
awnber ol monolayers indicated. ID all c:ua, the surroundilla material ia
Gao.,, Alo.., AI and the monolayen are c:rystalline (100) pla.DeL ODJy com·
politiODs ill tbe ranae O<x<0.4S repraa~t usable values.

Paa

:I

kinetic:
CDCfiY
(eV)

6

7

I

9

10

0.140
0.14S
0.1SO
O.ISS
0.160
0.16S
0.170
0.17S
0.110
0.18S
0.190
O.t9S
0.200

0.001S
0.0271
O.OSOl
0.0702
o.oa8s
0.10S7
0.1219
0.1373
0.1S20
0.1662
0.1800
0.1933
0.2063

0.2901
0.2996
0.3088
0.3180
0.3272
0.3363
0.34S3
0.3543
0.3632
0.3721
0.3809
0.3897
0.3984

0.3923
0.4004
0.4084
0 .4164
0.4244
0 .4324
0 .4403
0.4482
0.4S61
0.4640
0.4718
0.4797
0.4875

0.4Sl3
0.4S88
0.4663
0.4738
0.4113
0.4188
0.4963
O.S037
O.Sll2
O.S116
O.S260
O.S334
O.S408

0.4191
0.4970
0.5042
O.SllS
O.S117
O.S2S9
O.S331
O.S403
O.S47S
O.SS47
O.S619
O.S690
0.5762
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The quantitative analogies that have been established
between electron wave propagation in lellliconductors and
optical wave propaption in dielectrics may be used to trans·
late thin-film optical device designs into semiconductor superlattice device designs. The procedure for this direct mapping has previously been described and applied to the case of
semiconductor superlattice aarrow b&ndpass interference
filters in Ref. S. The resulting designs, however, have compositions that are not constrained to be within a usable compositional range and have layer thicknesses that are not integer
multiples of a monolayer thickness. In the present work. a
systematic design procedure that includes these practical
constraints is presented. This method is applicable to any
material system. For illustration, this procedure is applied to
the case of designing Ga1 _ JrAlJrAs superlattice interference
llters. For pass kinetic energies in the range investigated
(0.14-0.20 eV), compositions and numbers of monolayer
thicknesses needed to produce one (q 1 = 1) quarter-wavelength layers are presented (Table 1). Like their thin-film
optical counterparts. semiconductor superlattice interference filters would be relatively insensitive to variations about
the design composition values. Furthermore, the effec.t s of
nonparabolic and anisotropic energy band structure, if present, may be incorporated into the design process by using an
energy-dependent anisotropic effective mass.
There is considerable flexibility in the design of semiconductor superlattice interference llters. For example,
other odd multiples of a quarter wavelength may be used
(q1 = 2, 3, -4, ... ),the surroundina material can be chanaed
(alters J'0 ) , and other crystallographic growth directions
may be used (alters r1 ). Beyond the simple Fabry-Perot interference filters treated here, there is a wide variety of more
10phisticated thin-film designs that incorporate two or more
half-wavelength resonant layers ( ..spacers") that have been
developed for optical applications. For example, the superlattice filter described in Ref. S contains two half-wavelength
layers.
A wide variety of semiconductor superlattice electron
wave filters are possible by analogy to thin-film optical
filters. These include low-pass filters, high-pass filters, notch
flJters (narrow band and wide band),.bandpass filters (nar·
row band and wide band), impedance transformers (antireflection coatings), and high reflectance surfaces (dielectric
mirrors). ln addition to being incorporated in semiconduc·
tor devices such as ballistic transistors, semiconductor su·
perlattice filters could be used to control freespace electron
beams in applications such as electron spectroscopy, elec·
tron dift'raction analysis of materials, and electron-beam
lithography. Active devices that have electrically tunable
characteristics are also possible.
·
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It is shown that a voltage-biased semiconductor auperlattice structure can terVe simultaneously
u a tunable electron-wave interference tllter and electron emitter. A aystematic desip
procedure for selecting the quantum well and barrier widths to be alternately hiah and low
electron refractive indices and a quarter (or a half) of an electron wavelenJtb in thickness is
developed. A practical narrow-band filter/emitter consisting oflayen ofOa,_,.Al,.As and
desiped to emit 0.20-eV electrons is presented and analyzed. Such a structure would serve
well u a tunable hot-electron emitter in ballistic tranJiJton, and in future JUided electronwave inte&rated circuits.
Molecular.tam epitaxy and metalorpnic chemical vapor deposition have allowed semiconductor multilayered superlattices to be arown with precise monolayer compositional control.' Refinement of these methods have produced
devices in which ba))jstic (coJJisionless) electron transport
has been observed.2--4 Ballistic electrons are quantum mechanical deBroJ)ie waves, and thus they can be refracted,
reflected, diffracted, guided, and interfered5•6 in a manner
analogous to electromagnetic waves.7 Quantum interference
effects have been observed experimentally in single-wen
J . Appl. Phys. II (3), 1 August 1989

double-barrier GaA.s/Oa1 _,.Al,.As and ln,_,.Ga,.As/
ln,_,Al,AJ potential barrier structures. ~·•
Phase effects such as path dift'erences and wave interference for electron waves may be described using the wavevector magnitude k = [ 2m• CE- J')] 112If&. where m• is the
electron effective mass, E is the total electron energy, Vis the
electron potential energy, and fi is Planck's eonstant divided
by 217'. Thus, the electron wave phase refractive index n,
(phase) is proportional to the square root of the product of
the effective mass and the kinetic energy.7 Amplitude effects

0021-8979/89/ 151494.()4$02.40
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such as transmissivity and reflectivity may be described in
terms of the electron wave amplitude refractive index n,
(amplitude) which is proportional to the square root of the
ratio of the kinetic energy to the effective mass.' Using these
electron wave refractive indices, the characteristics ofan unbiased6 or biased (this work) many boundary semiconductor superlattice system can be found. The simplest type of
uarrow bandpass interference filter consists of a half-wavelength layer sandwiched between reflectors which are stacks
ofhigh index (designated H ) and low index (designated L)
quarter:-wavelength layers. The full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of the bandpass in this type of filter is reduced by
increasing the reflectivity at the boundaries between the layers. This is accomplished by increasing the ratio of the high
index to the low index of the bounding materials. In this
work, an electron emitter that incorporates a narrow-band
interference filter is designed.
The electron potential energy of a quantum-well superlattice emitter/ filter with a voltage bias applied is shown in
Fig. 1. It consists of M layers surrounded by bulk semiconductor material. When the design value of voltage is applied,
electrons in a narrow spectral band around the pass energy
E traverse the device and are emitted with an output kinetic
~ergy of ( KE) out . The jth quantum well or barrier bas a
thickness ofd1 , and at zero bias a potential energy of V; . The
surrounding regions are taken to have the same zero-bias
potential energy of Jl0 • The layers have alternately low potential energy (high electron refractive index) and high potential energy (low refractive index). When the design value
of the bias potential energy Jlbias (product of electronic
charge and design voltage) is applied, each reflector layer is
exactly a quarter of an electron wavelength (as measured in
that layer) in thickness, and the resonant lay.e r is exactly one
half of an electron wavelength. The given material system is
taken to form a continuous set of alloys of the type
F 1 _Jt GaH. The range of usable compositions is O<x<x.....
(for example, due to a possible transition at x ..... from a
direct to an indirect energy gap as in the case of
Ga1 _ "Al"As). The materials surrounding the filter have
compositions x 0 • The electron potential energy is given by
V; =A.Et = Ax1 , where AEt is the change in the energy of
the conduction-band edge and A is a constant. Thus, the
corresponding range of potential energies is 0< J1< J1...... In
addition, for an electron emitter/filter to be realizable, the

thickness d . of each layer must be an integer multiple p1 of
the monola~er thickness r. For thejth layer to be a quarter of
an electron wavelength in thickness at the pass energy E,,
the phase difference between the input boundary at z1 _ 1 ,
and the output boundary at z1 , must be an odd multiple of1TI
2. That is,

£~I kj dz = f~

(

1/ li){2m;

1

X ( E,- Jj(z) ]} 112 dz = (2q1 - 1 )(17'/2 ) ,
.

(1 )

where the potential energy in thejtb layer with bias applied is
given by V; (z) = Jlbias (1 - z/ L) + ") . Lis the total length
of the superlattice, and q1 is a positive integer. The pass energy may be expressed as E, = Jlbias + Jlo + (KE>,n• where
( KE) in is the pass kinetic energy in the leftmost (input )
region. The electron effective mass is given by
m~ = (B + Cx1 )m00 where Band Care constants and m0 is
the free-electron mass. Using V; = Ax1 and the integral
identity J(a + bz) 112 dz= (2/3b)(a + bz) 312, the quarter
electron wavelength condition may be expressed as

+ Cx1 )] 112/lliYbiu}{[ Jlo + (KE);n
312
- ( Jlo + (KE);n
- Ax1 + Jlbiuz1/L ]
312
-Ax1 + Jlbiasz1 _ 1 /L ) } = (2q1 -1)17'/ 2.

{2L (2m0 (B

(2)

This equation will be solved for the composition x1 in thejth
layer following the procedure described below. For the halfwavelength resonant section in the center of the filter, the
phase difference in Eqs. ( 1) and ( 2) should be 1T rather than
17'/ 2. The monolayers of the device will be numbered with the
index i. The rightmost monolayer in the jtb region is i1• The
total number of monolayers in the emitter/filter is designated i~o~ . Therefore, z1 _ 1 = ( ~- 1 /i~o~ )L, z1 '"" CVi"' )L, the
total thickness is L = i"' r, and the thickness ofthejth layer is
d1 = p1r, where p1 = ~ - ~ _ 1 is the number of monolayers
in thejtb region.
A systematic procedure for designing a biased superlattice emitter/filter for a given output kinetic energy
[ (KE)ou1 = Jlbias + (KE);n] using Eq. (2) is now described. The material system of the superlattice is taken to be
Ga1 _ " Ala As with the surrounding regions being the same
and having Jl0 =
= 0.3479 eV, corresponding to an
aluminum composition of x 0 = 0.4S. The characteristics of
(unbiased) superlattice electron wave interference filters5.6
may be used as a starting point in estimating the number of
regions M and the number of monolayers i"' to be used in the
emitter/filter. Following the example presented in Ref. a
nine-layer filter (M = 9) will be designed. The estimated
number ofmonolayers needed is I"' 72 (from Ref. S). The
device is to emit electrons with a kinetic energy of 0.20 eV
[ (KE) 0011 - 0.20 eV]. The input kinetic energy is taken to
be (KE)ift -0.10 eV, and thus the bias potential energy
Y.,.. -= (KE)-1 -(KE)"' = 0.10 eV. The parameters q1 are
set equal to unity. Starting with the first layer, i1 _ 1 = 0, the
value of the monolayer index ;1 is incremented 1, '2, 3, ...• and
Eq. (2) solved for x1 for each valueofi1 . Sincethej = 11a~er
is to be a high electron refractive index layer, the resulting
positive real value of x1 closest to zero is selected. The corre-

v_

s.

=

FIG. 1. Schematic representation t:X a biased semiconductor superlatticc
interference filter/ emitter. At the desip potential eneiJY bias V-, all lay-

ers have a thicknes5 or a quarter (or a half)
measured in that layer.
1415

or an electron wavelenJih as
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spon.d ing value .of i1 then becomes the value of i1 _ 1 for tJte
next layer. Equation (2) is then solved again as~ is further
incremenUd. Since thej = 2 the layer is to be a low refractive
index layer, the resulting real value of x1 closest to, but Jess
than 0.45 is selecUd. This process is continued for all layers.
For the half-wavelength layer, v/2 in Eq. (2) is replaced by
v. For the last (j = M) layer, thenumberofmonolayers left
may be too few or too many. The value of;"' must then be
revised, and the design process restarted at the first ( j = 1 )
layer. This process is then repeaUd until the optimum thickness (corresponding to the value ofx"' closest to zero) of the
last. region produces a total thickness in a self-<:Onsistent
agreement with the value of i"' used. The results for this
nine-layer emitter/filter are shown in Table I. The total
thickness is 71 monolayers (L = 20.0692 nm) .
The electron wave function in any layer of the biased
superlattice may be expressed as a linear combination of
Airy functions Ai (p) and complementary Airy functions
Bi{p ). 12..13 Within thejtb layer the new variable is defined as

p1 e(2m1V.,.IiflL) 113 (z+ (E- V.,.- Jj)LIY..... ) .
For a stack of M layers as shown in Fig. 1, the total normalized transmitted electron wave amplitude ¢,,., + 1 (in region
M + 1 ) and the total normalized reftecUd electron wave
amplitude f/1,,0 {in region 0) may be expressed as

(f/J:.J= 2j~1 (~~:

~

1
1
) [S1 {Zo)][S,{z 1 ) ) -

· X[S2(z,)][S2(z2 ) ] - 1 [S3 (z2)]

... [s.,_I (z/tl - I) r

I [ S/tl(z/tl - I)]

1( -jK2
1

X (S"'(z.,)] -

1 ) ("'""'0 +
jK2

...

vblae • .

.

zt-

"'a:w
a:u
;)Z

u<

...

Zt-

oa:::E

... G)
()Z

w<

~a:

wt-

0 .1

0.2

(3)

where

and where

M1=m1/m 01

0.3

OUTPUT KINETIC ENERGY,
(KE>out (eV)
FIG. 2. Transmission characteristicofanine-layerGa 1 _ .Al.As superlatbce interference filter/emitter
function tbe output kinetic energy for
O.OS, 0.10, and 0.15 eV. The tunina witb bias i5 apparent.

as.

v_ -

or

K 1 = (<2mo/~) 113 (E- J'0 - J'-)/M~) 1 12 (L/J'.... ) 113,

K2 = ( (2mofif2) 113 (E- J'0 )/M%, +

1]

112

(L/J'bias ) 113,

and ' indicates a derivative. These equations can be solved
directly for the amplitude transmittance f/14 "' + 1 and the amplitude reflectance
The electron current transmittance
is T. -= R lf/J,.M+ 1 12, where R = [ (E- J'0 )/M%, + 1 ] 112/
( (E- J'0 - J'.,._ }/M~) 112, and this is shown in Fig. 2 for
the biased superlattice design described in Table I. At the
design bias of J'.._ 0.10 eV, the device emits
(KE )011,
0.20 eV electrons into the output region. The full
width at half maximum (FWHM) is 30.7 meV or 15.4% of
the center energy. Furthermore, the output kinetic energy is
tunable by changing the bias potential energy. Since the HH
resonant layer is at the center (as measured in electron optical path length) of the device, the change in the output kinetic energy 41(KE)ou, is one half of the change in the bias
potential energy 41 J'..._. Thus, as shown in Fig. 2, for
41V..... = ± SOmeV, theoutputkineticenergyischanged by
41(KE) 011, = ± 25 meV. Furthermore, the FWHM of the
electron current transmittance can be decreased as required
by incorporating additional quarter-wavelength thick super-

"''.o·

=

=

1) '

.v

0.10

or

TABLE I. Dcsipt parameters electron interfermce filters/emitters c:onsistinJ of nine layers in (H L H L HH L H L II) COIIfiauration sWTOWided by
Gao.,AJo.4 ,As, and desianed to emit 0.20().eV electrons wben biased at 0.100 V.

Layer
(j)

type

a umber
<~ - ·)

J
2
3
4
5
6
7

H
L
H
L
HH
L
H
L
H

0
7
16
23
32
44
52
58
65

14e6

(iJ)

(pJ)

(ZJ )

(Jj)

<m11mo>

7

0.2lll

O.J7J8

0.08S4

9

0.4151
0.2663
0.4493
0.0639
0.4364
0.1442
0.3748
O.J9S1

0.3209
0.2059
0.3473
0.0494
0.3374
0.1115
0.2898
0.1508

0.1015
0.0891
0.1043
0.0723
0.1032
0.0790
0.0981
0.0832

7
16
23
32
44
52
58
6S
71

Layer

9

compoeition

Elldina
monolayer

a umber

8

number

monolayers
thick

Uabiued
electron
potential
eDerJY

Startina
monolayer
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Number

7

9
12 .

8
6
7
6

Alumiaum

Nonnalized
drective

mass
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0 .10 oV

0 . 05 oV
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llltMI

ItO

~z
oc o.e
~

z~

olllt2

0 .4

oz
lllc
_,It

0.2

FWHM •
13. 4 tnoV

~.,

...

~

0 .0

0.1

0 .2

0.3

also be used as tunable electron 10\U"CeS in the emerging new
area of ,Wded electron wave intqrated circuits. Such tunable narrow-band emitters could provide numerous simulta·
aeously enerJY multiplexed data channels in the same JUided electron wave intqrated circuit in a manner analogous to
that used in electromagnetic optical integrated circuits.
However, the corresponding electron wavelengths would be
typically 100 times.smaller.
.
This research was apomored in part by a put from the
Joint Services Electronic:a Program under Contract No.
DAAL-03-87-IC.-0059. One ofus (IC..F.B.) was supported in
put by a Presidential YounaiDvcstiptor Award from the
National Sc::ience Foundation.
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FlO. 3. Transmission ctw.cteristi<: of the comspondin& 13-layer
Oa1 _ .. Al .. AI superlanict interfereDCe Alter/ emitter as a function of the .
output kinetic CIIUIY· Tbe tpeetral widths are WI •espoodinJly urrowcr
dw! thole ror the Difte..Jayer Alter/ emitter (rJI. 2).

lattice layers. The transmittance of the corresponding 13layer filter/ emitter is shown in Fig. 3. The overall characteristics are the same as those of the nine-layer filter/emitter of
Faa.2, except that the FWHM is reduced to 13.<4 meV ( 6.7%
ol center energy).
The procedures for designing and analyzing narrowband semiconductor superlattice interference filter/emitters
have been presented in this communication. Such structures
may be used as hot-electron emitters in ballistic transistors,
electroluminescent devices, and photodetectors. They could
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A one-dimensional semiconductor quantum well can act as a waveguide for ballistic electrons
owing to the quantum mechanical wave behavior of these electrons. The allowed modes in an
asymmetric quantum well slab waveguide are quantified. Electron waveguiding can occur for
energies above one or both of the potential barriers. Due to dispenion, each electron
waveguide mode has an upper-enerJY cutoff' as well as a lower-enerJY cutoff'. An example
waveguide consisting of Gao.u Alo.15 As (substrate), GaAs (film), and Oao.70 Alo. 30 As (cover)
is treated. This structure is a single-mode electron waveguide for [ 100] GaAs thicknesses of
from 6 through 31 monolayers.

Semiconductor growth technologies such as molecularbeam epitaxy have enabled structures to be fabricated with
precise monolayer compositional control. 1 Improvements in
these techniques have produced devices in which ballistic
(oollisionless) electron transport has been observed .~ Ballistic electrons are quantum mechanical deBroglie waves
and thus they can be refracted, rdlected, diffracted, interfered, and guided in a manner analogous to electromagnetic
waves.5-6
An asymmetric potential energy well is shown in Fig. 1.
Using waveguide tenninology,7 the three regions are denoted substrate (s), film(/), and cover (c), and the direction perpendicular to the waveguide surfaces is x..,. The elec-.
tron potential energy at the bottom of the quantum weD
(film) is Yf. The potential enerJY barrier heights associated
with the substrate and cover are Y, and Yc, respectively.
This quantum well can act as an asymmetric slab waveguide.
The angle of incidence of the two plane-wave components
that constitute the guided wave is the zigzag angle 8.
The magnitude of the electron wave vector in any of the
three regions is k 1 == (2m1(E - Y,)] 1 12/~ where i = c,f,.t
and m1 is the electron eft'ective mass, E is the total electron
energy, and ~ is the electron potential energy. Thus, the
electron-wave phase refractive index n. (phase) is proportional to the square root of the product of the effective mass
and the kinetic enerJY.6 The onset of total internal rdlection
occurs when 8 is equal to the critical angle 8' Jiven by6

A representation of the electron propagation constant
venus total electron enerJY for the Oao.asAlo.15 As/ Ga.AB/
Oao:70 Alo.30 As example is Jiven in Fig. 2. For an iJ)finite
medium, the electron propagation constant is
/J1 = [2mr<E- Y,)) 1 12/~ where i=c,J,s. These three
propagation constants are plotted in Fig. 2. For a given enerIY E, the propagation constant of a pded mode can be no
longer than /Jf· The region to the left of this curve corresponds to evanescent (nonphysical) modes. Thus the allowed guided modes must lie to the right of this curve in Fig.
2. However, in order to satisfy the 8> max(8
~) condition, the guided modes must also lie left of /J, .
An electron-guided wave mode can become cutoff' by
decreasing the electron CDerJY to the lower-enerJY cutoff'.
lbe zigzag angle decreases with decreasing energy and this
cutoff' occurs when 8 - 0. The propagation constants IJ.. of
the vt.b guided modeM.,, where v = 0,1,2...., is given by

;,,e

IJ.. = (2m_1(E-

0

Yf)/~) 112 sin 8,

(2)

••

••

8v - sin- 1 (mr<E- Y1 )1m1<E- Yf)) 112,
(1)

where i -= c for the cover-film critical anJ)e, i - s for the
substrate-film. critical anJ)e, and E11 - <mrv,- m1Yf>l
(m1- m1). For an electron wave incident at an angle
areater than 8;,. the wave is totally internally rdlected for an
infinitely thick barrier. At steady state, all of the electron
current is reftected back into the film. The electron-wave
· function decays exponentially into the cover. If the kinetic
enerJY E- Y, <;0, then total internal reftection occurs for
any angle of incidence including nonnal incidence. For a
guided mode, the zigzag angle 8 shown in Fig. 1 must be
greater than both 8 ;, and 8 ~· That is, 8 > max ( 8 ~. 8 ~) is a
necessary condition for a guided mode.
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FIG. I. Asymmetric quantum welhhowin&electiOII potentialcnerl)'in the
three rqjons that in wavepide tcrminolol)' are denoted subltrate (s), tlm
(/),and cover (c) and thethreMtimensionalwavquidecoordiaateaystem
(X,.,)',., z.. ). A JUided mode propaptes in the z,. direction and is com·
posed of two plane-wave component a eacb makina an anale of incidence 8
with respect to the wavquide walla (x.. • 0, d).
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11le mode dispenion curves for the fundamental mode M 0 are shown for tllm thickneaes ol' 10. 20, and 30 monolayen.

and so /J., = 0 at the lower-energy cutoff. The wave function
is sinusoidal in the film and exponentially decaying in the
substrate and cover. ln this sense, the lower-energy cutoff is
like the cutoff in an electromagnetic hollow metallic waveguide with finite conductivity walls.
As the electron energy of a guided mode is increased, an
upper-energy cutoff will also occur. The upper-energy cutoff
can be of three types: ( 1) cutoff to a substrate mode which is
like the cutoff in an electromagnetic asymmetric dielectric
waveguide with the substrate index higher than the cover
index; (2) cutoff to a radiation mode which is like the cutoff
in an electromagnetic symmetric dielectric waveguide
(equal substrate and cover indices); and (3) cutoff to a cov·
er mode which is like the cutoff in an electromagnetic asym·
metric dielectric waveguide with the cover index higher than
the substrate index. The type of upper-energy cutoff that
occurs depends on the material parameters. For the example
case depicted in Fig. 2, the upper-energy cutoff will be to
substrate modes since /J, occurs at lower energy, in general,
than does/J~.
For a two-dimensional (x..,, z.., ) quantum-weD-guided
electron wave, the wave function has a sinusoidal depend·
ence in the z.., direction and can be expressed as f/1., (.x..,,z..,)
= f/1., (x.., )exp( j/J.,z., ), where/J., is the guided mode propa·
ption constanl Using this, the SchrOdinger time-indepeo·
dent wave equation becomes

d,P.,2 (x.., )/dx!,
+{(2m•/~)[E- J'(x..,)) -/J!h~.. (x..,)=O.
J . Appl. Phyt., Vol. ee. No. 3, 1 August 1888
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Thus for a guided mode, the wave-function amplitude in the
substrate may be expressed as
f/!.,.(x..,) •A,

exp<r•.x..,),

and in the film as
f/!'l'f(x..,) -Af1 exp(jK_rX..,) +Af2 exp(- jKjX.,),
and in the cover as
f/!w(x..,) ==A~ exp(- r~<x... - d)) ,
where

Y.=IJ!- (C2m~/~)(E- V.>1.
It}== (<2m71~)(E- J'f)) -/J!,
and

~ =/J!- (C2m~/~)(E- Y~>J.
By applying the boundary conditions that f/1 and ( 1/
m•)(df/1/d.x) must be continuous across the cover-film and
aubstrate·film boundaries, the dispenion equation is found
to be

KJII- tan-• ( <r,lm~)/(Kf/m;> 1

- tan-•r <r~lm~>ICKftm;> 1- vv.

(3)

For Yf = 0 and normal incidence (/J., -= 0), this dispersion
equation predicts, in the limit as J'~ and J', approach infin·
ity, that

E=E.,- <v+

t)~r/2m?d 2,
Gaylord, Glyttis, and Brennan

in agreement with the well-known one-dimensional infinite
potential well results.
Cutoff for the guided M., modes can occur as the electron energy is decreased and the guided wave propagation
constant goes to zero. The electron energy at which the lower-energy cutoff occurs is designated E Leo. The condition for
this type ofcutoff is obtained by substituting P" = 0 into the
dispersion equation ( 3). The cutoff condition is

TABLE I. Upper and lower c:utoft' eoerJies and ranae or enei'Jies for
the lowest~ wavquide mode M0 (or various 11m thicknesses in a
Gao_.,Alo,.,AJ (aubltrate), GaAs (ilm) , and Gao.'~~Alo. 10 AJ {cover)
quantum wdJ wavquide.

d(nm)
t1 (mooolayen)

2.1267
10

S.6S33

20

1.4800
30

(2mJ(ELco- V1 >) 112d /fl- tan-• (mJ(V, -ELco )/

Upper cutotr
CDerJY £,.... (eV)

0 .4979

0.6!536

0.6926

Lower cutoft"
aterJY E,_ (eV)

0 .0973

O.OSS1

0.0341

0.4006

O.S98S

0.6S8S

m~(ELco- V1 )) 112 -tan- 1 (mJ(V., -ELco)/

m~(ELco- V1

>)' 12 =V11.

(4)

For given substrate. film, and cover materials, thickness, and
integer mode number v, this transcendental equation may be
solved for the lower cutoffenergy E Leo corresponding to that
mode. Cutoff for the guided M" modes can also occur as the
electron energy is increased and total internal reflection no
longer occurs at the substrate-film boundary. The electron
energy at which the upper-energy cutoffoccurs is designated
E C.tc. The condition for the occurrence of this type of cutoff
is r. = 0, and thus the mode "leaks" into the substrate. This
is analogous to the cutoff ofan electromagnetic guided mode
in an asymmetric dielectric slab waveguide. This type ofcutoff occurs when the zigzag angle is equal to the substratefilm critical angle. Substituting y, = 0 into the dispersion
equation (3), the condition for cutoff to substrate modes is
thus
{2[m~V.- mJV1 - (m~- mJ>EC.t.o ]} 112d lfl

-tan-'{[ m~V.,- m~V,- (m~- m~)EC.t.o)mJ 21
[ m~V.- mJV1 - (m~- mJ)EC.t.o Jm~ 2 } 1 12 = V11.
.

(S)

For a given set of material parameters, as the waveguide
thickness is increased, a guided modeM., first starts to propagate at' an energy E = V,. This corresponds to the highest
possible value of the cutoff energy for the lower-energy type
cutoffas well as the lowest possible value of the cutoff energy
for the higher-energy type cutoff. Substituting E = V, into
Eq. (3) gives the thickness at which theM., mode starts to
propagate as

d = {fl/[2mJ< v,- V1 ) 1''2}
X {tan-• ( mJ( V.,- V, )/m~( V,- V1 )

Wavepide &.1m (OaAs) thickness

Proplptioo alai)'

ranae AE (eV)

sponds to a thickness of0.2827 nm. The fundamental mode
Mo starts propagating at a thickness of 6 monolayers. The
next mode, M 1, starts propagating at a thickness of31 monolayers. The dispersion curves for the M 0 mode are shown in
Fig. 2 for thicknesses of d = 2.826 6S nm ( 10 monolayers),
d = S.6S33 nm (20 monolayers), and d = 8.479 9S nm (30
monolayers). A summary of the upper cutoff energies E C.tc,
the lower cutoffenergies E Leo, and the range ofallowed energies f1E for these thicknesses is given in Table I.
Semiconductor electron-wave slab waveguides can perform as described here provided that ballistic transport can
be achieved over sufficient distances and that the density of
electrons is small enough to make electron-electron interactions negligible. Electron waveguides are potentially useful
in high-speed electronic circuitry. They could also be a central component in future electron JUided-wave integrated
circuits. In these circuits, electron waveguides could be used
to interconnect a wide variety of quantum devices. These
circuits could perform "optical-like" processing functions
similar to those of present-day integrated optical circuits.
This research was sponsored in part by a grant from the
Joint Services Electronics Program under contract No.
DAAL-03-87-K-0059. Oneofus (K.F.B.) was supported in
part by a Presidential Young Investigator award from the
National Science Foundation.

1112 + V11}.

(6)

For the quantum well waveguide consisting of
G&o.asAlo.15 As
(substrate),
GaAs
(film),
and
G&o.10 Alo.30 As (cover), the potential energies are
V, = O.llS 971 eV, V1 = 0.00000 eV, and V'" = 0.231942
eV. The electron effective masses are
= 0.079 4S mOt
mJ = 0.067 mOt and m~ = 0.0919 mo- Growth is taken to be
along the [ 100] direction and thus each monolayer corre-

m:
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(Received 6 Dcoember 1988; accepted for publication 21 Apri11989)
A quantum well in alemiconductor can act as a a1ab wavegujde for electron waves in a IIWlDer
analoaous to the way a layered dielectric can act as a a1ab waveguide for electromapetic waves
( e.J., as commonly employed in intepted optics). In this work. the case ofa aeneral electron
asymmetric slab wave,Wde (a quantum weD comprised of three materials each with a dift'erent
potential enerJY and a diJI'erent effective mass) is analyzed and the conditions for electron
waveJUidina are quantified. Electron waveguide modes exist for electron energies in the well
and for electron energies above one or both of the potential enerJY barriers. Furthermore, due
to dispersion, each electron waveJUide mode has an upper<nergy cutotr as weD as a lower- .
enerJY cutoff. This is in contrast to electromagnetic pided modes which typically have only
Jower<nerJY (low-frequency) cutoff's. At the upper<nergy cutoff' the electron wave is
refracted into the substrate and/or cover. An eumple quantum well waveguide CODii.atina of
Oao...10 Alo. 20 AI (substrate), GaAs (film), Oao..,AJo.45 AI (cover) is analyzed. This structure is
a sinaJe-mode electron wave,Wde for GaAs thicbesses of from S (1 .• 13 nm) to 26
monolayers (7.3<49 nm).

L BACKGROUND AND MOnVAnON

Interest in quantum weD devices has increased in recent
years owina to proaress in semiconductor arowth technoloJies such as molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and metal orpnic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) that enable the
fabrication of structures with precise monolayer compositional control. 1 Furthermore, improvements in the crystalline quality of these arown materials have simultaneously
produced devices in which ballistic electron transport has
been observed.u That is, conduction electrons move
throup the material without beina scattered and behave like
waves (quantum mechanical deBroaJie waves). Even in the
presence of elastic scatterina, electrons retain their plwe
coherence• and can thus refract, reflect, dil'ract, and intufere in a manner analoaous to electromaanetic waves.' Also,
electron waves may be auided by structures havina characteristic dimensions on the order ofan electron wavelenatb....
in a manner analoaous to electromaanetic waves in a dielectric waveauide.' Furthermore, the analoaies' between electron waves in semiconductors and electromaanetic waves iD
dielectrics provide a basis for desiJDing semiconductor
quantum wave devices such as electron wave,Wdes.
The behavior ofan electron in a sinaJe quantum well has
been understood since the beginning ofquantum mechanic:a.
In the usual situation, the electron is normalJy incident upoo
the two potential enerJY barriers. This corresponds to a ziazaa anaJe of 8- 0 in the waveguide terminology used in
subsequent sections. Furthermore, as shown in this paper,
these solutions correspond to the lower-energy cutoff that
occurs for auided modes of energies within the quantum
well. For 8 ~0, a quantum well is shown to act like a wav~
auide. Electron waveguide modes exist for electron enerJiea
in the well and for electron enerJies above one or both of the
potential enerJY barriers.
The purposes of this paper are as follows: ( 1) Present
the conditions under which a quantum well acts Jike an dec1842
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troD wavepide; (2) quantify aDd label as M., (M0 , M 1 ,
M 2 , ••• ) the pided modes; (3) describe the lower<nerJY
cutoff' (at which the propaption constantP., - 0) in which
the electron waveguide is analogous to an eJec:tromq:netic
hollow metallic waveguide with finite conductivity walls;
(•) descn'be the upper-enerJY c:utotf which may be a transition from a JUided mode to aaubltrate "mode" or a radiation
"'mode" or a cover "'mode"; ( S) develop the dispenion rela·
tion governing electron JUided modes; ( 6) derive the cutoff

v,----.
0

d

cowr
fUm

x.•o---~----------~z.
aubatrate

FJG. I. Asymmetric quantum well &howina dectroo potential ener&Y in the
three rqions that in wavquide tmninoloJ)' are daloted 5Ubsuate (s),lllm
(/), and cover (c) and the conespondina three-dimensional waveauick co-

ordinate system. A auided dectroa wave is composed of two plane-wave
component~ each maJcina an anale o1 incidence (J with respect to the wavepick walk
o. d). The electron pided mode propeption direction
ilz...

ex. -
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conditions for the lower-energy cutof1'.411d the upper-energy
cutoff'; and (7) present a practical example of a quantum
well waveguide consisting of G&o.eoAlo.lOAs (substrate),
OaAs (film), G&o.ssAlo.45As (cover), and quantify its
modes as a function of the GaAs thickness.

occurs for any angle of incidence including normal incidence. This is in contrast to the electromagnetic case where
total internal reflection can never occur at normal incidence
due to the nonzero value of the refractive index. Similarly,
the substrate-film critical angle is
8~=sin - 1 (m~(E-

II. ELECTRON WAVEGUIDING IN QUANTUM WELLS
A. Conftgur~~tJon

An asymmetric potential energy weU and its depiction

as a aJab waveguide are shown in Fig. 1. Using standard
wavepide terminology,' the three regions are denoted substrate (a), film (f), and cover (c) , and the direction perpendicular to the waveguide surfaces is .X..,. The electron potential energy at the bottom of the quantum weU (film) is
The potential energy barrier heights associated with the substrate and cover are J', and v... respectively. Given a material system of the type F, _ "G.. H; the compositions of the substrate, film, and cover are x,, x1 , and x .. , respectively. This
quantum weU can act as an asymmetric slab waveguide. The
waveguide coordinate system is also shown in Fig. 1. The
direction of guided mode propagation is z..,. The thickness of
the waveguide is d. The angle of incidence of the two planewave components that constitute the guided wave is the zigzag angle 8.

v,.

.

.

B. CrltJCIII anglea
The magnitude of the electron wave vector in any of the

three regions may be a pressed as

k= [2m•(E- Y)] 111/~
(1)
where m• is the electron effective mass, E is the total electron
energy, and Y is the electron potential energy. Thus, the
electron wave phase refractive index,"~ (phase), is proportional to the square root of the product of the effective mass
and the kinetic energy.' The phase of the transmitted and
reftected electron waves along the boundary must be identical to that of the incident electron wave. This phase-matching requirement means that the component of the wave vector pa.rallel to the boundary must be the same before and
after reflection and refraction. This Jives rise to the equivalent of Snell's law for electrons. For incidence upon the filmcover interface, as shown in Fig. 1, it may be written as
sin 8.. =
sin 81

(m1<E- Y,>)'n.
m~(E- Y.. >

(l)

to the critical angle 6 '. Thus from Eq. (2), the cover-film
critical angle is

Y.. >lm1CE- Y1 )) 112,
(3)

where ErJ is defined in Sec. II C . For an electron wave inci·
dent at an angle greater than 6 ~the wave is totally internally reftected for an infinitely thick barrier. At steady state, all
of the electron current is reftected back into the film. The
electron wave function decays exponentially into the cover.
Ifthe kinetic energy E- <:0, then total internal reflection

v..
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zag angle 8 shown in Fig. 1 must be greater than both 8 ~and
(} ~· That is,

6> max((} ~.8 :,>

(S)

are necessary conditions for a guided mode. For the example
quantum well waveguide of G&o.eoAlo.lOAs (substrate),
GaAs (film), G&o. 55 Alo.45 As (cover) treated in this paper,
the critical angles 8 ;, and 8:, are shown in Fig. 2 on a plot of
zig-zag angle versus total energy.

C. Type• of guided model and unguided "modes"
The range of zig-zag angles and total energies in Fig. 2
that satisfy ( S) corresponds to the region of allowed guided
modes. As the energy increases in a guided mode, the zig-zag
angle 8 also increases. When 8 reaches 8 :,, the guided wave
starts to refract into the substrate (rather than exponentially
decaying) . For energies greater than this energy; the electron wave is propagating in the substrate as well as in the
film. This is called a substrate "mode." Quotation marks are
used to emphasize that this is not a true guided mode. As the
energy is further increased, 8 reaches 8 ~. and the electron
wave starts to refract into the cover as well as into the substrate. The electron wave is now a propagating wave in all
thrte regions, and this is called a radiation "mode.•• For a
different set of material parameters, as the electron energy is
increased, it is possible for the electron wave to be refracted
into the cover. ThiJ situation is similarly caJJed a cover
"mode."
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The onset of total internal reflection occurs when

Y.. <E <Eq,

Y, <E <E.r,
(4)
where E.r is defined in Sec. II C. For a guided mode, the zig-

~at

e. ""' 9fl. This happens when the angle of incidence is equal
6~- sin - 1 (m~(E-

Y,)lm1CE- J'1 ) ) 112,
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FlO. l . The critical anJ)cs ote-. and e ;, ona ploc olzi&·ZIJ&n&le vs total
cnerl)' for the cumple quantum well wavquide .composed of
Oao.eo~As (aubstrate), OaAs (film), O.O.uA.Iu~ AI (cover). Therepons ol auided modes. aubstrate modes, and radiation modes are shown.
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D. Types of cutoff

An electron guided wave mode can become cutoff by
decreasing the electron energy. This will be called the lowerenergy cutoff. The zig-zag angle decreases with decreasing
energy and this cutoff occurs when 6 = 0. The guided wave
may be decomposed into two plane-wave components each
having an angle of incidence of 6 with respect to the waveJuide walls. The propagation constant. {J ... of the \llh guided
mode, where vis an integer is
{J.,

= 21r!A.,,

(6)

where A .. is the period of the interference pattern produced
by the two plane waves that constitute the \llh guided mode
as measured in the guided mode direction of propagation
(z.,) . The propasation constant {J.. is the same as the component of the wave vector parallel to the boundary. In conventional solid state notation, {J .. • k 1.,. Therefore it is given

-

-:e

Ui

.s
..:

CQ.

~
!u

1.0

I··

Radiation
Mod..

f

o.o..__-~~'=""='-~--:-o-::---+.----+.-.......,,__---.

o.o
v1

(7)

and so {J .. == 0 at the lower-energy cutoff. The wave function
is sinusoidal in the film and exponentially decaying in the
substrate and cover. In this sense, the lower-energy cutoff is
like the cutoff in an electromagnetic hollow metallic waveguide with finite conductivity walls.
A representation of the electron propagation constant
versus total electron energy for the G&o.10 Alo_
20 As/GaAs/
Gao_55 AJo.4 5 As example is given in Fig. 3. For an infinite
medium having the properties of the substrate, the electron
propagation constant is
{J, = (2m~(E- J',))

112

/~.

(8)

Similarly, for an infinite medium having the properties of the
film, it is
{J1 = (2mJ(E- V1 ) )' 12/~

(9)

and for an infinite cover medium, it is
(10)
fJ~ == (2m~(E- V~>] 112/4
These three propagation constant relationship$ are plotted
in Fig. 3. For a given energy E, the propagation constant ofa
guided mode can be no larger than that given by Eq. (9) . The
region to the left of this curve corresponds to evanescent
(nonphysical) modes. Thus the allowed guided modes must
lie to the right of this curve in Fig. 3.
As the electron energy of a guided mode is increased, an
upper-energy cutoff will occur. The upper-energy cutoff can
be of three types: ( 1) cutoff to a substrate ••mode" which is
like the cutoff in an electromagnetic asymmetric dielectric
waveguide with the substrate index higher than the cover
index, (2) cutoff to a radiation ''mode" which is like the
cutoffin an electromagnetic symmetric dielectric waveguide
(equal substrate and cover indices), ( 3) cutoff to a cover
••mbcfe" which is like the cutoff in an electromagnetic asymmetric dielectric waveguide with the cover index higher than
the substrate index. The type of upper-energy cutoff that
occurs depends on the material parameters. For the example
case depicted in Fig. 4, the upper-energy cutoff wiJJ be to
substrate "modes" since {J, occurs at lower energy, in general, than does fJ r
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The intersection of {J1 and {J, occun at an energy E.,
which is given by

E.,-

(m~V,-mJV1 }/(m~-mJ) .

(11)

At this energy, the electron wave phase refractive indices for
the fiJm and the substrate are equal. When this energy is
reached, the waveguide can no longer guide an electron wave
even ·i f it is at grazing incidence along the walls of the waveguide. Thus this energy is equivalent to the substrate-film
critical angle 6 ~ == 9ff. Similarly, the intersection of{J1 and
{Jc occurs at an enerJY E tfand this energy is given by
E<f .. (m~Vc- mJ J'1 )/(m~- mj).

( 12)

At this energy, the electron wave phase refractive indices for
the film and the cover are equal. This energy is equivalent to
• the cover-fiJm critical angle
9ff. Similarly, the intersection of{J, and {J ~occun at an energy E a and this energy
is given by

6;, ..

Ea - (m~ Vc - m~ V, )/{m~ - m~).
(13)
At this energy, the electron wave phase refractive indices for
the substrate and the cover are equal.
Ill. QUANTUM WELL ELECTRON SLAB WAVEGUIDES

A. Dlaperalon re..tlon for guided modea

The analysis of a two-dimensional (x.,, Zw) quantum
welt guided elect.r on wave is similar to the conventional onedimensional (x..,) quantum well but with the addition of the
guided mode dependence in the z,.. direction and differing
effective masses in the three regions. The wave function has a
sinusoidal dependence in the z.,, direction and can be expressed in the form
~.. (x.,,z..,)

== ~.. (x.,)exp( +JP..z,..),
Gaylord, Glytsis, and Brennan
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where fJ.. is the guided mode propagation constant. The
Schroedinger time-independent wave equation becomes

d2~
..~
]dx.. (x.,)
2
+ (2m•
7 [E"--:.dx..,)
•

p2)·'·
" ,..(.x.,) = 0.
(IS)

For a pided mode, the wave function amplitude in the subltratemaynowbeexpressedast/l..,(.x..,) =A, exp(r,.x..,),in
the film as
~tlf(.x.,)

== A1 , exp(jK1.x.,)

+ A12 exp( -

For given substrate, film, and cover materials, thickness, and
integer mode number v, this transcendental equation may be
solved for the P., == 0 cutoff energy E Leo corresponding to
that mode.

jK1x.., ),

and in the cover as
~~(.x.,) =A~

C. Upper-energy cutoff (cutoff to aubatrate "mode")

exp(- r~<x., -d)),

where

'fc =IJ!- (<2m~/e)(E.. - Ve>].
Kj= (<2m11*><E.. - V1 >] -IJ!.
and

Y, ==P!- ( <2m:te)(E.. -

V,) ] .

Applying the boundary condition that the wave function
amplitude t/1.. and (ltm•)(dr/l..fdx) be continuous at the
substrate film and at the cover-film boundaries gives a set of
four linear homogeneous equations in the four unknowns
(A,,A11 ,A12 ,A~ ). For nontrivial solutions, the determinant
of coefficients must vanish. This gives

1m1> [ <rJm~) + <rJm~)] . 06 )
CK}Im1 2 >- <r,tm:><rJm~>

tan(K,d) = (K1

Using the identity
tan(.x + y)e [ (tanx + tany)/(1- tanx tany))
and then talc.ing the arctangent of both sides of this equation
gives
K,d _

tan-'(r.tm:) _ tan-'(r~lm~) =
K11m1
K11m1

V1T.

07 >

For V1 == 0 and normal incidence (/J.. == 0), this dispersion
equation predicts, in the limit as v.. and V, approach infinity, that

E.,== (v+ t) 2et?t2m1d 2
in agreement with the quantum mechanical one-dimensional infinite potential well results.

Cutoff for the guided M .. modes can occur as the electron energy is increased and total internal reflection no longer occurs at the substrate-film boundary.In electromagnetic
waveguides there is typically only a lower-energy (lowerfrequency) cutoff, and no higher-energy cutoff exists. In the
present situation, however, as the electron energy is increased, the electron wave is refracted into the substrate. As
the energy is increased through this cutoff transition, the
electron wave function amplitude in the substrate changes
from being evanescent (exponentially decaying) to propagating (sinusoidal). This can occur only for an electron energy above the lower barrier energy (E > V,) . The electron
energy at which the upper-energy cutoffoccurs is designated
E u.o. The condition for the occurrence of this type of cutoff
is r. = 0, and thus the mode "leaks" into the substrate. This
is analogous to the cutoff ofan electromagnetic guided mode
in an asymmetric dielectric slab waveguide. This type of cutoff occurs when the zig-zag angle is equal to the substrate·
film critical angle. The condition for this type of cutoff is
obtained by substituting = 0 into the dispersion Eq. ( 17).
The condition for cutoff to substrate ''modes" is thus

r.

{2( <m:v.- mJV1 - <m:- mJ>Eu.o]} 112d IIi
-tan- \[ m•V.
e ~

-m•V.(m•-m•)E
...... Jm1• 2 )
• •
t
•
........,

[m: V, - m1 V1 - <m: - m1 )Eu.o] m~

112

2

(19)

- V1T.

This transcendental equation may be solved for the cutoff to
substrate "mode" energy Eu.o corresponding to the Mv
mode.

B. Lower-energy cutoff (cutoff at normal Incidence)

D. Energy of flrat appearance of modea

Cutoff for the guided M .. modes can occur as the electron energy is decreased and the guided wave propagation
constant goes to zero. This can occur only for an electron
energy below the lower barrier energy (E < V, ). When
P., = 0, the mode is no longer propagating. This is analogous
to the cutoff of an electromagnetic guided mode in a hollow
metaUic waveguide with finite conductivity walls. The
plane-wave components of the guided wave are reflecting
back and forth at normal incidence to the waveguide boundaries. The electron energy at which the lower-energy cutoff
occurs is designated ELco. The condition for this type of cut·
offis obtained by substituting fJ .. = 0 into the dispersion Eq.
(17). The cutoff condition is

For a given set of material parameters, as the waveguide
thickness is increased, a guided modeM.. first starts to propagate at an energy E == V,. This corresponds to the highest
possible value of the cutoff energy for the lower-energy type
cutoff as well as the lowest possible value of the cutoffenergy
for the higher-energy type cutoff. ForE== V,, Eqs. ( 18) and
(19) are the same. Namely,
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112
[ 2m•(V.V.)]
d
I
•
I

It

12

-

tan- I (m•(V.
I
..·- V.))'
I
=
m~(

v,- v,>

V1T.

(20)

From Eq. (20), theM,. first starts propagating as the thickness is increased to the value
Gaylord, Gtytsis. and Brennan
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tv. EXAMPLE Ga,_.AI.Aa ELECTRON WAVEGUIDE
1(m?< J'~ _ v,) )'12
(21)
+""] ·
m~( J',- J'f)
Also from Eq. (20), the range of thicknesses that will produce a waveguide that supports only the lowest-order
(v- 0) mode (M0 ) is obtained and is
112
If
)
'(m?< J'~- J',))
( (2m?( J',- ~)] 1/2 tan- m~( J',- J'f)
X [ tan-

I
l

<d<( (2m.1(J',~ J'f)]l /2 )
X [ tan- •(m?<V~-J',))
m~( J',- J'f)

112

+11] .

(22)

V, .... b

1,

i .... sJ,c,

E. Symmetric waveguides
If the waveguide is symmetric, J'~ - J', and the substrate and cover dispersion curves coincide. In this situation
the lower-energy cutoff again occurs as the energy is decreased and the propagation constant goes to zero (/J .. = 0) .
This can occur only for an electron energy below the lower
barrier energy (E < J', = J'~) . When fJ .. 0, also 9 = 0 and
the plane-wave components of the guided wave are reftecting
back and forth at normal incidence to the waveguide boundaries.
For a symmetric waveguide, the upper-energy cutoffoccurs as the energy is increased and the guided mode becomes
a radiation "mode." At the cutoff energy, total internal reSection occurs n~ithtr at the substrate-film boundary nor at
the cover-film boundary. The electron wave is then refracted
both into the substrate and the cover. As the electron energy
is increased through this cutoff transition, the electron wave
function amplitude in the substrate and cover change from
being evanescent to propagating. This can occur only for an
electron energy above the barrier energy (E> J', = V~> ·
When r •.. r~ .. 0, the mode "leaks" into the substrate and
cover. This is analogous to the cutoff of an electromagnetic
guided mode in a symmetric dielectric slab waveguide. This
type of cutoff occurs when the zig-zag angle becomes simultaneously equal to the substrate-film critical angle and the
cover-film critical angle.
The first appearance of the M .. again occurs when the
electron energy E .... J', ( = J'~ ). TheM.. first starts propapting as the thickness is increased to the value
d = mn-/[2mJ( J',- J'f)) 112• Also from Eq. (20), the
range of thicknesses that will produce a waveguide that supports only the lowest-order ( v = 0) mode (M0 ) is obtained
and isO<d <li1r/[2m?< J',- J'f) ] 112. As with electromaguetic symmetric slab waveguides, there is a no minimum
thickness required for the lowest-order mode to propagate.
Any thickness will support the M 0 mode. However, for very
thin waveguides, the exponentially decaying tails of the wave
function may extend very far into the substrate and cover.

=
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(23)

where x, • 0.2 for the substrate, xf = 0 for the film,
= 0.45 for the cover, and A= 0.7731 eV (in which the
conduction band discontiuuity has beeD taken to be 60% of
the euergy pp change) . Therefore J', - 0.1S46 eV,
J'f = 0.0000 eV, and J'~ - 0.3479 eV. The electron eff'ective
mass iD the three regions is given by

x~

mr = (B + C% )m
1

As with electromagnetic asymmetric slab waveguides, there
is a minimum thickness required for any modes to propapte.
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To illustrate the analysis presented in Sec. lll, the example quantum welJ waveguide consistiug of a substrate of
Gao.10 Aio.20 As, a film of GaAs, ud a cover of
Gao.ss Alo..., As is further treated iD this section. The electron
potential eu~es iD the three regions of the quantum well
are giveu by the conduction bud edge as

00

i- sJ,c,

(24)

where m 0 is the free electrou mass, B = 0.067, and
C = 0.083. Therefore m~ = 0.0836 m 0 , m? = 0.067 m0 , and
m~ =0.10435 m0 •
NumericalJy solvingthewaveguidedispersion Eq. (17),
the waveguide modes were quantified as a function of the
GaAs waveguide (film) thickness. Growth is taken to be
along the [ 100) directioh and thus each monolayer corresponds to a thickness of0.28267 nm. Mode dispersion curves
for the lowest-order mode, M 0 , are shown in Fig. 4 for thicknesses of 10 monolayers (d = 2.8267 nm) and 20 monolayers (d = 5.6533 nm). The modes first appear at E = J',
and fJ == 0, the lower-right-hand comer of the guided mode
region in a fJ vs E plot such as Fig. 4. As the thickness is
further increased, tbe mode dispersion curves move to the
left and upward.ln tbe limit of very large thickness the mode
lines approach the left-hand fJ1 curve given by Eq. ( 9). For
the composition treated, there are uo modes at all for a thick-
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olayen. The lower-enerJY c:utoft's (/J • 0) and upper-ener&Y cutoffs are appumt.
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TABLE I. Upper· and &ower-cu~ Clllet'Jies and ranae ol enerps for the allowed wavquide modes for various film thicknaaes in a Cho_10Alo.30 As (subltrate) , GaAs (lim) , Oao.ssAio.,As (cover) quantum well wavquide.

(IUD)
(IDODOiayers)

Wavquide 11m (GaAs) thickness
2.1267
5.6533

1.1307

1.4133

4

5

w

~

7.3493
26

7.6320
27

cut oft'

prop.

prop.

prop.

prop.

prop.

0. 1635

0.5657

0.7017

0.7268

0.7297

0.1546

0. 1190

0.0623

0.0451

0.0430

0.0089

0 .4467

0.6394

0.6817

0.6867
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· FIG. S. Tbe wave function amptitude ( normalized to the maximum value ill
the 11m rqion) as a function ol position for various enerJies for a quantum
well wavquide with thickness oliO monolayen (d • 2.12665 am). The
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eV).
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nessoffourmonolayers (d ::1.1307nm). Fora thickness of
five monolayen (d::l.-4133 nm), tbe M 0 mode bas just
started to propapte. The energy cli1ference,AE, between the
upper-cutoft' energy (cutoft' to substrate mode) and the Jow·
er-cutoft' energy (cutoft' atP- 0), is only liE= 0.0089 eV.
Fora thickness of lOmonolayen (d- 2.8267 nm) as shown
in Fig. -4, the propagation enerJY range bas increased to
AE-= 0.-4466 eV. As the thickness increases, the lower-cut·
~energy decruses and the upper-cutoft' energy increases as
depicted in Fig. -4. Notice that even at a thickness of 10 mon·
olayen, the auided mode can propapte at energies above
both potential burien (E> Ya.E > Yt). At a thickness of27
monolayen (d= 7.6320nm), tbeM1 modestartstopropa·
pte. Thus for this combination of materials, this structure
operates as a single mode waveguide for OaAs thicknesses of
from five (l.-4133nm) tbrough26monolayen (7.3-493 om).
A summary of the upper· and lower-cutoft' enerJies and the
range ofallowed enerJies for these wavepide modes is given
in Table I.
Plots of tbe wave function #., for the M 0 mode for a
OaAs thickness of 10 monolayen are Biven in Fig. S for
electron eneraies of E = El#) <P .. 0 cutoff), V, <E < Vtt
Vt < E < Ec.t.o, and E == Ec.t.o to illustrate guided mode behavior in these ranges of electron energy. The wave function
is also shown for an energy above the upper-cutoft' energy
<E> Ec.t.o) to iJiustrate substrate ••mode" behavior.
Gaylord, Glytsis, end Brennan
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V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
The use ofa semiconductor quantum well as an electron
slab waveguide has been analyzed. The dispersion relation,
Eq. (17), governing the. guided modes has been developed.
The guided modes have been labeled M v where v is the integer mode number ( v = 0, 1, 2, ... ) . A lower-energy cutoff
<Pv = 0) has been quantified in which the electron waveguide is analogous to an electromagnetic hollow metallic
waveguide with finite conductivity walls. This cutoff simply
corresponds to the allowed energies of the one-dimensional
potential energy well. Unlike electromagnetic waveguides,
an upper-energy cutoff is also found to be present. The upper-energy cutoff may be a transition to a substrate "mode,"
a transition to a radiation "mode," or a transition to a cover
..mode!' These cutoffs are due to dispersion effects. The effective electron phase refractive indices become more nearly
equal at higher electron energies (see Fig. 3) and thus the
index of the film is not sufficiently large with respect to the
substrate and/or cover to support a guided mode. That is,
electron total internal reflection [ Eqs. ( 3) and ( 4) ) no longer occurs. The upper cutoff energies occur above the potential barriers and thus electron waveguiding has been shown
to be possible at energies well above the potential energy
barriers.
Electron waveguides are potentially useful in highspeed electronic circuitry and as a central component in fu-

ture electron guided-wave integrated circuits which could
perform "opticaJ-like" processing that is analogous to present-day electromagnetic opticaJ processing that is done with
suided-wave integrated opticaJ circuits.
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A voltage-biased semiconductor superlattice structure is designed to operate simultaneously as
a continuously voltage-tunable, electron interference filter and as an electron emitter. Using
the analogies between electromagnetic waves and electron de Broglie waves, a systematic
procedure for designing the quantum wells and barriers comprising the electron-wave filter/
emitter superlattice is developed. A generalized procedure for analyzing the electron-current
transmittance and reflectance spectral responses of these superlattice structures is then
presented. A practical, continuously tunable filter/ emitter consisting of mult~ple layers of
Ga, _.., Al..,As (compositional superlattice) is designed to emit nearly monoenergetic 0.20-eV
electrons by appropriate selection of the layer compositions and thicknesses. The constraints
required to have thicknesses that are integer multiples of the monolayer thickness and to avoid
phonon scattering of electrons into the L band are included. The 1ilter/ emitter is shown to
·have a wide tunable energy range. A sensitivity analysis of the device characteristics in the
presence of fabrication errors reveals a very stable device response. Such quantum electron- •
wave devices could serve as continuously tunable bot-electron emitters in.ballistic transistors
and in future guided electron-wave integrated circuits.

I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum-mechanical interference effects have recently
been observed in devices such as GaAs/AJGaAs and lnGaAs/lnAJAs single-welJ double-barrier structures. •~ This
indicates that present-day semiconductor devices are rapidly
approaching a fundamental size limitation.5 At dimensions
of less than about 0.3 p.m, potentially ..troublesome" quantum-wave effects start to dominate device characteristics,
making further reduction in their sizes undesirable in some
applications, thereby limiting the ultimate speed of the devices. This holds true regardless of the material (silicon, gallium arsenide, etc. ) . However, these quantum-wave effects
may also potentially be used in the design of novel devices.
Starting from fundamental principles, quantitative
analogies between quantum-mechanical electron waves in
semiconductor materials and electromagnetic·optical waves
in dielectrics have recently been developed.6 With these
analogies, existing electromagnetic optical analysis and design techniques can be used for the analysis and design of
new semiconductor quantum-wave devices. The possibility
of realizing these device structures in practice has become·
more likely due to the rapid progress and relative maturity in
semiconductor growth technologies such as molecularbeam epitaxy (MBE) and metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) that enable the fabrication ofstructures
with precise monolayer compositional control. Possible devices include narrow-band superlattice interference filters7 •1
and filter/emitters9 (present work) . These structures could
be incorporated into present-day ba])jstic transistors 10 to
produce subpicosecond switching times. Beyond improving
the speed of existing devices, however, the totally new concept of guided electron-wave integrated circuits has recently
been proposed. 11 This next generation of integrated circuits
would be comprised of many semiconductor quantum-wave
devices interconnected by electron waveguides. 11- 14
J . Appl. Phys. l6 (12), 15 December 1989

In these ultrasmall su~rlattice interference filters or filter/ emitters, electron waves can travel through the device
maintaining their quantum-mechanical phase coherence.
Thus these waves
interfere, reflect, refract, and diffract
in a manner analogous to the electromagnetic plane waves in
dielectric media. Even though quantum interference effects
' have been observed ~xperimentally in single-wen doublebarrier structures, these effect.s can also occur in multiplelayer superlattices anCi at energies above the potential bar riers.
Furthe~ore, . ~pJoiting the electron-wave
interference, novel eleetron-wave interference filter/ emitters can be designed that are analogous to thin-film optical
interference filters. .These superlatticc interference filter/
emitters can exhibit very narrow electron kinetic energy
passbands and can be integrated into solid-state devices for
potential use as monoenergetic emitters for electroluminescent devices, 15• 16 pbotodetectors, 15• 17 and fast ballistic transistors.15
Although semiconductor superlattice interference filter
designs can be visualized directly from die optical interference filters, their designs cannot simply be copies of thin-film
optical designs. The reason for this is that due to the ultrasmall dimensions ofeach superlattice layer (on the order ofa
nanometer), the thickness quantization has to be taken into
account (layer thicknesses must be an integer multiple of the
monolayer thickness}. Another constraint is the limited usable composition range that is available. Furthennore, in the
case ofan applied bias voltage, the potential energy along the
undoped superlattice changes linearly with the device
length. This is analogous to a varying optical refractive index
in a thin-film filter. Presently, there are no available designs
for this linearly varying index case. Another practical constraint is that the desired electron-energy states should be
sufficiently below the L -band minimum in order to avoid
phonon scattering which can reduce the electron coherence
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length. The purpose of this paper is to present a systematic
procedure for the design of continuously tunable semiconductor electron interference filter/emitters subject to the
above constraints. An example design using the
Ga, _ .Al,.As alloy system is presented, and the filter/emitter is shown to have a broad tunable range. Moreover, a
8en5itivity analysis of the device performance in the presence
of fabrication variations indicates stable device characteristics.
.

If. SEMICONDUCTOR QUANTUM ELECTRON·WAVE
OPTICS
Quantum-mechanical electron waves in lellliconduc-

ton and electromagnetic optical waves in dielectrics exhibit
transmission, reflection, interference, and diff'raction characteristics that are analogous to each other since they satisfy
analogous wave equations and boundary conditions. Quan·
~interference drects have been ~yud for single poten·
tial energy boundaries, 11 for normal incidence, 19 and for the
seneral case of any number of boundaries and any angle of
incidence.6 From these results a quantitative mapping
between electromagnetic optical waves and quantum electron waves has been established.6 Thus, using these quantita·
tive analogies, existing optical device designs can now have
electron-wave device counterparts.
The plane-wave solutions of the SchrOdinger's equation
contain a wave-vector quantity k of magnitude
k = [2m•(£- J') 1112/fa, where m• is the electron eft'ective
mass, E is the total electron energy, Vis the electron poten·
tial energy, and ~ is Planck's constant divided by 21T. All
plane-wave phase eft'ects (for plane-wave interference) are
described by the wave vector k. As a consequence, an electron-wave phase refractive index n. (phase), can be introduced that is proportiooal to the square root of the product
of the eft'ective mass and the kinetic energy.6 That is,
"•(phase) « [m•(£- J') 11/2,

(1)

Furthermore, amplitude eft'ects such as electron transmissivity and reflectivity may be described in terms of the wavefunction amplitude for an electron wave or in terms of the
electric field amplitude for TE-polariud optical wave incident upon a boundary. Continuity of the wave function
across a potential energy boundary and conservation of e~
tron probability current normal to a potential energy boundary are analogous to the continuity of the tangential component of the electric field across a boundary between dielectrics and to the conservation of power ftow normal to a
boundary between dielectrics, respectively. Usins these
analogies, an electron-wave amplitude refractive index
"• (amplitude) can be introduced6 that makes the optical
and electron-wave transmissivities and reflectivities equivalent That is,

(2)
Since the phase and amplitude eft'ects are mathematically
decoupled in the equations describing electromagnetic opti·
cal designs, the same designs have quantum electron-wave
counterparts that are described by the two electron-wave
refractive indices [Eqs. ( 1) and (2) ] . Both types or these
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refractive indices exhibit normal dispenion; i.e., they increase with decreasing wavelength.

Ill. THIN-FILM OPTICAL INTERFERENCE FILTEAS
Due to the analogies between the electromagnetic optical waves and the quantum-mechanical electron waves, the
thin-film optical interference filters and the electron-wave
interference superlattice filters have many common characteristics. For completeness some of the more relevant properties of thin-film optical filters20-22 are summarized below.
A simple type of narrow-bandpass optical interference
filter is the all4ielectric Fabry-Perot filter. It consists of a
half-wavelength layer sandwiched between quarter-wavelength layers of high refractive index (designated H) and of
low refractive index (designated L). The combination of
quarter-wavelength layers constitutes a reftector. The electron-wave analog of this elementary type of interference optical filter is treated in this work. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the bandpass of this filter can be reduced
by increasing the reflectivity of the reflectors, i.e., by incr~
ing the ratio of high to low refractive indices. In the optical
literature there are two basic types of all4ielectric FabryPerot interference filters which are symbolically represented
as [HL)N HH[LH]N andH [LH ]NLL [HL )NH, whereH
and L represent quarter-wavelength layers of high and low
refractive index, respectively, and N represents the number
of repetitions of the layer-pair type indicated in brackets.
Some other important characteristics of the all-dielectric
Fabry-Perot interference filters, that are related with the
electron-wave interference filter designs, are the following :
( 1) The maximum transmittance of the filter is 100%. (2)
The maximum transmittance occun at the wavelength for
which the central layer is a half-wavelength thick (as measured in that material) and the surrounding layers are
quarter-wavelength layers (as measured in those materials) .
( 3) The FWHM decreases as the number of the surrounding
layers increases (as N increases). (4) The transmittance
characteristics are relatively insensitive to variations in the
reflectivities and thicknesses of the layers. (S) The filter is
efrective only over a limited range since sidebands necessarily occur on either side of the passband.
IV. DESIGN OF SEMICONDUCTOR SUPEALAmCE
INTERFERENCE FILTEA/EMITTERS
A. Computation of the layer thlckneaHa and
compoaltJona for a given blaa voltage and electron
energy
When a volt.aae b~ is applied to a superlattice structure, the resulting device can serve as an electron-wave interference filter and electron emitter. Using the previously presented analogies between the quantum electron waves and
the electromagnetic optical waves, the quantum well and
barrier widths and heights in the direction ofemission can be
systematically designed to comprise an interference filter
which is embedded in the emitter. The optical analog of this
device does not exist since the equivalent phase and amplitude refractive indices of the electron waves vary along the
emission direction or the structure due to the applied bias
potential energy. Thus the optical counterpart would be
comprised ofinhomogeneous regions where the correspond·
Glyt8is, Gaylord, and BrM\111
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ing optical refractive indices would vary as functions of the
propaption distance within the optical filter. However, the
same concepts that are used for the design of homogeneous
optical interference filters can be adopted in the case of the
electron-wave interference filter/ emitter. Moreover, the
successive quantum wells and barriers can act as the high
(H) and low (L) electron refractive index materials that
comprise the reflectors of the interference filter/ emitter.
The electron potential energy of a quantum-wen superlattice interference filter/ emitter with an applied bias voltage is shown in Fig. 1. The structure consists of M layers
surrounded by bulk semiconductor material. The filter/
emitter is designed to be a simple narrow-bandpass interference filter (the optical counterpart would be an all dielectric
inhomogeneous Fabry-Perot interference filter) . The filter/
emitter consists ofM layers, where M is an odd integer, and
the central layer is a half-wavelength layer sandwiched
between quarter-wavelength layers of high (H) and low (L)
equivalent electron-wave refractive index. When the desiSn
voltage is applied, electrons in a narrow spectral band
around the prespecified pass energy E, (Fig. 1) traverse the
filter/ emitter and are emitted with an output energy KE0011 •
At the design voltage, with corresponding bias potential energy J'bias , each reflector layer [of high (H) o r low (L) average electron-wave refractive index] is exactly a quarter of an
electron wavelength (as measured in that layer) in the thickness, and the resonant central layer is exactly one-half of an
electron wavelength (as measured in that layer) . ln the case
of the biased filterI emitter, the kinetic electron energy varies
linearly within each individual layer due to the applied voltage. Thus the electron wavelength changes continuously
inside each layer. However, a quarter or a half ofan electron
wavelength is defined as the required layer thickness to produce a total phase shift of the traveling electron-wave function inside the layer of 1r/2 or 1r, respectively (or odd multiples of these phase shifts). Although only an average
electron wavelength can be defined within each layer, the
terminology of "quarter" or "half electron wavelength" are
used in order to be analogous to the corresponding quantities
appearing in the design of optical thin-film interference
filters. Tbejth quantum well or barrier (Fig. 1) bas a thickness d1 and at zero bias a potential energy of J'} . The layers
surrounding the emitter/ filter regions are taken to have the

same zero.bias potential energy of J'00 The material system
in which the filter/ emitter can be implemented is taken to
form a cootinuous set of alloys of the type G 1 _ .. H .., K where
G, H, and K are chemical elements, and x is the atomic
pcrcc:ntqe of the H chemical elemenL For example, a practical material system is Oa1 _ .. AI..A.s. Even if the range of
values for the composition x can vary from zero to one, the
range of usable compositions may be restricted to
O<:x<x... , where x ... < 1. For example, this can occur due
to a possible transition at x ... from a direct to an indirect
energy-pp material u in the cue of Ga1 _ .. Al.. As.
The electron potential e:DCfJY is Jiven by

J)•AE.. =b1,
( 3)
where AE.. is the change in the energy of the conductionband edge, and A is a constant. Due to restrictions on usable
composition nnse, the corresponding range of potential energies is 0<; J'} <; J'..,. -= b_.. The layers surrounding the
filter/ emitter regions have a composition of x 00 An additional design constraint for the electron-wave filter/ emitter
is that the layer thicknesses should be an integer multiple of
the monolayer thickness. Thus the thickness ofthejth layer
~ should be an integer multiple p1 of the monolayer thickoess r1 • Forthejth layer to beaqua.rterofan electron waveJength in thickness at the design pass energy E, , the phase
di1rerence between the input boundary z1 _ 1 and the output
boundary z1 (Fig. 1) must be an odd integer multiple of fT/ 2.
That is,

[~ . k1 (z)dz= [~ .{!){2m!(E,- Jj(z)J}112dz
- (2q1 -1)v/2,

where the potential energy in thejth layer with bias applied is
given by

J)<z> =

v..,.(1- ~) + Jj.

<S>

L is the total length of the superlattice (Fig. 1 ) , and
q1 - 1,2, ... . The electron pass energy may be expressed as
E, -= J'...,. + J'0 + K..Eu. where KEu. is the pass kinetic energy in the input region (leftmost region in Fig. 1 ). The
electron effective mass is Jiven by mj = (B + Cx1 )m0
where mo is the free-electron mass, and Band Care materialsystem-dependent constants. Using Eqs. (3), (S) , and the
integral identity J(a + bz) 112dz• (2/3b)(a + bz) 3 ' 2 , Eq.
( 4) c:an be rewritten

2L

E

(4)

(2mo(B + CxJ )]

t /2

3~W.,.

.x[(vo+K&. -b)+ v.... irll
-(vo+~-b) +v... z~~·r/ll
ff

- (2qJ -1)2 .
FIG. 1. SchmlatK: representation rA a biased temiconductor svperlattice
clectron·wave interference filter/ emitter. At the desian potential enefJY
bias .,_ and input kinetic enerp K£.,., the layers have a thickness rA a
quarter (or a half for the resonant central layer) dan electron wavelenJih
u meuured in that layer.
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(6)

The above equation has to be solved for the composition :x1 of
thejth layer with J'biu, J'00 and KEin as design parameters.
Equation ( 6) is valid for all the layers except the center resoGlybis, Gaylord, and Brennan
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UDt layer. ln this case the v/l tam ofEq. ( 6) is replaced by
with the
iDdex i. Tbe rightmost monolayer of the jth region is i1 • Tbe
t.ota1 number of monolayers in the emitter/ filter is delipated i 111 • Therefore, the number ofmonolayen ofthejth layer
iap1 = 11 - ~ - 1 ,andthecorrespoodingthicbeuofthislay
er is d1 - p11j = z1 - z1 _ 1 • Tbe total thickness of the ltrUc·
ture is L = ~f"- 1p1 r1 (if the monolayer thic:k.nesses are the
umeincach layer, r 1 z:: r2 - ·· ·r111 = r, then£- i111 r) . Tbe
boundaries between the various layers which are desipated
as z1 (Fis. 1) are given by z1 = ~- 1p 1r1 [for equal monolayer thicknesses, z1 = (i1 /i111 )L ) . It is worth mentionins
that the solution ofEq. ( 6) is not trivial since Eq. ( 6) for the
)th layer depends on the thicknesses of the other Iayen. Furthermore,Eq. (6) isvalidonlyifJ'-. #O.Inthecaseofzero
applied bias, Vw. = 0, Eq. ( 4) leads to Eq. ( 11) of Ref. 8,
which is much simpler to solve.
A systematic procedure for desisnins a biased continuously tunable superlattice interference filter/emitter for a
given output kinetic enerl)' (K.E0011 = KE;.. + J'.,._) and
given compositions (.~0 ) of the surroundins filter/emitter
rqions, usins Eq. (6), is now described. The desisn parameters J'0 (or x 0 ), KE1n, and J'-. have to be specified at the
beJinnins. Next the characteristics of the unbiased superlattice electron-wave interference filter7 .a are used as a startins
point in estimating the number of regions M and the number
ofmonolayersp1 (j = 1,2,... ,M) to be used in the filter/ emitter. The initial values of the number of monolayers in each
layer are designed as the total initial thickness is designated as L 0 , and the total number ofmonolayers is desipated as
i~. It is important to keep the length of the structure as
small as possible in order to be less than the electron coherence length. Consequently, it is more practical to set the
parameters q1 = 1 in order to find the minimum thickness
device. Starting from the first layer ( j = 1), Eq. ( 6) is
solved for x1 . Since an iterative scheme is used, the solution
ofEq. (6) for x1 is designated as x[ , where n1 is a countins
index for the iterations of the jth layer. In the next step it is
determined if the solution 1 lies within the range of usable
composition values (O<:x;'<x.... ). lfx;' isoutsidetheusable
ranse, then the number of monolayers is cbanied as
1
=
+ Ap;', where Ap;' is the change in the number of
monolayers of region j . The procedure is repeated until a
value for x;'is found within the usable ranse. For the filter to
have a narrower response, it is important to increase the
reflectivity between the low (L) and high (H) electron refractive index layers. For the low index layers the composition should be as close to x_. as possible. Similarly, for the
hip index layen the composition should be as close to zero
as possible. AJ a result, some additional refining of the calculated solution for thejth layer can be found by changing the
value ofp;' by ± 1 ( Ap;' = ± 1). This is continued until the
solution x;' is the maximum possible (within the usable composition range) for a low (L) index layer or the minimum
possible (within the usable composition range) for a high
{H) index layer. This procedure is repeated for aU the layers
(J-= 1,2,....M). However, the solution for the last layer may
result in a new value of i111 (or equivalently L) which differs
tr. 1be monolayers of the device will be numbered

pJ,

from the initially estimated i ~ (or equivalently L 0 ) . In this
case the resultant value of Lis set equal to L 0 and the design
process is repeated until tbe final thickness L is consistent
with tbe initially assumed thic:k.ness L 0 , i.e., L = L 0 • The
desisn procedure is summarized in the algorithm presented

in Fig. 2.

8. Computation of the designed titter /emitter response

In order to evaluate tbe response of the interference fil.
ter/emitter designed with the above-descn'bed procedure,
the electron-wave function has to be calculated in the output
region of the structure. Using tbe on~ectron-wave function approximation, and neglecting the electron-electron
and tbe exchange interaction which partially compensate
one another, the electron-wave function in each layer satisfies the SchrOdinser's equation. That is.

where ~J (z) is the electron-wave function in region j
(j = 1,2,....M), and Jj (z) is given by Eq. (S). The electronwave function in any layer of the biased superlattice can be
expressed as a linear combination of Airy functions Ai (p)
and complimentary Airy functions Bi (p) .23-25 By defining
within each layer a ·new variable p1 ._ p1 (z) = (2mf
J'-./~L) 113 [z+ <E- v..... .- Jj)LIV-.], Eq. (7) can
be transformed into the form d 2~1 (p1 )! dpJ + p1 ~1 (p1 ) = 0,
which has solution of the form

x;

p;' p;r
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~1 (p1 )

z::

~1 (z)-=

CjAi[ -p1 (z)] +D1 Bi[ -p1 (z)],
(8)

where Cj and D1 are unknown amplitude constants. The
solution of SchrOdinger•s equation in the two external regions (leftmost and rightmost regions in Fig. 1) is straightforward since the potential enerJY does not vary in these
regions. Specifically, the wave function in the input region is
Jiven by ~0 (z) c exp(j/col) + rexp(- j/col), while the
wave function for the output region is given by
~~~~ + 1 (z) ::= t exp[jk111 + 1 (z- z 111 )] . Tbe ko and k 111 + 1 are
the electron-wave vectors in the input and output regions,
respectively. Using the boundary condition for the wave
function. ~1 (z1 ) = ~H 1 (z1 ), and {J / mf )drh <z1 )/dz
= (1/m;. 1 ) dJ/!1 • 1 (z1 )/dz, the reflected and t.ransmitted
amplitude of the wave function (rand t) may be expressed as
Gtytsis. Gaylord, and Brennen
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C)= 'JJ~. e~:

~

)lS,(Zo) ][S,(z,) 1-'[Si(Z,) ][~2(z2) 1-'[S3(z2)] ... [SM - 1 (ZM~ I >]7

1

X (SM(ZM - t )) (SM(ZM) )-'( _

1

~K2 ~~)(~),

(9)

where

(10)

and where M1=m1lm00 K 1 =[(2mc/~) 113 (E-J'0
- J'.._)/M~)t/2
(L/YbiM)I/3
and
K2= (Clmc/~)' 'l(.E- Yo)IM%, . , )''2
(L/J'.._) IIl,'
and Ai ' and Bi • are the first derivatives of the Airy and
complimentary Airy functions, respectively. Equations (9)
can be solved directly for the amplitude transmittance t and
the amplitude reflectance r. lbe electron current transmit·
tance T, is given by

T =
(<E- Yo)/M%, .. .]'12 112
'
(CE- Y0 - Y..,..)IM~j1 12 r .

(11)

Using Eq. ( 11 ) , the response of the designed electron interference filter/emitter can be evaluated.
C. Design of a filter/emitter with L-valley electron
potential energy constraint

If the electron energy is near the ( 111) L-valley minimum, then the resulting phonon scattering in the device may
decrease the electron coherence length. As a result the
phonon scattering can deteriorate the performance of an
electron-wave interference filter/emitter. However, some
additional constraints can be imposed in the design process
of the device that can minimize the phonon scattering. The
L-valley potential energy in thejtb layer, YLJ• is given by
VLI-

D+ Fx1

(12)

where D and Fare material-:dependent constants, and x1 is
the material composition (alloys of the type G 1 _,.H,.K are
being assumed) . In the previously described design process,
the composition of the input and the output regions of the
device were taken to be the same (Xo) . This assumption does
not imply any restriction in the device design, but only re. ftects the symmetry of the elect.r on Fabry-Perot. For positive energies, the electron pass energy must be larger than
the electron potential energy Y0 in the input region (i.e.,
electron energy should be above the r -valley minimum) .
Furthermore, for practical devices, the input kinetic energy
KE;.. should be at least M 1, where M 1 is a design param·
eter that ensures sufficient input velocity. In addition, at the
output layer the electron energy should be less than the Lvalley minimum by at least ll£2 , where M 2 is a design parameter that ensures that there will be neither intervalley
phonon emission nor absorption. The above-described constraints can be written as follows:
8182
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Y0 +M1<:E<:YLO-M2,

(13)

where VLo is the L-valley electron potential energy in the
output reJion ( YLO D + Fx0 ) . It is implied that the bias
potential energy is non-negative as shown in Fig.
1(J'..,_)0). Inequalities (13) impoee the following condition for the allowable bias potential energy:

=

V..,_<:D- (A -F):xo-lt..£1 -ll£2

(14)

Inequality ( 14) limits the maximum value of the applied
bias potential energy to (Y..,.)_. =D- (A -F)
x 0 - /JJ1 -ll£2. lbe maximum applied bias potential energy depends on the compositions of the input and output regions. Constraints similar to ineq\Ulity ( 13) can be applied
for each layer inside the device. That is,

Jj (z) <:E<: VLJ• for z1 _ 1 <:z<:z1 ,
(IS)
which imposes on the composition x1 the following con-

straint:

1 {Ax +M +
0
1

. A\

v.:.. zJL -D)

<X) <-i{Axo+ J'.._ ZJ~

I).

(16)

Inequality ( 1S) can be ~en tighter if energy margins M 11
and !J.E lJ are nearly equal to ll£1 and A.£2 • However, for
practical purposes the inequalities ( 13) and (IS) can be considered sufticient.
The design procedure described in Sec. IV A remains
basically the same with the exception that Ybiaa has to satisfy
intquality ( 14) and the layer compositions should lie in the
range expressed by inequality ( 16).

V. Ga,_.AI.Aa EXAMPLE CASES
A practical material system to be used in fabricating the
above-described electron-wave interference filter/emitters is
Ga1 _,.Al,.As. For this material system the maximum composition in A1 is x_. = 0 .4S in order to avoid the direct/
indirect band-pp transition. Other parameters of this material sysiem include A= 0.773 eV, B = 0.067, C = 0.083,
D = 0 .284 eV, and F = 0.168. lbe (100) monolayer thickness for any usable composition remains the same
r1 = 0.282 66S om (lattice-matched material system) .
At first, some designs that are not restricted by the Lvalley enerp are presented. For these filter/ emitters the
GMsil. Gaylord, and Breman
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UnbiaMd Filter Design (Refs. 7, 8)
Estimate M
..vtiaJ Value&: i,.o. PJo' Lo
"Pio • 0

&oNe Eq.(6) for ~"l
with p1 u Initial Value

°

P{'l • P{'f1 + ~.p{'l

No

No

No

..
I P{'ir,
,. ,

Compute Resulting

L.

rithm of Fig. 2), the layer thicknesses (expressed in number
ofmonolayers) and the layer compositions can be calculated. These results are summarized in Table I for various number of layers M = 9, 13, and 17. The total thickness of the
design structures is 20.1 nm (71 monolayers), 28 nm (99
monolayers), and 36.2 nm ( 128 monolayers) forM= 9,.13,
and 17, respectively, which is within the desired electron
coherence length. Experimental measurements in ballistic
bot-electron deviced 10.26.27 (on GaAs/ GaAlAs and
lnGaAs/lnAIAs) indicate that the electron coherence
length lies roughly between 10 and 100 nm. However, the
electron coherence length is a statistical quantity. Therefore,
the experimental data suggest that at least some measurable
fraction of electrons exhibit a coherence length within the
design for the filter/ emitter requirements. The spectral response (transmittance versus output kinetic energy) of the
· designed structure can be computed using the analysis described in Sec. IV B. The electron-current transmittance T,
[Eq. ( 11)] is shown in Figs. 3(a), 3(b), and 3(c) as a function of the output kinetic energy KE_ forM= 9, 13, and
17, respectively, with the applied bias potential energy Y....
as a parameter. From these figures it is shown that for
v.... = 0.10 eV the filter/ emitter has a peak in the electroncurrent transmittance (of about 100%) for the design output kinetic energy of 0.20 eV. The spectral response of the
filter/emitter has a narrow passband around the designed
output kinetic energy, and the FWHM decreases as the number of layers increases. For the cases shown in Figs. 3(a),
3(b), and 3(c), the FWHM values are 30.7, 13.4, and S.9
me\' forM= 9, 13, and 17, respectively. However, by increasing the number of the layers M, ( 1) the total thickness
of the device increases (thickness should be less than the
electron coherence length), and (2) some secondary peaks
in the electron-current transmittance appear as is shown in
Figs. 3(b) and 3(c) forM= 13 and 17, respectively. Thus
there is a trad~ffbetween the FWHM and the device thick-

TABLE I. Desip pe.ramcten ol an dec:tron·waYC iDterfermce IJter/ emit·
tcr with tbe ( HL)NHH(LH)N (N • (M- 1)/1) con!auration. Tbe sur·
l'OUDdina input aDd outpUt re,ioDa consist oiO.O..,sAia.u As. and tbe llter/
emitter il deliped to emit 0.20-eV cJectroas wben biued at0.10eV.

Layer

J
1
2

3
4
5

6
7

•

FIG. 1. Flow ehan of the c:aJculational procedure used for tbe computatioa
~ tbe IJter/ emitter layer compositioas and thic:kDeacs.

compositions of the surrounding regions (rightmost and
leftmost regions in Fig. 1) are chosen to be x 0 = 0.4S. The
design parameters Y.... and KEu. are chosen both to be 0.10
eV each. Using the procedure d~ribed in Sec. IV A (algo&163
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9
10

11
11
13
14
15
16
17

11•9
.J(J

7
9
7
9
12
I

O.llll
0.4151
G.l663
0.4493
0.0639
0.4364
0.1442
0.3748
0.1951

6
7
6

,,

11•11

M • 13

PJ

7
9
7
9
7

•
•

11

6
7
6
7
6

1()

PJ

1()

0.1194
0.4081
0.1513
0.4317
o.2113
0.3978
0.0639
0-4301
0.1137
0.3582
0.1626
0.3815
0.1982

7
9
7
9
7
9
7
8
12
8
6
7
6
7

0.2178
0.4041
0.2426
0.4231
0.2668
0.4421
0.2905
0.4020
0.0654
0.4271
0.1125
0.3493
0.1439
0.3674
0.1729
0.3853
0.1999

6
7
6
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ness. Another important feature of the filter/emitter spectral response is that using the same design (of J'.,._ = 0.10
eV and KE.;,. 0.10 eV), and applying other bias potential
energies, the narrow-band characteristic of the filterI emitter
remains almost unchanged, but shifted in output kinetic energy. For example, the spectral response of the designed filter/emitter is shown in Figs. 3(a), 3(b), and 3(c) for V.._
= 0.05, 0.10, and 0.15 eV. It is observed that there is no
significant change in the electron-current transmittance
peak and the FWHM, but there is a shift in the output kinetic
energy for which the peak electron-current transmittance
occurs. The change in the output kinetic energy ~KEou, is
approximately half of the change in the applied bias potential energy ~ V-... This can be explained by the fact that the
resonant central layer (HH) is almost at the middle of the
device and consequently experiences half of the change of
the bias potential energy. Furthermore, due to this property
of the filter/emitter, the device can be continuously tuned
over a range of output kinetic energies, around the designed
value, by varying the applied voltage. The tunability of the
device is further illustrated in Fig. 4 (forM= 13) for a range
of bias potential energies from 0.0 to 0.2 eV. It is observed
that the output kinetic energy at the peak electron-current
transmittance varies linearly with the applied bias potential
energy in the range between -0.15 and -0.25 eV (the slope
of the straight line in Fig. 4 is 0.496) . Moreover, the peak of
the electron-current transmittance, T..,.... , varies smoothly
around the design value of Vw.. (0.10 eV) in the range
between 92.1% and -100%.
The electron-current transmittance of the filter/emitter
as a function of the applied bias potential energy with the
electron output kinetic energy KE0111 as a parameter is
shown in Fig. 5 for Vbias varying between 0.0 and 0.3 eV with
K£0011 """0.10, 0.15, 0.20 (design value), 0.25, and 0.30 eV.
The design parameters of this filter/emitter are given in Table I forM= 9. FigureS is equivalent to Fig. 3(a), but with
the roles ofK.Eout and V.,.. intercbanged. lt is observed that
for K.E0011 = 0.15, 0.20, 0.25, and 0.30 eV there is a peak in
the electron-current transmittance. For KE0011 = 0.10 eV
the transmittance is low as it can also be seen from Fig. 3 (a).
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The peak value of the transmittance decreases as the output
kinetic energy deviates from the design value (of 0.20 eV at
J'.._ =0.10eV).
Another important practical factor is the sensitivity of
the designed electron-wave interference filter/emitters to
fabrication process variations. Since these devices are ultrasmall, the layer thicknesses should ideally be the design
number of monolayers. Furthermore, the Al composition
usually can be controlled to within 1o/o-2%. In order to
evaluate the sensitivity of the electron-wave filter/ emitter,
the layer thicknesses and compositions were varied from the
design values, and the spectral response of the resulting devices were calculated using Eq. ( 11 ). Three cases were considered along with the design case (case 1, Vw.. = 0.10 eV,
KEm = 0.10eV, andM = 9). These are summarized in Table II. Case 2 corresponds to fabrication variations of the Al
compositions (~1 's), while cases 3a/3b and 4 correspond to
.fabrication va~tions of the central (resonant) layer thickness and of the surroundinslayer thicknesses, respectively.
The spectral responses t}lat correspond to the filter/emitters
of cases 1 and 2 are shown in Fia. 6(a). It is observed that
T ~LE II. DesiJn parameters atan dec:tron·wave interfermce llteT/ emit·
. leT with the (HL>" HH(LH)" (N • (M - 1)/2) c:onfiauration (case 1 ),
; a suboptimal deli an with rounded-olr composition values (case 2), and two
· suboptimal desians with inc.orrect monolayer thicknesses (cues 3a, 3b, and
-4). Tbc sunoundina input and output rqions consist or Glo.ss Alo,., AI,
.,d the llter/ cmitteT is desiped to emit 0.20-eV electrons wben biaeci at
0. ~0 eV. In all the tisted cases the number at the layers isM • 9.
: Layer
j
1

2
3
4
5

Case 1
x,
IJ
7
9

7
9
12

7

I
6

I

7

9

6

6

e1es

0.2222
0.4151
0.2663
0.4493
0.0639
0.4364
0.1442
0.3748
0.1951

Case2
Pi

7
9

7
9
12

•
6
7
6

Xi

0.20
0.40
0.25
0.43
0.08
0.43
0. 15
0.36
0.20

,,

Cases3a/3b
xi

0.2222
0.4151
0.2663
0.4493
13/ 11 0.0639
8
0.4364
6
0.1442
0.3748
7
0.1951
6

7
9
'7
. 9

Case4
, J . XJ

7
9

6
9
12
9
7

8
6
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even if the layer compositions vary between O.So/o-2.2%
(possible fabrication variation) from the design values the
filter/ emitter response is not substantially altered. When the
thicknesses of the layers deviate from the optimal design
values (cases 3a/3b and 4), the filter emitter response is
shown in Fia. 6(b). From Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) it is observed
that deviation from the desisn thicknesses is much more important than the deviation from the design compositions.
Especially, the variation of the thickness of the resonant layer is most important. However, from the same figures [ 6(a)
and 6(b)] it is shown that even thoush the desisns that correspond to cases 2, 3a/3b, and 4 are nonoptimal, the filter/
emitter characteristics remain basically unaft'ected. Shifts of
the peak electron-current transmittance are observed, while
the peak transmittance value and the corresponding FWHM
remain approximately the same. Even if the filter/ emitter
response.is shifted due to fabrication process variations, it is
possible to shift the response back to its designed position by
Glytsis, Gaylord, and Brennan
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cbanging tbe applied voltage.
Finally, an additional consideration in tbe design of
electron-wave interference filter/emitters is tbe restriction
that tbe design electron energy be sufficiently below the Lvalley potential energy to minimize phonon scattering. Selecting /i.£1 KE.n /i.£2 O.OS eV and tbe input/output
rqionscompositionsO. IOand 0.20 (Xo = 0.10or0.20), two
additional filter/emitters were designed. ~ is described by
inequalities (
and ( 16), there is a restriction in tbe maxi·
mum applied bias potential energy and the layer composi·
tions. For .x0 = 0.10 and 0.20 the corresponding maximum
values of the applied bias potential energy are 0.12. and
0.063 eV, respectively. lfthe layer compositions are less than
.x0 (.x1 <.x0 forj = 1,2, ....M), then inequality ( 16) is also satisfied. Using Vbias = 0.12 and 0.06 eV as the design param·
eters for Xo = 0.10 and 0.20, respectively, and M = 9layers,
two additional designs were developed that take into ac·
count this electron-energy constraint. The characteristics of
tbese two designs are summarized in Table III. The spectral
(energy) response of the corresponding two filter/ emitters
is shown in Figs. 7 (a) (for .x0 = 0.10, Ybias = 0.12 and 0.07
eV) and 7(b) (for .x0 = 0.20, Vbias = 0.06 and 0.03 eV) .
From these figures it is again observed that the electron·
current transmittance has a peak at the design KEou, and
Ybias values and, in addition, has the same tunability proper·
ties that were described previously. However, the design that
corresponds to .x0 = 0.10 does not have a particularly good
rejection band (since the transmittance value is not very
small) . This is due to the reduced reflectivity at layer boundaries. The reduced reflectivity is a result of the small differences in the layer compositions, which in tum correspond to
small differences in the electron-wave refractive indices.
Especially at larger electron energies, the corresponding
electron-wave refractive indices become nearly equal, and
this degrades tbe performance of the filter/ emitter at energies above the pass energy. However, when .x0 = 0.20 there is
a significAnt variation of the electron-wave refractive index,
which results in an increased reflectivity between the filter/
emitter layers. For this reason the response that corresponds
toXo = 0.20 has much narrower energy passband and lower
rejection band transmittance.
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VI. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
TABLE Dl. Desian perameters of an electron-wave intetfercnce liter/
emitter with the (HL)N HH(LI/).N [N • (M- I )n) conftpradoa
(N • 2. M "" 9), takina into eccount the I.-valley CIOIIIUainL Tbe IUf·
rouncfiDa input and output rqioDs COGiist ofGa, _..Al._ A£. For both delip,KE.,. -o.oscv.

Layer

.~ro•O. IO

.,_ -o.06cV,x.•O.lO

PJ

1CJ

PJ

1CJ

I
2

12
13

0.0194
0.0677
0.0278
0.0831
0.0307
0.0602

10
12

0.0561
0.1429
0.0070
0.1617
0.0365
0.1589
0.063S
0.1772
0.0852

3

11

4
5
6
7

12
20
10
9
10
9

8
9
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.,_ •0.12cV,

J

o.cxm

0.096S
0.0489

. 9

12
18

11
9
11
9
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In all the electron-wave interference filter/emitters pre·
sented, tbe semiconductor materials had parabolic band
structure. However, for sufficiently high electron energies,
tbe band structure is more appropriately treated as nonparabolic. Futhermore, tbe band structure may vary with the
direction of the electron-wave propagation. Both of these
effects can be incorporated by using an energy-dependent
anisotropic effective mass. In this case the solutions of
SchrOdinger•s equation described in Sec. III B needs to be
modified; however, tbe design procedure of the filter/ emitter remains unchanged.
The response of the electron-wave Fabry-Perot filter/
emitter has been shown to have a narrow passband around
the de_sign value of the output kinetic energy. However, additional passbands in kinetic energy exist beyond the rejection
band. At large electron energies the corresponding electronwave refractive indices of the filter/emitter layers become
Glytsis, Gaylord, and Breman
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detec:tors, and in future p.ided electron-wave integrated
circuits.
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nearly equal. This effect reduces the electron reflectivity at
the layer boundaries and consequently degrades the filter/
emitter performance. For example, the response characteristics of the filter/emitters, described in Table I, are shown in
Fig. 8 for Ybiu = O. lOeV (design value)for M= 9, 13, and
17 layers, for output electron kinetic energies between 0.0
and 0.5 eV. It is observed that as the electron energy increases above 0.3 eV, the filter/ emitter bas an electron-current transmittance larger than 0.75, which reduces the width
of the rejection band on the high-energy side of the peak
value.
The design procedure described in Sec. Ill A may result
in multiple designs diJfering by a few monolayers from the
initial unbiased solution. In this case the best filter/emitter
response is obtained by selecting the most symmetric solution for the electron-wave refractive indices.
In summary, a systematic procedure has been described
for the design of biased semiconductor superlattices that can
serve as narrow-band electron-energy filter/ emitters. Various design constraints were identified and quantified. These
filter/emitters are continously voltage tunable in electron
energy. The FWHM of the filter/emitter decreases as the
number of the filter layers increases. The characteristics of
the filter/emitter are stable in the presence of variations in
the layer compositions and thicknesses. These narrow-band
filter/emitters can be incorporated monolithically into transistor structures in order to increase their speed. Other possible applications include electroluminescent devices, photo-
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Electron-wave quarter-wavelength quantum well Impedance transformers
between differing energy-gap semiconductors
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(Received 211uly 1989; accepted for publication 13 November 1989)
Impedance transformers for ballistic ( collisionless) electron waves traveling between
dissimilar energy-gap semiconductors are designed as a series of quarter (electron) wavelength
layers in the form of a compositional superlattice. The quantitative analogies that have been
previously established [J. Appl. Phys. 65, 814 ( 1989)] between electron-wave propaption in
semiconductors and electromagnetic-wave propagation in dielectrics are used. For the design
energy, the electron wave would be totally transmitted and the structure is analogous to an
antireflection coating in electromagnetic optics. Practical constraints on the impedance
transformer layers are ( 1) their compositions must be within the usable compositional range
and (2) their thicknesses must be integer multiples of a monolayer thickness. These constraints
are included in the design process. Procedures for designing narrow-band, maximally flat
(Butterworth), and equal-ripple (Chebyshev) impedance transformers of arbitrary apectral
bandwidth are presented. Example practical single-layer and three-layer transformers for
connecting GaAs and Gao.1 Alo.:z As are presented.

L BACKGROUND

Molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE) and metalorganic
chemical vapor deposition ( MOCVD) have been developed
and refined to the point where single monolayers can be
grown with precise compositional control. 1 These technologies have allowed important multiple quantum well devices
composed of wide and narrow band-gap semiconductors
such as GaAs and Ga 1 _ .. Al.. As to be produced. With
further improvements in the quality of the materials grown,
ballistic transport bas been observed.2.3 That is, electrons
travel through the device without being scattered by deviations from crystalline perfection. Even with the addition of
elastic scattering, the electrons exhibit clear quantum mechanical plane-wave behavior.•.s Since these coherent waves
maintain their phase throughout the device, they can be refracted, reflected, interfered, guided, and diffracted in a
manner quantitatively analogous to electromagnetic waves.6
Quantum interference effects have been experimentally observed for electron energies below the potential energy barriers in resonant tunneling structures7- 10 and for electron
energies above the barriers in negative differential resistance• 1•12 and potential barrier 13 devices.
In the construction of semiconductor quantum devices
and guided electron-wave integrated circuits14 it will be necessary to connect semiconductor materials with differing
electron energy-band structures. This occurs, for example,
in the electron flow from the GaAs base ofa bipolar junction
transistor to the Ga1 _ .. AJ.. As collector where Ga 1 _ .. AJ..As
is used to increase the breakdown voltage in the high electric
field collector. In such a configuration, detrimental reflections will occur at the energy-band discontinuity between
materials. However, for a given electron energy or a given
band ofelectron energies, these reflections can be completely
eliminated and total transmission achieved by fabricating an
impedance transfonner between the two materials. The type
ofimpedance transfonner directly amenable to semiconduc2823
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tor technology consists of a teries of layers that are each a
quarter of an electron wavelength thick. Transformers of
arbitrary bandwidth can be designed using the quantitative
analogies between electron-wave propagation in semiconductors and electromagnetic waves in dielectrics6 and the
theory of impedance transformers as developed for microwave transmission lines and waveguides.15 1n addition, practical constraints require that the impedance transformer layers have ( 1) compositions that are within the usable
compositional range and (2) thicknesses that are an integer
multiple ofa monolayer thickness. The purpose of this paper
is to present systematic design procedures for narrow-band,
. maximally flat (Butterworth), and equal-ripple (Chebyshev) impedance transformers subject to the above conltraints and then apply these procedures to example impedance transformers between GaAs and Gao.1 Alo.2 As.

II. SEMICONDUCTOR ELECTRON-WAVE OPTICS

The transmission and reflection characteristics ofquantum mechanical electron waves in semiconductors have been
analyzed for single potential energy boundaries, 16 for normal incidence, 17 and for the general case of any number of
boundaries and any angleofincidence.6 From these results, a
mapping bas been established between electromagnetic and
quantum mechanical quantities.6 As a consequence, existing
electromagnetic optical device designs now have electronwave device counterparts.
Electron-wave phase el'ecta such as the phase thicknesses of the impedance transformer layers are described by
the electron wave-vector magnitude which is
k= [2m•(E- Y)jl 12/~
(1)
where m • is the electron effective mass, E is the total electron
energy, J1 is the electron potential energy, and~ is Planck's
constant divided by 217'. Thus, ·the electron-wave phase refractive index n, is proportional to the square root of the
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product of the effective mass and the kinetic energy.6 1bat is,
n, a: [m*(E- J')] 112•
(2)
Amplitude effects such as transmissivity and reflectivity
may be described in terms of the wave-function amplitude
for an electron wave or in terms of the electric field amplitude for a transverse electric (TE) electromagnetic optical
wave incident upon a boundary between dielectrics. Continuity of the wave function across a potential energy boundary is analogous to the continuity of the tangential component of the electric field across a boundary between
dielectrics. Similarly, c:ooservation of electron probability
current normal to a potential energy boundary is analogous
to conservation of power ftow normal to a boundary between
dielectrics. Using these, the electron-wave and electromagnetic-wave reflectivities and tranSmissivities are made equivalent by introducing, in quantum mechanics, an analogous
index ofrefraction or characteristic impedance/'·17 lbus, the
electron-wave amplitude refractive index "• is proportional
to the square root of the ratio of the kinetic energy to the
elf'ective mass,6 and so
n.a:[(E-J')/m*]l/ 2•
(3)
The amplitude transmissivity t ofan electron wave normally
incident upon a boundary between semiconductors 1 and 2 is
given by*'
t = 2n.11(n,.1 + n.-2 ).
The amplitude reflectivity r is similarly given by6

r=

(n.t -

".-2 )/(n.t + n.-2 ).

(4)

(S)

The electron current density in quantum mechanics is analoaous to Poynting vector power in electromagnetics. Thus,
the electron current transmitted Tis given by6

T = (n112 1n.1 ) 2 t 2

(6)

and the electron current reflected R is given by*'

R=

r.

<'>

In the above expressions, only dimensionless ratios of the
electron-wave amplitude refractive indices occur. Both
types of electron-wave refractive indices exhibit normal dispersion. That is, they increase with decreasing wavelength.
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_____________________
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FIG. 1. Electroo-wave quatter-waveleqth impcdaDce transf'ormer abown
orthe r 1ooo1and L
(Ill) CODductioo-bud edp for a matc:rial syllaD IUCh u Ga 1 _ .AJ.. As.
Tbe M Iayen or the impedallce tr'UIIformer are labeled with the elec:tron·
wave amplitude rcfnctive iDdiccs for thole layers. Tbe iDcident (0) and
tnDimiued (M + I ) rqioaa are similarly labeled.

by the apatial variatioo iD the e1ec:tron pocattial CDerJY

ductor superlattice impedance transformer is depicted in
FIJ. 1 in terms ofits conduction-band edge (labeled r for the
case of the conduction-band minimum occurring at the center of the Brillouin zone) .Ifimpedance matching is required
only over a narrow band of energies, then a single section
(layer) impedance transformer may be used. In this situation the transformer acts as a narrow-band filter. If impedance matching is required over a broad range of energies,
then multiple layers will be needed. The energy range covered increases with increasing number of layers.
The impedance transformer of Fig. 1 is a general
quarter-wave device consisting ofM layers. The wave-function reflectivity ofan electron wave in re,ion 0 incident upon
a boundary with a semi-infinite region 1 is designated r0 •
Similarly the reflectivity ofan electron wave in region i incident upon a boundary with a semi-infinite region i + 1 is
designated r1• The physical thickness of the ith layer is denoted d1.lo practical impedance transformers, the reflectivities r1 are relatively small. In this situation, the total electron
amplitude reftection coefticient r for the entire impedance
transformer is aiven by the sum of the first-order reflected
waves. 15 lbus

'= 'o + '• exp( -

1Jk1d1) +

'2 exp( -

4jkzd2>
(8)

Ill. IMPEDANCE TRANSFORMERS

A. General

In microwave engineering, impedance transformation
between transmission lines and waveguiding systems of differing characteristic impedance can be achieved with a variety of devices 15 including quarter-wave transformers, double-stub tuners, triple-stub tuners, slot lines, and E-plane-H-plane tuners. Quarter-wave transformers may also be
used for unguided electromagnetic plane waves and un,Wded electron plane waves. In electromagnetic optics they are
simply thin-film antireflection coatings. Each layer is a dielectric with a thickness ofquarter of a wavelength (as measured in that material) at the pass frequency. In electron·
wave optics in semiconductors, quarter-wave transformers
are merely layers of semiconductor material with thicknesses that are a quarter ofan electron wavelenath (as measured in that material) at the pass energy. Such a semiconJ. Appl. Phya.• Vol. 67, No. 5, 1 March 1890

Since all sections (layers) have the same electron optical
thicknesses, then k 1d 1 - kztl2
kMd,., = 8. For
quarter-wavelenath transformers, this means 8 = 'IT/2 at the
· pass energy. Furthermore, for a symmetrical transformer
ro= 'M•'• 'M-J•etc. Forthiscommoncase, Eq. (8) may
be rewritten as

= ··· =

=

+ r 1 cos[ (M- 2)8]
+ ··· + r1 c:os(M- 2i)8 + ··· }.
(9)

r= 2 exp(- JM8){r0 c:os(M8)

By appropriate selection of the reflectivities r00 rw ..,r,.,, a
wide variety of passband characteristics can be obtained.
B. Maximally flat tranaformera

A maximally flat passband is characterized by the first
M - 1 derivatives of the total electron amplitude transmission coefficient t with respect to the electron energy being
Gaylord, Glytsis, and Brennan
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zero at the pass energy. Ma,y;jmaJJy flat transformers are also
called Butterworth or binomial transformers. The ma:~:imal
ly flat characteristic is obtained when

"' C:' exp(- j2i9),
r= 2 _ , n#IJ -neM + 1 ~
n#IJ + n., + 1 r.:'o
where C:' are the binomial coefficients given by
Cf" = Mll [t1(M- i)l] .

(10)

(11)

2 _ , [ (n#IJ - n., + 1 )/(n#IJ + ndl + 1 )] Cf".
(12)

"•'+

Since the reftectivities r 1 = (n.1 1 ) / (na~
are small, then ln(n.,ln.,+ 1 ) c.2r1• Thus

ln(n.,ln.,+ 1 ) = 2 - "'C:'lnCn#l) l n.M + 1 ) ,

+ n&t+ 1 )
(13)

providing a relationship between the refractive indices of the
various layers.
C. EquaJ.rtpple tnlnafonner

In an equal-ripple impedance transformer, the electron
amplitude reflectivity varies in an oscillatory fashion
between 0 and r,., where r,., is a specified maximum reftectivity in the passband. This is obtained when the reftection
coefficient is given by
r=r,. exp( -jM9)T,(sec9,. cos9),

(14)

where TM (x ) are Chebyshev polynomials and are given by
T,(x) x, T2(x) l r - 1, T3 (x) 4 r - 3x, T.(x)
-= 8x4 + 1,..., T, (x) = 2xT1_ 1 (x)- T,_ 2 (x). The
quantity 9,. is the normalized half-bandwidth parameter
given by 9,. = (1T/ 2)(E,.IE,), where£,. is the lowest electron energy at which the reflectivity equals r,. and E, is the
pass energy (see Fig. 1). For a specified value of the maximum reftectivity r ,., the quantity 9,., may be determined by
solving the polynomial equation"

=

sr

=

=

T ,(sec 9,.)

= (1/ r,. )(n#IJ- ndl+ 1 )/(n#IJ

+ ndl+ 1 ).

(IS)

The electron amplitude refractive indices may then be deter·
minedbyequatingEqs. (9) and (14) . Thisgivesaseriesof
equations by then equating like terms in cos(i9). Each of
these equations gives one of the reflectivities r01 r 1, ... and thus
allows the amplitude refractive indices to be calculated as
illustrated in Sec. IV.

IV. OPTIMUM SEMICONDUCTOR IMPEDANCE
TRANSFORMERS
A. Configuration of Hmlconductora
The interconnection of OaAs and G&o.aAlcu As with
several types of impedance transformers will be treated for
illustration. This might correspond to electron ftow from the
base (GaAs) to the collector (G&o.aAlo.2As) in a bipolar
junction transistor as mentioned previously. Tbe
Ga 1 _ ..,Al,.As material system is perhaps the most advanced
ofcurrent semiconductor superlattice material systems. For
these alloys, all compositions are lattice matched. The materi,U is a direct gap semiconductor for O<;x<;0.4S with the
I

~
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cr

Y, -Ax,, i=0,1, ... ,M + 1,

(16)

and the electron mass is given by

Comparing Eq. ( 10) with Eq. (8) yields

r, =

conduction-band minimum occurring at the center of the
Brillouin zone
point) . The electron potential energy of
the conduction band V1 is given by

mr =

(B+Cx1 )~

i=O,l, ...,M+ 1,

(17)

where A, B, and Care constants and m 0 is the free-electron
mass. For Ga 1 _..,Al..,As, A= 773.14 meV (using a 62%
conduction-band offset), B""' 0 .067, and C= 0.083. 11•19 In
Fig. 1, region 0 would be GaAs and region M + 1 would be
Gao.,Alo.2 As. AI. also shown in Fia. 1, the conduction-band
potential energy edge increases monotonically from GaAs to
G&o.1 Alo. 2 As through the transformer.
The next hisher conduction-band minimum in
Ga, _.AI., As for this ranae ofcompositions occurs along the
(Ill] directions at the edge of the Brillouin zone (L point) .
The electron potential energy at the bottom of the L band,
Vu• is given by

Yu =D+Fx,, i=0,1,...,M + 1,

(18)

relative to the r conduction-band edae for GaAs (x = 0 ).
The quantities D and Fare constants given by D = 284 meV
andF= 168.14meVforGa 1 _ ..,Al,.AI.. 1a.19 Tbecorresponding curve appean in Fag. 1 and is labeled L . To support
ballistic transport by ensuring that intervalley acattering
does not occur through phonon absorption, the pass electron
energy will be arbitrarily set to be SO meV below the L band
of GaAs. The pass electron energy is thus E, = 234 meV.
As the aluminum concentration increases through the transformer, the energy separation J'u - E, further increases until it is 83.6 meV in the G&o.1 Alo.1 AI. as depicted in Fig. 1.
Since the reference for the electron amplitude refractive
index is arbitrary, it will be taken to be unity in the
G&o.1 Alo.2 As since this is the low index aide of the impedance transformer. lbat is ndl + 1
1. The amplitude index
of any other region is then Jiven by

=

na~- [ (E,- Y,)mt,+ 1/(E,- J',+ 1 )m1]

''ln.,+,.
(19)

Therefore in the i = 0 GaAs reJion, the amplitude index is
n#l) -= 1.917 962.
The electron wavelength in any of the regions determines the electron optical phase thickness of that region.
The electron wavelength for the pass energy in the ith region
is given by

A,.,- h 1(2mrCE, - V,)] 112,

(20)
where .t,., is the pass wavelenath as measured in the ith reJion and h is Planck's constant.
•

B. Optimum alngle-layer tranaformer
For the single-layer narrow-band impedance transformer, maximally ftat and equal-ripple design procedures both
Gaylord, Glytsis, and Bremen
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TABLE I. Desip puameten of optimum thne-layer m.nimally flat and
three-layer equal-ripple electroa impedmce tnnsf'ormen for OOilllCICting
OaAs to G~o,, AJcu As. Tbe c1esiJn pu5 CDerJY is E, • 234 meV and the
delip outpUt kiDdie CDerJY is K£, .. 79.372 meV.

give the same result. It is the well-known single-layer antire·
flection coating result that the amplitude index should be

n. 1

= (n

410 n..v+ 1 )

112
•

(21)

=

Thus, for the present case n.,
1.384 90S. The composition
of this layer may be determined by substituting Eqs. ( 16)
and (17) into Eq. (19) and solving for x 1• The result is

x 1 = <E, - BGm0 )/ (A + CGm0 ),

Amplitude
Layer
I

(22)

v,.

2
where Gs [ (E,1 ) / m%, + 1 1(n-'l n..v+ 1 ) • With
the composition known, the potential energy J'1 and the effective mass m~ are determined through Eqs. ( 16) and ( 17),
respectively. The required physical thickness is then

d, - A,l4 = h 1(32mr<E, - J', ) 1112,

Muimally flat
0
I

2
3

(23 >

4
Equal ripple

0
I

to produce a quarter-wavelength thickness. For the present

case. Eqs.

(22), (16), (17), and (23) yield x 1 =0.1212,
J'1 = 93.682 meV,mT = 0.077 06m00 andd1 = 2.9482 nm,
respectively. The resulting overall electron current transmittance T for this optimum single-layer impedance transformer is shown in Fig. 2. The transmittance was calculated by
the procedure described in Ref. 6. At the pass kinetic energy
KE, = 79.372 meV, the electron current transmittance is
unity as it should be.

2

3
4

The design of a three-layer maximally flat impedance
transformer to connect GaAs and Gao.a Alo.2 As for a
broader range of electron energies near the passband is presented in this section. For a three-layer device, M = 3. For
M = 3 and i 0, Eq. ( 13) becomes ln(n 410 1n.1 )
= jln(n410 /n..v+ 1 ) and so

tt

ui

I

88

.,

I

I
~

~

(~)

~

1.9180
1.7680
1.3849
1.0848
1.0000

0.0000
0.0345
0.1212
0.1838
0.2000

2.5472
2.9482
3.5259

9.0113
10.4300
12.4739

1.9180
1.5738
1.3992
1..2440
1.0000

0.0000
0.0789
0.1180
0.1515
0.2000

2.7180
2.9280
3.1786

9.6155
10.3585
11.2449

n. = n~n!Z +
3

·-

~

~

(2S)

as

Forthepresentcasen410 = 1.917962andn..v +l = 1 and so

n.1 ... 1.768 011 . The required composition is obtained from

!

Number of
mooolayen

Thus the center section ofa maximally flat transformer is the
same as that for the single-layer transformer [see Eq. ( 21 ) ) .
n.,2 = 1.384 90S,
x 2 = 0.1212,
and
Therefore
d 2 =2.9482 nm. For M=3 and i=2, Eq. (13) gives
n., 3 = n.;; 311n., n!Z + 1 • Using Eq. (2S) this may be written

(24)

100

Thick.Dess
d,

Aluminum

n., = n~n!~ . 1 ·

=

1•

compolitioo

Eq. (22) and is x 1 = 0.034S. Likewise the needed physical
thickness is found from Eq. (23) and is d 1 = 2.5472 nm.
ForM= 3 and i = 1, Eq. ( 13) gives n., = n~ 311n.,1 n!Z + 1 •
Using Eq. (24) this may be rewritten as

C. Optimum three-layer maximally flat tranaformer

n.1 = n'./1 n!Z +

rcinlctive
iDdu ·

1

•

(26)

For the present case, n.3 = 1.084 813. The required composition and physical thickness are x3 = 0.1838 and
d 3 = 3.S2S9 nm. A summary of the parameters of this impedance transformer is given in Table I. The overall electron
current transmittance T for this optimum three-layer maximally flat impedance transformer is shown in Fig. 3. Again
at the pass kinetic energy KE, = 79.372 eV, the electron
current transmittance Tis unity. The passband, however, is
much broader than that for the one-layer transformer (Fig.
2). The Wwmally flat character of the passband is also evident in the transmittance shown in Fig. 3.
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te

0.0

D. Optimum three-blyer equal-ripple transformer

atNGLE· LAYER
. .PEOAHCE TRANSFORMER

0 .1
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ELECTAON KINETIC ENERGY, KE

0 .4
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(eV)

PIG. 2. Tbe electron current transmittance u a function of electron kiDetic
cnerl)' u measured in the transmitted (M + 1) rqion (or a sinpe-layer
quaner-wavelmgth impedance transformer between Ga.As and
Oao.,AJcuAs or (a) optimum desian (Sec. IV B > and or (b ) monolayer·
~trained desiJn (Sec. VB).
.
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The design of a three-layer equal-ripple impedance
transformer to connect GaAs and Gao.a Alcu As is presented
in this section. For a maximum electron current reflectivity
within the passband of 2%, the amplitude refteciivity is
' .. = (0.02) 112 = 0.141 42. For a three-section device
M = 3. Using the polynomial representation for T3 (x), Eq.
(lS) may be written as

4.x'- 3x =

(1/r,. )(n 410

(n410

-

n..v. 1 ) /

+ n..v+ 1 ) = 2.224 488,
Gaylord, Gtytsis, and Brennan
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o.e

+ 3 cos 8)- 3 sec 8,., cos 8 ] .
(28)

Equating like terms. in cos 38 produces 2ro = r,., sec' 8,., .
Solving this Jives r0 - 0.098 S6S. Equating like terms in
cos 8 limi.larly produces lrl 3r,.,(sec' 8,.,- sec 8,.,) and
10lving this yields r 1 - 0.058 730. From Eq. (5), the amplitude refractive index in region i + 1 is

=

+ r1 )]n.,.

(29)

For the present configuration of materials, n.o = 1.917 962
and
so
for
i=O
Eq.
(29)
becomes
n.1 = [ (1 - r0 ) / (1 + r0 ) ]n.o l.S73 796. The required
composition is obtained from Eq. (22) and is %1 """ 0.0789.
The needed physical thickness is found from Eq. (23) and is
d 1 - 2.717 966 om. Fori= 1, Eq. (29) Jives

=

~~~- [(1-r1 )/(1 +r1 )]n.1 - 1.399193.

The corresponding composition is %2 - 0.1180 and the corresponding thickness is d 2 = 2.9280. Since the transformer is
symmetrical, then r 2 - r, and thus the third layer has

n., - [ (1 - r 2 )/(1 + r 2 ) ]n~ - 1.243 961.
The c:orrespondins composition aud thickness are
%3 - 0.1515andd3 = 3.1786 om. Asui:nmaryoftheparameters of this impedance transformer is also given in Table I .
The resulting electron current transmittance for this optimum Chebyshev impedance transformer is shown in Fig. 4.
The equal-ripple character of the passband is evident. The
passband of a multiple-section equal-ripple transformer is
2627
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THREE·LAYER
EQUAL- RIPf"LE
. .!"£DANCE TMHIFO?"ER

I

"

I

0 .1

0 .2

o.s

ELECTROH KINETIC ENERGY, KE

for a transformer between GaAs and G&o.aAlo.lAs. where
%•sec 8,.,. Solving this cubic equation Jives%- 1.117 068
and% = - O.SS8 S34 ±)0.431 139. Only the real solution is
meaningful in this design procedure. Equating Eqs. (9) and
( 14) for the case of M-= 3 Jives

"•I+ 1 - [0- r 1 )/(1

COHSTRAINE.O

17

0 .0

FlO. 3. 1be dectroD camDt b'UIImitUDc:e u a f'wlc:tioo at elec:ttoo kiDc:tic
eDerJY as -rect ill tbe b'UIImitted (M + I ) recion for a three-layer
-·ime!Jy 8at quanu-waveleqth impedance tnlllformer between OaAs
ud Oao.a AJ.u As at (a) opcimum delip (Sec:. IV Cud Tabk I> ud at
(b) IDOIIOlayer-thicluiCIKODitraincd desip (Sec:. V C and Tabk II ).

2(r0 cos 38 + T1 cos 8)
- r,., (sec3 8,.,(cos 38

MOHOl.AYER

Ill

0 .4
C•V)

o.s

FlO. 4. 1be dectroD cum:at traDIIDiuaDce • a faDctiao at e1ectroo kiDetie
tDerJY as meuured ill the trurmitted (M + I) recion for a tJuee..layer
eqv.al·rippk quarter·wavda~Jth imped•nce tralll(ormer between 0aAs
ud Oao.aA!o.lAs at (a ) opcimum delip (Sec:. IV D and Tabk I ) and of
(b) monolayer-thlek.Deii-COIIItraiDc delip (Sec:. V D and Table D).

broader than that of the corresponding multiple-section
maximally ftat transformer. Furthermore, both multiplelayer transformers have much broader bandwidths than that
of the narrow-band one-layer transformer (Fig. 2). Upon
detailed inspection, the center layer in the Chebyshev trans112
• That is. it
former should have been n~ - ( n.o
1)
abould have been 1.3849 rather than 1.3992 as calculated.
This is due to minor approximations that are commonly
made in the desip of equal-ripple transformers. An exact,
but more complicated. procedure is available15 but the additional dfort required to implement it produces only a negliJible change in the resultant desip.

"..v•

V. MONOLAYEA.CONSTRAINED SEMICONDUCTOR
IMPEDANCE TRANSFORMER
A. Monolayer thlckneu constraint
The thicknesses of the layers in the optimum impedance
transformers as desiped in Sec. IV can have any ofa continuum of values. In reality the thicknesses ofall layers must be
integer multiples of the monolayer thickness for that region.
For lattice-matched Ga,_ .. Al..,As themonolayerthicknesss
is the same for any composition %. For this material system
,_ 0.282 665 om.
To ~ a quarter-wavelenJth impedance transformer, the thicknesses of the layers must also be an odd
multiple of a quarter wavelensth as measured in that layer
for the pass enerJY E,. That is

d1 -= p,s - (2q1 - 1>..t,.,/4, i,. 1,2,...,

(30)

where p 1 is the integer number of monolayers for the lth
region and q1 is a positive integer (q1 .... 1,2,3, ... ). Substituting Eqs. (16) and (17) into Eq. (20) and then substituting
the resulting ..t,., into Eq. (30) gives the following quadratic
Gaylord, Glytsis, and Brennen
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0 .8

thickness are abown for a transition from GaAs to
Gao.aAlo..1 As in Fig. S and for a transition from GaAs to
G&o.ss Alo.• sAs in Fig. 6. In each figure. multiple curves are
abown for various values of the pass kinetic energy
KE, (KE, = E, - J'M + 1 ) . For large values of KE, there
are only a few values of composition that correspond to
thicknesses that are integer multiples of the monolayers. For
amaller values of KE, there are a greater number of thicknesses available that limultaneously satisfy the quarterwavelength and monolayer constraints.

I(

B. Monolllyer-conatralned alngl..a.yer tnlnsformer
NUMBER OF MONOLAYERS, p

FIG. 5. AJumiDwn compolitiooxGa,_.AJ.As that is Deeded to construct
Gao.•Alcu As. The
pua kiDetic CDaJY KE, ill the Gao_1 Alo.3 As (M + I) rqion is liYeD as a
parameter. ODJy inte,ervalues oCthe monolayer illdex correspond to re:ali·
able quartcr--\"deaath llniCWI'el.
811 impedaDCC tnnsformer for a trusitioo from GaAs to

=

equation in the composition x 1

AC:X: + (AB- CE, )x1 + (h 2/32m0 )
X ( (2qt - 1) 2/~r)- BE,:: 0.

(31)

The solution for the composition X 1 is

= ( - b ± (b 2 - <4ac1 ) "2 )/2a,
where a- AC, b = AB- CE,, and

(32)

X1

cl

= <h 2/32mo> ( (2q

1 -

1) 2/p'jr] -BE,.

In order to design an impedance transformer, solutions x 1
must be found in the usable composition range that correspond closely to the optimum values calculated by the procedures Jiven in Sec. IV. To minimize the total thickness of the
ftlter, q1 is initially set equal to unity. Then Eq. (32) is repetitively evalwtted for p 1 = 1,2,3, ... until all of the positive real
roots in the range O<:x1 c;;x_ are found. Plots of aluminum
composition x as a function of the number of monolayers

GaAa-Ga 0 .11 AI 0 .A1 Aa

0 .8

......

t<Ep (meV)•
~

I(

1

~~~ ~~

.;

C. Monolayer-conatralned three-layer mulmalty flat

tranafonner

0 .4

i
u

0 .2

I
e
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NUMBER OF MONOL.AYERS, p

FIG. 6. AJwninum compo1ition x in Ga, • • AJ.. As that is needed to COD·
transformer for a transition from GaAs to
Gao_,Aio,.,As. Tbe pus kinetic enerJ)' KE, in the Oao_,AJo_.,As
(M + 1) rqion is liven as a parameter. Only intqer values of the monolayer index correspond to realizable quarter-wavelenJlh structures.
atNct 811 impedance
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The monolayer thickness constraint is now applied to
the design impedance transformers for a transition from
GaAs to Gao.a.Alo.2 AB. Using E, = 23-4 meV, setting
q1 = 1, and repetitively evaluating Eq. (32) for integer values of p 1 yields within the range O<:x1<:x.u the following
aluminum concentrations: x 1 = 0.0335 for p 1 = 9,
x1 -= 0.1008 for p 1
-= 10, x 1 -= 0.1433 for p1 = 1.1.
x 1 -= 0.1728 for p 1 - 12, and X 1 0.1944 for p 1 -= 13.
For a monolayer thickness constrained single-layer narrow-band impedance transformer, the middle value of aluminum composition may be used to approximate the optimum single-layer transformer. Thereforex 1 -0.1433. With
the compositiQD x 1 and number of monolayers p1 known, the
potential energy Y,, eft'cctive mass m1, the amplitude refractive index~~~. the thickness of the layer d,, and wavelength in
the layer ...t1 can be determined from Eqs. (16), (17), (19),
(30), and (23), respectively. For the present monolayerthickness-constrained (p 1 = 11) lingle-layer impedance
transformer, these quantities are J'1 = 110.78 meV,
mT-= 0.078 89mo, d 1 -= 3.1093 nm, "•• =1.2826, and
...t 1 -= 12.437 om. The resulting overall electron current
transmittance T for tlUs monolayer thickness constrained
impedance transformer is sh~wn in Fis. 2 along with the
transmittance for the optimum (without monolayer constraint) single-layer transformer. The passband characteristics have similar functional forms. However, at the pass kinetic energy JC.E, - 79.4 meV, the electron current
transmittance is reduced from the optimum 100% to
99.41%.
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For an optim~ three-layer muimaUy ftat impedance
transformer as descnDed in Sec. IV C and summarized in
Table I, the needed values of aluminum concentration are
oear the lower end. near the middle, and near the upper end
of' the nnae Oc;x,o_ . The optimum three-layer maximally ftat impedance transformer may be approximated by selecting the aluminum compositions of x 1 - 0.0335 for
p 1 - 9, x 2 - 0.1433 for P2 ~ 11, and x 3 - 0.1944 for
p 3 - 13. As before, a knowledse of the composition x 1 and
number of monolayers p 1 allows the potential energy J',, effective mass mT, amplitude refractive index "•'' thickness of
the layer d1, and wavelength in the layer ...t1 to be calculated.
For the present monolayer-thickness-constrained (p 1 = 9,
p 2 ... 11, p 3 = 13) three-layer maximally ftat IDlpedance
Gaylord, Glytsis, and Braman
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TABLE II. Dcsip1 perametersol'mooolayer-coostralned three-layer maximally Sat and three-layer equal-ripple elec:troD impedance transformers for
COGDeCtin& Ci.vU to Gao.. Alo, As. Tbt desian .... eDei'IY is
E, -234 me\- .nd the dcsiJn output tiDetic eDei'JY is
'79.372 meV.

n, -

Amplitude
Aluminum
oompolitioo

~

Number of'

tl,

.ooolayen

JC,

(am )

,,

1.9180
1.7723
1.2826
1.0299
1.0000

0.0000
0.0335
0.1433
0.1944
0.2000

2.5440
3.1093
3.6746

9
11
13

1.9180
1.4769
1.2826
1.1403
1.0000

0.0000
0.1008
0.1433
0.1728
0.2000

2.8267
3.1093
3.3920

10
11
12

refraetiYe
iDdex

Layer

,.,

I

.

MWmally 8at

0

I
2
3
4
Equal ripple
0
1
2
3
4

transformer, these quantities are V1 = 2S.90 meV,
V2 = 110.78 meV, V3 = 150.28 meV, mr = 0.069 78mOt
= 0.078 89m0t mr = 0.083 13m0t "·• = 1.7723,
11112 = 1.2826, 11113 = 1.0299, d, = 2.S440 nm, d 2 = 3.1093
run, d3 = 3.6746 nm, and A. 1 = 10.176 nm, A. 2 = 12.437 run,
A.3 = 14.698 run. A summary of the primary design parameters is given in Table II. The resulting overall electron current transmittance T for this monolayer-thickness-constrained impedance transformer is shown in Fig. 3 along
with the transmittance for the optimum (without monolayer
constraint) three-layer maximally ftat transformer. The
passband characteristics have very similar ftat-top forms. At
the pass kine~ic energy KE, = 79.4 meV, the electron current transmittance is reduced from the optimum 100% to ·
99.93%.

mt

D. Monolayer-constrained three-layer equal-ripple
transformer

For an optimum three-layer equal-ripple impedance
transformer as described in Sec. IV D and summarized in
Table I, the needed values of aluminum concentration are
closer to the middle of the range O<;x, o _ than is the case
for the muimaJJy ftat transformer. The optimum three-layer equal-ripple impedance transformer may be approximated by selecting the aluminum compositions of .x 1 - 0.1008
for p 1 = 10, .x2 = 0.1433 for p 2 = 11, and .x3 ..,. 0.1728 for
p 3 = 12. M before, a knowledge of the composition .x1 and
number of monolayers p 1 allows the potential energy V,, effective mass
amplitude refractive index "•· thickness of
the layer d 1, and wavelength in the layer A., to be calculated.
For the present monolayer-thickness-constrained (p1 . . 10,
p 2 == 11, p 3 = 12) three-layer maximally flat im~ce
transformer, these quantities are V1 = 77.93 meV,
V2 e: 110.78 meV, V, == 133.58 meV, mr = 0.07S 37mOt mr
- 0.078 89m0t
mr = 0.081 34m0t
"•l .. 1.4769,
n d . . 1.2826, n., = 1.1403, d 1 = 2.8267 run d 2 = 3.1093
run, d3 = 3.3920 nm, and A. 1 = 11.3068 nm, A.2 = 12.437

mr.
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nm, A.3 = 13.5680 run, A IUDliiW')' of the primary design
parameters is given in Table II. Tbe resulting overall electron current transmittance T for this monolayer-thicknessconstrained impedance transformer is shown in Fis. 3 along
with the transmittance for the optimum (without monolayer
c:oostraint) three-layer equal-ripple transformer. Tbe pass·
band characteristics have very limi1ar oscillating forms. At
the pass kinetic energy KE,. = 79.4 meV, the electron current transmittance is reduced from the optimum 100% to
99.72%.
VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

lbe quantitative analogies that have been previously established6 between electron-wave propagation in temiconductors and electromagnetic-wave propagation in dielectrics have been used to design impedance transformers for
ballistic (collisionless) electron waves traveling between disaimilar eoergy-pp semiconductors. These devices have been
designed as a series of quarter (electron) wavelength quan·
tum well layers in the form of compositional superlattices.
Procedures for designing m&.'~~imaJJy flat (Butterworth) and
equal-ripple (Chebyshev) impedance transformers of arbitrary spectral bandwidth have been presented. An alternate
method to design muimaJJy flat and equal-ripple transformers is thtough the use of precalculated tables»-22 of refractive indices if the tables contain the ratio of beginning and
ending refractive indices that is needed.
Additional constraints on the impedance transformer
quantum well layers in practice are that ( 1) their compositions must be within the usable compositional range and that
(2) their thicknesses must be integer multiples ofa monolayer thickness. These constraints have been incorporated
into the design procedure producing designs that approximate the optimum designs. However, even with these additional constraints, it has been shown that the general characteristics of the optimum design can be retained. While the
transmittances presented in Figs. 2-4 have been calculated
for electrons moving perpendicular to the boundaries, these
results accurately apply to electrons with angles of incidence
beyond 10". Thus the results presented are rather insensitive
to the electron angle of incidence.
lbe electron potential energy shown in Fig. 1 is idealized and does not include the c:ft'ects ofspace charge in these
undoped layers. The space charge which is a function of the
current. will alter the potential energy (as calculated by the
Poisson equation). This new potential energy will, in turn,
alter the wave function (as calculated by the SchrOdinger
equation). Thus, in general, a self-consistent solution of
these equations is needed, particularly at high current levels.
lbe designs of practical single-layer and three-layer
transformers for connecting OaAs and Oao.aAlo.zM have
been presented. Although this well-developed, latticematched material system was used as an example, the procedures presented would also apply to other material systems.
Dispersion effects in electromagnetic (e.g., microwave) impedance transformers are relatively small compared to the
dispersion effects in semiconductor electron-wave devices.
For the present case of impedance transformers this causes a
decrease in the electron current transmittance at energies
Gaylord, Glytsis. and Bren~W~

below the pass energy and an increase in the transmittance at
coerJies above the pass energy.
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Electron wave diffraction by semiconductor gratings: Rigorous analysis
and design parameters
Gregory N. Henderson, Elias N. Gtytsis, and Thomas K. Gaylord
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(Reeeived ll March 1991; ecccpted for publication 12 Apri11991)
All cuct ritorous coupled-wave analysis has been developed to model ballistic cleetroa wave
diffraction by ~Btinp with periodic: effective mass and/ or potential enerJY variations.
Desip uprcuions have been derived to calculate diffracted anales. to identify tvanacent
orders. and to identify the Brau condition. Daip expressions for Brau reJime (up
to J()()Cl, diffraction efficiency in a linaJe order) and ~Nath re,ime (bijh diffraction
dicienc:y divided amona multiple orders) diffraction are pracnted alona with uarnple
Ga 1 _,.AI,.As ~Btina desips. Desip procedures for ballistic~ nitcbes.multiplucrs.
apec:tromcters. and electron wavquidt ~piers ~ described.
Semiconductor powth techniquea suc:h as molecular
beam epituy and mctalorpnic chemical vapor deposition
toaether with nanolithoaraphy have been rdned so that
semiconductor structures can be fabricated with device di·
mensions on the order ol electron wavelenJihs.1 Ulina
theM techniques, devices uhibitina ballistic: (c:ollisionless)
elec:tron transpon have been fabricated.u These ballistic
electrons arc quantum-mechanical dcBroalie waves and
can bt rdec:ted, refracted, diffracted. pided, and inter·
(cred like optical waves in dielectric:s. 4
The arowth procedures mentioned above have been
wed to produce periodic: structures such as superlattices,1
arrays or quantum wira,' and periodic: aace structures,.
whose periods are on the order ol electron wavelcnJihl in
semiconductors. These periodic: structures can bt used as
ballistic electron wave diffrac:tive devices analoaous to ~Bt·
inp used in intearated optics.' Previous analyses of elec·
tron wave diffraction in semiconductors have been limited
to the usc or a two-mode amplitude transmittance analysis
(to model diffraction from asymmetric: rectanaular potcn·
tial-cnerJY ~Brina>.' and a Fraunboufer analysis (to
modelsinate--slit diffraction).' The riaorous coupled-wave
analysis (RCWA) presented in this letter can model bal·
listie electron wave diffraction from a acneraJ d'ec:tive
mw and/or potential enerp aratina to an arbitrary level
of accuracy. In addition. simple desip elLprcssions arc pre·
tented to determine the anales ot propaption for the dif·
(racted waves and to identify the evanescent orders. The
desip constraints required to achieve Brag and JlamuNath refime diffraction arc idcntiAed.
An electron wave diffraction Jratina is shown in Fia. I
with ~Btina veetor X, period A <IXI·l~/A' alant aftllt
'· and thickness d. The input and output rcaiofts arc described by d'ec:tive masses
and ..~. and potentialneraia J'1 and J'111, respectively. An dec:tron wave olCMfJY
. E and wave vector It' is incident from the input rqion at an
analt fJ' and is diffracted into forward· and bac:kward-dirfracted orders. The Hamiltonian used for the electron wave
inside the aratina is Jivcn as10

where~ is the dec:troa wave amplitude. *is Planck's con·
stant divided by l~. and m• and J' arc the periodic: effec:·
tive mw and potential cnerJY in the ~Btina (periodic: in
the ptina vector X) . The Floqucc theorem (Bloch theorem) for waves in a periodic 1Mdium 11 atates that the elec·
tron WIVe inside tbc IBtinJ can be described IS
~ • %::, _. V;(l) xup ( - jfT,·r). where "• • It
- IX. It is the incident wave vector refracted into the ant·
ina. i is the inteaer diffracted order, and j . ( - 1) 11l,
Likewise. the electron wave in the input rraion is Jivcn as
~ • up~··r) + %,~ _ .Jt, up(flt:·r), where
and It,
arc the wave vector aDd amplitude or the llh backward·
diffracted order, respectively. The electron wave in the out·
put reJion is • · 1,~ _. T, elLp(flt;·r), where It; and T,
arc the wave vector and amplitude of the llh f'orward-dif·
fracted order, respectively.

(I)
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By employina phase matchina of the input and output
waves to the space harmonics in the aratina reaion (U,(z)),
ont 6nds the patina equations to be
( 2mT (£- J'1) ] 1{2 sin 9' - (2rHi/ A )sin ~

(2)
where" • I. UJ, r 1• - 1, r 111 • l, and 9:- f; and ~ 11
• f;' are the anales or propaJatiOII of the llh beck ward·
ADd forward-diffracted orders. rapectively. Those apace
llannonics that cannot phase mat" to propaptinJ orders
art evanescent (k, and
are imaJinary) or ••cutoff•• or·
cltrs. The d.irections of the propaptinJ ditrracted orders
art shown schematk:ally in Fa,. 1.
To calculate the amplitudes or the ditrracted waves.
a RCWA similar to that employed in electromaJMtics"
i5 used. The dective IDUI and potential eneray in the
patina reJion are npanded u fourier tcries in K and
aubstituted into Eq. (I). In order to allow for discontinu·
tues in the dfective mass (as in Ga1_ .Al.,Assuperlattice)
Eq. (I) is separated into two first-order vector equations
where the derivatives or the dfective mass have been
eliminated. These equations are 10lved usina the state·
variable approach.11 The number or orders is chosen to
ensure converaence or the ditrractiOII efficiencies. ThrouJh
the application or the boundary conditions (continuity or
• and ~t/ri/m• ), the R.,'s and T;'s are calculated. By
analoay to electromaanetic:s,• the diffraction efficiency for
electron wave aratinp is defined as the ratio or the z
component or the probability current carried by the llh
diff'racted order to the z component or the probability cur·
rent or the incident wave. Usina the probability
current J •JfJ ( t/l~,pe- ~~1/1)!2m•, one 6nds the dif·
fraction efficiencies in re&ioru I and JJJ to
be
DE, • (cos 9;/cos 9'jR.,!2
and
De,11
- ( .Jmf(£- J'111 > cos9; / mfu<E- J',) C05 9'>1 T,l 2•
respectively.
Tbe RCW A is a robust proctdure that can be applied
to arbitrary aratina profiles. For de5ip, however, it is use·
ful to have analytical expressions that describe the ditrnc·
tion efficiencies in terms or the Jratina parameters. In elec·
tromaanetic:s, the Bra&& reaime and the Raman-Nath
reJime are often used for aratina desian.u In the Brau
ftJime, the anale or incidence is adjust~ 10 that the first
diffracted wave vector inside the a~ tina (cr1) lies on the
allowed wave vector surface inside the aratin&. 11 )'icldina

t;

(3)

where m11 and J'11 are the averaae dfective mass and av·
craae potential eneray inside the a~tina. and 9 is the ft·
fracted wave vector anale inside the aratina.11 When an
electron wave is incident at the Brag condition (i.e.. it
utisfie5 Eq. (3 )], the difrraction is in the Brag rqime if'
the aratina thickness parameter (/and tht aratina strenath
parameter t satisfy the relation Pf:• Q'l2t> 1, •·here
p1 is the Bran reaime parameter. z Q' is the cfrec:tive
thickness or the aratina aiven by Q' - ~tr?fJ!
J2mf.(E- 1111 ) Al cos 9.12 t i' the coefficient that cou·
pies the ro"·er bttween the i • 0 and the i • -+ I order
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F1G. 2. RCWA ud epproai~Mtt . . .. _ for Mractioft from a ainu·
liodal Al,Oa1 • .A• p-atina with£- f'1 • O.OS cY, .a1• a 11 • a 111 • 0.1.
ucla, • O.Ol. wt1rrr a 1 aad a 111 11t tile .-w.a.... ClllnlpCIIItioft in rqionl
I and l . ftlpec'livtl)'o aad a 11 ud a 1 • 1M awaqt and lriOdulatifll
alutninutn oamJIO'itioft (in resioft 2) N~p~Ctivtly. (I) 8flll fqilftt lrll•
6fta with A • tl •"'· (b) ...__Nith ..pnc p-atifta •ith A • 60 ""'·

when only two waves are included in the coupled-•..ve
analysis. for a sinusoidal ll'ective mass variation
t• (mM£ - J'1) + mf(E - J'n) cos(29)}d/
.J2mtt<£- J'11 ) t cos f. whcrt mf and J'1 are the am·
plitude5 ol the sinusoidal dectiwt mass and potential en·
tr'JY variation. The diffraction eliciency or the ftrst dif·
lracted order for a sinusoidaiJTitinl in the Brag rqime is
found to be D£111 • sin2(t). from this expression for
D£111, it is apparent that 100951.,.nction efficiency is pos·
lible in the Brag rqime. fiaurc l(a) shows both the
approximate analysis and the RCWA for a Brau rqime
ptina constructed from a periodic aluminum composition
variation in Oa1- .Al.,As. for tlais ptinJ, PI • 2.60. A'
p1 iDcrases. the approximate analysis approeches theta·
act analysis. bccomina indistinauil.hablt around p1 • 20.0.
In the Raman-Nath rqimc, power is difrracted into
multiple orders. and can be distn"buted almost evenly
amona many orders. This occurs when the Jlaman-Nath
rqime parameter Pas- Q't< 1.12 1n t~is rcaime, the approximate IOJution to the coupled-wave equations ;,
De,11 • J'f(2f), where J, is an Ah order ordinary Bessel
function of the ftrst kind. Fiaure 2(b) shows the approxi·
I ) for a Ramanmate analysis and the RCWA (for I •
Nath reaime aratina. This aratinaleaves the Raman-Nath
ftJime 11 d: II nm, • ·hich explains the failure or the approximate analysi• for d > lO nm.
Tbe tlectron~ incident Upon the fratinJ y.·iJI hl\'e a

*

distribution in both anale of incidence and eneray. There·
fore, it is important to understand the factors that affect
the anaular and enern selectivity of aratinas. The anaular
(eneray) selectivity describes the variation in the diffrac·
tion efticiency as the anale of incidence (eneray) is
chanaed. Strona anaular (ener&Y) selectivity refers to the
case when the diffraction efficiency is appreciable for only
a IWTOw corridor of anales o( incidence (eneraies) . It has
been shown in electromapetics that the anaular and en·
CfJY selectivity of a aratina is a function of the ntio dlA. u
A *thick.. aratina (d/ A> 10) uhibits strona anautar and
cner&Y selectivity. As a aratina becomes ..thinner.. (d/ A is
decreased), the aratina anaular and eneray selectivity bf.
come weaker. This behavior is demonstrated in Fip. 3(a)
and 3(b) for three aratina thicknesses. The supprasion o(
the anaular selectivity side lobes (or anales leu than 6.4*
(Fia. 3(a)) is due to the fact that the I• + 1 order bf.
comes evanescent or ..cutof" at this anaJe o( incidence
(sec Eq. (2)). Similarly, the npid drop in diffraction efft.
ciency for kinetic: eneraies around E- f'1 • 0.025 eV (Fia .
3(b)) is due to the fact that the I • + I order becomes
evanescent a t this enerl)'. The sharp discontinuity in the
dift'raction efticienc:y forE- Y1 • 0.102 eV [Fia. 3(b)) is
anaJoaous to a Wood's anomaly in electromapetic optics
and is due to the ..cuttina on.. of the i • + 2 order at this
enern.
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With this information. one can desian elt~:tron \U\'e
a ratinas for many applications such as s•·itches. eneray
multipluers. cneray spectrometers. and electron wave·
au ide couplers.• These devices could be invaluable in the
development o( future auided-wave electron devices.• If
one desires a dewicc with narly 100% diffraction efficiency
in a aiven order (c.a .• a I X 1 switch) then the followina
desip steps should be followed. First, the aratina should
be desiped such that the electron wave is incident at the
Braaa conditioa (Eq. (3)). Then, the aratina parameters
should be chosen such that p1 >1. Finally, the thickness
and aratinJ modulation should be chosen such that r is a
balf· inteaer multiple ot r 10 that DE 1 1~ . For this
cue. the aratina parameters can also be adjusted such that
all orders other than I• 0 and /• +. 1 are cutoff [u in
Fia. 2(b)). If ODC desires a JntinJ with I larp diffraction
. eMc:ieDcy divided amon1 multiple orders (e.a.• a I x N
switch), the followina daip 11ep1 should be followed.
F'ust. the aratina should be desiped (Eq. (2)) to have
many propaaatina forward~ift'racted ordm. Tben. the
aratina parameters lhould be chosen such that P•Nct. Fi·
aally, the arawnent o( the Bessel functions (2y) should be
chosen to allow for a Jarae diffraction dftc:iency in the de·
sired orders. If one desires a aratina with a tarae anaular
and eneray selec:tivity (e.J ., an tneraY multiplexer), then
d! A should be made tarae ( > 10). If one desires a ,ratina
with a low anplar and enerl)' selectivity (t.J ., a I x I
switch with hip diffracted cumat) then d/ A should be
made small ( < 1 ). After the aratina hu been desiped
usina the above proc~ures. the diffraction can be deter·
mined usina the R.CWA to test the performance and ftnetune the aratina desip.
This research wu supported in pan by a
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Ballistic Electron Transport in Semiconductor
Heterostructures and Its Analogies
in Electromagnetic Propagation in
General Dielectrics
GREGORY N. HENDERSON, STUDENT MEMBER. IEEE, THOMAS K. GAYLORD, FEllOW,
IEEE. AND ELIAS N. GLYTSJS, SENIOR MEMBER, IEEE
D~lopmmts ill

f'OWth

•1111 ft~brict~tion t~cluwlo~· luzw
strllctum willt bllllistic lcollisiOftltss)
tr1111.sport kngtlts of owr 11 micron. In &his p11per, 11 compnltti'ISiw
Ul of ont~logits is UUJI>Iislttd ~rwttn btl/listie tl~ctron WQW
propogation in semicONiuctors (11rbitr11ry kinttic m~~· 111111 ~lf~c·
riw IIIIISS) oN/ ~/tctrOmiJgMtic propog11ti011 ill g~ntrlll ditltcrrics
(t~rbirrllry perminiviry tmd permtlll>iliry.J First, tltctromt~g,.nic
rrsults for propogation ill IIOMIIIJMtic IIUI«tms tlrt g~n~r11liud
to uscri~ prop~~gation, rr/kctiol'l, Mil rqrtlction ill lntt'ral
ditltcrrics lltrouglt tltt definition of sq»r11t~ pluzst tiNI omplirwlt
nfracti\~ Utdt.tts. Tltt upr~ssioi'IS for tltctron WQW prop~~gatiOil,
rr/ltction, 11nd n/rllctiOft or~ lhm d~loped and on sltown to
ha\~ tltt umt functioMI form os ill tltctrotMgnttics, if OMiogous
dtfinitiOI'IS of tl~crron t.'QW pluz~ IUIIJ omplilwlt n/rtlctiw iNJu~s
llrt MUd. TM nfl~ctivity dulrtlcttristics suclt os tottll illttrMI
rrfltction (criticlll ol'lglt) ond uro rrfl~ctiviry (Brewster onglt)
llrt lll'ltl(\':td tiS 11 fu1'1cti011 of IPIIIttriol ptlrllm~tt'rS for bollt
gtll~rtll di~l~ctrics ond s~micONiuctor IMt~riols. Tltt critic./ 11nglt
ond Brt-...·sttr · tlnglt rtsults tlrt lhtn opplied to tl~cti'OII t.'QW
proptlgDtiOfl ill Go 1-, .-II, .(• ..-~tn-e il is show11 lhot oil ilttf'r/Dc~s
ill this fl'ltlt~riol will ltow botlt 11 critictll tll'lglt 11nl'"O Bn,.'St~r
lll'lglt ~t to di/ftriltg ~/ftctiw IPIIISSts ocross tltt ilttf'r/tlc~. This
is th~ first prtdietiOft of 111'1 tl«trota WGW BrN'Sttr 1111glt ill
stmicONiuetors.
produc~d s~micONiuctor

I. b.'TRODUCI'JON
Semiconductor arowth techniques such as molecular
beam epitaxy (MBE) and metaloraanic chemical vapor
deposition (MOCVD) have been refined so that semicon·
ductor structures an be arown with precise monolayer and
compositional co"trol [1). This has produced semiconductor
materials in which ballistic electron transpon bas been
observed [2H4). That is, the electrons traverse the sample
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as quanrum mechanical plane waves experiencing no elastic
or inelastic seauering events. Ballistic electrons can acc:ount
for more than SO% of the current in small devices [3) and
bave been shown to be prominent even in the presence of
clastic sca«ering [S). Since ballistic electrons are quantum
mechanical deBroalie waves, they can be reflected.
refracted, diffracted, and interfered in a manner analoaous
to optical waves in dielectrics (6), (7]. Electron v.·ave
interference effects have been observed experimentally
for electron energies below the barriers in double-barrier
and multibanier resonant tunneling devices [8H12] and
for electron cneflles above the conduction band edges
in Ga.As/Ga1_zAl.As and IDJ-•G~As/In 1 _wA lwAs
beterostructures [13H16). In addition, electron wave re·
fraction has been experimentally demonstrated through the
fabrication of electrostatic lenses (17), (18) and prisms (19]
iD a two-dimensional Ga.A.s/Ga1 _.Al~As electron JIS.
In recent years, there bas been a surge of interest in
the development of analogies between electron wave (EW)
propagation in semiconductors and electromagnetic ~·ave
(EMW) propaaation in dielectrics [20). Due to the funda·
mental differences between electrons and photons. however,
it would seem difficult to draw quantitative, exact analogies
between them. Specifically, u indicated in FiJ . 1, electrons
and photons differ in rest mass, charae, spin, panicle
specie (Fermion or Boson), and velocity. However, in
the propaaation of an EW in a cbarae-neutral crystal,
where the electron is either iD a sin&)e nondegenerate
conduction band or in a deaenerate conduction band with
DO uro-fleld spin splittina. the EW propaaation is well de·
scribed by the sin&)e-clectron effective mass equation [21).
This equation is analoaous to the Helmholtz equation for
EMW propaaation in dielectriC~. Under these conditions,
often referred to as the envelope-function approximation
or the effective-mass approximation, exact, quantitative
analoaies can be drawn between EW and EMW propaga·
Cl 1991 IEEE
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lion. A number of conceptual and quantitative analogies
have previously been developed. An analogy has been
established between the nonmag-:etic-dielectric Helmholtz
equation and the time-independent Schr6dinger equation
for constant effective-mass conduction electrons (21 ), (22).
In addition, optical ny tncina methods for dielectrics
have been used to describe ballistic elcct.ron refraction
[17H19] and a SchrOdinger equation has been derived for
photons to relate constant effective-mass EW propagation
to EMW propagation [23). All of these analogies have been
drawn to EMW propagation in nonmagnetic dielectrics.
Such analogies are equivalent to neglecting effective mass
chanaes across material interfaces. Separate EW phase and
amplitude refractive indexes have previously been defined
and used with the electromagnetic chain matrix method to
describe EW propaaation in semiconductor beterosuuctures
with effective mass differences [6]. It is shown iD tbe
present work that the requirement of two EW refractive indexes is exactly analogous to EMW propagation in
aeneral dielectrics. Funhermore, recent experimental work
bas demonstrated that effective mass differences c:an have
dramatic effects on the propagation of electrons across
material interfaces [24H26). Ohno, Mendez, and Wana
(24) have demonstrated that effective mass differences
between the emitter and well of a resonant runneling diode
have dramatic effects on the resulting current-voltage characteristic of the diode. These effects were well explained
by the authors as beina due to variations in tbe number
of electrons that .c:an phase match to the state in the
well IS a function of the effective masses. Similar results
bave been demonstrated tbrouah the ultrahigh resolution
of Ballistic-Electron-Emission Microscopy (BEEM) (25],
[26) of surfaces. In these experiments, ballistic electrons
tunnel through an air aap and probe the electrical propenies
·of a metal-semiconductor interface. Bell and Kaiser have
explained the ultrahi&h resolution in these experiments (on
the order of 1 run (25]) in terms of the total internal
reflection of the non normal incidence electrons at the metalsemiconductor interface (26]. The existence of such a small
critical angle (::::: 3 deg for GaAs (26]) is due to the
larae effective mass difference between the metal and the
semiconductor. It is straiahtforward to show that without
the effective mass difference, the critical angle would be
1t: S2 deg and the resolution would be about 25 nrn.
These experimental results of Ohno ~~ ol. [24] and Bell
~~ ol. (25] are verification of tbe imponance of includina
effective mass effects in the representation of ballistic
electron tnnspon.
In order to include these imponant effective mass effects,
analoaies in this paper are drawn to propagation in aeneral
dielectrics with arbitrary permittivity and permeability. A
comprehensive set of analoaies is established between
EW propagation in semiconductor heterostructures and
EMW propagation in aeneral dielectrics. First, staning
with Maxwell's equations, the expressions for EMW reflection and refraction in Jossless nonmagnetic dielectrics
are generalized to include lossless magnetic materials (with
arbitrary permittivity and permeability). It is shown that the
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inclusion of Jossless magnetic: materials (general dielectrics)
requires the definition of separate electromagnetic: phase
and amplitude refractive indexes. The phase refractive
index is required to describe phase effects such as phase
matc:hin& and total internal reflection at an interface be·
tween dielectrics. The amplitude refractive index is required
to describe amplirude effects such IS the reflectivity at an
interface and the Brewster anale. In addition, by consid·
erin& the reflectivity at interfaces between these aeneral
dielectrics, inherent analoaies between the reflectivity of
TE and TM polarizations are clarified. Then, staning v.i th
the single-electro~ effective-mass equation for conduction
electrons, EW propagation in a semiconductor is treated.
An EW phase refractive index is defined analoaously to
· the electromagnetic phase refractive index. The EW phase
refractive index describes phase matching at an interface between two semiconductor materials (with differing potential
energy and effective mass) and total internal reflection from
a semiconductor interface. By considering the reflectivity of
an EW incident upon an interface between semiconductor
materials an EW amplitude refractive index is defined
analogously to the electromapetic: amplitude refractive
index. tbrouJh the appropriate definition of these EW
refractive indexes, it is sbOWD that tbe electromaanetic:
expressions for calculating the critical anale, the reflectivity
and transmissivity at an interface, and the Brewster anale
can be used 10 calculate analogous quantities for EW
propaaation at interfaces betWeen differin& semiconductor materials. These analoaies allow for tbe design of
novel EW heterostructure devices (such as monoeneraetic:
electron filters [27], (28)) usina standard optical design
techniques. The ranaes or material parameters that allow for
the existence of total internal reflection and for a Brewster
angle ~re investigated for both optical and semiconductor
materials. These results are applied to a boundary betv.·een
two semiconductors in the G&1 -~AlaAs material system
to inv~ lli&ate the reflectivity characteristics as a function
of material composition. These analogies lead to a number
of new results about reflection and refraction.
PlOCUDINGS OF THE IEEE. VOL. 19. NO.
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First. by defining appropriate reference regions for the
EW pt-:o,Je refractive index, inherent analogies are drawn
between the electromagnetic constituitive parameters (permittivity and permeability) and the electron wave propagation parameters (kinetic energy and effective mass). These
analo,ies allow the direct application of phase matching
results from electtomagnetics to the phase matching of
electron waves. These analogies arc used to calculate the
anJies of reflection and refraction at an interface between
semiconductors and the conditions for total internal reflec·
tion at the interface.
S«ond, by considering the reflectivity of a dielectric
interface between general dielectrics. an inherent analogy
is developed between the reflectivity and transmissivity for
TE polarized EMW's, for TM polarized EMW's., and for
EW's. In the electromagnetic case, by defining a separate
amplitude refractive indel for both TE and TM polarizations, it is shown that a single set of expressions can be
used to describe the reflectivity and transmissivity for both
polarizations. Through the definition of analoJous ampli·
tude refractive indexes for an EW incident upon a boundary
between two semiconductor materials, the reflectivity and
transmissivity of the EW arc shown to have the same fonn
as the reflectivity of the polarization component of the
EMW parallel to the interface (the electric field for TE
polarization and the magnetic field for TM polarization).
Thus a single set of reflectivity equations can be used
for all three cases. In aeneral dielectrics, the EMW phase
(amplitude) refractive index is proponional to the square
root of the product (ratio) of the relative pennittivity and
permeability of the material. In semiconductor materials,
the EW phase (amplitude) refractive index is proponional
to the square root of the product (ratio) of the kinetic energy
and effective mass of the EW.
Third, an investigation of the material parameters that
satisfy the total internal reflection condition shows that for
both general dielectrics and semiconductor materials, there
are a wide range of material parameters that can produce
a given critical angle. In general dielectrics, the critical
angle can be adjusted by varying the relative pennittivity
and penneability of the materials adjoining the interface.
In semiconductors,. the critical angle can be adjusted by
varying the effective mass and the band offset of the
semiconductor materials adjoining the interface. It is shown
that for a Ga1-.tA121 As/Ga1_&2AldAs interface the
aluminum compositions z 1 and %2 can be adjusted to
achieve a given critical anJ)e. By including these effec·
tive mass contributions it is shown that an EW at a
Ga1-.tAla~As/Ga1 _&2Ald As interface can experience
total internal reflection from both a potential rise and a
potential drop.
Fourth, it is sboWII that since the reflectivity hu the same
fonn for TE and TM polarized EMW's, then one, both, or
neither of the polarizations can have a Brewster angle. This
resuJt is not found in the standard nonmagnetic optical case
(in which TM polarization always has a Brewster angle
and TE polarization never has a Brewster angle). These
results for the electromagnetic: Brewster angle in general

dielectrics arc applied to the EW case. It is shown that when
the kinetic energy and effective mass differ on the r.r.·o sides
of the interface, the EW will have a Brewster angle. If the
effective mass difference were not included in the analysis,
the EW results would follow the TE nonmagnetic case and a
Brewster anJie would not occur. It is shown that a Brewster
anale will occur for a Gal -ztAlztAs/ Ga1_dAld As
interface for all compositional combinations that maintain
direct aap semiconductors. This is the first prediction of a
Brewster angle for ballistic: electron traospon in scmicon·
ductors.

D. PHAsE REFRAcnVE INDEX
A. £kctromllpetic Plwt Rqr11ctive /Nlu

Sinusoidal ltcldy-swe propagation of electromagnetic:
radiation in a lossless source-free medium is described by
the sinusoidal steady-state form of Maxwell's equations
where the time variation of the fields is taken to be
cxp(-jwt). A minus sign is used in the exponent in order
to be consistent with the quantum mechanical fonnulation
(see Section 11-B). For an isotropic, homogeneous medium,
Maxwell 's equations reduce to Helmholtz equations for
wave propagation,

v 2£ = - w21lft, v 2ii = -w2#l(R ,

(1)

·where f and ii are the complex electric: and magnetic
fields, w is the radian frequency of the wave, and f
and #l are perminivity and penneability of the medium,
respectively. The forward propagatin_J solution to (1) is
a plane wave of the form: E z £ 0 up(+jkD4 · rj or
il -= Roexp(+jk'M ·F) where P"' is the wavevector for
the forward propagatinJ wave (which bas a positive sign
due to the choice of exp(-jwt)), to and Hoare the vector
wave amplitudes. and j • v'-I. The isotropic dispersion
relation for the wavevector of the forward propagating
wave is found by insening the plane wave solution into
the Helmholtz equation, yielding the dispersion equation
lk'MI = ~AJ..fiii.
In electromagnetics, a phase refractive index is commonly defined to relate the magnitude of the v.·avevector
~the medium of propagation, lk'MI. to the- magnitude of
the wavevector of the same frequency wave propagating in
a reference medium, IP,!I 1. by
n

e.c

,~~

6

lk'MI

=---=
1~ 1

.;iii

.J"""'("'

•

(2)

where the wavevector of the reference reJion is related
to the reference permittivity, ,,.,, and penneabilig;,.#lre~.
through the isotropic: dispersion relationship: lk,.rl c
w.J#lref!ref. This definition of the phase refractive index
given in (2) is a function of the material parameters of both
the region of propagation and the reference region. It would
be useful to normalize the refractive index such that it is
only a function of quantities in the region or propagation
This nonnalization can be per!onned if the reference region

fRf and ~~rer are DOt fu.Dctions of
the frequency of the EMW.
With a dispersionless reference region the phase refractive index an be defined in terms of the relative permittivity
f.,.~t/fRf and relative permeability PT-~JJ/~~rer, yieldina

is dispcrsionless. That is,

(3)

In electromagnetics, the reference region is usually taken
to be the vacuum. Usina the vacuum u a reference reaion,
(3) aives the definition of the electromapetic phase refractive index that is commonly found in optics textbooks (29),
(30}. In this case, the relative perm,ttivity and permeability
are normalized with respect to the vacuum quantities: fRf a:
12
fo a: 8.85 x 10- F /m and ~~rer
~-'• a: "" x 10-1 H fm.

=

El~mo" Wavr P~u~M Rqrt~ctiw INiu
The propagation of sinale parabolic-band conduction
electrons in a semiconductor crystal is described by the
time-dependent effective-mass SchrOdinger equation [21 ).
If the energy of the electron is constant (not a function
of time or position) and if the propagation is limited to
a region of constant potential eneray. the time-dependent
effective-mass equation reduces to the time-independent
effective-mass Schrodinger equation for constant potential
energy aiven as

B.

(4)

~·here 11-· is the EW amplitude, t is the total EW energy,
V is the EW potential energy (band edge), (K E) is the
EW kinetic energy. m• is the electron effective mass, and
1l is Planck's constant divided by 21r. This constant enern
formulation of the SchrOdinger equation is analoaous to the
constant frequency (steady-state) formulation of Maxwell's
equations where "' is replaced by the quantum mechanical
radian frequency w.: = £/ fl. From this constnaction. it is apparent that the differential equation describing propagation
of anEW in a region of constant potential energy (see (4)) is
analogous to the Helmholtz equation describing propagation
of an EMW in a homogeneous general dielectric (sec (1)),
where the EW amplitude is analogous to either the electric
or the magnetic field. The solution to the EW propagation
equation (see (4)) is also a plane wave of the form ¢ •
¢ 0 exp( +jkEW · F). where, in the EW case, the dis rsion
equation for the ~·avevcctor is lkEWI = 2m•(KE)/1l2 •
As in clectromapctics, one can define a phase refractive
index u the ratio of the m~tude of the wavcvcctor iD
tht region of propagation, lk 1. to the mapitude of the
wavevector of the umc total enern (£) wave propaaating
in a reference medium, 1~n yieldina
tw A

lkEWI

../m• (K E)

"'" = --lk~·l = vm:.r(K E),.r

(S)

where 1~1 a: .j2m;.,(KE)~/1l 2 • This is analogous to
the definition of the phase refractive index in the electromagnetic case (see (2)).

As iD the elec:tromapctic case, the dispersion in the
EW phase refractive mdex Deeds to be proportional to the
dispersion of the medium of propagation. This requires
the use of a dispersionless EW reference region where
the kinetic enern (K E),.., and etrcctivc mass m~ are
eot functions of the total CDCflY of the EW. The fact
that this region may DOt exist in a real semiconductor is
of no consequence. All physical calculations use ratios of
refractive indexes and (K E),.., and m:.r will cancel.
Using a dispcrsionless reference reaion, the EW phase
refractive index can be written in terms of a relative kinetic
encrn, (KE).,~(KE)/(KE),..,, IDd 1 relative effective
IIW$,

m:~m· fm:.t. as

n:f • ../m;(KE).,..

(6)

Sinc:e tbe choice of a dispersioDJcu reference reaion does
DOt afrect the physical calc:ulations, m,.., and (K E),.., will
be defined to be unity such that the relative kinetic encraics
and effective muses are equal 10 tbe actual values in the
reJion of propagation.
Equation (6) is the expression for the EW phase refractive index given a dispersionlns reference region. It
is interesting to DOte that the EW phase refractive index
is expressed u tbe square root of the prodUct of two
material parameters, the same form u is the EMW phase
refractive index. ID real semiconductor material systems.,
such as Gal-aAlaA.s. the kinetic energy and effective mass
differ for each composition. Thus it is imponant that etrecu
described by the EW phase refractive index, such as phase
matching (Section 111) and total internal reflection (Section
V), be analyzed with respect to the . variation of both
material parameters. It is for this reason that tbc analogies
iD this paper are draWD between EMW propagation in
Jeneral dielectrics and EW propagation in semiconductors.
All analoay to electromagnetic propagation in DOnmagnetic
dielectrics (PT- a: 1) is DOt complete since the EMW phase
refractive index is expressed u the square root of one
parameter, the relative permittivity of the medium.
Ul. PHAsE MATCHINO UPON JlEn.EcnON
AND JlEnACTlON

Wben an EMW is incident upon a lossless dielectric
boundary, MuweU's equations must be utisficd on both
sides of the boundary, and the solutions must match at the
boundary. By applying the appropriate boundary conditions,
the angles of the reflected ud transmitted waves can be
calculated. All EW incident upon 1 boundary between
two semiconductor materials will obey the ume type of
relationships. Ill tht EW case, the EW must "satisfy the
time-independent SchrOdinger equation on both sides of the
boundary, and the solutions must match at the boundary.
A.

El~ctrotn~~gnetit Pit/Is~ Mt~tchillg

Consider an electromagnetic plane wave incident upon
1 boundary between two charge-free general dielectric
materials as shown in Fig. 2. The incident, rcftected, and
transmitted waves arc propaaatin& in the z - z plane, ud
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B. Ekctron Waw Plalut Matching

•
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TW ftOI.NIIlATION

(b)

The refleaion and refraction of an EW inciden upon an
interface between two semiconductor materials can be analyzed in a manner analogous to the reflection and refraction
of an EMW at an interface between dielearics. As v.·as the
case in electromagnetics, expressions for the reflected and
uansmined angles can be calculated by considerin& phase
matching across the interface.
Consider an EW incident upon a boundary between
two semiconductor materials as lhown in Fia. 3. The
EW propagation in region l (2) is characterized by the
relative kinetic energy, {KEh [(K £)2), and the relative
effective mass, mi (m;). For the interface shown in Fig.
3, the material in region 2 bas a bigher potential energy (a
larger band pp) than the material in region 1. The results,
bowever, are equally applicable to propaaation into a region
of lower potential eneiJY. The expression for the incident,
,P., refteaed, tjJ,., and transmitted, ,p,. EW's are given as

nv.· . r)
tPi = ,P.;exp(+jkl.i
tJ:,. = tJ•or~{ t j~ · r)
nv.· · r)
t/Jc = \tlotf!XP(+ jk2.t

•

.atiiCL.

,...,, l . £Jtrnomarnetic reflection and transmission from • aen·
cral dielectric boundal) for (a) TE and (b) TM polariutionl.

where
the interface is located at z = 0. The dielectric to the left
(right) of the interface, region 1 (2), is described by the
relative permittivity t 1 (t2) and the relative permeability ll1
(#-1 2 ) • The expressions for the incident (E.. ii, ), reflected
il,.). and transmitted c£, il,) electric and magnetic
fields are given as

ct,.,

"\ -= lf•oiexp(+j~ · r)
lf·,. -= lf·orexp(+ j ~ · r)
lf•, = lf·otexp(+jkf.': · r)

n.

t

(7)

where tf• c:
or
« ·oi· ~·or· and " 'ot are complex
vector amplitudes, and
~. and kP,: are the conespending v.-avevectors that satisfy the isotropic: dispersion
relationship in regions 1 (for i and r) and 2 (for t).
Maxwell 's equations require the continuity of tangential
component of the electric: field, ·zl,.0 , and the tangential
component of the magnetic: field,
·zl.-o. across the
boundary. By substituting the field expressions (see (7))
into either of these two boundary conditions, it is found
that the boundary conditions can be satisfied only if two
phase matching conditions are satisfied, namely,

fP.':,

t

=

n

where 81 and 82 81 are the angles between the incident
(reflected) and transmitted wavevectors and the surface
normal, measured c:ounterc:lockwise as is shown in Fia. 2.
The second expression of (8) is. commonly refened to as
S1'ell 's Jaw. If the transmitted wave cannot satisfy the phase
m»tc:hing condition, total internal reflection occurs, which
is described in Section V.

\!·o~.

(9)

¢or. and 1/Joc are complex wave amplitudes and

tr.·. ~. kr,' are the wavevectors that satisfy the E\\'

isotropic: dispersion relationship in regions 1 (for i and r)
and 2 (for t). ln a manner analoaous to the EMW, the EW
amplitude, 1/J, and the transmitted component of the product
of the reciprocal of the effective mass and the padient
of the EW amplitude, {1/m•)vt,(l · i, must be continuous
across the boundary.
These EW boundary conditions have a direct analogy in
the boundary conditions given above for an EMW incident
upon a aeneral dielec:tric interface. The electromagnetic:
boundary conditions are the matching of the tangential
components of veaor fields (l and H). The EW boundary
conditions involve the matching of a sc:alar field and the
transmitted component of the aradient of the scalar field.
In order to investigate the form of the analoaies ber.·een
the EMW boundary conditions and the EW boundary
conditions, an analogy must be drawn between the EW
amplitude and one of the electromagnetic field components
E or H. The choice of field component will not affect
the fonn of the results. For this analysis, an analoay will
be drawn between the EW amplitude and the electric
field amplitude. The same results would be obtained if an
analogy were drawn between the magnetic field amplitude
and the EW amplitude.
Using the analogy between the electric field E and the
electron wave amplitude 1/J, the EMW boundary condition
matching the continuity of the tangential component of
the electric: field has the same functional form as the
E.W boundary condition matching the continuity of the
wave amplitude across the boundary. The EM\\'. boundary
condition matching the continuity of the magnetic field
should then have the same form as the EW boundary
condition matc:hina the continuity of the aradient of the
wave amplitude. This analogy between the magnetic field

llltMCI. a

f'll. 3. £Jectron Wive rcflecrioD and tnmmission tcTOSS a wmi·
conductor ilncrfacc. Tbc analn of rcfltction (I.) and vaJWniuion
(I,) arc caJa~la~ed from plwc matchina COIISidtraticw. and die
amplinadn or the rcfltcted and tnnsmincd wavu arc CIJC\IIaacd
from die boundary CODditions: die CODtinuity or die WIYCYcctOf
ud die CDIIWtWt)' of die trusmincd COIIIJIOIICDI or die pobabiJil)'
CUtftnt.

and the gradient of the electron wavefunction can be
seen if the magnetic field is rewritten in terms of the
electric field using Maxwell 's curl relation, yielding il =
(1 /i"'Pli-'Hr )(V x £ ). Hence, the EMW boundary condi·
tion nutching the continuity of the mapetic field can be
exprnsed as a boundary condition matching the continuity
of the tange"ntial component of the curl (a vector derivative)
of the electric field. The two electromagnetic boundary
conditions are the matching of the tangential component
of a vector field and .the tangential component of its
vector derivative. The EW boundary conditions involve the
matching of a scalar field and the transmitted component
of its vector derivative (gradient).
Since the boundary conditions and field expressions are
similar for the EMW and the EW, it would be expected
that the EW phase matching conditions have the same
fonn as the EMW phase matching conditions. By substi·
ruting the EW amplitude expressions (see (9)) into either
of the two electron wave boundary conditions, the EW
phase matching conditions are found to be identical to the
EMW phase matching conditions given in (8), where the
EW phase refractive index, n!'t', is used in place of the
EMW phase refractive index, n~. Since these equations
describing the directions of propagation of the reflected and
transmined EW's are identical to the EMW results, standard
electromagnetic results for describing phase propagation
effects in general dielectrics, such as reflection, refraction,
and total internal reflection (Section V) can be used to
describe ballistic eleCtron propagation in semiconductor
heterostt'\Jctures.
IV. AMPLmJDE RuucnVE INDEX

reflected and transmitted waves can be calculated by con·
siderina the conditions placed on the field amplitudes by
tbe boundary conditions. The reflectivity and transmissivity
can be calculated by co:1sidering any two of the following
three boundary conditions: continuity of th~ tangential
component of the electric field, continuity of the tangential
component of the maanetic field, and conservation of
DOrmal power flow across the boundary, where the power
ftow is given as 1/2 Re (t x il•) and • denotes complex
conjugate. Since any arbitrary wave polarization can be de·
composed into a sum of the eigenmodes of the interface (TE
and TM), and since th~ TE and TM modes are uncoupled
(isotropic media), one can analyze TE and TM polarizations
separately. Then, the reflection of any arbitrary polarization
can be calculated from a vector superposition of the results
for TE and TM polarizations.
1) TE Polariz4tiofl: for aTE polarized plane wave (Fig.
2(a)), the polarization in which the electric field (£) is
polarized parallel to the interface, the three phase matched
boundary conditions reduce to

Eo+ E~ = Eor
(10)
(Eo/Zl}C0681- (£~/Zl}C0681-= (Eor/Z2)cos92(ll)
(£!/ Z.)codl- (£!r/ Z2)cos81-= (E!t!Z2)cos92(12)
where zi is the characteristic impedance of the bulk medium
i for i a 1 and i a 2. The characteristic impedance
is z.~ IE. I!Iil.l a VIJ.ai-'H!/ fi(Nf where (, and Pi are
the relative perminivity and relative permeability of region
i . By using any two of these three boundary conditions
(see (10)-(12)), the rdlcctivity and transmissivity of the
electric field can be calculated in tenns of the reflected and
transmined angles and the characteristic impedances of the
two dielectrics as
·
ru = (E~)
E
Eo 1E

• Z2cos91
Z2cos81- Z1 cos82
+ cos92

(l 3)

(14)
As was the case for the wavevector, it is convenient to
rewrite these equations in terms of quantities normalized to
a reference region. This nonnalization is performed through
the use of an ampliNde refractive index defined as

(15)

where the vacuum was used as a dispersionless reference
region.
Using this expression for the amplitude refractive index
(sec (15)) the equations for the reflectivity and transmissivity can be reWritten in tenns of the ampliNde refracti\'e
indexes as

A. Eltctromagnttic Amplit&lllt Rtfractia.~ /Nlu

(16)

Phase matching of the boundary conditions for an EMW
incident upon a dielectric boundary was used to calculate
expressions for the propagation directions o; the reflected
and transmined waves. The relative amplitudes of ~e

....

zl

(17)
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Since these expressions for the reflectivity and transmissivity (see ,16)-{17)) contain ratios of the amplitude
refractive indexes, the reference dependence is removed.
By using Maxwell 's curl equations the expressions for the
reflectivity and transmissivity of the magnetic field can be
calculated in terms of the reflectivity and transmissivity of
the electric field as
(18)

t uH=

(H•'
) -_2Z1tuc-=::w-c
n~"'-2tu ·
H
o

TE

2

(19)

n."'.l

Equations (16)-{19) are the seneralized Fresnel equations
for the reflectivity and transmissivity of a TE polarized
plane wave. These equations require the definition of an
amplitude refractive index that in seneral differs from the
phase refractive index. Most lossless dielectric materials,
however. have a relative permeability (~) of unity. In
this case of nonmagnetic dielectrics, the amplitude and
phase refractive indexes are equal (as can be seen from
(3) and (15)). Thus the distinction between the amplitude
and phase refractive indexes is usually ipored. This is
v.·hy the Fresnel equations are often written in terms of
the phase refractive indexes in optics texts (29], (30). It is
imponant to note, however, that in aeneral one must use the
phase refractive index for phase matching, and a differing
amplitude refractive index for calculation of the reflectivity
and transmissivity of a dielectric interface.
2) TM PolarizDtion: For a TM polarized plane wave
shown in Fig. 2(b), the polarization in which the magnetic
field (H) is parallel to the interface, the phase matched
boundary conditions reduce to
(Ho/ l1)cos8t- (H.,. f Yt)cos8t
(H!/l't) cos81 where}~

=(HotfY,)cos8, (20)

H.+H... = Hot
(21)
(H!,./ l"t) cos81 =(H!t f l', )cos8, (22)

is the characteristic admittance of the bulk medium
1 and i -= 2. The characteristic admittance
is defined as the ratio of the magnetic field amplitude
to the electric field amplitude and is the reciprocal of
the characteristic impedance. yieldina Y.~ IH, I/Iti l •
Jfifrer! lltllr.t = 1/ Z,. By combinin& any two of the
above three phase matched boundary conditions, the equations for the reflectivity and transmissivity of the magnetic
field can be expressed u a function of the anales of
propaaation and the dielectric admittances:
i for i

-=

'IN
rH

t}r =

.

- Yt cos82
= (Hor)
-H. 'IN = Y,cos8t
Y2cos81 + Yt cos82

(23)

(H•')
H. ,.

(24)

~-~-~-~

c

,
2Y2cos~ 1
.
l,cos81 + lt cos82

As was performed for TE polarization, the reflectivity and
transmissivity of the interface c:an be rewritten in terms of
normalized admittances throuah the use of an amplitude

Table 1 PhaK and Amplirvde Refractive lDckan for
EJccuotnapctic and Elcaron Wavet
liNk a

Spnbol

Electron Wa~·c

Electw::rtic:
ave

1'E

1M

EW

Ptwc

·~~~

.,{~Jrfr

.,{~Jrfr

.jm;t1".tl)•

Amp.

ra • .,.

..;;;r;;

./~J r/fr

./tl\.lJ. /m;

refractive index. The TM amplitude refractive index is
defined in an anaJoaous manner to the TE amplitude
refractive index IS

n~ • Y,.rfY-= J~/t .. -= 1/n;!
(25)
where the vacuum is c:boscn u the reference reaion.
Usin& this definition for the TM amplitude refractive
index (see (25)), the equations for the reftecti\·ity and
transmissivity of the magnetic field can bt wrinen in terms
of the amplitude refractive· indexes IS
(26)

,. = (Hot)
-

2n~.l cos81
c
1M
1M
. (27)
H 0 , . nam,l cos81 + n."'.2 c0682
As was the case for TE polarization, the equations for
the reflectivity and transmissivity of the electric field can
be obtained usin& Maxwell's curl equations, and are
tH

rr'-= {
t'IN
c•

(Eot)
T
o

t

)n.c c

rJr

Yt tn.c n~.2t1N
·
n.c •}T.H.::nT'"H
2
n.m.l

(28)

(29)

Equations (26)-{29) are the generalized Fresnel equations
for the reflectivity and transmissivity of TM polarized li&ht.
The amplitude refractive index in these equations is the
rcciproca1 of the amplitude refractive index for TE polarization. In an analoaous manner to TE polarization, there is
a special case, t,. • 1, in which the TM amplitude refractive
index and the phase refractive index are identical. In this
case, the phase refractive index can bt used to calculate the
reftectivity (transmissivity) at" the interface. AJthouJh this
caK is not common for lossless dielectric materials, and
lh• DOt 1enmlly used in optic:s, it is imponant to note
that there is nothin& ..special" about TE polarization that
allows the amplitude refractive index to bt identical to the
phase refractive index. It just happens that most lossless
dielectric materials have a relative permeability of unity.
leadin& to identical TE amplitude and phase refractive
indexes. For general dielectrics, three separate refractive
indexes are required in order to use the unified results
aiven in this paper: one for phase matching. one for TE
reflectivity (transmissivity). and one for TM reflectivity
(trar:·.missivity). These refractive indexes are summarized
in Table 1.

...__

J) D~U~Iity ~rwt~n

T£ 4nd TM:

The refle,,ivity and transmissivity results forTE and TM
polarized light are summarized in Table 2. The reflectivity
and transmissivity for the electric (magnetic) field of a
TE (TM) polarized wave are the same as those for the
magnetic (electric) field of a TM (TE) polarized wave,
where the TE amplitude refractive index (n!Em) is used
for TE polarization and the TM amplitude refractive index
(ni!) is used for TM polarization. The similarity between
the TE and TM reflectivity (transmissivity) results can be
clarified by considering the polarization directions for both
cases. For TE polarized liJht the electric field is parallel
to the interface (tangential) and the magnetic field has a
component normal to the interface (nontangcntial). For TM
polarized liJht, the magnetic field is parallel to the interface
(tangential) and the electric field has a component normal
to the interface (nontangcntial). Thus there is one equation
for the reflectivity (transmissivity) of the tangential field
component (E forTE and H for TM) and another equation
for the reflectivity (transmissivity) of the nontangential field
component (H for TE and E for TM).
The duality bel"-·cen the reflectivity and transmissivity of
TE and TM polarized light could alternatively be derived
through th~ apelication of Babinet's principle (31) which
states that if Ea ... and Ra ... arc solutions to Maxwell's
wave equation where n = i. r. t for incident, reflected,
and transmitted waves respectively, then the fields E11.,. =
:;.Z,.ii4 .,. and R,,,. = ::tY,.£4 ,,. are also solutions to
Maxwell 's equations. If field a describes TE polarization
and satisfies the boundary conditions, the application of
Babinet's tra.nsformation shows that field b describes TM
polarization and also satisfies the boundary conditions. lf
the transformations are applied to the boundary conditions
forTE polarization (field c) given in (10H12), the resultant
equations arc identical to the phase matched boundary
conditions for TM polarization (field b) given in (20H22).
Thus the reflectivity (transmissivity) for TM polarized light
could be calculated through the application of &binet's
transformation to the boundary conditions for the dual
TE problem. The fact that the equations desaibing TE
and TM polarizations have the same functional form is a
manifestation of this duality principle and is required by
Maxwell's equations.
B.

£/~crron

Wavt Amplilklk Rtfractiw /Niu
The directions of propagation of the reflected and trans·
mined EW's from a semiconductor interface (Fig. 3) were
calculated by using phase matching considerations. The
relative amplitudes of the reflected and transmitted EW's
can be calculated from the phase matched boundary con·
ditions. as they were in the electromagnetic c:ase. The
reflectivity and transmissivity of the EW amplitude can be
calculated by considering any two of the following three
boundary conditions: continuity of the EW amplitude across
the boundary, continuity of the transmitted component
of the gradient of the EW amplitude, and conservation
of the transmitted component of the probability current.

j . .i, v•here the probability current is defined as J .:
t/J•Vw) (32). The analogy between the
continuity of the wavcfun<:tion (gradient of the wavefunction) and the electromagnetic boundary conditions matching
the tangential field component (nontangential field component) were developed in Section Ill. The third boundary
condition, the conservation of probability current across
the interface, is analogous to the conservation of power
ftow across the boundary in electromagnetics, since both
are expressions of the conservation of the transmitted wave
intensity.
In order to calculate the reflectivity (transmissivity) of the
EW, a characteristic amplitude constant, X, wiU be defined
in the same manner as was the characteristic impedance for
TE polarization and the characteristic admittance for TM
polarization, as
Af'ljm·{~f/J·f/1-

(30)

This characteristic amplitude constant is analogous to the
characteristic impedance for TE polarization, in which case
lEI is analogous (-) to lvl and IHI - (1/m•)IV'1PI.
and to the characteristic: admittance for TM polarization,
in which case IHI - lt/11 and lEI - (1/m.)lvtbl. This
characteristic amplitude constant bas the same form as the
characteristic impedance defined in a transmission line de·
scription of resonant tunneling processes in semiconductors
(where lEI - I1PI) (33). Using the characteristic amplitude
constant, the equations for the reflectivity and transmissivity
of the material interface can be calculated as
(31)
tf!!N

"'=

(

tPot)
t/Jo

2X2 COS 81
• X,cos81 +X1 cos8,·

(32)

By inspection of the above equations, it is apparent that
the reflectivity (transmissivity) of an EW incident upon
a potential barrier have the same form as the equations
describing the reflectivity (transmissivity) of the electric
field for TE polarization (rF, (13)) and the reflectivity
(transmissivity) of the maanetic field for TM polarization
(rJr, (23)). Thus the reftectivity (transmissivity) of the
EW is analogous to the reflectivity (transmissivity) of the
tangential component of the EMW. As would be expected,
the equations describing the reflectivity (transmissivity) of
the gradient of the EW amplitude have the same form as
the equations describing the reftecrivity (transmissivity) of
the nontanaential component of the EMW (rJ1 and r~).
That is,

(33)

(34)
~e

analogy between the reflectivity (transmissivity) of

the EW amplitude and the reftectivity (transmissivity) of

Qyunify

EJccuomapctic

n

TM

rJE

r'J/•1

r'Jl

rJM

TfUiaiuivtty

tJE

tJ,M

Trusmissiviry

tJ,E

tJM

ldtctivity
attlcaivity

tbe tangential component of the EMW can be understood
follows. The EW boundary conditions describing tbe
EW continuity at the bouDdary are scalar equations. The
EMW boundary conditions desaibing tbe continuity of
the tanaential field component have the same form IS the
EW sular equations, since the field is tanaential to the
interface. Therefore, the EW amplitude reflectivity (transmissivity) equation bas the same form IS the tan&ential
EMW component reflectivity (transmissivity) equation. The
Jfldient of the EW amplitude, on the other band, iJ a
vector that points in the direction of propaaation of the
EW. Thus the boundary condition describin& the continuity
of the transmitted component of the sradient of the EW
amplitude are vector equations that require resolution of the
aradient in the direction normal to tbe interface. The EMW
boundary conditions for the nontanaential ' field require a
resolution of the field component in tbe direction tanaential
to the interface. Therefore, the reftectivity (transmissivity)
of the aradient of the EW amplitude bas the same fonn as
the reflectivity (transmissivity) of tbe aontanaential EMW
component.
These analoaies show that there is no inherent analo&Y
between one of the EMW field amplitudes (£ or H) and
the EW amplitude. For bulk propaaation. the EW amplitude
is analogous to either E or H . Fur propaaation past an
interface, the EW amplitude iJ analoaous to the tanaential
component of the electromaanetic: field.
By defining the · EW amplitude refractive index, the
equations for the EW reftectivity and transmissivity can
be expressed in terms of nonnaliud quantities IS were the
EMW equations. Tbe amplitude refractive index is defined
IS the ratio of the c:harac:teristic: arnplirude constant of a
reference medium to the dtarxteristic: amplitude constant
of the medium of propagation ((lS) and (25)),
IS

n!: ~ X.,.r/X •

../(KE)r/m:

(3S)

where the characteristic: amplitude constant of the referuce
reaion is found throuah (30).
With this expression for the amplitude refractive index
the reflectivity and transmissivity of the EW amplitude can
be expressed as
1W

"~ •

("'.,.) _

"'·

-

n!:.1 c:os81-·n~. 2 c:os8,
tw

n.m,l

l'W

cos 91 + n.m,2 cos 8,

•

(36)
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(37)

Tbroup

the dcfiniriOD of the EW amptirude refractive
index, the exprasio:'l for the reflectivity and transmissivity
at a semiconductor n:;aterial boundary are identical to the
expression for the reflectivity and transmissivity of the tanaential component of the elearomapetic: field. A aeneral
set of equations that can be used 10 describe tbe reflectivity
ed transmissivity for TE polarization. TM polarization, and
EW's is pven in Table 2. As is the case in electromapetic:s,
there is a special case in wbic:b the elec:troo wave phase
refractive index iJ equal to die electron wave ampllrude
refractive index. For EW's this occurs wben the effective
masses are equal on the two sides of tbe boundary. This
constant effective mass case is analoaous to the nonmaanetic: dielectric: case ~ • 1) for TE polarization ed
the fr • 1 case for TM polarization. In many material
systems (suc:b IS Gaa-aAl,As), however, tbe effective
mass can chanae by more than SO~ across a material
interface. In these material systems, tbe dependence of
the effective mass in the amplirude refractive index iJ
imponant, requirina the use of the EW amplirude refractive
index in the reflectivity {transmissivity) expressions for
&mUll dielectrics. For this reason, it is instNctive to
analyze tbe reftection (transmission) properties of aeneral
dielectric: interfaces. This analysis is performed in the next
two sections, and the results are applied to the Ga1-aAl,As
material system in Section VII.

V. TOTAL INTERNAL REfucnON
In Section
phase matc:hina considerations were used
to calculate an express.ion for the refracted anaJe for both
ID EMW incident upon a boundary between dielectrics and
an EW iacident upon a boundary between semiconductor
materials. yieldinJ flpA,l sin 81 • flpA,21iD 82 (see (8)).
This phase matc:binJ condition c:annot be satisfied if

m.

flpA,l

> flpA,2 and It > fc •lin- 1{flp•.2/flpA,1),
(38)

where 8, is referred to IS the critical angle. When the phase
matching condition is not satisfied, there is no transmitted
wave. This condition corresponds to total internal reflection
(11R). In order to have a real critical anale, tbe parameters
of the materials adjoin ina the interface must satisfy the first
1651

pan of (38). lD order to have TIR, the iDcident angle must
utisfy the second pan of (38).
For optical nonmagnetic dielectric interfaces, (38), shows
that TIR can occur if E1 > f2 where the critical angle is
,;ven u Be= ain- 1 (y'f2/E 1 ) . For general dielectrics and
semiconductor interfaces, the range of material combinations that allow a critical angle is shown u the shaded
regiOD in Fig. 4, where 0 • P1/P2 and f • 1.1/1.2 for
EMW's. and n -= mifm2 and r c (KEh/(K£)2 for
electron waves. The hyperbola
c 1 (npu
f&pll.d
represents the onset of llR, where the critical angle (Be)
is equal to 90 deg. For material c:ombinations below this
c::&lrve (Or < 1). the phase refractive index in region 2 is
larJer than the phase refractive index in region 1 and total
bucmal reflection will not occur for any angle of incidence.
For material combinations above this eurvc (Or > 1), there
is a real critical angle for the interface. A ,;ven critical
angle Be is represented on the graph by the hyperbola
= 1/ ain2 Be. As the product
is increased from
unity, the value of the critical angle decreases, approaching
DOnna! incidence U the product Of approaches infinity.
Plots of the material combinations that yield a constant
critical angle art shown for Be c 90, 66.5, 45, and 22.5 deg.
The above conditions for TIR reduce to the standard
expressions for the nonmapetic dielectric: case in which
p 1 = ll2 = 1. This nonmapetic dielectric condition is
represented in Fig. 4 by the line 0 = 1. Considering only
the line n c 1 Jives the condition for a critic:al angle as
f > 1, which reduces to,' E1 > E2, the familiar nonmagnetiC
dielectric: condition for TIR. ln the electron wave case, the
line n c 1 corresponds to the effective masses being equal,
mi m;, in which case the condition for having total
internal reflection is (K Eh > (K£)2.
Since a Jiven critical anJle is represented by the c:urve
1/ sin2 Be, there is an infinite set of relative material
combinations that ca.n be used to achieve a given critic:al
angle. In elecrromagnetics, it is generally not possible to
obtain Jossless dielectrics with arbitrary pennirtivity and
permeability. Thus it is diffic:ult to use regions in Fig. 4
other than the line n = 1. In this case, the critical angle is
limited 10 the intersection of the line n - 1 and the c:urve
of constant critical angle. In semiconductor materials, siDce
the kinetic energy and effective mass often differ on the two
sides of an interface, there is more flexibility in the desip
of llR devices such as EW waveguides (34). This effective
mass dependence on the critical angle is manifested in the
Ga1_.Al.As material system in which llR can occur from
a potential drop due to the effective mass differcDc:e OD
the two sides of the boundary. Tbe critical angle results
discussed in this section arc applied to the G&l-•Al.AI
material system in Stction Vll.

=

nr

nr

nr

=

nrc

Vl. BR£\\'STU ANGLE
In clectromagnetic:s, the Brewster angle is defined IS
the angle of incidence that produC"s zero reflectivity at
the interface between two dielectrics. At this angle, the
incident wave is totally transmitted. By solving the equation
16Sl
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for zero reftectivity (for either an EMW incident upon a
boundary between two dielectrics or an EW incident upon
an interface between semiconductor materials) the equation
for the Brewster, Bs. is found to be Ji~cn as
' • - sin- 1 ( V{l- A/T)/(1- A2 ))

(39)

where A and T arc functions of the material parameters.
Since the amplitude refractive indexes differ for TE polarization, TM polarization, and electron waves, the definitions
of A and T also differ. For TE polarization, A a Pd P2
and T • t 1 /t2 ; for TM polarization, A c 1.dE2 and
T • lldll2; and for electron waves, A • mi/m2 and
T • (KEh/(KE)2. In order for the interface to have a
real Brewster angle, the argument of the square root in
(39) must lie between 0 and 1. Tbc nnaes of material
parameters that yield a real Bs art lbowD u the shaded
regions in F;,. 5. The material combinations that lie in
these reJions have 1 Brewster angle Jivcn by (39). These
regions art bounded by the c:urve AT • 1, which is the
condition n,A,l • n,A.2• and by the c:urvc A -= T, which
is the condition "-"'·1 • fte"'.2 · The material combinations
that lie along the boundary curve AT • 1 do not have a
Brewster angle. For the material combinations along this
curve, the reflectivity is a constant and is not a function of
the angle of the incident wave! The material combinations
that lie on the line A • T bavc a Brewster angle at nonnal
incidc.nce. ln other words, there is no reflected v.·ave at
normal incidence for these material combinations! For the
material parameters in between these two boundary curves.
the Brewster angle is given by (39). Contour plots of
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fla. 5. '!'be shaded rrai011 shows the I'IJIIC of material pm.mcters
(for liM eatcrials adjoinin& 111 ilnerfacc) that allow for a fta1
Brewster anale. 'Ibis papb is valid for both e~tic WIVH
(TE and TM). 111d elccvon waves. ConiOUI plou sbovo· the I'IJIIC
of material parameters dial tauhs it11 Jivn Brewster analc for
I s • 90, 66. ~. 4$, 22.S. 111d 0 deg. Aloaa the boundary CW'Ic
.\ T a 1 there is 110 Brewster an&)c: aloDa tbc boundary CW'Ic
.\ • T the Brewster IIIJIC occurs l l llormal illcide!lcc. For ancral
dielecu'ia, a BrtWSier 111&)e can occur forTE polarization, TM
polarizatiOII, both polarizaliom. or ocitbcr polarization. Lillcwise. 1
Brew,ttr IIIJIC may or IDI)' DOl OCCW I I aloCIDic:onduetor laterfacc,
dtpclldiDJ 00 the IDIIeriaJ parameters.

material combinations for five constant Brewster anales (0,
22.5, 4S, 66.S, and 90 deg) are shown iD Fia. S. For small
Brewster anales, the material combinations stay close to
tbe line A c l', for small values of l', but approach tbe
curve Al' • 1, as l' approaches infinity. M the value of
tbe Brewster anale is iDcre&sed, tbe material combinations
move away from the line A • T and toward the c:urve
Al' • 1 at a faster rate. M the Brewster anale approaches
arazina incidence, the material parameters rise sharply for
small values of l' and rapidly approach the curve Al' • 1.
It should be noted that all Brewster anJ)es pass through the
point A • l' a: 1. At this point, the two materials are the
same and there is no interface; thus all of the incident wave
is transmitted for every anale of incidence.
All of the above results are valid for both an EMW inci·
dent upon an interface between two aencral dielectrics and
an EW incident upon a boundary between two semiconductor materials. In addition, the results are valid for both 1E
and TM polarizations in the elec:uomapetic case. Thus for
aeneral dielectric, there are ranaes of material parameters
tbat allow for a Brewster anale for 1E polarization as weU
as for TM polarization. This result miaht seem to contradid
the common optical understandina that a Brewster anale
always occurs for TM polariution, and never occurs for
TE polariution. This contradiction can be resolved by
considerin& the case for nonmagnetic dielectric materials
(ll1 • 112), in which the araph in Fia. S is reduced to the
line A a 1 (forTE polariu~ion). It is apparent that this line

does not intersect either resion that allows for a Brewster
anste. Thus there is DOTE Brewster anale for nonmagnetic
dielectric materials. The restriction to nonmapetic dielectric materials reduces the TM polarization paph to the line
T = 1. This line is completely contained in the reaions that
bave a Brewster anale. Thus there is a TM Brewster angle
for all combinations of nonmagnetic dielectric materials. In
aeneral, however, one, both, or neither of tbe polarizations
an bave a Brewster anale. For most material combinations,
either the TE polarized wave or the TM polarized wave will
have I Brewster anale. For those material combinations that
lie alona the line Al' • 1. 11either of tbe polarizations will
bave a Brewster angle; the reflectivity is independent of
anale. For those material combinations that lie alona the
curve A • T , both polarizatiODS will bave a Brewster angle
at normal incidence {'IE and TM polari.z.ation are identical
. at normal incidence). For all other material combinations,
either ooe or the other of the polari.z.atiODS will have a
Brewster anale.
For material interfaces in which the effedive mass is
the same on the two sides of tbe boundary. DO Brewster
anale will occur. This result can be obtained diredly from
FiJ. S. The constant effective mass case (mi • mi)
reduces FiJ. S to the line A • 1. It is apparent from the
graph that this line docs not pass throuah the reJions that
have a Brewster anale. This condition is analoaous to the
nonmapetic dielectric case (p,.
1) for TE polarization
and the ~.. = 1 case for TM polarization. Thus an effective
mass difference (across the interface) is required for an £W
to have a Brewster anale. These results are applied to the
Ga1- aAl.As material system in the next sedion where it
is shown that all interfaces created iD this material system
will bave a Brewster anJ)e.

=

VII. ElECTRON WAVE ll£fl.EcnON AND
R.EnAcnoN IN G&t-aAlaAs
The results that were derived for the reflectivity and
ttansmissivity of an EW at a material interface can be
directly applied to beterostructures in tbe G&t-aAl.As
material system. By iDsenina the appropriate expressions
for the kinetic enefJY and effective mass into the expressions definina tbe phase and amplitude refractive indexes
(see Tables 1 and 2) the reflectivity dwacteristics of a
Ga1-atAla1As/Ga1 _.,AJdAs interface can be analyzed
as a function of EW CDCfJY. For this material system,
the potential cnefJY and cffedive mass are a function of
total elec:uon cncrJY (£) and aluminum composition (r).
It is instructive to analyze tbe ranaes of £W eneraies
and boundary compositioDS that allow for
(critical
anJ)e, lc) and zero reflectivity (Brewster anale, Is). The
reflectivity of the boundary will be considered for two
cases: r 1 < z2 which is a potential rise shown in Fis. 6
and z 1 > r 2 which is a potential drop shown in Fis. 7.
For interfaces constructed usina the Ga1-aAl.As material system, the ranae of usable compositions that maintain
direct aap semiconductors is aiven u 0 %i 0.45. The
electron kinetic eneray and effective mass for electrons in
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1taqe$ of clearon CDCI'Jies (I' point) that allow for a
crilic:al aDd/or a Brewster anile at 1 ICmk:oDcludOf illtcrfacc ill
die Gas-aAl.,As matcri&1 system witb zs < z2 . Tbc cleevoa
wave ia iac:idcnt upon tbc illterfacc from tbc left (a < 0). For
elcdroa waves with cDCrJies below Az2, all aleevol1s will be
IGCally illtenaally reSected bcca\IIC lc c 0. For clecuon waves
with caaps below A(zs +z2)+AB/C. dlerc will be a DOGZCro
critical up, but ao Brewster anaJe. For tlccUoa waves with
e.rJies above this critical cncrc, there will be DO critical anJie
but there will be a 8tcWilU usle. Tbc 8lympCOtk value of the
Brewsacr uak il lhow11 OD the fiJIIIC.

valley in each of the two regions are given as (35]

(KE)i = £-Az,,

mi'-= mo(B+Cz,),

i a: 1,2 (40)

where A, B, and C are constants, m 0 is the free electron
mass, and the bottom of the conduction band in pure Ga.Aa
is used as the zero of total eneiJY. For Ga1-aAlaAs.
A= 0.77314 eV (assuming a 62% conduction band offset
(35H38]), B 0.067, and 0 0.083 (35]. By using (40)
for the kinetic eneray and effective mass, the existence
of both a critical angle and a Brewster angle can be
investigated as a function of compositions (z1 and z2) and
total electron eneiJY (£).
For this material system, the ratio of cffcc:tive masses
in the two regions is limited by the range of usable
compositions given above. For interfaces with z1 < %2,
the ranae of effective mass ratios (0 for TIR ud T for
Brewster angle) is limited to the region B/(B + 0.450) ~
mi/m2 ~ 1. For interfaces with z 1 > z2, the range
of effective mass tatios is limited to the region 1 ~
mi/m2 ~ (B + 0.450)/B. These regions are lbowD
pphically u the dotted regions of Fia. 8. ID the cue
of the potential rise (z1 < %2). when {KE)2 is equal
to zero, the ratio of kinetic energies (r. for TIR and A
for Brewster angle) is equal to infinity. As the kinetic:
eneiJY in the output reaion is increased, the ratio of
kinetic: energies decreases, approaching unity IS (K E)2
approaches infinity. The ' .mpositional difference of the rise
Jives the effective mass ratio (see (40)), fixing the ordinate
of the arapb. The energy dependence of the critical and
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f1a. 7. Jlanaes of cltcUon tfttiJits (I'· poillt) that allow for a
critical ud/or I BRWI1Cr aDak at I ICm.ic:oDd\actor iDtcrfacc ill the
Ga1- aA1aAI material system with Z1 > z2 . 1llc tleclroD wave
ia illc:idcnt 11pon the illterfacc from the left (a < 0). For electron
waves with e.!Jits below A(zs + z2) + AB/ C. IlleR ia DO
crilk:al ua1c or Brcwstcr uak· F« tleclroo waves with e.I'Jies
above this critical tatiJY. there wW be bodt a critical uak ud a
Brewster uJie. Tbc uymptotic valiiCS of the Brcwstcr ud crilic:al
uslc an lhow11 ce the lprc.

Brewster an&)es is &iven IS a vertical line at this ordinate.
The points of intersection between the curves of constant
critical (Brewster) angle and this line Jive the values of
the EW kinetic energy that yield a aiven critical {Brewster)
angle for the chosen compositional difference. AD example
line is shown in Fia. 8, where z 1 • 0 and z2 = 0.3.
The kinetic; eDCIJY dependence of the critical and Brewster
an&)e of a potential drop behaves in a similar manner to
the potential rise. When (K Eh is equal to zero, the ratio
of kinetic: eoeflies is equal to zero. As the kinetic: eneiJY
in the input region increases, the ratio of kinetic energies
increases, approachina unity IS (KEh approaches infinity.
Aaain, the compositional differeoce fixes the ordinate on
the ppb. The ratio of kinetic energies for a given critical
(Brewster) IJll}e is given by the intersection of the curves
of constant critical (Brewster) anale with a vertical line at
the ordinate fixed by t1at effective mass ratio. A sample
liDe is shown iD Fia. 8 for a potential drop of z1 = 0.3
and z 2 = 0.0. These eneiJY dependencies of the critical
and Brewster an&)e can be used to show the reaions of EW
input eneraies that allow a critical an&le and/or a Brewster
an&)e. Tbesc regions are disc:ussed as follows.
For the potential rise (Fia. 6). if the electron eneray in
reaion 1 is Jess than the size of the potential rise, i.e.,
if (KEh < A(z2- z 1 ), then the EW will experience
TIR from the potential barrier for all angles of incidence.
For these electron energies, the critical angle 9c occurs at
nonnal incidence (9c = 0). As (KEh is increased past
A(z2 - z 1 ) , the EW wiU be partially transmitted at normal
PROCEEDIMGS Of THE IEEE. VOL " · NO. 11. NOV£to01Ea 1991

will be a Brewster angle given by

//// arewller Nlgle
''''Crttl..l Nl;te
:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:· O•~.,N.,AaiOa~.,N. 1Aa

Is= sin- 1
1- (£- Ax2)(B + Czl)f(£- Azt)(B + Cx2)
1- (B + Czt)2/(B + Cz2)2
. (42)

•
e:c.=:

lffectlve Wall Ratte, •;""i

,..... I. Jtanae of material parameten that are possible for direct
pp iluerfaccs iD the G•1-~ Al.r .~. material system. The dotted
reaions show the allowed effective mass and kinetic eneray differ·
cnces fOf this material system. The left reaanJie is for interfaces
with z 2 > z1 and the riJht rectiJII)e is fOf iDterfaces with
Zt > Z2 . The intersection Of thnc I'CJiOM With the reJiODS
for • critical and Brewster anale CID be IIICd 10 cala.llate the
results lhown in Fip. 6 and 7. lbe effective man difference of
the iDtcrface rcd11ces the re.ctanJie 10 a vertical line, where the
absciua of the liM is filled by the kinetic t11CrJY. The intenection
of the constant critical (Brewster) analc curves with this line, aives
the vaJ11e of the critical (Brewster) anJie for each eocray at the
interface. Two uamplc lines are shown.

incidence, but it will achieve TIR for all incident angles
(9t) areater than the critical anaJe given by
(£- Ax2)(B + Cx2)
(£- Axt)(B + Cz1).

(41)

As (K Eh is further increased, the critical angle increases
from normal incidence, until the critical angle reaches
srazina incidence at the electron eneray te = A(z1 +z2)+
ABfC. For all electron energies larger than te. the EW
will not experience TIR for any angle of incidence. At these
enerJies, a fraction of the EW amplitude will be transmitted
for all angles of incidence. The critical eneri}' te is the
enei'Jy at which the EW phase refractive indexes are equal
on the two sides of the boundary (n,,.,1 = n,u). For EW's
with energies Jess than this critical value, np~ .l > npu
and TIR can occur. For EW's with energies greater than te.
n,t~,l < n,11,2 and TIR can no longer occur. For EW's with
energies equal to te. the incident, reflected, and transmitted
angles are all equal since the phase refractive indexes are
equal on the two sides of the boundary.
The energy dependence of the Brewster anale for the
potential rise of Fig. 6 follows a reciprocal behavior of the
critical angle. For EW energies below the critical enei'Jy te.
there is no Brewster angle. As the EW eneray is increased
an infinitesimal amount above te, a Brewster angle occurs
at aruing incidence. For all EW energies above tc, there

As the EW ene'IY is further inc:reased above te, the Brewster anaJe decreases as m toticall to the value 8Boc =
lin-1 (B + Cz2)/(2B + C(zt + z2)) as the energy approaches infinity. Thus for electron enei'Jies below the
critical value teo a fraction of the electron probability
current will always be refteded. For electron energies above
the critical value te, there is an angle of incidence for
each electron enei'Jy for which the electron probability
current will be tolally transmitted. As the EW energy
approaches infinity, the ansle of incidence that allows ·
for aotal transmission asymptotically approaches the value
8s 00 • It is interesting to note that the asymptotic value of
the Brewster anJ)e is not normal incidence. This is because
the reflectivity at normal incidence does not JO to zero
for high energies due 10 the effective mass difference. At
high EW energies, the kinetic energy difference becomes
negligible but the effective mass difference remains.
The eneray dependence of the critical angle and the
Brewster anJ)e for a potential drop (Fig. 7) are similar to
the results discussed above for the potential rise. In fact,
these results predict a region of EW energies for which an
EW can be tot.ally internally reftected from a potential drop.
This TIR occurs for eneiJies at which the relative difference
in effective masses is laiJer than the relative change in
kinetic eneraies: Thus TIR wiU occur at a potential drop for
electron enerJies whose input kinetic energy is siJDificantly
Iaraer than the mapitude of the potential drop. The onset
of TIR for a potential drop occurs at the same critical
enerJY (£e) at which the TIR disappeared for the potential
rise. For electron enersies below te, there is no critical
anJ)e. At these energies, all electron waves will be panially
transmitted put the interface. As the electron energy is
increased infinitesimally above te. TIR occurs at grazing
incidence. As the eneray is further increased above te. the
critical angle asymptotically approaches the value Beoc =
lin- 1 ..j(B + Cz2)/(B + Cz1).
The Brewster anale behavior of the potential drop is the
aame u the Brewster anJ)e behavior for the potential rise.
For anJ)es less than tc, there is DO Brewster angle. For all
EW' s with enCTJies above teo there is a Brewster angle that
is &iven by (42). Ill fact, the value of the Brewster angle for
the potential drop is the refracted anJ)e for an EW incident
at the Brewster anJ)e of the reciprocal potential rise. As the
EW eaeray approaches infinity, the asymptotic value of the
Brewster angle is aaain given by Bsoo·
The enerJY dependence of the critical and Brewster
anJ)es for both the potential rise and the potential drop
are summarized graphically on Figs. 6 and 7. These figures
emphasize that fact that both a critical anale and a Brewster
anale will exist for all interfaces in this material system. In
l65S

addition. these figures illustrate the important role of the ef.
fective mass in EW propagation in semiconductors. Merely
viewina the band (potential eneray) diagrams does not Jive
complete information about the quantum reflectivity of a
material iJnerface between two semiconductors.
VIII. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
A comprehensive set of analogies have been presented
between electron wave propagation in semiconductors and
electromagnetic propagation in aenerat dielectrics. It bu
been sbowD that separate phase and amplitude refractive
indexes an required for both cases. The phase refractive
index is required for describin& phase effects such as phase
matchina and total ilnernal reflection, .and the amplitude
refractive index is required for desc:ribiDa amplitude effects
such u tbe reflectivity of a material iJnerface. For tbe
electron wave, the phase (amplitude) refractive index is
proponional to the square root of the product (ratio) of
the kinetic energy and the effective mass of the medium of
propagation. For the EMW, the phase (amplitude) refractive
indexes is proponional to the square root of the product
(ratio) of the permittivity and permeability of the medium
of propagation.
By considering the phase matching and amplitude conditions of the electromagnetic boundary conditions, the
reflection and refraction of an EMW incident upon an
interface between two general dielectrics bas been analyzed.
It bas been shown that one set of equations can be used
to calculate the angles and the amplitudes of the reflected
and transmitted v.·aves for both TE and TM polarizations
throup the definition of different amplitude refractive
indexes for each polarization. In addition, by applying
tbe analogies discussed above, it has been demonstrated
that the same set of expressions c:an be used to desc:n"be
electron wave reflection and refraction at an interface
between semiconductor materials through the definition of
electron wave phase and amplitude refractive indexes. Tbe
behavior of the phase matching and reflectivity upressions
have been determined as a function of material parameters.
'lbrouJh this analysis, it has been shown that for aeneraJ
dielectrics there are an infinite set of material parameters
that produce a liven c:ritical angle. In addition, it bas
been sbown that for aeneral dielectrics a Brewster angle
c:an oc:cur for 1E polarization. TM polarization. both 1E
and TM polarization, or neither 1E nor TM polarization
dependina on the material parameters.
U5ing analogies between the electromagnetic: and electron wave refractive indexes, the critical angle and Brewster
angle for a semiconductor material interface have also been
determined as a function of kinetic: eneray and effective
mass of the electron wave on the two sides of the material
interface. Analogous to the electromagnetic case, it bu
been shown that for general material systems (with arbitrary
kinetic energy and effective mass), there are an infinite
number of material compositions that produce a Jiven
critical anale. In addition, it has been shown that an elec:troD
v.·ave can encounter a Brewster angle if the effective mass

cli1rers on the two sides of tbe boundary. For general
material I}~ms, this Brewster angle is a function of the
enerJY of IX elcc:tron wave and can occur at normal
incidence for appropriate material combinations. These
results for electron wave propagation have been applied to
interfaces in the Ga1-aAl.As material system to determine
tbe reflectivity of u iDterface as a function of electron
CDetJY and material composition. By applyina this analysis,
it lw been sbowll that electron waves in tbe r band in this
material system can be totally internally reflected from both
a potential rise and a potential drop. Ill addition, it bas been
abowll that a Brewster uaJe will exist for all interfaces in
this material system. It should be noted that the Brewster
angle calculated bert for f band electrons in Ga1-.Al.As
occurs at energies above lbe L band satellite minima. The
ualysis metbod. bowever, also applies 10 other material
systems wbose nnae of energies for Brewster uaJes may
fall above or below those of any minima, depending on the
material system parameters.
The present formalism can be used to analyze electron
wave optical struc:turu, such as tbe impressive experimental
devices of Sivan a •L [17) and Spector., •L [18H19].
The phase matc:bin& relationships of the present work (in
the limitina case of a constant effective mass throughout
the device) reduce to the same expressions that they used
to explain suc:c:essfully the results of these electron aeomeaic:al optics experiments. In their work, a complete ray
cracina analysis was performed, usina the electron wave
phase indexes of refraction. to predia the device response.
Ill order to demonstrate the procedure of applying the
present formalism to the analysis of electron wave optical
devices, the electron wave prism switch (19] is treated.
· The results of this analysis are shown in Fia. 9. In this
device, constructed in the two-dimensional electron gas
confiauration, an incident elec:tron wave is refracted by a
potential energy prism and is switched to collector A, B , or
C. The potential eneray prism is created by applyiDg a aate
voltaae to the electrode labeled n~1 • The electron wave
inside the prism (index n~1 ) is incident upon the prism
surface at IDJie 11 and is refracted into the output reaion
(index n=:2 ) 11 anaJe 12 • By asina tbe c:umnt-voltage
ud electron density data &ivCD in (19). tbe index ratios
(n~2 /n=:1 ) that switch the eledrOD blto collectors A, B ,
ud C are calculated to be 1.4, 1.1, and 1.0, respectively.
1best index ratios would result in anaJes of refraction
(l2) of 38dea, S2dec, ud 67dq, for collectors A, B ,
and C, respectively. From the aeometry of the device,
tbe nnaes of inc:ident anales that c:an be ~pted by
eacb collector are approximately 30 to 39 deg for collector
A, 46 to S3deg for collector B, and 60 to 68 deg for
collector C. Tbu.s the c:alculated angles of refraction are
consistent with these angular ranaes. In the limit of an
index ratio of n!:2 / n!:1 • co, the electron wave would
be refracted normal to ·the prism surface. For an index
ratio of
2
1 • 0.92, the electron v.·ave would be
refracted paranefto the prism surface (onset of total inte. 1al
reflection). For this iDdex ratio, the anale of incidence 11 (=
67 deg) is equal IO the critical angle IS &iven by (38). Tbe
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application of the present single-ray approach to the anal·
ysis of the electron wave prism switch [19), demonstrates
the utility of ~e analogies between EMW propagation and
EW propagation. In addition to analyzing phase effects
(refraction angles), the present formalism can be used to
extend these resu.lts to include amplitude effects such as
rcftectivity and transmissivity at boundaries. Funhermore,
the present methods can be used to include simultaneously
both phase and amplitude effects. incorporating imponant
quantum interference physical optics effects (7H16) so
as to calculate the total refteetance and transmittance of
multiple-boundary, multiple-layer, and multiple-component
electron optic:al devices.
Even though parabolic band. direct gap Ga 1 -~AJ~As has
been treated in this work. it should be emphasized Wt
the methods can be applied to other material systems. It
is conceptually straightforward to include nonparabolicity
effects (often represented as £{1 +a£+ {3£2 + ...) c
1l2 1k!'Vo'l2 /2m•) in the analysis. Similarly, anisotropic ef.
fects can be incorporated through the use of a teftsor
effective mass and potential enerJY. lbis anisotropic case
could be used if the lowest eneray band consisted of
ellipsoidal X minima energy surfaces (e.g., Si, AlAs, etc.)
or ellipsoidal L minima eneray surfaces (e.g., Ge) rather
than the spherical r minimum enefJ)' surface associated
with direct gap Ga1-cAJ~As.
· Although the form of the potential enefJY bas been taken
to be V c ••b, since this linear relationship applies to direct
aap Ga 1 -~AlcAs and numerous other material systems,
the analysis presented can be straightforwardly extended to
general potentials given as V • f(z) . For example, for
indirect gap Ga 1 -~AJ~As (0.45 S r S 1) the potential
V : 1.900 + 0.125z + 0.193%2 (35), (36) can be used to
calculate the phase and amplitude refractive indexes, from
which the reflectivity (transmissivity) characteristics can be
calculated.

The analysis presented iD this paper is based on the
ainsJe-band effective-mass equation. Such &D analysis is
valid for conduction electrc ...s in type I 1Uperlattic:es conttruc:ted from semiconductors suc:b as Ga1-~Al~As [40).
For the conduction of holes in the walencc band or type 1
superlattices (Ga1 -~Al~As (21)). the conduction or eleclrOnS in material I)'SlCms with zero-field spin splitting in
the conduction band (such as Ga1-cln~As (39]), or the
conduction of cJecttoDs iD type D superlattic:es (40), a
multiband effective mass equation is .required. In this case,
the effective mass equation is ID N -dimeuiODal matrix
equation rather than a tcalar equation. 1bc electron-wave
amplitude t/J for single-band bulk propaption (the case
created in this paper) is IDIIoJous to either the electric or
the magnetic field. For propaaatioD across an interface, ,P is
analogous to tbe c:ompcmnt of tbe elec:ttomagnetic field that
is DOnDal to &be plaDe of iDcidcDcc.ID &be case of &be twoband effective ma.u cquatiOD (lack of spin deJCDCracy). the
resulting electromagnetic analogy differs from that treated
in this paper. Bulk propagation in the two-band case is
ID&logous 10 EMW propagation iD &D anisotropic media.
The two bands represent a two-sheeted wavevector surface,
ID&logous to the two-shetted wavcvcc:tor surface used to
desaibe electromagnetic propagation iD anisotropic materials (30). In tbe electromagnetic case, the direction or the
electric field polarization detennines the wave decomposi. tion into the two wavevector surfaces. In tbe electron wave
case, the orientation of the electron spinor detennines the
decomposition oftbe electron wave into the two bands [21),
(39). In this manner, the eleCtron spin is analoaous to the
electromagnetic field polarization. However, the electron
wave eigen·solutions for the two-band model (spinors)
are two-dimensional. lbus the two-band model describes
a two-dimensional wavevcc:tor surfac:e as opposed 10 the
tbret·dimensional wavevcctor surface in electromagnetic
optics [30). In the N ·band CI$C, the N bands describe
&D N ·sheeted ·wavevector surfic:c in direct extension to
the standard two-sbetted surface in anisotropic optics. lbe
orientation of the N -dimensional vector describina the
electron wave amplitude determines the wave decomposition into the wavevector surfaces. These analogies allow
the description of muhiband transpon in t,crms of EMW
propagation in anisotropic crystals.
AD important result of this work is the demonstration that
the analogies from tbe optics of nonmaanetic dielectrics are
not applicable &o electron wave propagation iD semiconduc·
tors due to kinetic cneray and effective mass differences
across the interface. Tbe optical expressions must first be
aeneralized 10 include nonmapetic dielectrics and then the
results can be applied 10 the design of ballistic electron
devices.
If the effective mass difference across the interface were
not included in this analysis. many of the results would
differ dramatically. By including the effective mass difference across a boundary, it was shown that an electron wave
could be totally internally reflected from a potential drop.
In addition, L e existence of an electron wave Brewster
ansJe is dependent upon the inclusion of the effective mass

dependence. In fact, when the effective mass is included
in the · analysis, the reflectivity of an interface for an
arbitrary angle of incidenCe does not go to zero as the
energy of the electron wave goes to infinity. Thus there is
always a component of the electron wave that is reflected
due to the effective mass difference on the two sides of
the interface. These reflections will be eliminated if the
electron waves are incident at the Brewster angle. for
these material systems that have effective mass changes.
the existence of an electron wave Brewster angle could
become useful in the design of antireflection interfaces in
ballistic electron devices (41). As wl.s discussed in Section
I, recent experiments have demonstrated the imponance of
including these effective mass effects (24H26].
With the comprehensive set of quantitative analogies
presented in this work, it is clear that a wide variety of
electron wave optical devices are · possible using electron
wave propagation and that these devices can be designed
staning with existing optical designs.
Using the results of the present formalism, electron
wave optical components can be constructed including
a 11\ide variety of electron interference filters [27], [28]
that have high-pass, low-pass, band-pass (narrow-band or
wide-band), or notch {narrow-band and wide-band) characteristics. Impedance transformers (antireflection coatings)
to reduce unwanted electron reflections at boundaries can
be designed (41). These could be used, for example, in
the electron ftow from the G&As base of a bipolar junction
transistor to the Ga1-zAlzAs collector where Ga1-zAlzAs
is used to increase the breakdown voltage in the high
electric field collector. One-dimensional periodic structures
(diffraction gratings) can be designed to diffract electron
waves (42)-{44}, allowing a variety of beam-splitting and
transistor-like switchin& functions to be performed.
In addition, nearly monoenerJetic electron emitters can
be designed that are voltage tunable (28}, (46). Electron
emitters can be incorporated as hot electron injectors in
the design of electroluminescent devices (46H47), photodetectors (46), and fast ballistic transistors (46). Negative resistivity devices can also be designed utilizing
linearly varying period {chirped) superlanic:es (48), (49) or
Fabry-Perot emitter/filter structures [28), (45), (SO). All of
these devices could be used in the construction of ultrahigh
speed switches and bi&h·frequency oscillators.
The quantitative analogies presented here may be used
in the design of slab waveguides (quantum wells with
a two-dimensional electron gas) (34] and channel waveguides (quantum wires with a one-dimensional electron
aas). Electron waveguides must be used in nanometer-scale
high-speed intecrated circuits. They are also required in
future electron guided-wave integrated circuits for imple·
menting high-speed integrated switches, modulators, and
logic devices for computers and communications. Such
guided wave circuitry could also perform "optical-like"
parallel data processing, in a maMer analogous to present·
day electromagnetic optical data processin& which is done
with ·guided-~o~. ave integrated optical circuits (with a wavelcnath approximately 100 times smaller than the wavelength
1651

in the electromagnetic optical devices). In addition, the
interface to conventional digital electronic circuitry could
be contained within the same semiconductor chip, thus
greatly simplifying the ..optics-electronics" interface.
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The transmission and CW'J'eDt-voltqe cbaracteriJtica of Ga 1 _ aAJ..Aa superlattic:e dectronwave quantum-interference fllter/emitter neptive diirerential resistance devices are
analyzed with and without the lelf<ODJistency requiremenL The analysis lqlects the
ac:attering drects within the aupedattice Iince it ia uaumed that it ia very thin (laa than the
electron coherence length). Thus, the calculated characteriatica corrapood to the
balliatic component of the cu.rreoL For the non-eelf<ODiilteot calculation tbe liDaJe-bud
d'ective-maas time-independent Schroedinger equation ia 101ved. For the lelf.
CODiistent calculation, the Schroedinger and Poi.uOD equationa are 10lved itcrativdy UDtil alelfCODiistent electron potential enerJY and dectron density are obtained. It ia abown that
IUitably delianed electron-wave quantum-interference llter/emiuen can ahibit ltroDi
~~eptive diirerential resistance in the current-voltqe characteristica, limilar to those
of RIOD&Dt tunnding diodes. For low-to-moderate (2-30 meV) Fermi enerJies in the
CODduction band ofGa1 _aAJ..,AJ (Si doping concentration Jess or equal to 2 x 1011 cm- 3 )
and temperatures Dear 30 K (in the ballistic trftJl.SpOrt ftlime), it il ahowD that spececbarge drects are relatively amall and rault in a aliJht ahift of the curreot-voltqe and
transmission characteristics toward hiper bias voltages. ID a fuhion similar to that
ocx:urring in resonant tunnding diodes, the aelf-c.onsisteDt 6eJd m electroo-wave llter/emitter
Degative diirerential resistance devices partially ICRICDS the ~tive applied bias. Daips
of Ga1 _ aAJ~ resonant devices with current peak-to-valley ratios of -50 u well u
Donresoo&nt (Dot exhibiting Deptive diirerential resistance) devices are analyzed. The
corresponding dectron charge density distribuuons are also presented. Superlattice electronwave filter/emitter negative di1ferential resistance devices can be uaed u hip-speed
awitches, oscillators, and as monoenergetic emitters in dectrolum.inesc:::ent devices and
photodetcctors.

I. IHTAODucnON
Nanostructure devices like multiple quantum wells
and auperlattices have been rapidly developed due to recent
advauces ofmicrofabrication technology, particularly metalorpnic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) and molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE). These fabrication tcchnoloaies have been refined to the point where single monolayen
can be grown with precise compositional control. 1 At these
apatial dimensiODJ, quantization eff'ects largely dominate
device characteristics, making further reduction in their
aizes undesirable in tome applicatiODJ, thereby limiting the
ultimate apeed of the devices. However, quantum interferCDce d'ects may also potentially be uaed in an advanta·
pous way in novd c:Jevices. Quantum-mechanical interferCDce drects have been experimentally observed for electron
CDergies below the potential energy barriers in double-barrier and multibarrier resonant tunneling devices2-6and for
electron enerJies above the barriers in lingle- and double. barrier atructures.1_, With further improvements iD the
quality of the materials grown, ballistic transport has also
been experimentally observed. 10. 11 That is, electrons travd
through the device without being scattered by deviations
from crystalline perfection. Even with the addition of elas3820
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tic scattering. the e1cctroris ahibit dear quantum-mechauical plane-wave behavior. 1l.13 These coherent waves maintain their phase throupout the device and thus can
interfere, reftect, refract, and diirract in a manner analoJOUS to the electromapetic plane waves in dielectric media. Impressive experimental evidence of optical-like electron behavior in GaAs lemic:onductors has recently been

report.ed. 14,15

Quantitative analopes between quantum-mechanical
electron waves in aemiconductor materials and electromagDetic optical waves iD dielectric::a have already been
devdoped. 16 With these anal()Jies, existiDg dectromapetic
optical analysis and desisn teclmiques can be used for the
analysis and deaisn ofnovd aemicooductor quantum-wave
devices. Possible devicea include narrow-band auperlattice
interference 8Jtera17•11 and filter/cmitten19.20 which can exhibit very IWTow electron kinetic energy passbands and
cau be integrated iDto tolid-atate devices for potential ·
uae » monoenergetic emitters for dectrolum.inescent
devicea,21.ll photodetectors,21.23 and subpicosecond ballistic transistors. 11.21 Beyond improving the speed of existing
devices, however, the totally new concept of guid~d ~lec
tron-wave intqrated circuits bas been proposed.24.25 This
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--potentially next pe:ration of integrated circujts could be
comprised by many ICDliconductor quantum electron-wave
devices interc:onnected by electron waveguides.U-29
Semiconductor auperlattice interference filter and
filter/ emitter desips can be visuali.zed from the optical
interference filters counterparts but their desips cannot be
simple copies of thin-film optical desips due to the constraints that are imposed by the ultrasmall dimensions, the
usable composition range, and the applied bias voltage.
The design of such quantum interference filters and filter/
emitters bas been presented in Refs. 17-20. In the present
work the ' current-voltage (1- J') characteristics of these
filter/ emitters are calculated self-consistently. It is shown
that these devices can exhibit negative di1rerential resistivity similar to that occurring in resonant tunneling diodes.
In addition, apace-charge effects due to electron localization that have been shown to be very important in ICDliconductor device analysis and design are quantified for
these atructures. Several analytical techniques have been
used and can be classified into two major categories: the
classical approaches that include the solution of the nonlinear Poisson equation using Boltzmann or Fermi-Dirac
statistics for the electron and bole concentrations,»-3' and
the quantum-mechanical approaches in which both the
Schroedinger and Poisson equations are solved self-consistently through an iterative algorithm until a self-consistent
electrostatic potential and electron density are
achieved.3,_.7 Most of these analyses have been applied to
the resonant tunneling diodes37•3~ 1 ·" in which the spacecharge eft'ects have been shown to be significant. In this
paper, for the first time, a complete quantum-mechanicalself-consistent analysis of the semiconductor superlattice
filter/ emitter is presented. These devices inherently crurer
from the resonant tunneling diodes in that they are de·
signed to operate at electron energies above all barriers and
wells of the semiconductor superlattice. Thus, electron localization is purely due to the quantum-mechanical interference mechanism.
In this work, the eft'ects of the self-consistent potential
on quantum-interference filter/ emitter negative di1rerential
resistance devices are isolated and analyzed. The details of
the model used are described in Sec. II. Several example
cases are presented in Sec. Ill for the GaAs/
Ga 1 _,.AJzA$ alloy system. Resonant (exhibiting negative
di11'erential resistance) and nonresonant (not exhibiting
neaative di1rerential resistance) filter/ emitter devices are
analyzed. The effects of the Fermi energy (doping) and
temperature on the ftlter/ emitter transmittance and cur·
rent-voltage characteristics are included. Electron densities
in the superlattice are also presented for resonant and nonraonant ftlter/ emitters. It is found that the apace-charge
effects on the transmission and J. J' cb&.racteristics of the
filter/ emitter devices can be signifiCAnt for relatively high
Fermi energies (above 30 meV) and generally lead to shift.
ing of the device characteristics toward highn bias volt·
~ges. Finally, in Sec. IV, a summary and some discussion
are presented.
~21
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IL MODEL DESCRIPTION
A voltaae-biased semiconductor auperlattice can serve
simultaneously as an electron-wave interference filter and
electron emitter. The theory and the design ofsuch electron-wave ftlter/ emitten have been presented in Refs. 19
and 20 using a noo-aelf-am:is1ent (linear electrostatic potential) model. The present self-consistent model is similar
to the one used for the resonant tunneling devices.
The
model formulation is based on the following given condi·
tions:
(a) The semiconductor superlattice consists of an intrinsic rqion where quantum-mechanical analysis applies.
Thus, the length of the device is smaller than the electron
coherence length. Experimental measurements in ballistic
hot-electron devices10. 11•1.,15'...,49 (on GaAs/ GaA.lA.s and
InGaAs/InAlA.s structures) indicate that the electron ex>
berence length lies roughly between 10 and 100 nm. Of
course, the electron coherence length depends strongly on
the temperature (electron coherence length of the order of
several micrometers wu recently reported at very low
temperatures 14·") and it is a statistical quantity. Therefore,
the experimental data suggest that a measurable fraction of
the electrons will exhibit coherent behavior within the
filter/ emitter. The transport of elcct.rons through the
filter/ emitter negative di1rerential resistance device is assumed to be strictly colliaionless.
(b) For the ftlter/ emitter region. the one-electron single-band eft'ective mass time-independent Schroedinaer
equation is used. This is a valid approximation for electron
energies near the r point in accordance with the filterI
emitter design requirements.20 1be boundary conditions
used at the beterojunction interfaces of the filter/ emitter
region (intrinsic region) are the continuity of the envelope
wave function, t/J, and the continuity of the normal component of the probability current density or equivalently
the continuity of the envelope wave function first derivative
weighted by the inverse effective mass, (1/ m•)t/J' (where
~· denotes a first derivative) . These two boundary conditions work sufficiently well for the Ill·V semiconductor
family u long as the same band edge is considered on both
sides of the discontinuity50 (the conductioo-band directpp minimum for the electron-wave filter/ emitters).
(c) The applied voltaae bias appears across the filter/
emitter region. The voltage drop in the contacts is assumed
neJligible.
.
(d) The contact regions outside the filter/ emitter are
treated as having constant Fermi enet'J)' levels and equilibrium Fermi-Dirac statistics apply.
The electron potential energy of the electron-wave
filter/ emitter negative di1rerential resistance device with an
applied biu voltaae is shown in Fig. 1. In this figure the
electrostatic potential ener&Y is assumed to be linear which
is the first estimate used in order to start the iterative solution of the Schroedinger and Poisson equations. The
filter/ emitter consists of M layers, where M is an odd in·
teaer. The center layer is the resonant layer while the surrounding layers are quarter electron-wavelength layers
(for the design pass energy of the filter/ emitter) . 19.20 When
the design voltage is applied, electrons in a narrow energy

36-4'
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FIG. 1. Scbc:metic repi'IMIItatioo or 1 bi·
tuperlenice eJec.
troD-wave iluafera~CC ftiOIIWICt liter/
emiucr. At &he de8ip polaltial CDerJY
biu, y..... IIDd iDput kiDetic CDerJY,
ICE,.. &he 1eyen hive • .tbicluleu or.
qtWter (or a hllf for &he reiODIIlt cmtrll 1eyer) ol Ul eledroD WlvelenJlh IS
meuured iD that 1eyer. Ill this ~Jure 1
liDear ( DOO«<f'~t ) dectroltatic
poteatial il ..umecl.

..s ....icooductor

•
band around the prcspec:ified pass enerJY, E1 (Fia. 1),
traverse the filter/ emitter and are emitted with an output
kinetic energy KEout· The applied bias potential energy is
denoted by J'biw while the potential energies of the dift'erent layers are denoted by J.j and their effective masses by
mf(j = l,l,....M). For the solution of the self-con.sistent
problem the filter/ emitter region is divided into N aubreJions of equal width Az as shown in Fia. l . The potential
energy of each subregion l(i ... I,l,...,N) is 'Yj
-= [J'(zi- t> + J'(zi)]/2, where J'(z) is the electrostatic
potential energy (which is one of the unknowns of the
.elf-consistent J:roblem) . An alternative to the stair-~tep
approximation 1 would be a piecewise linear potential enerJY approximation.20•52 In the limit of large N both approximations converge to the same solution. The on~cc
tron envelope wave function in the ith subregion is denoted
by\1'111 while the change in the conduction-band edge. v11 and
the eft'cctive mass,
are the change in the conductionband edge and the dl'cctive mass of the region 1
(1 = l,l.....M) to which the subregion i belongs. Thus. the

mt,

• • •

I
I
I
I
I

1-th

:

aub·

1 region
I
I

•••
I
I

,.-Az-.,

one-electron envelope function time-independent Sclirocdinger equation for the ith subregion can be written

f( tft/1,
2mr
dZT + (E- J'i ..... v )f/1 - 0.
1

1

zi_t<z<zj,

(1)

where II is Planct•a constant divided by 2,- and E is the
total electron enei'JY. In order to solve Eq. ( 1), knowledge
of the electrostatic potential energy J'(z) is required. Assuming that J'(z) is known, the solution for f/11 can be
written in the form

f/11(z) -

C1 exp[ +1kt<z- zi-t> 1

+D1 exp[ -1kt<z-zi- t>1

(l)

zi- t < z < zj and with the electron wave vector k;
-= [lmt(E - 'Yj - v1)/ff]t12. 1bec:oefticients C1andD,of

for

each subregion I can be found from the boundary conditions for the envelope wave functions and usuming that
~(z) - exp{j~) + r.exp( - 1~) and \fiN + t(Z)
exp[jkN + 1(z - zN)], where r, and t, are the amplitude reftcction and transmission c:oefticients of the wave
function. Using a transfer matrix approach,51 r, and t, can
be calculated first, and then all C1 and D 1 can be computed
recunively. Thus, once the overall transmission and reftcction coefficients are found, the steady-state wavefunction
•(z) - .,(z) for zj_ 1 < z < zj (/-= l,l....,N) can be deter·
mined at each incident energy E over the full range of
interest.
After the wave function •<z) is known throughout the
entire structure, the electron density, 11(z), can be calculated by 11(z)- (.(z).-(z)), where ( ) denotes summation (or equivalently integration) over all energies.36 Furthermore, usuming Fermi-Dirac statistics the previous
equation becomes

= '•

(3)
FIG. l . Pan of the I'CIOIWitllter/ emitter reaion between poiDta 1/- 1 aDd
1/ where the atair-step representation is Uled for the adf<Oillistcrlt paten·
tial J'(.r).
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where f(E,E1 ) is the Fermi di~tributi?" functi~n ~d E1 is
the Fermi energy level. The dtstn'button functJon as taken
as being in equilibrium, in spite of the fact that a current
GlytM, Gaylord, and Brennan
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lows through the filter/emi~ when a bias voltage is apHowever, the distribution function /(E.£1 )
1/{1 + exp[(E - E1)!k6 1]}, where k 6 is Boltz·
mann's constant and T is the absolute temperature. is reaaonably accurate since the .xy system is essentially decoupled &om the quantization din:ction z, and can be
CODiidered in a quasi~uilibrium state. 37~ 3 Evaluation of
Eq. (3) yields to the following approlimate expression for
II(Z):
plied.

=

II(Z) c.

2¥11?#

XL., l~(z) l 1n[
2

dE,

Ji',,

<•>

<•>

d(

dz Eo£,(z) d~)
dz = - en(z),

(S)

wh~ £o

is the permittivity of free space, E, is the relative
permittivity along the device, and ~(z) is the electrostatic
potential. Defining the electrostatic potential energy as before by J'(z) = - e~(z), Eq. (S)can be written as

T(E,)

l+exp[(E1 -E,)/k6 T]
)
Xln ( 1 +exp[(E,-E.. - J'biM}/k6 T]

dE~

(7)

)InIt~~.l

(8)

For the derivation ofEq. (7), parabolic bud structure and
independence of T(E,) on transverse eDerJY component
were usumed, similar to the assumptions for the validity of
Eq. ( •) . In the followina section several results of resonant
( exlubiting neptive d.i6erential resistance) and DODte:SC>
nant (not exhibiting neptive d.i6erential resistance) devic:es in the Ga1 _..AJ_.A,s alloy family are presented.

Ill. RESULTS OF THE

Ga1 _..AI,Aa ALLOYS

C~LCULAnONS

FOR

A practical material system to be used in fabricating
electron-wave interference devices is Ga1 _..AJ,yA.s. For
this material system the maximum allowable composition
in aluminum is x.u -=
in order to avoid the direct/
indirect band-pp transition. The electron potential energy
ofthejth layer is given by Y1 - b 1 (A- 0.773 eV),using
the -60/<40 rule conductioo-tcrvalence bud-edge
discontinuity, 54•55 and its effective mass is Jiven by mf
.... CB +
CB- 0.067,
0.083 ), w~
is the
1
free..dectron mass. The (100) mooolayer thickness for any
usable composition remains the same and equals 0.2827
nm (lattice-matched material system). Two resonant and
one nonresonant example desiJDS will be presented. These
designs will take into account the minimization of the
inter-valley attering (r-L band transition) acc:ording to
the analysis presented in Ref. 20. The two resonant devices
will be referred to as resonant filter/ emitten A and B respectively.

o.•s

ex >mo

c-

mo

A. Resonant filter/emitter A dnlgn crttertll
rn(z)

(6)

wh~ £, is the relative permittivity of GaAs (assumed
constant throughout the filter/ emitter for simplicity) .
Solvina Eq. (6) numerically, using the method of finite
d.i6erences, the electrostatic potential energy J'(z) can be
found and used in the Schroedinger equation [Eq. ( 1)].
The computation algorithm starts ~·;th the 10lution of
Eq. (1) assuming linear electrostatic potential energy (Fig.
1). After computation of the wave function, the electron
density can be calculated from Eq.
Then Eq. (6) can
be solved for a new estimate of the f'lectrostatic potential
energy J'(z) . This procedure is iterated until convergence

<•>·
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r·

Jo

(E- Yo)/mft+t
T(E,)- ( (E- Yo- Yw.)lnzZ

1 + exp(E1

wh~ E, is the longitudinal component of the energy E.
For the above computation, parabolic band ltnlcture and
independence of lf(z) 12 on the transverse coergy compoDCDt (momentum) were assumed. None of the two previous assumptions is strictly valid, but for low energies near
the bottom of the conduction band ( r valley) these are
very good approximations and they greatly simplify the
computational procedure for the evaluation of the electron
density. 37~3 In addition, Eq.
accounts for only the
left-tcrright incident electrons. In order to be strictly correct, the electrons impinging from right to left should also
be taken into account, 39-t1 and the total electron density
should be the sum of these two streams of electrons. However, the right-tcrleft incident stream of electrons has a
negligible effect on the current density of the device for the
design values of the applied voltage and temperature. The
charge density corresponding to the spatial electron distributions given by Eq. (4) can be calculated by - en(z)
(where e is the electron charge) and then substituted into
the one-dimensional Poisson equation,

JlY(z)

~~k..r
J=t 2filiil

where T(E,~) is the transmission c:odlicient of the device,
calculated using the lelf-coolistent elec:troltatic potential,
and is given by

k6 T(m~) 3n

- E, )lk6 T]

of the electrostatic potential coergy J'(z) is obtained.
Then, the current density, J, can be calculated at each
applied bias using the equation51 •53
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Resonant &lter/emitter A was desiped with the algorithm of Ref. 20 for a bias potential enerJY Y.._ = 0.10 eV
and an output kinetic energy at resonance K.Ew1 = 0.13
eV, assuming a Fermi energy level at the input reJion of 30
meV (measuml from the bottom of the conduction band).
In order to reduce intervailey transitions for the applied
resonance bias and kinetic energy, the maximum allowable
aluminum composition had to be reduoed20 to 0.2, which
was also selected to be the input and output region compositions (Fia. 1 ). The operating temperature was assumed to be 25 K . The characteristics of the nine-layer
(M = 9) resonant filter/ emitter A (exact design) are given
in Table I . In this table, the thickness of each layer in
Glytsls, Gaylord, and Brennan
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TABLE I. Deqn pe.rametera clu electroa-wave iDterfermce ...a~W~t IJter/ cmitter OOIIIiltiD& cllliDe laycn IUlT'OUDded by Gao..Alo.,Aa aDd designed
co emit 0.13-eV eJec:troos for the cuct deCp and 0.12S-eV electroDs for the CICIDIU'ained-compolitioD deCp wbal bi.ued at 0.10 eV.
llelolwlt IJter/ CIIliUu A dclqn

~-compolitiaa cbian

Euc:t cbian

Unbiased
electron

Layer
No.

Number

AlumiDum

poU:Dtial

UDbi.ued
Normalized
•ective

....

IIIOD01ayt:n

CIOIDpolitioD

eDeS'1Y

J

dlic:k

JCI

Y1 (eV)

wr11mo

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9

10
12
10
12
11

0.0249
0.1225
0.0630
O.ISS7
0.0402
0.1712
O.OISS
0.1622
0.0142

0.0193
0.0947
0.0487
0.1204
0.0311
0.1324
0.0661
0.1254
0.0109

0.0691
0.0772
0.0722
0.0799
0.0703
0.0112
0.0741
0.0105
0.0612

11

9
10
I

IDODOlayen, the aluminum composition x; the unbiased
electron potential enerJY Y; and the normaliud el'ective
mass m11mo are Jiven. The total thickness of the filter/
emitter A is 100 monolayers (28.3 om), which is within
the electron coherence Jength [assumption (a) of Sec. II] at
2S K. An alternate desip which takes into account the
practical constraint of having a finite number of composition Jevels is also shown in Table I (constrained-composition design). This version of resonant filter/emitter A restricts the aluminum compositions to four distinct levels
(0.0, 0.07, 0.13, and 0.20 as is required by typical MBE
fabrication systems) . The transmission characteristics
(calculated using a non--self-consistent analysis) of these
exact and constrained-composition designs are shown in
Fig. 3(a) as functions of the output kinetic enerJY K.E.out
(Fig. 1) for an applied bias potential enerJY of 0.10 eV
(resonance design value) . The constrained-composition
design has its peak electron transmission at
K.E.out- 0.12S eV instead of the 0.13-eV design value due
to the four distinct aluminum composition levels. Interestingly, the transmission (transmission of 99.8% at 0.12S
eV) peak of the constrained-composition design is larger
than the peak of the exact design (transmission of ~.4%
at 0.13 eV). This is due to the more symmetric configuration of the constrained composition design. However, the
exact design remains the optimal desip for KEout c: 0.13
eV and forYIIilll- O.lOeV.

CIOIDpolitioo

mooolaycn .
dUck

10
12
10
12
II
11
9
10
I

eDerJY

JCI

J'1 (eV) ·

"'11mo

0.00
0.13
0.07
0.13
0.00

0.0000
0.1005
0.0541
0.1005
0.0000
0.1546
0.0541
0.1546
0.0000

0.0670
0.0778
0.0728
0.0778
0.0670
0.0136
0.0728
0.0136
0.0670

Q.lO

0.07
0.20
0.00

- - - Conatralned Compoaltlon Dealgn
-

-

-

Exact Dealgn

1.0

\

...

\

0 .8

\

w
~

\
\

0 .8

\

i

., o.•

\

I

0 .14

Cat

' -0 .18

/
/

0 .18

=
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0 .20

OUTPUT KINETIC ENERGY, (KE) 0111 (eV)

0.8

- - - Conatralned Compoaltlon Dealgn

-

-

-

Exact Daalgn

1

I
I
I

... 0.8

I

I
I
I
I

8. ReaoMnt filter/emitter B dellgn crlterlll
Resonant filter/emitter B was designed using the ume
procedure19 as resonant filter/emitter A . 1be Fermi enetJY
level of resonant filter/emitter B was calculated to be E1
2.26 meV using a donor concentration of N D - 2
X 1011 em- 3, a donor ionization energy of S.8 meV (for
silicon dopant), and an operating temperature of 2S K.
The calculational procedure was based on the numerical
solution of the charge neutrality equation at ftat-band equilibrium using Fenni-Dirac statistics.56 This is a conservative calculation which does not take into account the

....

Normalized
•ective

.&ec:troo
poU:Dtial

AhlmiDum

Number

I

.,. /
o.o1
tb)

o.o8

/

o.oe

0.10

OUTPUT KINETIC ENERGY, (K£) 0111 (eV)

flO. 3. Elec:troD triJIImiaioll dwacteristics cl the Dine-layer raonant
lher/ cmitten u • ftmction cl the output tiDetic cnertY for an appljed
bias pota~tial aeriY c1 .-..... The chaBctcristica c1 tht euct desian
(dubed tiDe) and or the constrained OOillposition desicn (solid tiDe ) are
abown. (a) Resonant IJter/ cmitter A for.-.... • O.IOeV and (b) raonant
IJter/ emitter B for.,_ • O.OS eV.
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TABLE U. Desip parameters ol an dec:troo-wave iDterference reiOIWit llter/ emitter coasiltin& ol niDe layc:r~IUll'OUDded by ~ aDd deliJoed
to emit 0.0520-eV elecuoas for the cu.ct dcsiJD aDd O.OSJkV dectroas for the ooastraiaed<IOIDpOiitioa dfsiaD wbal blued at O.OS eV.
Jtc.ou.Dt llter/emitter B delian

Euct deliJD

CoaatraiDed~tioa

Uobiued
Layer
No.

J
I
2
3
4

'

6
7
I
9

UDbiued

electroo

Normalized

pciCalti.al

el'ective

Number

AJamiDum

pciCaltial

Normalized
el'ective

~boa

IDa'JY
J'1 (eV)

"'11mo

0.0000
O.IS46
0.05<41
0.1S46
0.0000
0.1S46
0.05<41
O.JS46
0.0000

0.0670
0.0836
0.0728
0.0836
0.0670
0.0836
0.0728
0.0836
0.0670

compolitioo

CIICI'I)'

IDU5

..aaolayen

trrfl mo

dUck

II
21
II
20
20
17
10
16
10

"'

J'1 (eV)

0.0226
0.1702
0.0419
0.111<4
0.0140
0.1819
0.03<48
0.1166
0.0513

0.0175
0.1316
0.032<4
0.1402
0.0109
0.1407
0.0269
0.14<43
0.0397

0.0689
0.0811
0.0705
0.0821
0.0682
0.0821
0.0699
0.0825
0.0712

II
21
II
20
21
17
10
16
10

broadening of the donor ionization energies and the band
tailing due to the heavy doping.57 To restrict intervalley
scattering, the maximum allowable aluminum composition
was chosen again to be 0.2, which is also equal to the
compositions of the input and output regions. In this deaign. due to the lower Fermi energy level, the design bias
potential energy had to be chosen lower than previously
and was selected to be O.OS eV. The output kinetic energy
of resonant filter/emitter B at its resonance was selected to
be 0.052 eV in order to be near the Fermi level of the input
region. The design characteristics of the nine-layer
(M = 9) resonant filter/emitter B (exact design) are
shown in Table II. For this design the total thickness of the
filter/emitter is 136 monolayer~ (38.4 nm), which is again
within the electron coherence length at lS K . The thickness of resonant filter/emitter B is larger than that of resonant filter/emitter A due to the lower resonance energy
and applied voltage bias. A constrained-composition design is also included in Table II with three only-aluminum
composition levels (the 0.13 composition level is not necessary in this case). In this constrained-composition design
the center layer thickness was increased by 1 monolayer
(21 instead of 20) to shift the transmission peak closer to
the design transmission peak and at lower output kinetic
energies (which is desirable due to the low Fermi energy
level). The transmission characteristics of the exact and
the constrained composition designs are shown in Fig.
3(b) as a function of the output kinetic energy for a bias
potential energy of O.OS eV (non-self-consistent calcula·
lion) . For both of the resonant filter/emitter B designs the
peak transmissions are amaller than those of resonant
filter/emitter A (37.9% for the exact design and 34.4% for
the constrained-composition desigJ') for the correspondinJ
design energy and bias potential. The smaller peak transmission is due to the lower input kinetic energies and applied resonant bias voltages. In the remainder of this paper,
the constrained-composition designs for both resonant
filter/emitters A and B will be analyzed, since these designs are practical from a fabrication point of view.
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Number
IDODOlaYt:r$
thick

AlumiDum

deli&n
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"'

0.00
0.20
0.07
0,20

0.00
0.20
0.07
0.20
0.00

IDU5

C. Self-conalatent and non-eett-conalatent analyHa
Using the alsorithm presented iD Sec. U, constrained·
composition resonant filter/emitte:ra A and B were analyzed with both the non-telf-c:onsistent (linear electrostatic
potential) and the self-consiltent approach. The stair-step
representation used for the self<Oillistent computation
consisted of steps of monolayer thickness, i.e., Az = 0.2827
nm and N ~ 100 for resonant filter/emitter A and N = 137
for resonant filter/emitter B. Comparing the stair-step results with those of the exact analysis (usins Airy and complimentary Airy functions20.'2 for noo-self-consis1ent potential) excellent qrcement was found (error was smaller
thanS: to-' for the wave-function amplitude). Thus, the
above selection of Az was also considered more than ade·
quate for the self-consistent analysis.
The electron potential energy across the filter/emitter
is shown as a function of the longitudinal distance (z) for
the non-self-consistent (linear) and the self-consistent elec·
trostatic potential in Figs. 4(a) (resonant filter/emitter A
for Vw. = 0.10 eV) and 4(b) (resonant filter/emitter B for
J'.._- O.OS eV).It is observed that the difl'erence between
the self-consistent and the linear potential is larser for resonant filter/emitter A (with a Fermi energy E1 = 30 meV)
than for filter/emitter B (with a Fermi enerJY E1 - 2.26
meV). This difl'erence is at least an order of magnitude
amaller for resonant filter/emitter B. The difl'erence between the self-consistent and the linear electrostatic potential energy, 4J'- Vsc(z) - J'L(z)[where J'sc(z) and
J'L(z) are the self-consistent and linear electrostatic potential energies], is shown in Figs. S(a) (resonant filter/
emitter A for Y-. - 0.10 eV) and S(b)(resonant filter/
emitter B for V-.- O.OS eV). Since resonant filter/emitter
A has more carriers available and a larger transmission
peak at the resonant energy, stronser electron lf?Calization
is expected. which raises the potential energy profile for the
transmitted electrons higher than that of filter/emitter B.
The wave-function square amplitude, l"(z) 12, as function of the longitudinal (z) direction, is shown for both the
Glytais, Gaylord. and Brennan
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FIG. 4. Electron poceutial CDCrJY pro6le aJona the 61ter/emiuer rqioo.
Both the lelf-coaaistalt (10lid line) aDd the DOD«<.foo(l()DSisteDt (dott.ed
tiDe) poceutial toerJY pro6Jcs are shown. (a) lleaooant 61ter/ emiuer A
for.,_ • 0.10 eV aDd (b) raoaaDt 6lter/emiuer B for.,_ • O.OS eV.

FIG. 5. Di!"ermce A J' betwecD the ldf-coaaistalt aDd the liDear electroaatie poceutial CDCrJY aJooa the 61ter/emiuer f"elioo. (a) Relooant 61ter/
emitter A for .,_ • 0.10 eV aDd (b) rc:IOIWit 61ter/emiuer B for .,_

non·self-consistent and the self-consistent approaches in
Fip. 6(a) (resonant filter/emitter A) and 6(b) (resonant
filter/emitter B).ID both cases the square amplitude of the
wave function was calculated at the resonant energy of the
non·self-consistent design. Consequently for resonant
filter/emitter A the wavefunction was computed for
KEout-= 0.0125 eV (or total electron energy E -= Y0
+ IC..Eou1 == 0.28 eV) and " • 0.10 eV, while for filter/
emitter B it is computed for KEout-= 0.0536 eV (or
E 0.21 eV) and " • 0.05 eV. From Fig. 6(a) it is
observed that the square of the wave-function amplitude
peaks at the boundaries between layers of dift'ering comp()aitions. In addition. the highest peaks appear at the boundaries of the central (resonant) layer. The square of the
wave-function amplitude is not exactly symmetric around
the central (resonant) layer due to the asymmetry of the
filter/emitter in layer thicknesses. For the self-consistent
calculation it can be seen from Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) that the
wave functions corresponding to the self-consistent poten·

tiaJs have lower and slightly shifted peaks (Fig. 6(a)] since
the self-consistent electrostatic potential is expected to shift
the filter/emitter characteristics to higher applied voltages.
The self-consistent eft'ect is more pronounced in the case of
resonant filter/emitter A since for this design a higher
Fermi energy level (E1 -= 30 meV) was assumed, and COD·
sequently the screening effect was stronger. Comparing the
square of the wave-function amplitudes of these filter/
emitters with those of resonant tunneling diodes,43 a fun.
damental dift'erence is observed. The peaks of the square of
the wave-function amplitude in the resonant tunneling di·
odes occur inside the weD region (resonant layer), while in
the resonant filter/emitter cases the peaks occur at the
boundaries of the central (resonant) layer with the sur- ·
rounding layers. Thus, electron localiz.ation· is expected
near and at the interfaces between dift'ering aluminum
composition layers and especially near the interfaces of the
central layer. This may be due to higher electron velocities
inside the weD regions than inside the barrier regions, re·

=

=
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flO. 6. Square ol the wave-function amplitude.l~(z) 12, alona the llter/
emitter rq:ion. Both the aelf-c:onsistent (aolid line) and the Don-self<On·
listent wave function (dotted line) are shown. Tbe dashed lines rqnaent
boundari5 between di!'erent aluminum composition layen of the filter/
emitter. (a) Resonant llter/emitter A for " - - 0.10 eV aad (b) raoIWit filter/emitter B for J'-- 0.05 eV.

suiting in an electron localization near the interfaces between the dift'ering electron velocity regions.
Tbe electron-wave transmission characteristics of the
resonant filter/emitters can be calculated using Eqs. (I),
(2).and (8) for both the non-self-consistent and the self.
consistent electrostatic potential. Tbe results of the calculation are shown in Fip. 7(a) (resonant filter/emitter A
for
O.IOeV) and 7(b)(rescnantfilter/emitterBfor
Ybill -= O.OS eV). In both self-consistent electrostatic poten·
tial cases there is a slightshift of the transmittance curve
toward higher output kinetic energies (or equivalently in·
put kinetic energies) from its corresponding liuear electro5tatic potential case. This was expected due to the increased electron potential energy. The eff'ect is again more

y.._-
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0 .05

0.15

0.20

OUTPUT KINET1C ENERGY, (KE) 0111 (eV)

flO. 7. Electron transmission ctw.cteristic:s ol the DiDe-layer filter/
emitters u a functioD of the output kiDetic enerJY for aa applied bias
potential eDerJY o( J'..... Tbe c:baracteristica ol the DOD-self<Onsistent
(dotted line) and ol the self<Oillistent dectron potential merJY (tolid
JiDe) are shown. (a) ltetoiWit filter/emitter A for J'- • O.lOeV aad (b)
raooant llter/emitter B for v.... - 0 .05 eV.

pronounced for resonant filter/emitter A due to its higher
fermi energy.
The electron density. n(z). can be calculated from Eq.
t 4) using the self-consistent electrostatic potential. The
electron densities of the two resonant. filter/emitters are
shown in Figs. 8(a) (resonant filter/emitter A for Ybias
-= 0.10 eV) and 8(b) (resonant filter/emitter B for
Ybiu - O.OS eV) as functions of the longitudinal distance
(z) . Comparisons of Figs. 6 and 8 reveal some similarity
between the I \fl(z)j 2 and n(z). This is expected since n(z)
is an energy average over all electrons using Fermi-Dirac
statistics (Eq. (3)]. and to this average, electrons with en·
ergies near the resonant energy (Figs. 6) mainly contribute.
Glytais, Gaylord, and Brennan
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Finally the current-voltage characteristics of the resonant ftlter/ emitters can be calculated using Eq. (7) with
either a linear or a self-<:ODSistent electrostatic potential.
The 1-J' characteristics of resonant ftlter/ emitters A and B
are shown in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b), respectively. The effect
of the self-consistent electrostatic potential is again stronger for resonant filter/emitter A. In both cases the selfconsistent characteristics are shifted (in the case of resonant filter/emitter B this shift is small) to higher applied
bias voltages. This is in ap-eement with the 1-J' characteristics of the resonant tunneling diodes.37"'"'3 From the 1-J'
characteristics a negative differential resistivity (NDR) is
clearly observed. For resonant filter/emitter A the peakto-valley ratio is 5.7.. (with peak current density J
- 3.22 X 1di A/cm2 at 0.155 V) for the self-consistent
calculation, and 5.78 for the non-self-consistent calculation
(with peak current density J - 3.20 X 106 A/cm2 at 0.135
V). For resonant filter/emitter B the peak-to-valley ratio is
-46.1 (with peak current density J == 1.09 X 1ol A/cm 2 at
3a28
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-0.0525 V) for the self-consistent calculation, and
..7.2(with peak current density J = 1.11 X 1ol A/cm 2 at
0.0525 V) for the DOD-self-consistent calculation. It is obterVed that ftlter/emitter B has about three orders of magnitude smaller current density even if its Fermi enerSY is
only one order of magnitude amalJer than that of resonant
filter/emitter A . However, resonant filter/ emitter B exhibits an order of magnitude larJer peak-to-valley ratio. All
the above calculations ·w ere performed for T'"" 25 K and
for a relative dielectric permittivity of GaAs of 13.18.

D. Effect& of temperature variation
The temperature dependence of resonant filter/ emitter
B current-voltaae characteristics is shown in Fis. 10 for
T- 25, 35, and 50 K. The Fermi enerSY levels were
computed56 as descn"bed previously for resonant filter/
emitter B and are E1 • 2.26, 3.63, and 5.26 meV, respectively. The self-consistent as well as the non-self-consistent
1-J' characteristics are shown for the three selected temperatures. For hi&her temperatures the electron coherence
Glytais, Gaylord, and Brennan
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length is expected to be smaller than the dimensions of the
filter/ emitter, thus significantly degrading the quantum interference behavior of the device due to scattering mecha-

nisms.
E. Analyala of nonr..onant fiHer/emlttera
The two resonant filter/ emitters A and B described
previously have been designed to exhibit elect ron transmission peaks for a specified input (or output) kinetic energy
and applied bias potential. A question that now arises is
bow a nonresonant filter/ emitter would perform. In order
to answer this question, raonant filter/ emitter B is redesigned so that the central layer is a quarter-electron wavelength layer instead of a half-electron wavelength layer.
The resulting nonresonant filter/ emitter C (Table Ill) bas
a 10-monolayer-thick central layer (instead of a 21-monolayer-thick central layer for the raonant filter/ emitter B).
Consequently, the nonresonant filter/ emitter Cis not expected to exhibit any negative differential resistance behavior. The rest of the layers of nonresonant filter/emitter C
have the characteristics shown in Table II for the raonant
filter/ emitter B. The electron potential energy profile of the
nonresonant filter/ emitter C is shown in Fig. 11 (a) for
both the non-self-consistent and self-consistent computation. The dift'erence ll J' between the self-consistent and the
linear electrostatic potential energy is shown in Fig. 11 (b).
It is observed that this dift'erence iJ approximately two
orders of magnitude smaller than that of the resonant
filter/ emitter B. Thus, the space-charge effects are much
less significant in the nonresonant design. The square of the
2
wave-function amplitude,
• for an output kinetic
energy of O.OS36 eV (raonant energy of the raonant
filter/ emitter B) and for an applied bias potential energy of
O.OS eV (resonant bias potential energy of the raonant
filter/ emitter B) is shown in Fig. ll(c) . Co~r.paring Fig.
ll(c)with Fig. 6(b) a significant difference can be observed. In the nonresonant filter/ emitter C the wave-func-

l•<z>l
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a
9

Number

IDOIIOiayen
. thick
11
21
11
20
10
17
10
16
10

Aluminum
campolitioo
%)

0.00
0.20
0.07
0.20
0.00
0.20
0.07
0.20
0 .00

po&altial

Normalized
dective

eDaJY
Y1 (eV)

m11mo

0.0000
0.1546
0.~1

0.1546
0.0000
0.1546
0.~1

0.1546
0.0000

IDUS

0 .0670
0.0836
0.0728
0.0836
0.0670
0.0836
0.0728
0.0836
0.0670

tion square amplitude drops fast along the longitudinal
direction of the device, reVealing very small electron localization inside the nonraonant filter/ emitter. The dift'erence
between the self-consistent and the non-self-consistent calculation is inSignificant for the nonresonant device. The
electron transmission characteristics of the nonresonant
filterI emitter C are presented in Fig. 11 (d) for J'bias
= O.OS eV. No peak in the transmission is observed between O.OS and 0.08 eV as was expected [compare with Fig.
7(b) for the raonant filter/ emitter B). The electron density distribution, n(z), is shown in Fig. ll(e). This distribution resembles the I t/l(z) 12 distribution since for all the
electron ~ergies near .the Fermi level the filter/ emitter
exhibits the same nonresonant electron transmission response. Finally, the /-J' cbanicteristics of the nonresonant
filter/ emitter Care shown in Fig. 11(0. No negative differential resistance is observed in this case as was expected
[compare with Fig. 9(b) of the raonant filter/ emitter B).
In addition, the current density is much smaller (2- 3 orders of magnitude) for voltages up to 0.10 V since most of
the incident electrons are reflected due to the nonresonant
behavior of the filter/ emitter. All the computations for the
nonresonant filter/emitter C were performed again for a
temperature of 2S K .
IV. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

In all the example cases presented for both the resonant and the nonresonant filter/ emitters, the step size liz of
the stair-step approximation was selected to be one monolayer. Smaller step sizes (fraction of a monolayer) have
also been tested but the final results were almost unaffected
(observed changes were smaller than :t:: 10- 6 ) . Therefore,
the 1-monolayer thickness was retained for savings and
efficiency of computer time. The number of energy points
(in mome~tum space) for the integral computation (Eqs.
(4) and (7)] was varied between -400 and 1000 points
depending on the electron transmission characteristics of
Gtytsis, Gaylord. and Brennan
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the filter/emitter. For eumple, resonant filter/emitter B

Deeded more enerJY points than resonant filter/emitter A
due to its alwper energy (momentum) space c:haracteristics. ConverJence of the algorithm was obtained within
~2S iterations for resonant filter/emitter A. and 2-6 iterations for resonant filter/emitter B. The convergence criterion lelected was that the maximum absolute dil'erence
of the electrostatic potential energy between two successive
iterations should be Jess than a preselected value. This
value for the examples presented was set equal to 10 -•. All
computations were performed in a CDCCyber ISS or 990
mainframe computer with CPU times varying between 400
and 4S 000 s, with the most time-consuming cases being
the 1-J' c:lwacteristics computations (using 80 voltage val-

Again using the eJectron transmissivity calculation
method, the maximum transmissivity was found for the
£ 3 = 0.14S7 eV eigenstate and was Jess than 7%. 1be excitations of the remainder of the Joca1iud aaenenergies were
uegligible. Again this reveals that these localized states can
not be efficiently excited to produce any lipillicant localUed apace-charge drects due to the bound states. Thus the
presented lelf-consittent calculations are not altered. Similar results were also calculated for the D~t filter/
emitter C. More detailed information about the calculation
of the bound eisenstates and their resonant strengths will
be presented in a future publication.51 If atron& localized
states exist in designed filter/emitter devices, then the electron density of Eq. ( 4) would be replaced by

ues).

In the analysis presented in this paper, only states corraponding to propapting electrons are considered. In actual devices, it is possible for electrons injected from the
contacts to IC&tter inelutically into lower-energy states
that could be bound states for the superlattice structure.
However, due to the low temperature, the small longitudinal dimensions (compared to the electron coherence
length), and the absence of doping, inelastic scattering can
be oqlected and only the ballistic component of the current considered. Thus, in a ballistic analysis like the one
presented in this paper, the link between propagating and
bound states has been removed. However, the contribution
of the bound (localized) states could be significant in a
self-consistent solution since the electrostatic potential
would be altered by the bound electrons. For this reason
the exact eigenstates of the bound electrons were calculated
for both filter/emitters A and B. The bound electronic
state energies can be determined exactly, under the drective mass approximation, through the solution of the appropriate eigenvalue equation for the superlattice. Using
this approach for the unbiased filter/emitter A the following four eigenstates were found: Eo= O.OS30, E 1 - 0.0812,
~ == O.IOS3, and £ 3 -= 0.1304 eV, where all energies are
measured from the bottom of the conduction band of
GaAs. However, under the design operation bias ofO. lO V
the number of bound eigenstates of the superlattice reduces
to two: Eo= 0.1006 and £ 1 = 0.1143 eV. In order to deter·
mine the resonant strength of these localized states the
electron transmissivity was computed over the total range
of energies. It was found that under the design bias voltage
the contribution of the eigenenergy Eo == 0.1006 eV eigenstate was very small (transmissivity ofless than 0.7%) and
of the eigenenergy £ 1 == 0.1143 eV was not observable. The
small transmissi~ty reveals that the localized eisenwave
functions cannot be efliciently excited, thus making the
electron localization in these states very small and c:onaequently of negligible drect on the electrostatic potential
distnoution and the aelf-consister!t solution presented for
filter/emitter A . Similarly, for the unbiased filter/emitter B
the following five eigenstates were calculated: Eo
- O.OS 19, E 1 == 0.092S, £ 1 = 0.0973, £ 3 -= 0.12S9, and £ 4
- 0.1353 eV. Under the designed operation bU&s ofO.OS V,
the number of bound eigenstates reduces to four: Eo
= 0.0749,£1 ... 0.1001, £ 2 = 0.1396, and £ 3 = 0.14S7 eV.
3831
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n(z) -=~~prop(z)

+I

~z),

{9)

I

where llprop(z) is Jiven by Eq. (4) and nbouDd.,{z)(itb
bound state contribution) for aufticiently Ions times
approaches43

(10)

where E, and ¥1;{z) ·a re the bound eigenenergy and the
corresponding eigenwave function, and m•(z) - m1 when
z is within the jth layer. The above expression is approximate in that it uses Fermi-Dirac statistics inside the superlattice, and these are valid only under equilibrium.
However, in cases where the bound states can be strongly
excited, Eq. {9) can give more accurate results than Eq.
( 4). A remedy in the case of stronglocalizcd states would
be the inclusion of a depletion region on the collector side
10 as to prevent electrons from being backscattered into the
structure. The presence of a sizable electric field produced
within the depletion region would serve to redirect the
carrier's momentum in the forward direction after a possible scattering, thus greatly reducing bacbcattered injection. This is similar to the action of the collector in a
junction transistor biased in the active mode.59 Of course,
bound states in the atructure can be eliminated altogether
by lelectin& OaAs to be the material of the output region.
This does not afrect the design of the filter/emitter. In this
case the bound states cannot exist in the superlattice.
The analysis presented describes a purely quantummechanical transport and is valid for distances that are less
than the electron coherence length. In all the examples
analyzed, it was assumed that the semiconductor materials
bad parabolic bandstructure. This was a good approximanon since both filter/emitters have been desianed to~
nate at low electron enerJies. However, for sufticiently high
applied bias voltages, the electron energies exceed the parabolic band-structure rq:ime, and the band structure is
more appropriately treated as nonparabolic. Furthermore,
the band structure may vary with the direction of the electron-wave propagation (anisotropy). Both of these eft'ects
can be incorporated by using an energy-dependent an.iso-·
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tropic eff'ective mass. In the latter case the solutions of the
Schroedinger equation have to be modified but the remainder of the analysis is still valid. The anisotropic case could
be used when the lowest-energy band consisted of ellipsoidal X minima energy surfaces (Si, AlAs, etc. ) or ellipsoidal L minima energy surfaces ( Ge) rather than the spherical r minimum energy surface associated with the direct
pp GaJ_aAJ~.
Finally, in the analysis and the eumples presented, the
dect of the space-charge field due to the contact-filter/
emitter junctions was not taken into accoUilt. The present
analysis has focused on the filter/emitter region design and
function. The impinging electrons (from the left-hand side
of Fig. 1) were assumed to originate from the quasi-equib'brium contact regions and are incident on the filter/
emitter. The aelf-consistent potential will not be significantly altered by the contacts in ahape or relative
magnitude. However, the contacts will cause an elevation
of the electron potential energy profile of the whole filter/
emitter structure due to the inevitable alignment of the
Fermi energy levels at equilibrium. For this reason a specialized transit region between the contacts and the filter/
emitter will be required for the designed operation of the
device. The design and fabrication of this specialized reJion and its effect in the function of the filter/ emitter is
under investigation.
In summary, for the first time to our knowledge, the
transmission and the current-voltage characteristics of
electron-wave quantum-interference resonant filter/
emitters were studied using a non-self-consistent and a selfconsistent analysis. It was shown that the resonant filter/
emitters can exhibit negative differential resistivity similar
to that in resonant tunneling diodes. Several example designs on Ga 1 _ ,wAJ~ alloys were presented including both
resonant and nonresonant filter/emitters. For low temperatures (in the ballistic transport regime) it was shown that
the effect of the space-charge fields is insignificant for nonresonant filter/emitters, while it can be quite significant for
resonant filter/ emitters at high Fermi energy levels. The
I-V characteristics of the resonant filter/ emitters are
shifted to higher applied voltages due to the screening effect of the electron localization. However, the peak-to-valley ratios remained almost the same as those from the
non-self-consistent computation. Importantly, in contrast
to resonant tunneling diodes the valley current is lower and
remains low over a larger voltage range ("flat valley").
The square of the wave-function amplitude distributions,
electron potential energy profiles, and electron density profiles were also presented. Semiconductor superlattice electron-wave quantum-interference resonant filter/ emitters
have potential use as high-speed switches and oscillators
and as monoenergetic emitters in electroluminescent devices and photodetectors.
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Quantum well, voltage-Induced quantum well, and quantum barrier
electron waveguides: Mode characteristics and maximum current
Daniel W. Wilson, Elias N. Glytsis, and Thomas K. Gaylord
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(Received 18 Apri11991; accepted for publication 22 July 1991)
It is shown that finite-potential beterostructure wells, homostructure voltace-induced wells,
and heterostructure burien can act as waveguides for ballistic electrons and that
waveguidin& is described by a lincJe dispersion relation and can oc:cur at ene:rJies above aD
bud edges. lbe guided mode cutoft's, electron velocity, eft'ective mass, density~
states, and ballistic current density (applicable to 2D electron pses) an presented. The
maximum ballistic ,Wded CUI'I'alt ftowing in a given direction for a 10 monolayer
Oao.,sAJo.uAs!Ga.As/Gao.,Aio, 1As wavquide is found to be 2.3 mA per pm fA
waveguide width-ellowing considerably pater CUI'I'alts than in lincJe-mode quantum wires.

Receot experiments have demonstrated micron-length
ballistic ( collisionless) electron transport and ballistic electron refraction in two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG)
structures.1.l In these devices, the quantum well at the
2DEG interface acts as a slab waveguide for electron
waves. Other experiments have demonstrated that ..onedimensional (lD) wires" defined in G&As--GaAlAs hetero-ltnlctures can act as channel electron waveguides.4 1n IDOit
analyses of 2D and 1D electron waveguides, it bas been
assumed that the waveguide bas bard-wall boundaries (in·
finite potential),4•5 or that the confining potential does not
couple the transverse and longitudinal electron wave vec·
tor components.._. While the bard-wall boundary may be
reasonable for the pte-voltage defined sidewalls of onedimensional wires, it is not valid for the boundaries formed
by a heterostructure. The assumption that the transverse
and longitudinal wave vector components an independent
leads to a parabolic enerJY dispersion relation that does not
give proper electron wave phase matching at the
boundary.9•10 In this Jetter, 2D electron waveguides an
analyzed without any of the above assumptions.
We ftnt consider a ballistic electron wave with enerJY
E incident at an ancJe 1 on a sincJe potential enerJY step
which can be either a rise ( J'1 < Y2 ) or a drop ( J'1 > Y2 ).
The eft'ective masses an taken to vary in the same manner
as the potential energies, i.e., mf < mf for J'1 < Y2 and vice
versa. This holds explicitly for the Oa1 _ r4J..As system, in
which the conduction band potential enerJY Y- b and
the eft'ective mass m•- m0 (.B.x +C), where A- 0.7131
eV, B-0.067, c- 0.083, and "'o is the free electron mass.
The time-independent SchrOdinger equation for the envelope wave function • in the eft'ective mass approximatioa is
( -~/2mf)V2 .(r) + YJII(r) -E•(r), where) is thereaion index ( j - 1,2). The boundary conditions an
and {1/m•)(ih/1/ax) must be continuous. Snell's law for
ballistic electrons is kt sin e.- kz sin ez, where k)
- J<2mf!#)(E- Y1> (J-1,2).9 The onset of total in·
ternaJ reftection (TIR) (e2 = 90") occurs at the critical
an•Je e1 ~ - lin - 1(k2/k1). 11 TIRcan occur below thecrit·

e

that.
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icaJ energy E~- (mfJ'2 - mfJ'1)/(mf - mf) for a potential rise and above the critic:al energy for a potential
drop. The existence of TIR for a potential drop requires
dift'ering eft'ective masses. When Till occurs. the wave
function in region 2 decays asap(- fJX), and the elec·
tron wave in rqion 1 aperieuces a phase shift
~ -2 tan -•[(mf/mfHrz/k~.~r)]. where rz- ~iJ2- ~.
ka.. and the wave vector components are k 1;c
(transverse) and fJ (longituctinal).
The two-dimensional (slab) electron waveguide is
shown in Fig. 1 and is composed of a cover, film, and
substrate with potential CDerJies Y,.Yp and J', and eft'ec• masses m~.m
• • , and m,,
• rapecttv
'ely. Tbe potential
tive
1
eDerJY diagrams for the three e1ectroo waveguide configu·
rations an shown as insets in F'JI. 2. They are the hetero-structure well ( Y1 < Y, < Y,.
<
< m~). the homostructure voltage-induced well ( Y1 < Y, < Y,.
m~), and the hetero~t.ructure bltrier ( Y1 > Y, > Y,.
>
> m~). The guidin1 region in aD cases is the 11m
which bas thickness d, and the cover and substrate an
taken to be ~tely thick. Both wells and burien can act
as electron waveguides Iince TIR can occur for both a
potential rise and a potential drop. The heterostructure
well and barrier may be formed by MBE growth, and the
homostructure voltage-induced well may be formed by the
pte-defined sidewalls or one-dimensional wires.
An electron injected into the film can be guided by
Till if its zigzaa ancJe is pater than both the film-cover
and 11m-substrate critical anaJes. However, only those
electrons that constructively interfere with themselves as
they reflect from the cover and substrate boundaries will be
guided over lianificant ~lances. This requireS that the
sum of the phase shifts on TIR from the cover and substrate plus the phase shift incurred due to round-trip transvme propagation tbrouah the film must equal a multiple
of 2.-.
Thus
the
dispersion
equation
is
2k1J!l + ~~ + ~,=2vrr, v=0,1,2,.... where k1;c is the
transvme propaption constant in the film. and ~c and

=

Jlq- IP.

m1 m:

=

m7 -

m:
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m:
m1

e
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tiatina Eq. (1), it can be shown that v11 =

'

rl -

flG. 1. "Slab electron wayquidc compoeed ~a CCMr,llm, ad IUbluate.
Tbe auided mode lw propaptioa YCdor /J aDd zia-z.u anaJe 6.

~~are the phase shifts oo TIR from the cover and substrate
respectively. 11 Thus

~c,;a~~- tan- l ( mmzrl
) -tan - I ( m~k
mzr~ )
1c
1

111

111

-w.

...·:···

(l)

...

Jk}- iP.

where y c.~ •
Pc,~~ 1c/1l •
and
v • 0,1.1,..••10 This equation is valid for all three types ol
electron wavesuides. Elec:tron waves that satisfy Eq. (I)
are ,Wded modes and have wave functions of the form
~..(r) - ~.,(:a)exp(i/l·r1 ). where the mode propaptioo
vector 1J = p; + pj. and r 1 + zi The transverse
wave functions of the ,Wded modes will be evanescent in
the cover and substrate. and oscillatory in the film. Note
that separation of the wave function into transverse and
lonJitudinal parts does not lead to independent wave wetor components.
Cutoff of the ,Wded modes occurs when: IJ = 0 or
y, - 0. When 1J decreases to zero. the electron no Jonaer
propaaates down the wavepide. it merely reflects back and
forth between the cover and the substrate. When f 1 decreases to zero, the wave function is no Jonaer evanescent,
and the electron is refracted into the substrate. The coodition
0 is sufticient for pided mode cutoff since <
r~ by definition. Equations for the cutoff enerJies E11• 0 and
E 1, .0 can be found by subst.itutina/J-= 0 and
0 into
Eq. (1). 10 Equation (l) and the cutoff equations can be
numericaUy solved to yield the E vs IJ dispersion curve and
the cutoff energies .of each pided mode M ~ These results
are shown in Fia. l. The Ga 1 _..AI~ compositions of Fia.
2 were used for consistency among the three wave,Wde
types. The heterostructure well [Fia. 2(a)] bas both a
IJ • 0 (lower energy) cutoff and a y1 -= 0 (upper energy)
cutoff. The voltage-induced well [Fia. 2(b)] bas ODJy a
fJ- 0 (lower energy) cutoff, and the heterostructure barrier [Fia. 2(c)] bas only a y1 - 0 (lower energy) cutoff'.
Cearly, waveauidina can occur at enerJies above the bend
edaes of all three reJions (cJ,s). Further, all of the dispersion curves are nonparabolic (Eq. (1)]. This is in contrast to the commonly used parabolic subband approxima·
tion, E(/J) =E11• 0 + fl'-fJ"I(2m1>· From Eq. (1 ), the
dispersion curves are parabolic only in the limit of infinite
confinement ( J'~ = oo, Y1 -= oo).
The guided electron velocity v11 is the group velocity of
an· electron wave packet, v11 ... ( 1/li) (aE;a{J). By difl'eren-

$2-

P,.»~+PJ4JJ+

PJJ. where PJ is the probability of finding the electron in
regjonj, and vJ • lt{Jim1 is the velocity an electron would
have in bulk material like that ofreJionJ ()=cJ,s). Ex·
ample velocity curves for the " - 1 mode in each of the
three wavesuide types are plotted in Fia. 3(a). Note that at
the
0 cutoK, f)/1 - v, By differentiating the velocity U·
pression,
the
JUided
mode
effective
mass
llmJ'"" {1/W){~E/a/i) is obtained. From Fig. 3(b), it
is seen that mJ can differ sipificantly from m1, and that
the JUided electron can become infinitely "heavy" when
~E;a{i-o (usually near the r~-o cutolr). The auided
mode density of states per unit area 611(£) was ~erived by
applyinJ periodic (Bom-voo Karman) boundary condi·
tioos to the JUided mode wave function. This yields the
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tl• 50 lhOIIOlayen. (a) Hetcr'Oitnleture wen with ;r, • 0.4, x1 • 0, and
Jf,- 0.1. (b) Homostruc1UR voltaae-induced wen with ;r, - J(I - Jf, - 0.
but J',.J'~ and J', the same u in (a). (c) Heterostruc1ure barrier with

o.;c

x, •
1 - 0.4, and ;r, • O.l.In (a) and (b) only three modes propapte,
whcreu in (c) an infinite number ~modes propapte (on1y four arc
shown). The duhed curves arc the free electron dispcnion curves E1
• ftl/1 /(2MJ) + J'j( )•c./,s). Solid squares indicate /l • 0 cutolrs; IOiid
circles indicate y, • 0 cutoff's.
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are the electroa velocity in a bulk repoa). "J •
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and in (c) the daahcd
c:una are the DOCiballistic lDEG dalsity rA Slates lor rqjoa. Solid
lqiW'a and c:irdcs have the same mamna as iD rJI. 2.
mas5,

Jl<E"'1·

density of states between mode propaption angles a aDd
a+ da, fp(E)da = JJ(E)dal[2fil(aE!aP>]. and the den·
aity of states
over all
a, gp(E)
- JJ(E)I
[,-(aE;ap)], where the spin degeneracy of 2 bas been in·
eluded. The guided mode density of states lp(E) and the
nonballistic 2DEG density of states fw(E) = m•/(frlr)
are compared in Fig. 3(c).
lbe ballistic guided current density flowing in a Jiven
direction ( + z) can be obtained by integrating over
occupied states the product of the charge, the + z component of the velocity, and the density of states. Thus, the
ballistic guided current density is

an

.

Jz- 2~ Iv•O Jor· Jr--w Pv<E>coa<a>ft.J<E.a>dE da.

(2)

where ft.J(E,a) is the distribution of ballistic electrons in
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energy and angle. lbe ballistic electron injector determines
ft.J(E,a) in much the same way alight source determines
the wavelength· and angle-dependent distribution of photons launched into an optical waveguide. Equation (2) is
valid .for all three types of electron waveguides. AI. an
cumple, we calculate the maximum current density
for a single-mode 10 monolayer (d = 2.8267 nm)
Gao.,~~GaAI/Oao.,Alo. 1 AI. heterostructure well
waveguide. For this waveguide, £ 6• 0 -= 0.0743 eV and
E.,,.o-= 0.2885 eV (below the L-valley minim• in GaAs to
avoid intervalley ~c:~ttering) which yields a mode propap·
tion energy range I.E- 0.2142 eV. For maximum current,
all the allowed modes prop~~atina in the forward direction, would be 8lled, i.e., /t.J(E,a) -= 1 for Ep.o<E<
E.,,.~ - •n<a<•n. and /t.J(Ep) - 0 for all other E,
a . 1bis cue yields ~I or 2.3 mA per pm of waveguide
width. This value can be roughly compared to that predicted by the known maximum current in a single-verticalmode (subband) hard-wall 1D wire of width W,
liD=Ntl.£/(n),12 where N-2Jf'/J.. is the number of
lateral modes. For the comparison, we choose an equivalent energy E_..-= O.ts eV (near middle of 1.£) which cor·
RSpODds to a wavelength J.,.q or 12.2 nm. For W- 1 pm,
then N =r163.S and r.i) or 2.7 mA which is in close apeement With
1be sizeable value of
makes it feasible
to interconnect multiple ballistic electron devices with a
lingle slab waveguide, as opposed to using multiple Jow.
current-capacity 10 quantum wires.
Electron waveguides are potentially useful in high·
speed electronic circuitry. They could also be a c:entral
component in future integrated electron guided-wave circuits similar to present-day integrated optical circuits. 1bis
research was sponsored by the Joint Services Electronics
Program under Grant No. DAAL-03-9()..C0004 and by
the National Science Foundation Grant No. ECS-9111866.
One of us (E.N.G.) was supported by a Research lnitia·
tion Award from the National Science Foundation.
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BALLISTIC ELECTRON EMISSION TESTING OF SEMICONDUCTOR HETEROSTRUCTURES
Greaory N. Henderson: Thomu K. Gaylord; Eliu N. Glytais; and Phillip N. Fin~,··
Microelectronic. Research Center, Georaia Institute of TechnolOI)', Atlanta, Georcia 30332
and William J . Kailer
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technolo&Y, Puadena, California Sill®
(Received 11 July 1Sl91 by R. H. Silabee)
(In Revised Form September 19, 1991, by R.H. Silsbee)
In ballistic electron emission microscopy (BEEM) and apectroscopy, ballistic
electrona are injected into a aample usin& a acanniq tunnelin& microscope to probe
the electrical proper~ia of buried interfaces. In ~his Gommunication, a method is
proposed ~hat usa the BEEM technique to obaerve the electron wave optical properties of aemiconductor heterostructures. This method provides a three-terminal
confi&uration for characterizin& electron wave devices that overcomes many of the
limitations encountered in other two- and three-terminal meuurement techniques.
Specifically, the method provides an injector, which is well isolated from the heterostructure, that injects a collimated bum of ballistic carrien with a precisely
controlled ener&Y distribution. Theae carrien accurately probe the quantum trans·
mittance of a voltage-tunable electron wave interference atructure, which can be
designed with a Iicht doping to minimize impurity and electron-electron •catter·
ing. A general procedure is presented for analyzing this experimental configuration
bued on a combination of the models und to describe BEEM and ballistic electron
transport in 1emiconducton. U1ing this procedure, BEEM tatin& of an electron
wave ener&Y filter is modeled and dear quantum interference effects are predicted.
This BEEM configuration should allow for the precin characterization of a wide
range of ballistic electron transport effects 1uch u quantum reftectiona from interfacet and electron wave interference effects, phenomena that are presently of wide
interest.
have been achieved in theae electron wave interfer·
ence experiments, all of these confiaurations auffer from
three common limitationa. Fint, since electron wave
interference effects are dominant only at low tempera·
\urea (due to phonon scatterin&), the emitter mu1t be
decenerately doped in order to provide aufficient car·
riera. This deaenerate doplnc causa increued Impurity and electron-electron acatterinc, which have been
shown to be the principal mechanism~ that destroy
quantum interference effecta at low temperatures (8J .
Alao, u a conaequence of heavy emitter dopinc, there
is cenerally larae band bendinc Induced between the
emitter and the interference structure (4J. This band
bend in& a! ten the quantum tranamlttance of the struc·
ture, makina quantitative modelin& difficult. Second, it
ia difficult to make a third contact to the bue reaion of
the atructure. The contact must be extremely smatt, on
the order of 5~100nm, and requires dqenerate dopin& of the bue layer (4,eJ, thus creat!y increuin& the

Due to recent advances in nanostructure fabric&·
tion techniques such u molecular beam epitaxy and
nanolithography, electron wave interference effects have
been ob1erved in umiconductor heterostructure~ for
electron enerciea below the barrien in resonant tunnelinc structures (l-3J and for ener&ia above the barr~
en In umiconductor heterostructure~ (2-7J. In all of
these experiments, a degenerately doped emitter rqion
wu used u the source of ballietic electrone. The ballistic electrons were injected by tunnelin& throuch a
barrier or by bein& emitkd above a barrier. Interference effecta were manifested u peaks in the current•oltqe and conductance-voltace characteristic.. Two
of these structures (4,6J used a three-terminal confic·
uration in order to tune the interference resonances
without chancin& the di1tribution of injected electrons.

In spite of impressive experime.ntal reaulta that
• and School of Electrical Encineerinc
•• and School of Physica
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scattering. Third, collimation of the injected electrons
hu been limited in previous designs because the devices have relied on potential-induced acceleration as
the collimatinc mechanism. Since biu voltaces are
constrained to be less than the threshold voltage for intervalley scatterinc (~ii:S 1 V), the degree of collimation is
limited. A poorly collimated input distribution emean
out the interference resonances, further obscurinc the
locations and amplitudes of the interference pub.
ln this communication it ia propoaed to use balliatic electron emiuion microscopy (BEEM) and spectroecopy as a diagnostic measurement technique for
eemiconductor electron wave heterostructures that can
overcome the above limitationa. This complement.a the
previoua uses of BEEM for studying buried interfaces
IQ,10J and scatterine in the base electrode lllJ. ln
the BEEM configuration ballistic electrons are injected
with precise energy control from a scanning tunneling
microecope (STM) into a met al base. These electrons
propagate ballistically through the base (approximately
10..20nm) to probe a base-semiconductor inte.rface. By
monitoring the number of electrons transmitted across
the interface u a function of tip-base voltage, the electrical characteristics of the interface, such u the barrier
height, can be determined. The method presented in
the present communication is an extension of conventional BEEM where a multilayer electron wave structure is placed directly below the bue-aemiconductor
interface, u is shown in Fie. 1. By monitorine the
ELECTRON ENERGY
FILTER

Fie. 1 - Enere band configuration in BEEM testine of a
quantum electron wave interference structure, where the
eemiconductor ltructure is directly below the cold bue.
Balliatic electrons Injected from the STM tip are ueed
to probe the quantum transmittance of the atructure.
The atructure ehown is an electron eneriY filter which is
deaiened to transmit at 53 meV above the r conduction
band minimum in the output region. At this enerc,
the barrier and wells are quarter- and half-wavelength
layers, respectively.

Vol. 80, No. 8

number of electrons that are transmitted throueh the
structure u a function of tip-base voltace, the quantum transmittance of the structure can be determined.
Interference resonances will appear u peak. in the
conductance-voltace curves in a manner •imilar to other
quantum interference meaaurement.a 1t-7J.
The BEEM diacnoatic measurement technique described here is not reatricted by the first two limitations
of put quantum interference measurement methods.
The first limitation, the degenerate dopine of the semiconductor etructure, is removed since the carriers are
cenerated by the STM. This sienificantly reduces the
impurity and electron-electron acatterine, thus enhancine the quantum interference eft'ect.a. A Iicht doping
(around 1011 em-•) of the etructure can be used to
control the band bending impoeed by the Fermi level
pinnina at the base-semiconductor interface. lf the
device is made sufficiently thinner than the depletion
width, there will be minimal band bendine through
the structure; the Fermi level will be pinned near midcap throuchout. The second limitation, the difficulty of
providine a base contact, is removed because the base is
exposed and thus easily accessible in this conficuration.
Chancing the base-collector voltace will allow precise
tuninc of the resonance enercies, without aft'ectinc the
enerl)' of injection. The third limitation, poor collimation of the injected distribution, can be improved
in the BEEM technique. Of the electrons incident at
the bue-aemiconductor interface, only those within a
few decrees of normal incidence are transmitted into
the semiconductor, due to the small critical angle or
the bue-aemiconductor interface ll0,12J. The electrons
within this small aneular ranee are, however, refracted
into the semiconductor into a broad distribution (rom
0 to Qadeg. This distribution is collimated in the forward direction due to the nonlinearity of the refraction
process 1121 and the hieh reflectivity for those electrons incident near the critical anele in the bue I12J.
lf one auumes the worat cue condition in which the
electron• in the base are uniformly distributed in eolid
ancle between normal incidence and the critical ancle,
then the normalised distribution in the semiconductor
is clven as g(la) • 11- r'(I,)Jeosl,, where I, is the
ancle of refraction (measured from the interface normal) inaide the semiconductor, and r is the reftectivity
of the bue-aemlconductor Interface for a civen Incident
enerc. This distribution is ahown in Fie. 2 for an interface between cold and Gao.1 AluA• with an enerc of
incidence of lOOmtV above the conduction band in the
Gao.,AluAI. Althouch the electrons tunnel throuah
the AlA' layer and then directly enter the first GCJAs
layer of the three-layer filter, the input distribution is
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The collector current I. of the atructure can be
calculated by integrating the product of the electron
transmittance of the heterostructure (T,(E.,E,) = 1(E., E, )J and the injected electron distribution over
the tip energies E s E. + E,, where E. iJ the enero usociated with the component of the momentum
normal to the interface, and E, iJ the enero auociated
with the component of the momentum tangential to the
interface. The electrons in the base are propqatin& at
an angle 11 Grctan( ..jE.j(E. - V1 )) (measured from
the interface normal) which are then refracted into 11
in the output reaion, where V, iJ the potential enerl)' of the electrona in the bue (12J. The inte&ral of
~he collector current can be evaluated numerically u a
function of tip-base voltaae V,;~- .... to calculate the
current--volta&• characteriltic of the structure. By inHrtin& T,(E.,E,) into the collector current expreuion
developed in Ref. (10J, one achiev• an expreuion for
the collector current I, normalized to the tip current

r
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u
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Fia. 2 - Distribution of electrons injected from a cold
base into a Gao.a A10 . 2 A& aemiconductor. The distribution is plotted with respect to the anale of refraction (measured from the interface normal) in the aemiconductor (02 ) for a kinetic enerty of lOOmeV in the
Gao.1 AI0 • 2 A&. The solid line is the distribution that
includea the quantum reftectivity at the interface, the
da.shed line is the approximate distribution co&l2 that
results from neglecting the quantum reftectivity.

I.,

I./I,-=

J;.

D(E.) fo•··· T,(E.,E,)/(E)dE,dE.
fo• D(E.) / 0.1/(E) -/(E + eV,,p_ ...,)JdE,dE.'
(1)
R

calculated in Gao.a A10 . 2 A& (rather than GaA1) aince
the output reference region is Gao.a Alu A1. The input
distribution could equally well be calculated in GaA1
(or any other material) but the device response would
remain unchanged. The shape of the injected diatributlon, however, is very inaensitive to the enero or
Injection and the composition of aluminum in the enerl)' range of 0 to 1 eV and the aluminum composition
ranee of 0 to o.•s. The diatribution could be further
collimated in the forward direction if a bue metal were
used that had a band minimum close to the top or
the Schottky barrier v••.• ,,. (Fia. 1), thua reducin& the
anale of refraction 12 [12J.

where /(E) il the Fermi-Dirac diltribution, E iJ the
electron enerl)' in the tip, D(E.) iJ the tunnelin& pro~
ability, R iJ an enero-independent ecatterin& term in
the base, E,.. 1,. iJ the minimum normal enero that
can be tranamitted to the collector due to the Schot.tky barrier v._,,,., (Fia. 1), and E ••• ia the maximum enero (for a aiven E.) that can be tranamitted
to the collector due to total internal reSection at the
bue-aemiconductor interface I10J. The electron tranamittance of the 1trueture can be calculated uin& any
of the methods employed to describe quantum tranaport auch u the chain matrix extenaion of the envelope
function appradmation jU) or the Wiper function approach I15J.

The use of an STM injector provides aianificant advantaaes beyond the removal of the above limitations.
At low temperatura, the enerl)' of the injected electrons can be accurately controlled (within a few meV)
by the tip-base voltage of the STM I13J, while the injection current is jndeRtndently set by adjuatin& the tipbase aeparation. Feedback contr9l of the this aeparation
holda the injected current at a fixed value, automatically normalizing the collector current to the injected
current (10J. These features allow for a precise characterization of the transmittance o( the heterostructure,
decoupllng it from the Injector response.

In order to demonatrat.e the utility of thia method,
an electron wave interference &Iter wu d•i1ned for
r minimum eleet.rona in Ga,_.Al.A• (Fie. 1) uain&
the deai&n method pr.ented in Ref. (l&J. This d~
vice il analoaoua to a thin-aim Fabry-Perot &Iter in
opUca, where, at the d•i&n eneJ'I)', the center layer
il a balf-wavelen&th resonant layer and the two adjacent layers are quarter-wavelen&th refteetora. The
filter in Fla. 1 wu desi&ned to be r.onant for a normal incidence (i.e. E. • 0) kinetic eDUJ)' (K E) of
53 meV above the conduction band minimum in the
output reaion, Gcao .• AluAI. The ·r•onant layer was
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d•i&ned u a barrier aurrou.n ded by two wella (u oppc»ed to the equivalent well aurrounded by ~wo bar·
rlen) ln order to enaure that the reaultant etrecta are
due to interference above the barriera and not due to
reaonant tunnelin& throu&h the barriera. The electron
tranamittance of thia atruetUH wu calculated ualn& the
chain matrix exten.alon of the envelope apprarlmation
(14]. The tran.amittance of the &Iter ia ahown in Fie. 3
for both normal incidence (11 • O.Ockg) and an lncj.
denee of 11 • 30.0clcg. At the desi&n kinetic enerc,
KE • 53mcV, the normaJ.ineidence ua.namiUance of
the device peab at 80%, u Ia thown in Fie. 3. The
tran.am!ttance at resonance Ia not unity due to reflec·
tiona from the bu•eemieonduewr boundary. ~ the
an&le of incidence Ia increased, the resonant peak ahifta
to hi&her enercies (aborter wavelenctha). The tran.amit.tance at 11 = 30.0clcg peab at 10mcV which ia conai.
tent with the expected thift for thia ancle, u calculated
from thin· film optlca principl• {12,17J. ~ the enerc
of injection Ia varied from the resonance enerc, the
tra.namittance drops. The full-width-at.half-max.i mum
(FWBM) of the reaonance peak Ia 16.6mcV.
By aubttitutin& the co.m plete filter tran.amittance
(for all an&let of incidence) into Eq. (1), the cunent.voltace, conductance-voltaae, and difl'erential-condue·
tance-voltaae characteriatica or the filter can be calculated. These resulta are ahown ln Fip. .Ca, .Cb, and .Cc
reapectively for temperatW'tll of 4.2K and 77 K . The
two peab in the differential-conductance characteri.
tic conespond to the two peab in the tra.namiUance
T. ahown In Fi&· 3. Thia aimilarity can be eeen ln
Fie. 4c where the tranamittance hu been auperimpoMd
on the ditrerentiaJ.conductanee curvet. In the expcr·
lment, It Ia likely that the amplitude of the tecond
peak wUI be aicnificantly reduced alnce the electrona
can atart enterin& the L minima in Gcao.1 Al0 . 1 .A1 at
V.·~- .... - v....... • 0.16 V. The charactcrittia below
thit voltace, however, ahould cloeely reaemble Fie. 4.
It ahould be noted that u.ch ditrerentlal-condudanee
peak occura a voltace for which the Fermi ener17 ln
the tip it ali&htly above the enerc of that tran.amlt.tance peab. Thlt ahift it a complicated function of
the power-law dependence of the eollector current near
the threshold V.•~- .... •
(lOJ, the dittrlbotlon of Injected eleetrona 1(11 ) , and the tran.amlttance
of the filter. Thlt ahift Ia conalatent, however, wlth
the electromaanetic cue ln which the tran.amlttance
of an interference lUter peab at an enerc that la
diaplaced from the normal ~cldence resonant enerc
when illuminated by a distributed aource {17J. For the
flrat peak thlt ahift arnounta to 2 meV above the rea-
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Fla. 3 • Quantum tranamittance of the three-l&yer electron enercy filter ahown in F ia. 1 u meuured in the
Gcao .• Al0 •2 A• output rezion. At normal incidence, the
S3 meV, with a
filter tranamittance peab at K E
transmittance or 80% and a FWHM or 14.6 meV. As the
anale or incidence it changed, the tran.amittance peaks
at higher enerciea, resultin& in a peak at KE 70meV
for 12 = 30.0clcg. The transmittance at reaonanee Ia not
unity due to reflections from the bue-aemieonductor interface.

=

=

onance enerc, conespondin& to a tip-bue voltace or
V. 4 ~-•·••- v....41 • • 55meV. The FWBM of the conductance peab can be apprcuimated u a tum of the
width of the tran.amittance peak and the width of the
derivative of the Fermi-Dirac diatribution (• 2A:, T) .
For the flrat peak, thit •timate &iv• a FWHM of
17.3mcV at 4.2K and 31.2mcV at 77 K , which can be
compared with the aimulation values of 14.8 meV and
2Q .Q mcV, reapectlvely.

It hu been demonatrated analytically that the primary effect of the application of a bue-collector voltace
to this filter atructure Ia a linear ahift of the reaonance
enerc (18J. Thua, tunln& of the bue-coUector volt.
ace will thlft the reaonanee peak ln the conductancevoltace characterittlc of the device. Thit tunability of
the reaonanee abould allow for crut 8exibility in the
cbaracteriaation of electron wave interference efreeta.
The analyalt uaed to achieve the reaulta of Fie. .C
were bued on an Ideal experimental con6curation with
no back&round noite current, no acatterin& at the bue
aemiconduetor boundary, and no acatterin& in the device, the three mechanitm1 that are moat likely to reduce the maanltude of the interference peab. Since
the atept in the tl(lc f lt) fdV curve ahown in Fi&. 4

•
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(a)
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--.. o.e

rent fluctuationa . The accurate aveement between the
momentum-conaervation theory and BEEM apectra for
G4AI (10) indicate that the component or the current
that acattera at the b......emlconductor interface will be
amall compared to the momentum conaerving cunent .
However, if there ia aicnlficant ecattering at the baseaemiconductor interface, the primary effect iJ to change
the diatribution ofelectrona (g(l11 E)) iJU«ted into the
aemiconductor. Simulationa that incorporate 'tl.lioua
injected diatributiona ~how aimilar behavior to the reaulta ahown in Fig. 4. The locationa and amplitudes of
the interference peab ehlft, but the interference reaonances are atill resolvable. The final contributor to the
noiae current iJ acattering in the interference etrueture.
Since the atructure iJ aignificantly thinner (.., 200nm)
a nd more lightly doped (.., 1011 em-•) than previoua
atructures uaed to demonatrate quantum interference
effecta (~~:~ 800 to 1000nm), it ia likely that thia component of the noiae current will not aignificantly de&rade
the interference meuurementa.
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Fig. 4 • Cunent-voltage (a), conductance-voltage {b),
and d ifferential-conductance-voltage (c) chara.c:teristica
of the interference filter of F ig. 1. The peaks in the
differential-conductance-voltage chara.c:teristic (c) correspond to the two peaks in the transmittance shown
in Fig. 3. The differe.n tial conductance peab occur at
energiu slightly highe.r than the transmittance peaks u
discussed in the text. The firat peak occurs at V,,, ••••• v•• .,,•• ""SSmeV I with a FWRM 17 .~meV at 4.2K
and a FWHM of31 .2meV at 77 K . The second peak liea
above the L minima in the output region and iJ therefore
likely to have a aignificantly reduced amplitude.

or

are an order magnitude larger than previoualy reaolved

tll/tiV ateps(lOJ, it iJ likely that the aignal peab wlll
be aignificantly larger than the background noiae cur-

The m.odeling of thia aimple balliatic electron interference filter clearly demonatratea the potential BEEM
holds u a diagnoetic tool for quantum atructure~. Thia
method could be uaed in the preclae analyaia and characterization of other quantum interference atruetures
auch u resonant tunneling d iod• (19), multilayer enere filters (16,18J, impedance tran.aformua (20J, and
quantum interference tranaieton (21J. In addition, thia
method could be uaed to inveetigate many other quan·
tum tranaport effecta that ue preaently of great interest. For inatance, the technique could be uaed to
analyze the quantum mechanical reflection and tranamiuion put a aingle interface, demonatratin& auch effecta u the dependence on effective mua differences
acrou the interface and the exiatence of a Brewater
angle 112,22). Additionally, the method could be uaed
to characterise the reflectance and reaonance efrecta occurring in quarter- and half-wavelength material layera
(4-6,16,18). A complete undentanding and characteriution of these fundamental efrecta iJ extremely important in the d•ign or future electron guided wave
inte&r&ted circuita ll2J.
In concluaion, a method hu been propoaed that
uaes balliatic electron emlaaion micrOKopy and apectroecopy to teat ~d characterise quantum electron
wave heterostructur.. The BEEM technique providea
a three-terminal teating configuration that overcomes
many of tile limitatione of other two- and three-term inal testing configurationa. A aimulation of the use
of this technique hu been performed for an electron
wave interference filter and the quantum interference
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eft'ectl are ahown to be clearly obaervable. Thia method
can be uaed to characterize a variety of ballistic tran•port effect. auch u quantum reftections from material
interfaces and electron wave interference eft'ectl. In
addition, the method could be combined with other
quantum transport measurement techniques auch as
mqneto-transport 123] and optic.al 124] techniques in
order analyse a wide range of quantum structures. In
the future, the technique could be expanded to twoprobe and multi-probe configuration• In order to analyse complex ballistic transport eft'ectl auch as propacation in electron waveguides 125] and ballistic electron
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diffraction from cratincs 126].
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It is shown that exact, quantitative electromagnetic analogies exist for all forms of the aeneral Hamiltonian [R. A. Morrow and K. R. Brownstein, Phys. Rev. B 30, 678 (1984)], which applies to single-band
eft'ective-mass electron wave propagation in semiconductors. It is further shown that these analogies are
valid for propagation in the bulk, propagation past abrupt interfaces betweep materials, and propagation
within one- and two-dimensionally inhomogeneous materials. These results indicate that the correct
form of the single-band eft'ective-mass Hamiltonian can be determined through appropriate wavefunction-amplitude-sensitive experiments. Wave-function-phase-sensitive experiments (such as the measurement of electron wave refraction directions) are not adequate to specify completely the Hamiltonian.
The present analogies suggest many wave-function-amplitude-sensitive experiments that can be used to
determine the correct form of the Hamiltonian. The results of the present analysis are broadly applicable to general eft'ective-mass propagation, unlike other recent work that has treated specific cases.

Recent advances in nanostructure growth and fabrication techniques (such as molecular-beam epitaxy and
nanolithography) have led to the development of semiconductor devices in which the device response is dominated by ballistic-electron (phase-coherent) transport. 1-s
Such ballistic electrons have been reflected and refracted.' focused, 2•3 and interfered 4•5 in a manner analogous to
electromagnetic waves in dielectrics. Based on these results, it has been shown analytically, that under the
effective-mass approximation, exact, quantitative analogies can be drawn between ballistic (collisionless) electron
transport in semiconductors and electromagnetic wave
propagation in dielectrics. 6
These previous analogies were developed both for
propagation in the bulk and for propagation past abrupt
interfaces between materials. 6 In developing these analogies, the electron wave boundary conditions at an abrupt
interface between dissimilar semiconductors were assumed to be the conservation of the electron wave amplitude l/1 and the conservation of the product of the inverse
effective mass and the normal component of the gradient
of the electron wave amplitude, VY,·n/m. The choice of
these boundary conditions is equivalent to choosing the
Hamiltonian H such that

_,2 IV·'·] +V<r>Y,=El/1

HY,=-V · --!...L2
m(r)

'

for electron wave propagation in a region of spatially
varying effective mass m ( r) and spatially varying potential energy V(r), where fl is Planck's constant divided by
217', and E is the total electron energy.7 This Hamiltonian
is probably the most widely used form of the effectivemass Hamiltonian.'·' There are, however, other Hermitian forms of the effective-mass Hamiltonian and each re·
suits in different boundary conditions.9• 10 von Roos9 has
suggested a Hermitian class of effective-mass Hamiltoni·

an functions. Using this class of functions, Morrow and
Brownstein 10 have shown that only those Hamiltonians
that lie within a subset of this class of functions have
physical meaning when · considering the matching of the
boundary conditions across an abrupt interface. There is,
however, significant disagreement as to the exact form of
the Hamiltonian within this class, based on consideration
of a number of specific cases. 11 - 16 The purpose of the
present paper, therefore, is to draw a set of exact, quantitative analogies between electromagnetic wave propagation in dielectrics and effective-mass electron wave propagation described by the complete class of Hamiltonians
given by Morrow and Brownstein. These analogies will
be drawn for propagation in the bulk, propagation past
abrupt interfac.es, and for propagation within one- and
two-dimensionally inhomogeneous materials, and will be
valid for whatever form of the general Hamiltonian is ultimately shown to be correct. In addition, these analogies
present the specific types of experiments that can be performed to identify the correct form of the effective-mass
Hamiltonian.
Morrow and Brownstein 10 demonstrated that, of the
general class of Hamiltonians (H) suggest by von Roos, 9
only those that take the form

-ffl

Hl/J=--(m(r)crV·(m(r>"V[m(r)0 t/J]} )+ V(r)Y,=Et/1

2

(2)
with the constraint

2a+P=-l

(3)

have physical me.aning, when considering propagation
past 4n abrupt interface between dissimilar semiconductors. Using comparisons of more exact theories and the
effective-mass theory, many authors have attempted to
@ 1992 The American Physical Society
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deduce the values of a and /J. resulting in a wide range of
values from a= -t and pbo (Ref. 11) to a=O and
/J=-1 (Refs. 12-14). As Morrow suggests, 11 the determination of the correct values of a and fJ will doubtlessly
depend on experiments. Galbraith and Duggan have
used photoluminescence data to shown that a=O and
{J= -1 for GaAs/Ga 1- xGaxAs quantum wells.15 Similar results have recently been reported for
GaAs/Ga 1-xAlxAs quantum wells by Mojahedie and
Osinski. 16 However, these results are valid only for
GaAs/Ga 1_xAlxAs heterostructures. 15 Since the determination of a and fJ is still an open problem in general,
this paper will draw electromagnetic analogies to the general form of the Hamiltonian given in Eq. (2) for all
values of a and /J. The analogies that are drawn dictate
the form experiments must take in order to determine the
correct values of a and /J. -~
·
For the Hamiltonian of Eq. (2), the boundary conditions for an electron wave at an interface are 10

m af/1 continuous

(4)

m a+/Jv.p·n continuous ,

(S)

and
where n is the unit vector normal to the interface.
Analogously, the boundary conditions for an electromagnetic wave at an interface between two dielectrics require
the continuity of the tangential component of the electric
field ((;) and the continuity of the tangential component
of the magnetic field c:J() across the interface. Based on
this consideration, it is reasonable to look for analogies
between CZ, = m at/J and either C or 11. In the previous
work based on Eq. (1), it was demonstrated that t/1 (not CZ,)
was analogous to C for TE polarization and to 1f for TM
polarization.6 The analogies of the present paper will be
consistent with these analogies because Eq. (1) is the a=O
special case of Eq. (2) for which CZ. = t/J.
For bulk propagation in a homogeneous medium, an
exact analogy can be drawn between CZ. and both C and
Ji. In this case, the Hamiltonian for the electron wave
propagation [Eq. (2)] reduces to a Helmholtz equation of
the form

vlcz.= -klcz. •

<6>

where k 2=2m (E- V)! IP. This wave equation [Eq. (6))
is exactly analogous to the Helmholtz equation for an
electromagnetic wave propagating in a homogeneous
dielectric of permittivity E and permeability p., where CZ. is
replaced by (; for the electric-field equation and by Jl for
the magnetic-field equation. In the electromagnetic case,
k~=w2p.E, where w is the radian frequency of the wave.
Since the electron wave Helmholtz equtltion has exactly
the same form as both the electric-field Helmholtz equation and the magnetic-field Helmholtz equation, an exact
analogy can be drawn between CZ. and both (; and 11. Using these analogies and the definitions given in Ref. 6, one
can define a phase-refractive index for electron waves as
nEw
=m ,1n(E _ V)ln
ph
,

•

(7)

where m, = m lm ref is the relative effective mass and

(£- V),=(E- V)/(E- Vrer> is the relative kinetic enerIY· where mm and Vmare the eff'ective mass and potential energy in a reference region.6 This electron wave
phase-refractive index is analogous to the phaserefractive index for electromagnetic waves n:~ =~.
where p., is the relative permeability and E, is the relative
permittivity of the dielectric. With these results, phasepropagation effects, such as interference, can be analyzed
using standard electromagnetic results where C (or Jf) is
replaced by CZ, and n :~is replaced by n ::. These results
are valid for all the Hamiltonians given in Eq. (2).
The above analogies ~n be extended to describe electron wave propagation past an abrupt interface between
materials 1 and 2 with effective masses m 1 and m 2 and
potential energies V 1 and V2 , respectively. When a plane
wave [the eigensolution to Eq. (6)) is incident upon such
an interface, part of the wave is reflected back into region
1 and part of the wave is transmitted (refracted) into region 2. The boundary conditions (Eqs. (4) and (S)) are
used to calculate the directions of propagation and the
amplitudes of the reftected and transmitted waves. By
substituting CZ. 1=exp(jk 1, 1·r)+rexp(jk 1,,-r) and CZ. 2
=t exp(jk2 ·r) into the boundary conditions [Eqs. (4) and
(S)], one finds that

6,=6,=61 •

(8)

npb,1sin6 1 =npb,2sin62 ,

(9)

r= "amp.tCOS6t-namp,2cos62
namp,tCOS6t+n.mp,2cos62 '

(10)

and
1

=

2n•mp.lcos6 1

namp, I cos61+ n amp, 2cos62

(11 )

where the electron wave amplitude index of refraction is
defined as
(12)

for region /. These expressions (Eqs. (8)-{11)] are exactly
the same as the analogous electromagnetic expressions
for the reflection and refraction of an electromagnetic
wave from an interface between dielectrics 1 and 2 with
relative perrnittivities E,, 1 and E, 2 and relative permeabilities 1J.,, 1 and p.,, 2 respectively.~: In the electromagnetic
case, Eqs. (10) and (11) give the reflectivity and transmissivity of the electric field for TE polarization and of the
magnetic field for TM polarization. Therefore, when
co~sidering propagation past an abrupt material interface, CZ. is analogous to the electric field for TE polarization and to the magnetic field for TM polarization. ln
other words, CZ. is analogous to the electromagnetic field
quantity that is parallel to the interface.6 In the electromagnetic case, the amplitude index of refraction for
reRon 1 has one value for TE polarization,
n.mp,1=E!,?IP!?, and another value for TM polarization, n~p. 1 =p!,?IE!.?. 6 Using the above results for the
indices of refraction, one can construct a general set of
analogies between electron wave propagation, TE. polarized electromagnetic wave propagation, and TM-
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polarized electromagnetic wave propagation. This set of
analogies is shown in Table I. These analogies, which
have been developed for the general form of the
eft'ective-mass Hamiltonian given in Eq. (2), are valid for
both propagation in the bulk and for propagation past
abrupt interfaces between materials. In the case of an
abrupt material interface, Eqs. (8)-0 1) are valid for electron waves, TE-polarized electromagnetic waves, and
TM-polarized electromagnetic waves, where the appropriate indices of refraction are used for each case.
Motivated by the results for abrupt interfaces, one can
attempt to draw similar analogies for propagation within
materials with general one- and two-dimensional inhomogeneities in eft'ective mass and/or potential energy.
Again, the analogy will be drawn between 4> and either '
(for TE polarization) or J( (for TM polarization), where
the electromagnetic wave is propagating in a one- or
two-dimensionally inhomogeneous dielectric. In this
case, TE <TM) polarization is defined as the polarization
in which the electric (magnetic) field is polarized normal
to the plane containing the gradient of the inhomogeneity. In the case of such an inhomogeneity, the Hamiltonian for the electron wave [Eq. (2)] can be expanded as a
wave equation for 4>.
V 24>-

Vm -P(r)·V
[

'-P

m,

I

(r )

4> +k5m,Cr )[£- V(r)],CI>=O,
(13)

where m,(r)=m(r)/m 0 is the varying relative effective
mass, [£-V(r)],=[£-Y(r)]/(£-V)0 is the varying
relative kinetic energy, m 0 is the average effective mass,
(£- V)0 is the average Jc.inetic energy, and
k 0 =[2m 0 CE- V)0 /~] 112 is the average wave vector of
propagation in the medium. This wave equation (Eq.
(13)] is exactly analogous to the wave equation for TE
propagation in a one- or two-dimensionally inhomogeneous dielectric,
2

V C-

[

Vp,(r)·V
p ,(r)

I

2

-

C+k 0 p,(r )£,( r)6' -0,

(14)

where p,(r )=Jl(r )//Jo is the relative permeability modulation, £,(r)=£( r )/£0 is the relative permittivity modulation, Jlo is the average permeability, £0 is the average permittivity, and k 0 =(C&>2Jlo£o) 112 is the average wave vector
of propagation. By comparison of these wave equations
(Eqs. (13) and (14)], one can see that the analogies between electron wave propagation within a one- or twoTABLE I. Analogies between effective-mass electron wave
propagation and electromagnetic wave propagation in general
dielectrics. The previously established constraint la+/J= -1
applies.
Electron wave

EW

TE

Electromagnetic wave
TM

dimensionally inhomogeneous semiconductor and TEpolarized electromagnetic wave propagation within a
one- or two-dimensionally inhomogeneous dielectric are
the .same analogies as those developed for propagation
past abrupt material interfaces, which are shown in Table
I. As one would expect, a similar analogy exists between
electron wave propagation within a one- or twodimensionally inhomogeneous semiconductor and TMpolarized electromagnetic wave propagation within a
one- or two-dimensionally inhomogeneous dielectric,
V 2Jl -

[

I

V£,(r)·V
£,(r)
Jf+k 02 p,(r)£,(r)JI-O,

(lS)

where the analogies are again given in Table I. Thus, the
analogies of Table I are valid for propagation in the bulk,
propagation past abrupt material interfaces, and propagation within one- and two-dimensionally inhomogeneous
semiconductors. For all of these cases, standard electromagnetic analysis techniques can be used to analyze
electron wave effects such a.s interference, propagation,
reflection, refraction, and diffraction, where the analogies
of Table I are used.
At this point, one might wonder whether such exact
analogies exists for general three-dimensional inhomogeneities. In this case, the analogies do not bold. For
general three-dimensional inhomogeneities, decoupled
TE and TM polarization cannot be defined. Therefore,
one cannot write scalar wave equations [like Eqs. (14) and
(1 S)] for the electric and the magnetic field, but must use
the curl equations. Since the vector field quantities are
coupled, no exact analogy can be drawn between the vector electromagnetic fields and the scalar electron wave
amplitude.
In conclusion, this work has shown that exact, quantitative analogies exist for all forms of the general Hamiltonian of Morrow and Brownstein. 10 In addition, these
analogies were developed for propagation in the bulk,
propagation past abrupt interfaces between materials,
and propagation within one- or two-dimensionally inhomogeneous materials. With these analogies, one can analyze a wide class of electron wave effects such as
reflection and refraction, 1•2 interference,4•5 and
diffraction 17 using well-understood electromagnetic
analysis methods.
An understanding of these electron wave optical effects
in semiconductors has become of increasing importance
in the past few years. Recent experiments have verified
that the electron wave phase index of refraction is proportional to the product of the square root of the kinetic
energy 1- 3 and the square root of the effective mass. 18• 19
It is likely that, in the near future, similar experiments
wiU be performed to verify the dependence of the amplitude index of refraction on kinetic energy and effective
mass. Since the form of the amplitude refractive index is
linked to the form of the effective-mass Hamiltonian
(through n.m,a:mP+Jil), experiments that establish the
power dependence of the effective mass in the amplitude
index of refraction can be used to identify the correct
form of the effective-mass Hamiltonian. The recent experiments on transition energies in GaAs/Ga 1_.-Al.-As

,
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quantum wells 15•16 fit this category since the transition
energies are strongly dependent on the reflectivity of the
barriers (and thus strongly dependent on {J). 15 Due to the
exact analogies to electromagnetics, it is easy to conceive
of other numerous experiments (such as measuring interface reflectivity) to establish this dependence. However,
regardless of the results of such experiments, the exact,
quantitative analogies established in this paper remain
valid. In addition, if the correct form of the Hamiltonian
(for material systems other than GaAs/Ga 1_xAlxAs) is
shown to be other than a=O and /J= -1, the results of
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previous work based on this assumption (such as Refs. 6
and 17) can be simply modified using Table I, with the
analysis methods remaining valid.
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